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ABSTRACT 

This thesis is an investigation, on the basis of three texts 

chosen from early Castilian literature, of the importance of thirteenth 

and fourteenth century Castilian as a vehicle by which information about 

Islam and the Muslims reached the Christian West. In the Middle Ages, 

the Iberian Peninsula was in a special position for the transmission of 

culture, for there, Christian and Muslim communities existed alongside 

each other. 

Two authors, Alphonso X of Castile and Don Juan Manuel, recommended 

themselves for study as they both had contacts with Muslims and produced 

works containing references to Islam and the Muslims. Of their work, 

specific texts were chosen to provide evidence of culture contact: 

Primera Crdnica General, Calila e Dimna and El Conde Lucanor. 

In the thesis, three main questions are posed: firstly, what 

knowledge was possessed by Christian Spaniards of the Islamic culture, 

especially as it flourished in Southern Spain; secondly, what sort of cultural 

material of Islamic origin was most readily transmitted; and thirdly, 

what was the importance of literature as a means of cultural transmission. 

The facts that emerge show that religion was a controversial topic, 

so any cultural material relating to it was transmitted with difficulty; 

elements of material culture were more readily disseminated. 

Religious exclusiveness and polemical propaganda on both the 

Christian and the Muslim side prevented medieval scholars such as Alphonso 

X from forming a truly accurate picture of the Muslim culture. The. popular 

literature, as exemplified here by Don Juan Manuel, contributed much to 

culture transfer, by conveying to Western Europe a relatively favourable 

view of the Muslims, but literature which bore clerical influences 

projected a hostile attitude. Therefore, although thirteenth and fourteenth 

century Castile transmitted much information on the Muslim culture to 

Western Christendom, the view presented was partly truthful and partly 

erroneous, and attitudes alternated between' sympathetic and hostile, 

producing an uneven picture. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The central phenomenon of Spanish medieval history is the 

confrontation and accommodation on the Iberian Peninsula of two 

distinct cultures, the Christian and the Islamic, with a third, the 

Jewish, also intervening in the process. The protracted contact, 

during a period of about nine hundred years, meant that pressures" 

were exerted bilaterally towards cultural adaptation and change. 

During this time, alien influences were incorporated and assimilated, 

reinterpreted or rejected by the different sides, according to their 

social rigidity or flexibility. A cultural group tends to erect 

boundary-maintaining mechanisms such as language, religious beliefs, 

ideologies, nationalism and warfare; 'through these, external stimuli 

are filtered, depending upon the degree of intensification or relaxation 

of their imposition., As the Reconquest moved'south and incorporated 

Islamic and Islamized communities, there was more'cultural diffusion. 

Contact between elements of different.. cultures can have either a' 

creative and constructive effect, aýdestructive effect, or little effect 

at all. It is generally held that in Spain the interplay`of the 

Christian and Muslim cultures had various effects, and these contributed 

to the formation of a Spanish national culture. Scholars are not"entirely 

agreed as to what these effects were. Some historians like'Claudio 

Sgnchez-Albornoz hold that the Muslim Invasion turned completely the 

course of Spanish history: 

- 'El multisecular contacto pugnaz entre cristianos 

e islamitas en la peninsula espanola, al romper 1a 

unidad hispana e interrumpir su normal proceso 

evolutivo, y al afirmar las mäs de las veces la 

herencia temperamental de los primitivos hispanos, 

ha hecho a Espana como es y ha acentuado sus 

singularidades frente a Europa. ' 1 
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Other historians such as Am4rico Castro 2 deny that the effect of the 

Muslim Invasion was so interruptive, on the grounds that it is doubtful 

whether 'unidad hispänica' existed before the Invasion. - 

If during the period of Muslim residence in the Peninsula the 

Islamic way of life influenced the Christian, it did not do so 

constantly, or in peaceful circumstances; contact took place at certain 

times only and often in a state of war, as Sänchez-Albornoz suggests: 

'Me he alzado contra la teoria de quienes pretenden 

que cristianos e islamitas espanoles vivieron en 

continua y, constante comunicaci6n pacifica. 

Lucharon äspera y. brutalmente durante centurias. 

Pero no cabe negar que a lo largo de esa large 

pugna hubo breves y esporädicos hiatos de contacto 

.y entrevero. y que uno de ellos quizäs el mäs dilatado. 

y fecundo, debe fecharse en el siglo XI. ' 3 

The many translations made from Arabic into Latin and Romance in 

twelfth and thirteenth century Spain bear evidence that Christians, 

Jews and Muslims worked together in, producing them, and this would imply 

that discussion and interchange took place during this peaceful contact. 

But on the other hand, it appears that more usually, the Muslims and the 

Christians, on account of their religious differences, enforced cultural 

barriers which restricted bilateral influence and emphasised the 

differing aspects of their cultures. H. B. Parkes, discussing the 

interplay of the Byzantine, Islamic and Western Christian cultures 

wrote: 

ý... And despite a common intellectual indebtedness 

to the Hellenic aspects of the classical culture, these 

three different civilizations have had relatively little 

influence on each other and have generally regarded each 

other with hostility. Even the profession of common 
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religious beliefs by the Westerners and the Byzantines, 

and considerable scientific and philosophical borrowing 

by the West from the Arabic civilization, did not 

promote mutual understanding and cooperation. The ', 

cultural and institutional differences made these three 

civilizations sharply hostile to each other. In fact, 

the most important debt owed by the West to the two 

neighbouring civilizations was negative rather than 

positive. Close contact, especially through the 

Crusades, stimulated the new Western society to an 

awareness of cultural antagonisms which hastened the 

process of self-definition. Without such a process 

no civilization cin achieve greatness. ' 4 

In the light of these conflicting opinions, my. caim is to attempt to 

establish, on tiie" basis"öf the evidence `afforded by early Castilian 

literature, the nature of the contact between the Muslim and the 

Christian cultures in the Iberian Peninsula and to determine whether it 

was as positive, negative or negligible as the various scholars maintain. 

This study sets out firstly to examine some of the earliest available 

sources in Castilian literature in which mention is made of'Islam and the 

Arabs, to describe and analyse these references, and to determine through 

them what knowledge was possessed by Christian Spaniards of the Islamic 

culture, its history, institutions and customs, especially as it 

flourished in the southern part of the Iberian Peninsula. 

Secondly, the study goes on to evaluate these findings and to 

determine which categories of cultural material of Islamic origin were 

more readily assimilated and to which types of material the culture 

of the Christians proved impervious. 

Thirdly, it has been stated: 'Empezaron los contactos entre Oriente 
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y Occidente por caminos literarios', 5 
so to test this theory an 

examination will be made, on the basis of chosen works, of evidence of 

the transmission from the Oriental world to the Christian West of 

literary elements, and of cultural elements in this literature. 

A possible result of such an enquiry may be to enable one to make 

an informed judgement on the importance of thirteenth and fourteenth 

century Castile, as a channel for the transmission of cultural elements 

of Islamic origin to Western Europe. Within the field of thirteenth 

and fourteenth century Castilian prose writings, the two authors who 

obviously recommend themselves for study on account of their Muslim 

associations, are Alphonso X of Castile 4, 'el Sabio' (1221-1284) and his 

nephew Don Juan Manuel (1282-1348). The study has been confined to 

works of a non-technical nature, centring upon historical, didactic--and 

literary writings. 

Technical and scientific material has been excluded for two reasons; 

primarily because to analyse it would demand a deep knowledge of 
whici I do 1A- rosse66, 

medieval science and the technical terms related to itA and secondly, 
because most of the scientific works were direct translations from the 

Arabic, and therefore offer little evidence of cultural interchange 

except in, the basic fact of their existence. More evidence is to-be-found 

in the legal material, but unfortunately this too had to be omitted, 

again because of the technical knowledge of medieval law involved, and 

also because of its daunting amplitude. Philosophical and specifically 

polemical material, though offering much information about Islam, has 

had to be excluded; the first because of its complexity (it would 

warrant a study on' its own) and the second on account of its tendency 

to exaggerate and misinterpret the facts. 

The Primera Crdnica General (compiled under the auspices of 

Alphonso X) b probably omp to de his son Saftehe IV i . L! 1289)- 
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provides the bulk of the working material because of its great scope. 

It recommends itself particularly as it constitutes a description of the 

Iberian Peninsula over more than five hundred years of the two 

communities, Christian and". Islamic, living together, and contains a 

substantial amount of Arabic and Islamic information. Furthermore, 
Myj kl. r. 'e ck"L tf-zc 

owing to the encyclopaedic nature of medieval historiography, tha 

chronicle incorporates material from the epic poems, of ewin° ^^° -also 

to study indirectly such sources as the Poema de Mio Cid. Thus the 

Primera Crdnica General presents a wide sweep of life, both erudite and 

popular, covering many branches and pursuits of society. 

Calila e Dimna offers itself as an early source (thought to have 

been translated at the orders of Alphonso X in about 1252), which is 

particularly useful since it has available for comparison versions of 

the Arabic text from which it was translated. Moreover, it is worthy 

of inclusion by merit of its importance within the literary tradition 

both in Arabic and Castilian. 

Finally, El Conde Lucanor (dated 1335) has been chosen for study, 

again by merit of scope and literary quality, as a suitable example of 

didactic prose. The author, Don Juan Manuel, like his uncle Alphonso X, 

recommends himself especially as a Castilian and as a statesman personally 

involved with Muslims. His work has been selected for these reasons 

from the öther early sources of the Alphonsine period of a similar 

nature, for example, Sendebar, Libro de los ejemplos por ABC, Castigos 

e documentos, etc., which will be considered briefly when dealing with 

the background to El Conde Lucanor. Other early sources thought to 
: 10a50. La S 

abound in Oriental elements, Barlaam , Poridat de Poridades 

and El Cavallero Zifar, have had to be excluded because of the limited 

scope of this study. 

The idea of concentrating solely on the Primera Cronica General was 

rejected as Arabic texts for the comparative analysis of sources are 
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lacking. Furthermore, juxtaposition with such literary works as 

El Conde Lucanor helps to put the ideas contained, in the 

Primera Cr6nica General into perspective. 

These works therefore, designed for use in instruction in the 

royal and noble, households of Christian Spain, works dealing with 

history, society, art and literature, offer a wide field of potential 

culture contact situations. These situations must be examined in order 

to define the conditions and circumstances of contact between the two 

distinct cultural groups, and thence to chart the consequences, if any, 

which followed upon such contact. The results should show whether 

in fact thirteenth and fourteenth century Castile was in the privileged 

position to act as mediator with the Muslim and Arab culture for the 

Christian. West. An informed judgement may then be reached on the 

importance of Spain as 'eslab do entre la Cristiandad e el Islam' 
6 

at this period. 

ý _. 
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PART I Primera Cr6nica General, a study of cultural contact between 

Christianity and Islam based on the evidence of some early Spanish 

historical writings 

The main objectives of Alphonso X in compiling the Primers, Cr6nica 

General were to acquaint the Spanish Christians of the late thirteenth 

century and thereafter with the history of their country and to produce 

such a work as would contribute to the glory of Castile. Alphonso 

set out to collect as much information as possible about the country 

from the very beginnings of history, with the creation of the world, 

up to the death of his father, San Fernando, in 1252. The working 

material collected was very varied; the principal source was the work 

of the Hispano-Latin chronicler Rodrigo of Toledo (1160? -1247) who 

was acquainted with Arabic and had probably used Arabic accounts of 
OLSýUavi 

history in his-own chronicles. -Material-from epic sources found its 

way into Alphonso's history and added a further dimension, that of a 

view of life as seen through the eyes of, the populace. Alphonso X's 

collaborators then moulded the material into a chronological account 

of the main political events in Spain and those elsewhere in as far 

as they affected Spain. In so doing, they recorded the period of Muslim 

presence in Spain from the Invasion in 711 up to 1252 and thus incidentally 

documented five hundred years of contact between Christian and Muslim 

parts of Spain-- 

This study is intended to look for and examine evidence in the 

Swji 
Primera Cr6nica General of air contact, and to try to evaluate the 

effects of it. Since the two communities concerned were divided by 

differences of religion, the first step will be to see how these 

differences manifested themselves and how the Christians viewed Islam. 

Then, since the Muslims conquered and administered most of Spain for 

centuries, it will be interesting to see if the chronicle gives any 

indication of Christian Muslim influences in politics and institutions. 
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Because the two sides were engaged for a protracted period in active 

warfare, a study of aspects of military conflict in the Primera Crdnica 

General may also reveal stimulus or interchange in this sphere. During 

their stay in the Peninsula, the Muslims enjoyed a vigorous intellectual 

activity and left many visual monuments to Islam; though references 

to such material culture in the chronicle will only be incidental, any 

particulars that can be gleaned may help to throw light on Muslim art 

and learning in Spain, and the Christian attitude towards it. 

Finally, the source will be scrutinized to detect evidence of human 

contact, particularly within the realm of social relations. For apart 

from books, human agents are the most important activators of the 

transmission of culture. 

It is hoped that study on these topics will show how far the 

Christian culture in Spain allowed itself, voluntarily or 

involuntarily, to be affected by the Muslim; which aspects of culture 

bear the strongest mark of Islamic influence, and why; how this 

influence came about; and finally, the effects or repercussions of 

such cultural interplay. 

QjA-&j 

-) 
C (The cases of culture contact one can take as a model are, for 

example, those suggested by Juliän Ribera: Origenes del justiciar 

de Arag6n. Zaragoza, 1897; Americo Castro: 'Perspectiva islämica 

de tres instituciones cristianas. 
Ördenes militares: guerra santa: 

tolerancia', ch. XI of La Realidad histörica de Espana. Mexico, 1962; 

and T. F. Glick: Irrigation and Society in Medieval Valencia. Cambridge 

Mass., 1970. A general discussion of culture contact situations and 

methods of culture transmission is also to be found in T. F. Glick and 

O. Pi-Sunyer's article: 'Acculturation as an explanatory concept in 

Spanish history', Comparative Studies in Society and History, II 

fasc. 2, pp. 136-154,1969. ) 
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CHAPTER 1 Religious matters: Islam as seen by the Spanish Christians 

The Primera Cr6nica General 7 
was compiled during a period when 

polemical discussion between the three great religions, Judaism, 

Christianity and Islam was at its height. In the thirteenth century, 

a wave of Christian polemic swept through Europe in reaction to the 

spread of Arabic philosophy propagated from Spain, translations of 

the writings of such philosophers as Averroes, Avicenna and 

Avicebron. In 1240 a debate was organised in Paris under St. Louis 

between four rabbis and a Christian; in 1263 a similar discussion 

between a Jew and a Christian was arianged in Barcelona under Jaime el 

Conquistador; from 1259 to 1264 St. Thomas Aquinas was, preparing his 

Summa contra gentiles, a refutation of Judaism and Islam by a 

Christian; from 1260 to 1270 Ramon Marti was condemning. the Koran 

in his writings; in 1271 Ramon Lull produced his Libre del gentil e 

los tres savis, again a discussion between Christianity, Judaism and 

Islam, in which the former is triumphant;; and at approximately the 

same time as the PCG was completed, San Pedro Pascual produced his 

Libro contra la seta de Mahomath. 8, In Spain, the polemic had begun in 

the second half. of the eleventh century, with the division between the 
soon 1o bccowrc 

Christian north - new-much stronger-with the reconquest of Toledo, 0096, 

contact with northern Europe through the pilgrim way to Santiago and 

also the inspiring influence of Cluny - and the Muslim south 

- 
invigorated by the military and fanatically religious support of 

the Almoravids and Almohads from North Africa. The PCG reflects in 

detail the confrontation of these two great religions on Spanish soil. 

Because of the PCG's background of religious controversy and continuing 

Reconquest, this examination in it of contact between Christianity 

and Islam in the field of religion will necessarily be a study of the 

confrontation of the two religions rather than their interaction or 

mutual influence. This is primarily because religion is one of the 

most efficacious boundary-preserving institutions that communities 
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have ever set up. Both Islam and Christianity protected themselves 

from each other by formal procedures such as the imposition of-rules 

governing the change of religion, the prohibition on religious books 

and documents and on the language in which they were written. In 

turn, the religions themselves were protected by warfare, as the 

Christian crusading idealy: exemplified by the military orders, 

grew up to counteract the Berber invasions. Division and war was 

the norm in the rural areas along the March or dividing line between 

Christian and Muslim Spain, whereas in the principal towns it 

appears that a spirit of tolerance allowed the encouragement of some 

cultural exchange, the translation of scientific and technical books, 

especidly in the Alphonsine period. Cultural barriers were further 

penetrated by the exchange of elements by a non-formal process, the 

flow of'ideas, customs and techniques facilitated by human agents such 

as travellers, merchants, soldiers etc. One'should expect therefore 

to find little culture contact on the'religious plane but considerably 

more so in other areas of reference. The study of the PCG is intended 

to examine this hypothesis in a specific text, a'text of great 

relevance and importance. ' 

The first stage is to document the body of 'information about 

Islam which Alphonso X and his compilers incorporated into the PCG 

and thus channelled through to medieval Spain, so that it can be 

seen what late thirteenth century Christians knew and thought about 

their enemy religion. But in order to make an appraisal of the 

PCG's summary of Islam, it must first be compared to the potential 

scope of information available, so an examination is required into 

what exactly was known and believed about it in Western Christendom 

at the time of the chronicle's compilation. 
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i) The extent of the knowledge of Islam among Western Christians at 

the time of Alphonso X. 
Sn ßar+ýa}ie. + aN 3: taw was kný, sº ý1 b Nýa wetkrý ww Nrok Uc UL Sevt4A cmtktº rAo" S6 Lt 

scvual ctwt s Tasscä bePv't Wtnkt*% E. Idpe taw 4 Eo Qorm 
a view of what constitutes Islam which was at all complete by our 

standards. The sources of the information on which this view was based 

comprised Arab, Byzantine and Christian tradition, and a small amount of 

personal experience by Christians. From the twelfth century onwards, 

Christian research into the information available about Islam served 

to complete the picture. Because the details came from both Islamic 

and hostile Christian reports, and often by hearsay, the corpus of 

information contained both truth and error. Alphonso X lived towards 

the end of this formative period, -so theoretically he should have had 

most of the information within his reach. 

Modern scholars such as M. T. d! Alvernyý9, J. Vernet and. C. Pellat 

consider that during-the first century of Muslim presence in Spain, 

the eighth century, the Spanish Christians of the north were in 

almost total ignorance of Islam. The tendency was to regard Muslims 

as pagans, polytheists and idolators; Pellat 10 
called it-the - 

'epic tendency', as it was prevalent among epic-writers, especially 

the epic poets of France, who portrayed Muhammad imprecisely as 

anything from heretical Christian,: to the Antichrist. 

It seems that the Christians living in the south of Spain with the 

Muslims '. did not pass on to northern Spain and Europe much true 

information about the Muslims which they might have acquired from 

everyday contact. 

The first layer of information on the new religion filtered 

through to the West via Eastern Christians, such as John of Damascus 

and Theophanes, writing not long after its birth, and was consolidated 

in the writings of Latin Christians like St., Isidore of Seville 

(570? -636) 
11 

and the Benedictine monk Sigebert of Gembloux (1030-1112)12. 
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This body of information originated from both Islamic and Byzantine 

Christian sources and was not surprisingly a mixture of fact and 

fiction. The fictitious material (which Pellet 13 
calls the 

YlAt is 
'literary tendency') contained the 'Corozan'myth', 

Athe 
story of 

(%c P. 30) 
M-uhammad's first marriage and rise to fame, 

Awhere 
his trickery and 

profiteering and later the violent and warlike nature of Islam are 

emphasised. This was all the information available to Western 

Christianity for several centuries. Later, the Crusades did much 

to advance a more correct picture of the Prophet, but only those with 

personal contact with Muslims would accept this revised portrait, if 

at all (William of Tripoli, 'for example, writing at the time of the 

tcde6 
Crusades spread some false mks about Muhammad as well as some true 

facts). 

" The official policy of Islam in the conquered territories was 

that of religious tolerance. It was materially rewarding for the 

subjugated to adopt Islam, but they were not usually forced to do 

so. To those non Muslims who like the Muslims themselves, venerated 

a holy book, was extended the institution of _qbimmas., 
the 'protection' 

of Islam. So the immIs, 'protected people' or Ahl al-Kitäb 

'people of the book' 14 
--mostly Jews and Christians-- were allowed 

to retain and practise their religion, though in return for the 

payment of heavy tributes. So the Christian Visigothic Church 

in Spain did not come to an abrupt end with the Muslim Invasion, 

but developed into what is knowz. as the Mozarabic Church; it was 

generally tolerated, though religious fermentation and revolt by 

the Christians caused some persecution and martyrdoms under 

°Abd ar-Rahmin II in the ninth century. 

The living together of Muslims and Christians in what has been 

called convivencia 
15 

would imply, at least theoretically, a first- 

hand knowledge of Islam. In reality, it meant that the Spanish 
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Mozarabs, those Christians living in Muslim territory, were 

acquainted with the contemporary externals of the religion, 'but 

they had not much idea of the facts of its origins or its tenets. 

The main barrier was the Islamic prohibition on access to the 

Koran for non-Muslims. While converts to Islam were encouraged'to 

study and recite the holy book, those who retained their religion 

and decided not to convert were not allowed access to it. Indeed, 

it was one of the conditions of their guaranteed safety of person 

and property, not to learn or teach the Koran. 16 Furthermore; 

Muslims were discouraged from discussing the Koran or any aspect 

of their'religion with people of another faith. 

This meant that non-Muslim communities in Islamic territory 

were alienated from Islam by law, and as a result, their interests 

were divorced from those of the Muslim state; indeed, their leaders 

tended to stimulate alöofness.. rather than cooperation. It appears 

that the convivencia was-in effect a law-enforced mutual toleration 

rather than a spontaneous interchange between the two communities. 

By the time of the persecutions of the ninth century, known 

as-the Martyr Movement of Cordoba 17 (850-859), some'discussion 

between the rival religions was being held, though it tended to 

be aggressive on the part of the Christians; there was no give 

and take, and little common ground. Paul Alvar, a protagonist of 
had &a t664 FO " krývºýrý 44 WAd Ot f0 ýk %t 

the Movement^(perhaps because of his Jewish descent and family 

litSeýw3 hwýa. Sh Aahlilt, Clýr: 4KC of koLr is W 
. 
054A; $ fClaitöºts wiý{+1 flusIwy) 

, for 2d QQQQr. - connections, / 

in his writings he expresses admiration for its style: 

'The composition of its words and the prayers 

contained in all its parts, we today read in 

their volumes and much do we admire them for their 

elegant facility and their awesome eloquence' 
18 
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Yet his opposition to Islam was such that he identified Muhammad 

with the Antichrist, the Beast of the Apocalypse (although fellow 

Christians in Spain did not generally share this extreme view) and 

he cannot be expected to have propagated among the Mozarabs any 

truthful ideas about Islam that he might have acquired in his studies 

and personal contact with it. The writings of the Martyrs are 

therefore not worthy of serious consideration because of the 

controversial situation which stimulated them. For although some of 

their allegations about Muhammad were sober as compared with some 

Christian anti-Islamic polemic, other details were inaccurate or 

unpleasantly absurd. For example, St. Eulogius (martyred 859) 

asserted in his Liber Apologeticus Martyrum that Muhammad expected 

to be resuscitated after the third day, but that in fact he was eaten 

by. dogs, after which an annual slaughter of these. animals was called 

for in Muslim lands. G. E. von Grunebaum makes the obvious criticism 

of Eulogius' transmission of wrongful ideas: 

'What is bewildering about this report is the, fact 

freely admitted by the author that he made no 

attempt to verify the information supplied him 

by a chance manuscript in Latin by questioning 

his Muslim=compatriots or glancing at their 

historical works. ' 19 

As a result of Eulogius' failure to discredit this myth, it 

was perpetuated for another four hundred years, at least until the time 

of Alphonso X, although by then truthful accounts were available for 

dissemination among the Christians of Spain. The works of the Martyrs 

are probably not typical of the Mozarabs in general, they are 

exaggerately biassed and acrimonious in the interests of polemic to 

stir up the Christians of Cordoba. There is perhaps a tendency to 

extra bitterness on the part of these Christians because of their 
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enforced close contact with Islam and the restrictions on the 

practice of their own religion which this entailed. This is borne 

out by the fact that even at the end of the thirteenth century when 

Alphonso X, San Ram6n de Pefiafort and Ramon Lull had helped to 

supply truthful ideas about Islam, - San Pedro Pascual in Granada was 

still emphasising in his writings the more far-fetched aspects of 

anti-Muslim propaganda such as the idea that polygamy is criminal 

adultery, that Muhammad was possessed by the devil, and the allegation 

in various derived versions that he died by poison. Thus there is 
ado 'G 6 ttie v ed; evº( tMfcL. 

considerable evidence 1'of 'Mozarabic malice' 
20^being 

use in the 

interests of propaganda. 

Alphonso X may or may not-have had access to the works of the 

Cordoban Martyrs. He makes no reference to them and their works do not 

appear on the list of'sources he borrowed from the monasteries of' 

Albelda and Näjera for the compilation of his chronicle. 
21 It is 

most likely that he did not draw upon this particular Mozarabic 

contribution; his own view-point and expression differ in that he 

presents a slight advance towards the logical, just and sober 

consideration of Islam. Alphonso X was not in the particular 
can ter 969 

dramatic al#a-c2t' of the Cordoban Martyrs and could therefore 

present a rather more disinterested version of Islam. Though the 
6b, icmýirs 

striking ignorance and myth-mnLý�M of the Mozarabs still overshadowX 

him and he cannot shake Stoff completely, he does in most cases 

apply the rational criterion. 
diswssieh 

The twelfth century brought a revival of lo do and a 

turning-away from the ecclesiastical obscurantism of the early 

Middle Ages. Southern 22 
calls it the 'Century of Reason and Hope' 

and Pellat ?3 
sees in it 'the scientific tendency'. There was no 

weighty corpus of polemical material in Spain until the eleventh 

century. The first real polemical work was produced by Ibn Hazm of 
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Cordoba (993-1064), Kitäb al-Fisa1 fl 1-milal wa al-ahwä' wa-l-nibal 
24, 

a treatise on religions and sects, in which he discredited Christian 

beliefs (especially the Trinity), practices and cults. This work 

stimulated a Christian polemical reaction based on a study of Islam. 

Perhaps the authority of science in Islam spurred the Christians 

on to seek a similar authority. The central figures in the new 

Christian activity in the field of Islamic studies were Petrus Alphonsi 

(c. 1062-11?? ), a Spanish Jew converted under the auspices of Alphonso VI, 
T. Pl ¢ý de Guz ýN kºs ar(ºdc Ft l. ýbý 4ý 8Ytº to ýsraka 4A&ma k los stýos 

and Peter the Venerable, Abbo pof ýýiy 
c. 

92 _1156). The sources 

for their work were found in the Benedictine monasteries of Spain, 

where the archives were constantly being enriched with documents and 

treasures captured from the Muslims. But although this was the first 

genuine Christian attempt to find out the truth about Islam,:. Peter's 

objective in collecting this knowledge was still polemical. Since 

both Christianity and Islam laid claim to unique revelation, this 

made them missionary in principle and the propaganda objective 

prevented peaceful dialogue between them. 

The work of the Cluniac translators in the mid-twelfth century 

was a great advance in Christian knowledge of Islam; i contained a 

translation of the Koran made by Robert of Ketton in 1143 25, 
an 

elucidation of doctrine and of the laws concerning marriage and 

other controversial issues. Moreover, it was achieved with the 

collaboration of a bilingual Mozarab, Peter of Toledo, who know 

Arabic better than Latin, and furthermore, a Muslim called Muhammad 

was employed to check the content of Ketton's Koran. In view of this, 

the translation ought to have been fairly accurate, but later study 
26 

showed that it contained errors and was far from perfect. However, 

given the difficulty of the Koranland considering that this Cluniac 

version was the first attempt at a Latin translation as far as we 

know, it was a remarkable achievement and it enjoyed a comparatively 
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wide distribution. It should have eliminated the doctrinal ignorance 

of those who read it. 

The other works on Islam by Peter the Venerable were more 

polemical in nature, and though he rejected most fantastic myths 

about Muhammad, he did not just eliminate them from the outset, but 

included them (for example the 'Bahirä myth' 
27, that Muhammad had 

heretical Christian teachers, which is recounted at length) and then 

discounted their validity. This method was also followed by 

Alphonso X. Peter again fell into the common error of comparing 

Islamic doctrines to the various Christian beliefs and also heresies, 

thus giving a misguided view of them. Generally speaking, an outside 

observer cannot help comparing another religion with his own and thus 

he accentuates its aberrations; furthermore, a hostile student usually 

shows little effort to discover the meaning of customs and whether they 

are typical or degenerations. As Grunebaum deduces: 

'When the Christian looked upon Islam, his primary task 

was not to study this phenomenon of an alien faith 

that seemed both akin to and apart from his own, but 

rather to explain the unexplainable, to wit, the 

artful machinations by which Muhammad had won over 

his people to the acceptance of his absurd 

confabulations: 
28 

Thus apologetic self-defence lead to propaganda for the home-front: 

'It is as if only the most derogatory presentation of the 

despicable but powerful enemy could allay the secret 

suspicion that his case be stronger than it was wise 

to admit. ' 29 

Information was extracted and distorted to serve the high purposes 

of the Church and there was a general attempt to deny Islam as a 

Revelation of God by discrediting Muhammad. Even the Gluniac workers 
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erred here because although they sought authentic information, it 

was in order to annihilate Islam. This was not mere dishonesty or 

hypocrisy, for on account of the harm done to Christianity by Islam, 

they thought that Islamic statements about Islam were a massive 

attempt to deceive and defraud. Christians thought all Islamic 

statements suspect, hence the general principle of law that a 

person of another faith was not a satisfactory witness. Christian 

witness was presumed reliable, Islamic witness suspect, thus where 

they conflicted, the Christian view was normally preferred to the 

Muslim. In Christendom, the Scriptures were an unchallenged authority, 

thus if the Koran contradicted them, the Koran was discredited. This is 

no doubt why Christian scholars of Islam, Alphonso X among them, do 

not appear to have consulted Muslims about their religion. Such a 

conclusion shows up the medieval Christians' capacity for self-delusion, 

in spite of the no doubt genuine twelfth century attempt to get at the 

truth. 

Within Islam, the spread of the mystical tendency, Süfism, 'from the 

eleventh century onwards, brought among Muslims a new interest in 

asceticism. There followed in the East the rise of the Islamic monastic 

system and the dervish orders, possibly influenced in their foundation 

by Christianity. The concept of futuwwa, 30 brotherhoods of devout young 

men, had grown in the eleventh century into the establishment of 

monastery-fortresses along the line of ribä , the military borders of 

Islam, combining defensive warfare and the ascetic life. It has been 

conjectured 31 that the role of the young Muslim warrior-monks stimulated 

in Christianity the growth of similar religious fighting forces, the 

military orders of the Templars and Hospitalers and later orders peculiar 

to Spain. If this conjecture is true, that Christians fighting in the 

East came into contact with the practice of futuwwa, and then practised 
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it themselves in the Crusades, it will be interesting to see if there 

is any knowledge of this evidenced in Spain or any acknowledgement 

in the PCG. Since this question is most closely concerned with the 

fighting of the Reconquest, it will be considered not in this 

discussion of religious matters, but in the next chapter on 

political affairs. 

The boundaries of knowledge on Islam were pushed farther afield 

by the translators at Toledo under Archbishop Rodrigo in the early 

thirteenth century. In producing his Historia Arabum, Rodrigo must 

have worked on Islamic sources, especially since it contains a version 

of the Islamic story of the Mi'rä , Muhammad's night-journey to 

Jerusalem and heaven; yet even he could not shake off the grip that 

Christian propagandist myths held over every Christian scholar of 

Islam. These myths were perpetuated by Alphonso X who used the 

Historia Arabum extensively in the PCG. N. Daniel agrees that: 

'The Historia, and still more the Cr6nica, are full of fabulous 

elements which overlay the sound chronological basis with errors, the 

insertion of true and false events in inappropriate places. ' 32 (Here 

he is particularly referring to the interpolation of the 'Corozan story' 

which will be examined in due course. ) 

Rodrigo did not seek to comprehend the basic concepts behUd': the 

Islamic religion and its practice, but followed the Christian tradition 

of interpreting them in the Christian way. 
33 For example, he 

represented the a än as a substitute for the nactus 
34, 

or bells; he 

imparted this idea to his protdg(ý Mark of Toledo and to Alphonso X. 
&ey wert, widely ýeaard, 

The acjbän and bells, because ^f t1' r 1-14--a aura' were 

symbols of the two religions and:; mutually'intolerable. Normally, the 

ringing of bells was not allowed on Muslim territory, and later the 

calling of the a ffn was prohibited in the reconquered areas. The go 
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PCG always emphasises that the bells were rung as a sign of triumph when 

a town or city was recaptured from the Muslims. 35 Ramadan was usually 

seen as a parallel to Lent 36, 
and although the Cluniacs knew the 

intention of the Muslim fast, most Western Christians did not bother 

to find out. The wu ü, ablution, was alleged to be a pseudo-baptism 

and the ha , the pilgrimage to Mecca, was hardly comprehended at all 

until the time of San Pedro Pascual, who in spite of his perpetuation 

of myth for polemical purposes, did transmit some elements of truth 

through his contact with Muslims. It was very generally believed 

that the Prophet's body was in Mecca; Rodrigo of Toledo pointed out 

that Mecca was only where Muhammad was born, but the mistake remained 

widespread. 

Rodrigo commissioned his disciple Mark to make a translation of 

the Koran 37 
and Mark's other patron, the archdeacon Maurice, 

recommended for translation a series of professions of faith by 

Ibn Tu-mart, Mahdi of the Almohads, a text known in Latin Christendom 

as Libellus Habentometi. 38 Mark completed these between 1209 and 

1213, along with prefaces, as an exposition of Islamic doctrine which 

he wanted to offer to Christian theologians in order to clarify the 

Koran for them. Thus Rodrigo and his readers had a good version of 

the KorGu (superior to Ketton's, though it had a very limited diffusion), 

and within a year of the battle at Las Navas de Tolosa, they were well 

informed of the religious tendencies of their enemy. This shows that 

Rodrigo wanted to build his polemical crusade upon a serious and well- 

informed basis. 

Mark's Preface to the Koran gives an elucidation of Muslim theology: 

the One God; 

the intolerance of idols; 

the tolerance of Jews and Christians etc. 
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The exposition'is based on various surahs of the Koran, covering: 

paradise; 

Chist the son of Mary; 

fasting; 

the five prayers, ablutions; 

circumcision; 

wives (it does not specify the limit of four) 

and concubines, adultery (the laws are explained); 

the probibition on the pig and blood; 

prohibition of images; 

the pilgrimage to Mecca. 

An explanation of the word 'ran 39 is given: 'Alchoranum qui 

interpretatur "lectionarius", et Alforcanus, qui "distinctus" in linguam 

sonat arabica. ', 'distinct' signifying a distinction between the 

Old Testament and the New, or between the profanity of the pagans and 

the new faith which Muhammad taught. ' Mark uses the 'word'2urat for 

surah (Ketton had used azohara 
40 based on the Spanish pronunciation) 

and there is a general understanding that a surah is equivalent to a 

chapter (the annotator of Ketton's Koran says that an azoara is a 
K&A. CKtrDAuts CMPV4 4y14y-15 cwt 

revelation and can be translated as chapter), but Aa 60A`'""; "A apes@ 
S 

, commandment. The Koran was known as the book of the 

Law of the Muslims, religion and law being closely related, and it was 

held to contain commands, as Mark expresses it: 'Alforcano libro legis 

infidelium Ismaelitarum', 'inserit tarnen auctoritates Alchorani, '. 

It was the Cluniacs who spread the idea of the Koran being a collection 

of commandments, Ketton described it as 'liber legis' and 'collectio 

praeceptorum'. The progression from praeceptum, divine command, for 

surah, to mandamiento in Spanish is easily made. The PCG is based on 

Historia Arabum for explaining zohara as mandamiento. Much that was 

said of the Koran implied that it contained, rather than consisted in, 
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revelations. The Christians objected to the idea that the Koran was 

God's revelation and therefore substituted the-term commandment by 

analogy with the Scriptures. 

Thus Rodrigo and Mark of Toledo's work produced a whole new body 

of facts on Islam, but it was interspersed with the old myth and new 

confusions. Mozarabs tended to translate literally, perhaps because 

they rarely achieved a perfect knowledge of Arabic, and Mark produced 

a literal translation of the Koran which though correct, gave rise to 

incoherency and confusion in places. He does not appear to have known 

the work of his predecessor Ketton, and his initiative was probably 

independent of the Cluniac corpus. So if the Cluniac translations 

were thus limited in their circulation, even more so were Mark's, 

which were not popular at all, and it is not surprising that 

Alphonso X does not make. any reference to him. 

As N. Daniel points out: 

'Readers, even serious readers, were shy of the more 

serious works, and preferred . to be amused as well 

as edified. ' 41 

This is borne out by the more popular appeal and success of the 

Mi'rä , the story of Muhammad's night-journey, as compared to the 

Koran. There was a marked failure to distinguish between the Koran 

and other Islamic books thought to be equally authoritative, as the 

beginning of Alphonso X's version of the Mi'rä story in the PCG shows: 

'E en el segundo libro de la estoria deste Mahomat... ' 42 

The best-informed authors, of the. thirteenth century failed to 

discriminate between reliable and unreliable sources, they canbined 

conflicting material and sometimes preferred the poorest. The data 

of an inherited polemic were preferred to the fruits of personal 

observation gnd there was a definite preference for what appeared 

to be facts over argued polemic, with the result that amusement, 
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instruction and controversy were slotted together. 

In the second half of the thirteenth century, the Christian 

missionary work among Muslims and Jews in Spain was intensified on 

the orders of-Pope Clement IV. One of the most pressing tasks of 

San Ram6n de Peffafort in 1242 was to study the methods most conducive 

to the conversion of the Muslims and Jews. This stimulated the 

foundation of schools of Oriental languages. In 1254, Alphonso X 

founded a school of Arabic in Seville: 

'Ortogo que aia estudios e escuela generales de 

latin e de arabigo., 
43 

In 1266, he and Jaime el Conquistador of Aragon founded schools 

of Arabic and Hebrew in`the Dominican convent of Murcia. They only 

lasted ten years, because of the dangerous=-proximity of the Moors, so 

they transferred, the Arabic to Valencia, and the Hebrew to Barcelona. 

These schools had a definite object--to learn enough about the 

Muslim and Jewish religions to be able to point out their errors. 

Studies even then were still solely for polemical purposes, as 

Don Juan Manuel reveals in the Prologue to his Libro de la Caza; 

speaking of his uncle . Alphonso X, he states that he: 

'fizo trasladar toda la sects de los moros, 'porque 

pares1iesse por ella los-errores en que Mahomad, 

el su falso propheta, los puso e en que ellos 

estan oy en dia. ' 44 

-teste sc ools a pWº' ctakc, 4U14 m^ýaMCud 0 row 

4 swc*1- stete. In the 

Actas del Capitulo Provincial of 1281 45 
we discover that Ramon Marti 

had only four students in the Studium Hebraicum of Barcelona, and 

Juan de Puigvent6s had but five students in the Studium Arabicum of 

Valencia. Thus these schools were designed for a very limited number 

of missionaries, and no reference is made in the PCG to their foundation. 46 
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In compiling his chronicle, Alphonso X took as his authority 

on the parts concerning Muslim Spain Rodrigo of Toledo's 

Historia Arabum and also Lucas of Tuy's. Chronicon Mundi 47 
and 

Sigebert's Chronicon. Rodrigo supplies the main body of the account, 

thus Alphonso is indebted to him, deficiencies included, for the 

information on Muhammad and early Islam. He endeavours to place this 

in history and treats it as'an essentially alien phenomenon. 

Alphonso X makes little advance on the. Cluniac and Toledan work 

and can even be said to take a retrograde step in that he only gives 

a scant summary of Islamic doctrine, omitting many of the facts which 

Mark of Toledo had made at least theoretically available. His 

information on the Almohads shows that he could not have known Mark's 

translation of Ibn Tümart, nor could he have heard the many adverse 

myths about the Mahdi. 48 Alphonso's inclusion of a lengthy and 

detailed version of, the Mi'rä story in his chronicle in its 

autobiographical form ('Yo pregunte estonces a Grabiel... ' 49), 

and the evidence that he ordered a translation of it from the Arabic 
inhm i" aad vtne4Xr" ý+a, k Laswrllao 

into Spanish 
5ý 

again shows the medieval for the popular comer 

toe erudite or abstruse. 

. Alphonso X perpetuates in a mild form the idea of Islam as 

apostasy from Christianity. This waa-largely literary, present in 

the Chronica Isidoriana and the Historia Arabum, and connected 

essentially with the assertion that Muhammad had Christian teachers. 

None of the Christian writers on Islam appear to realise how far 

Islam was indebted to Christianity and Greek learning 51 in the subtle 

elaboration of concepts, but they are aware that Muhammad seems to 

have drawn extensively on the Bible in the foundation of his newt 

religion. It is emphasised in the PCG that 'Johan' 52 taught him the 

Old and the New Law and that he mixed and distorted them and sought to 

produce something which would undermine Christianity: 
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'E el comenjava les de predigar et de fazer enfintosamientre 

nuevas leys, e traye los en aquellas malas at descomulgadas 

leys otoridades de is vieia ley et de la nueva, e 

destruye el por esta guisa is ley de Nuestro Sennor 

Dios, assi que muchas vezes avien razon los cristianos 

et-los iudios de desputar con los moros. ' 53 

It was generally accepted that Islam was a law or religion in its 

own right, but because of its close affinity with Christianity in'its 

origins, in similar concepts and some traits which could erroneously 

be equated with Christianity, it was seen as essentially schismatic 

and heretical in relation to Christianity. 54 

N. Daniel, in his comparison of the various views of Islam, 

concludes: 

'Thus Islam was conceived in many contexts, not only 

as heresy, but as a schism belonging with the Eastern 

Churches, as part of a providential scheme of 

progressive error developing after the Christian 

revelation, as constituting the third law, that is, 

with Judaism and Christianity, the third of revealed 

religions, and as one in a wide sequence of all the 

religions of the world. These different approaches 

often. mingled. Summing up, we can say that Islam 

was always seen to be in a definite relation to the 

Catholic Church; the medievals, though often querulously, 

looked ultimately to the reunion of all men., 
55 

It was incumbent upon Alphonso to compile his chronicle in a 

spirit of strict orthodoxy with regard to religion. In his day many 

heresies flourished 56 
and for religious and political reasons he 

no doubt wished to present Islam as the religion of the adversary, 

arch-enemy of the true faith, Rem" Catholicism. As he also 
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introduces the idea of Islam as the scourge of God, to explain the 

downfall of the Visigoths, the two ideas being difficult to reconcile, 

the effect is rather confusing. There was no clear-cut conclusion 

about Islam, as Daniel puts it: 

'Islam is not a mere negation of Christianity; it is 

not just a partial affirmation of it; but in practice 

it came to be seen in both these aspects. They were 

complementary,... Islam was a falling away from the 

truth which the Christian Church preserves 
57 

... 

On both sides it was the extent of disagreement, not 

of shared beliefs, on which men concentrated their 

attention. ' 56 

Scholarship in the Middle Ages was seriously hampered by what 
has 

ParrinderAcalled the 'Chosen People Attitude' 59 
which created 

exclusiveness, arrogance and pride; this leäd to persecution, and 

being persecuted leä, to persecution of others. This attitude explains 

the failure to recognise any kind of spiritual life in Islam; Islam 

was treated as a parody of bad Christianity rather than as enjoying 

any independent existence of its own, and this resulted in an 

enclosed superiority on the part of the Christians, and a lack of 

interest in Islamic religious practice which in turn le4d to 

ignorance and limited knowledge. 

Alphonso X appears to have made no direct contact with Muslims 

to obtain information about their religion for his chronicle. 

Therefore his work represents a summing up of the contemporary 

position rather than a forging ahead on empirical evidence. 

Daniel makes the same general conclusion about all Western scholars 

of Islam: 

'Theory can never have been confirmed by direct access 

to educated Muslims, even in the rare case of writers 
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who claimed to have taken part in active discussion, 
60 

for example Ricoldo and Lull; or where there was a 

close knowledge of written sources and some personal 

contact with Muslim society, for example, with the 

Cluniac translators, with Mark of Toledo, Ram6n Marti 
61 

or San Pedro 000 

Alphonso's work shows the influence of literary, at the expense of 

direct, sources of knowledge, and in Spain, it was the literary 
unq, ýs (1 4(4 

perpetuation of =1 Christian traditions that was the usual source of 

unsavoury information. Alphonso's main contribution to the transmission 

of knowledge of Islam can be defined as a bringing together of most of 

the sources of information of the day, both erudite and popular, Arabic 

and Christian, and making them available in Spanish Romance. 

ii) Alphonso X's version in the PCG of the story of Muhammad and the 

beginnings of Islam. 

The story of Muhammad in the PCG lacks the impact of a unified 

presentation 
62 

because of the historiographical procedure of the 

chroniclers, which was to deal in each chapter with all the different 

events in the known world in one year or short period. Thus Muhammad's 

biography and the. establishment of Islam are spread over several 

chapters, interspersed with information on the tribes in Spain, and 

expressed in different styles on account of the different sources. 

This detracts from the dramatic moment of the rise of the new religion 

which was later to affect Spain so closely. When one pieces together 

the details into a continuous biography, the reader is struck by the 

similarity of Alphonso X's version to the biographies by his, 

predecessors in medieval Western Christendom who had contrived but 

a superficial contact with Islamic authority. Since Alphonso X in 

Toledo and Seville was held, at least in theory, to be in direct 

communication with Muslim scholars, 
63 

and with the empirical evidence 
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of Mozarabs, one would expect him to have consulted them for his account 

of Islam. This however, does not seem to have been the case. He was 

guided to a greater extent by the research produced by his Christian 

predecessors, the translators of Cluny and Toledo (though not 

necessarily always at first hand), whose objective in their studies was 

not en elucidation of Islam in itself, but a discovery of its errors 

and weaknesses for the purpose'of confounding it. 

Let us now examine the story of Muhammad in the-: PCG to see where 

there is truth and where myth, how the version compares with contemporary 

beliefs, and what attitudes to Islam emerge. 

In chapter 467, 'on the birth of Muhammad, the PCG points out the 

significance for the rise of Islam of the conditions in Arabia and the 

conflict of religions there at the time. It narrates the myth of the 

prophecy of power in Muhamthad's horoscöpe: 

taquel judio estrellero que dixiemos Cato et asmo la 

concordancia delas estrellas et de las planetas sobre 

la era del nascimiento del ninno, e entendio por ellas 

que avie de seer aquel ninno omne mucho esforgado et 

alpado et poderoso en regno et en ley. ' 
64 

The Islamic myth of the washing of Muhammad's heart by two angels 

is recorded, but rejected as lies, since it offends Christian sensibilities 

to have the archangel Gabriel testifying to the supreme purity of 

Muhammad's heart: 

'dixo aquel judio estrellero mintiendo, que vinieron 

dos angeles et que sacaron el corayon a Mahomat... ' 
65 

It seems from this that the PCG accepted myths as faithful history 

when they appeared in such sources as Rodrigo of Toledo's writings, 

but only as long as they were not detrimental to Christian ideals, or 

put up opposition or rivalry to them as this myth did. 

Muslims claim that'their Prophet was illiterate, but Western 
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Christians, including the compilers of the PCG, refused to believe this 

as it would testify to the marvellous revealed nature of the Koran. 

So the PCG claims that Muhammad was educated by a Jewish astrologer: 

'El judio ensennol estonces en las ciencias naturales 

et en la ley de los cristianos et de los indios, e 

daqui apriso Mahomat et tomo despues cosas que 

metio en aquella mala secta que el compuso pora 

perdicion de las almas daquellos que la Green, por 

fazer creer a las yentes que era verdadera aquella 

predigacion. 
66 

This is Christian condemnation of Muhammad, alleging that he was 

clever and learned in religions and invented everything in order to fulfil 

the horoscope. The new religion Islam is referred to as a 'male secta', 

a belief formed from an erroneous offshoot of the Jewish and Christian 

religions. Moreover, the FCG seems to pursue the mistaken Christian 

view that Islam was attempting to replace, bring up to date, or correct 

Christianity, just as Christianity had superseded the Mosaic Law. 

Christians ignored the fact that Islam claimed to be one continuous 

religion in many revelations, the religion of all the prophets from 

Abraham and Moses up to Jesus Christ and now Muhammad, the last 

prophet, who set the seal on all the rest. Again, this idea offended 

the Christians not only because it exalted Muhammad above Christ, 

but because Islam thus claimed to be all that Christianity was and more. 

The PCG continues the biography with the Western fantasies of 

Muhammad's learning and his knowledge of magic: 

'muy sabidor en las artes a que llaman magicas' 
67 

and from this follows on the Western myth of the heretical monk 

whom Christians claim furthered him in his perversions: 

'un monge natural de Antiochia, que avie nombre 

Johan, que tense el por su amigo et era hereje; 
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e daquel monge malo aprendio el muchas cosas 

tan bien de la nueva ley como de la vieia pora 

defenderse contra los audios et los cristianos 

quando con ellos departiesse, ca todo lo que aquel` 

monge be demostrava, todo era contra Dios et contra 

la ley, et todo a manera de heregia .1 
68 

Legendary stories, presumably of Islamic origin, about the Kaaba 

are revealed in Rodrigo's Historia Arabum, and the PCG includes this 

information. It is evident that the compilers did not seek to verify 

it by asking Muslims, as they even perpetuate Ro, drigo's mistaken 

translation of 'piedra aymant' for the Black Stone. 

The account of Muhammad's first marriage shows that the PCG added 

to the general line of narration based on Lucas of Tuy's chronicle 

a version of the 'Corozan story' from"the Historie Arebum, ('Corozan' 

representing a degenerated form of Khuräsän, whence came Muhammad's 

first wife Khadija, represented as 'Cadiga'). Its interpolation was 

not smoothly and happily made, thus implying that it is an extraneous 

source. The main narrative states that Muhammad went into the 

service of a widowed relative 'Hadaya' (Khadija); 

'Mahomat, quando assi vio toda is tierra en grand 

cueta de fambre, llegosse ell a companna duna 

bibda su parienta, que era muy rica duenna, que 

avie nombre Hadaya, et era natural di de is 

tierra... ' 
69 

A little further on, the bare statement taken from Lucas of Tuy runs 

to the effect that Muhammad: 'tomo por'muger una que avie nombre Hadiga'. 
7° 

Later, the account brings in the 'Corozan' material, relating details 

from Rodrigo of Toledo about Muhammad's being courted and married'by a 

woman who almost appears to be a different person: 
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'avinol assi una vez que ovo de entrar en la provincia 

que dizien Corrozante. Desta provincia era sennora una 

duenna que avie nombre Cadiga; esta Cadiga quandol 

vio mancebo tan grand et tan aguisado et fremoso et 

bien fablant, fue toda enamorada dell... ' 71 

Furthermore, she is then referred to as a queen: 'la reyna Cadiga'. 

Thus the two sets of details do not exactly fit, and show the 

'Corozan story' to be an interpolation of Christian popular myth 

taken from Rodrigo of Toledo. 

The PCG goes on to record how Muhammad convinced his wife that 

he was the Messiah and explained to her that his curious behaviour when 

he seemed to be possessed was prostration before the presence of the 

angel Gabriel. This behaviour was attributed by detractors to either 

self-induced fits, demonaic possession, or more commonly, as in the 

PCG, to epileptic fits: 

'Este Mahomat era mal doliente duna enfermedat 

a que dizien caduco morbo et de epilesia... ' 72 

For Christians would not admit 11uhacimad's communication with Gabriel. 

It is undeniable on all accounts that by his preaching Muhammad 

became famous, and the PCG records this, condemning his undermining 

of the established religions: 

'E el comenjava les de predigar et de fazer 

enfintosamientre nuevas leys... e destruye el por 

esta guisa la ley de Nuestro Sennor Dios... ' 
73 

Muhammad never pretended to perform miracles, but Christians and Jews 

ignored or derided the Koranic assertion that miracles were no longer 

necessary, and they insisted that 

evidenced by miracles. Hence the 

tk WtVAIG of rsLaw,, 
and Aby 

Scriptural analogy, tim a 

the mission of a prophet must be 
WW aweýtq r OSVIlis 

popular imaginationns&pplied them, 

ttributed to him miracles, 
74 

worked by 

the devil, thus making him out to be the false prophet of the Scriptures: 
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'Luego que extol ovo dicho trabaiose por sus 

encantamientos et sus artes magicas, et con 

la ayuda del diablo por quien se el guiava, 

de fazer antella assi como sennales et 

miraglos... e por esta manera lo avien de creer 

todas las yentes de lo que les dezie. ' 75 

With the rise of Islam the Christians had to find some way of 

explaining Muhammad's great powers of persuasion, how it was that he 

managed to convince so many people to follow him, and the way that 

suited them best was through this allegation of his performing false 

miracles. 

The Christians had also to find some means of explaining Muhammad's 

military success and superiority. The PCG perpetuates in the West the 

popular belief that he, won his battles by trickery; furthermore, that 

on conquering Damascus, he set himself up as a king 'et regno diez 

annos'. 
76 In fact,, towards the end of his life, Muhammad evolved 

from apostle to statesman, and Petrus Alphonsi, 'Mark of Toledo and 

hence the compilers of the PCG, interpret this change as kingship. 

The PCG includes as fact and true history the myth of Muhammad's 

visit to Spain: 

- 'Despues desto passo ell a Espanna et fuesse pora Cordova, 

et predigo y aquella su mala secta. ' 77 

This myth is not unnaturally a Spanish phenomenon, a tradition 

stretching from St. Isidore's chronicle to the PCG. The information 

states that Muhammad came to Spain and preached there concerning Christ 

--a point of significant controversy between Christians and Muslims-- 

and he is said to have affirmed the Virgin Birth but denied Christ as 

Son of God; this is one of the cases where Christians were right about 

Islamic doctrine, although it was. in opposition to Christianity, perhaps 

because it was one of the most common topics of polemic. The account 
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also tells of a clash between Muhammad and St. Isidore, the 

champion of Christianity in Spain. The two were contemporary, but 

that they actually came into contact seems unlikely. 

These myths, since they uphold Christianity and disfavour Islam, 

were probably instigated by Christians at or soon after the time of 

Muhammad and were considered attractive material by Christian 

chroniclers, including those of the PCG. 

The story of Muhammad's nocturnal journey to Jerusalem and his 

ascent to the seven heavens was known in the West. It is told in the 

hadith and therefore is part of Islamic legend surrounding the Prophet. 
cawtd k 

The nucleus of the story ie-in the Koran: 

'Glory to him who by night carried his servant from 

' the Mosque of the Haram, to the further Mbsque. 78 

(Sarah XVII v. I) 

The background may be a dream in which the Prophet saw himself 

transported to the Temple of Jerusalem, and this grew into a 

wonderful story of a night journey in the company of the angel Gabriel, 

first to Jerusalem and then through the seven heavens to the presence 

of God. The Apocalyptic literature of Judaism and Christianity probably 

supplied most of the motifs for this story. 

Alphonso X came across a version of this story perhaps in the 
105 

Arabic book Kitäb al Mi'räi, for not only does he 

include it in the PCG, but also makes reference to it in his 

Setenario 
79, 

and it seems he even ordered a translation of it to be 

made into Castilian 80. Both the Arabic model and its Castilian 

translation have been lost, but that they did once exist is testified 

to by extant French and Latin versions or translations. 81 

The PCG version is based mainly on Rodrigo's account in his 

Historie Arabum, but it does have additional details which probably 
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come from a popular Arab source. For example, Rodrigo tells of the 

mount that Muhammad rode on his journey: 

'cabalgava en una bestia que dizen en aravigo 

alborach 
82, 

que andava mucho edemas, por que 

en tales bestias como aquellas solien andar 

los prophetas antigos dell otro tiempo... ' 83 

But the PCG adds further description attributed to Moorish sources: 

'Desta bestia dizen los moron que tiene alas, 

et aun dizen que no es bestia mas spirito en 

semeianca de bestia. ' 84 

Furthermore, the details about Christ's hair and the greeting of 

Muhammad by the angels are not to be found in Rodrigo's account, so 

they probably also come from extra Islamic sources. If the compilers 

have made a special effort here to obtain information from Muslims it is 

significant to reiterate the medieval interest in information of a 
stricuj fod"t 

fabulous and popular rather than a setts nature. 

The PCG account refers to a book about Muhammad, this could 

well be the supposed Kit5b al Mi'räi: 

'E en el segundo libro de la estoria deste Mahomat 

fallamos que quando el querie yr a alguna part que 

cavalgava en una bestia que dizen en aravigo alborach... ' 85 

There may have been several sources, for the versions in Rodrigo's 

chronicle and-in the PCG differ from that of the supposed Arabic 

model, from, what one can tell of it from the French and Latin versions. 

Certain points are almost identical, for example, the detail of the 

three cups and Gabriel's words to Muhammad (from 'et quel dieron como 

en offrenda tres vasos' to 'agora eres tu enderescado at todos los 

qui creyeron en tu ley' 86 ). The description of paradise and hell in 

PCG chapter 489, 'De como Mahomat dixo que subira fasts los syete 

cielos', _is also almost identical to the Latin version, Liber Scalae 
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Machometi, and is almost an exact equivalence: 

'E en todos los cielos en que yo sobi preguntavan 

los angeles a Grabiel quien era yo, et el dizie 

les: este es Mahomat... ry es ya enviado al mundo? 

Et el dixo les: ya enviado es... Pues que passe 

los siete cielos, puso me Grabiel ante: Dios, e 

el mando me que dixiesse yo. .y 
todos los que me 

creyessen cinquaenta orationes cada dia... Et 

todo aquel que estas cinco orationes fiziere, seer 

le an galardonadas bien comd si dixiese cinquaenta. ' 88 

In all these details, the PCG version is similar to that of 

the Latin translation of the story, but on the whole it is different. 

Initially, the PCG rejects the entire story as lies and a fabrication 

not worthy to be accepted as true history: 

'E despues que-aquella ley les ovo dada, comengo 

de falagar los con sus palabras dulces et sabrosas, 

pero engannosas et falsas... E el mintiendo dize 

que fallo estonces Abraham et a Noysen et a Ihesu... ' 89 

Aiphonso X either found the account as it was originally, too 

fantastic to be treated as or included in a history, or just too 
.h his 

injurious to his Christian sensibilities. Yet he always respected for 

ht 
sources on probably admired the literary interest and value of the 

to n scýJCä, oýd u: vý iý to bc 
supposed Kitäb al Mi'räi sufficiently to have it 

Atranslated as a 

separate item. 

A significant lacuna in Alphonso's production is a translation of 

the Koran; one wonders why, interested in the religion of the Muslims 

and surrounded by them, he did not have their sacred book made more 

accessible to Christians in the vernacular, if only for polemical 

purposes. (There is no indicati8n that Alphonso was acquainted with 

the Koran of Mark of Toledo. ) It is quite possible that if in fact 
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Alphonso X did want to translate the whole of the 'secta de los moros', 

it was difficult to procure a copy of the Koran or that the Muslims 

were reluctant to co-operate. If he did consult Muslims, they may have 

made a more harmless work like the Kit6b al Mi'räi available to him, 

in place of the Koran. In brief, whatever the reason for the 

translation of the night journey story, Alphonso also felt it 

necessary to include an outline of it, with an amount of detail, in 

his chronicle, reminding the Christian reader at the same time that 

it was all Islamic lies. 

Accounts of Muhammad's death are confused by myth, and this is not 

surprising as his followers themselves did not know what to expect when 

he died; they were not sure whether his body would be resuscitated and 
In raemm 

? 
Niaý 

he would ascend into heaven like Christ or not. when he 

died, his body remained on earth and no claim was made that he had risen 

from the dead or been carried to heaven. Detractors saw this as a 

great failure and evidence that Muhammad was not a true prophet; they 

exploited the situation by falsely attributing various horrible deaths 

to him. 

The most common explanation of his death is by poison; some versions 

have a miracle of a piece of lamb which has been poisoned speaking 

out to warn him, but the PCG version has his own disciple 'Albimor' 90 

experimenting to see if he would resuscitate and thus killing him with 

the poison. According to the Christian myth, Muhammad had told his 

followers that he was to die after ten years of his 'reign' in 

Damascus had been fulfilled and to rise again on the third day like 

Christ. But this did not happen, and various myths desecrating Muhammad 

circulated, one of which Lucas of Tuy and hence the PCG picked up: 

'e segund cuenta don Lucas de Tuy, fallol tod el 

cuerpo comido de canes. ' 91 

lope. 
The PCG version of the end of Muhammad's b egg is less horrible 
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and is probably of Arab source: 

'Albimor cogio estonces todos los huessos del et 

soterrolos en Medina rasul, 
92 

que quiere dezir en 

el lenguage de Castiella tanto como "la ciudad de 

los mandaderos. " Aqui se acaba la estoria de 

Mahomat. ' 93 

One manuscript variant of the PCG (Biblioteca Nacional 1.298, 

s. XIV- XV) contains the myth of Muhammad's death-bed baptism. But 

the fact that this idea appears in only one manuscript and as a late 

interpolation implies that the belief was not generally held by 

Christians at the time of Alphonso X. 

So it emerges that the biography of Muhammad in the PCG is a 

curious blend of fact and fiction, both Islamic and anti-Islamic. 

Let us now examine the information the PCG contains concerning 

Islamic doctrine. Here it is not so much a case of erroneous 

information as lack of information; the account of Islam is very 

brief and not clearly set out, elements of doctrine are included 

in different places of the biography and it is not all set out like a 

formal statement. - 

The Christians understood and accepted the Islamic concept of 

One God: 

'pedicavales sienpre un Dios solo. ' 

'e predicavales que a un Dios solo devien aorar 

tan solamientre et non a mas. ', 
94 

and the words of the 16-115h ilia-11äh 'there'is no god but God' (Allah), 

have been fairly accurately picked up in the PCG: 

'Digo que non es otro Dios ninguno si non uno solo tan 

solamientre. ) 95 

So Alphonso X does notfall into the ignorance or wilful disregard of 

fact of some epic writers who called the Muslims idolaters, though he 
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does use some pootlo sources which call them 'paganos'. It seems to 

have been generally understood by Christians (no doubt because it was 

congenial to them anyway) that Muhammad pretended only to the role of 

messenger, carrier of the Divine Message 96: 

le dizen et creyen ellos por cierto que fue Mahomat 

mandadero de Dios, et que ge les envio el pora 

demostrar les aquella su, ley. 1 97 

Christians also understood the Islamic concept of jihäd 98 
or 

Holy War to protect Islam and its lands, and the claim to martyrdom 

for those who killed or died in Holy War: 

'todo aquel que mata a su enemigo et aun aquell a 

que matan sus enemigos, que luego se va 

derechamientre a parayso. ' 99 

At first it seems the Christians had been shocked by the physical 

violence of the Muslims,, and it provoked much debate among them as to 

whether war could. ever. be holy. 
, 

Finally they did appear to accept 

salvation in heaven for their own warriors killed in the Reconquest; but 

only as a pious hope, not as official doctrine, and they could not extend 

this to great sinners taking part in the fighting. 

Towards the Islamic idea of paradise, Alphonso X's compilers took 

the usual critical viewpoint of Christians, insisting upon the 

4eepieable-q hedonistic side of it: 

'e dizie les que el parayso era logar muy sabroso 

et muy delectoso de comer et de bever... e que 

avran los que y fueran mugeres escosas... e avran 

otrossi complidamientre todas las cosas que 

cobdiciaren en sus coraiones. ' 99 

Equally, they disparaged the Islamic custom of polygamy, without 

elucidating the law that Muslims were limited to four wives at one time. 
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The account accuses Muhammad of adultery and fornication: 

'tomo Mahomat otras mugieres, et caso con ellas; 

e fueron por cuenta todas las mugeres que all ovo 

en adulterio et en fornicio dizeocho. ' 100 
, 

Obviously, Alphonso X and'his compilers looked at polygamy from 

the Christian standpoint and saw it as adultery. It is perhaps 

surprising that the PCG does not have a version of the story of Zayd 

and Zaynab, which Christians usually exploited to prove Muhammad's 
(Au" WMt, rxdih*, is P, epº ttü d, tu^c oA sa wpb, w: Qc of tw+KwwW. M. tage, w+"o a; Axre l ku: e 

adultery. "wu+`jht'". '"tbddý 
l ,I s"ý' ". *t s&'9* x-k 6y r« wd, 'Km oil KA-% )c><xill -k c 

V. Vdcco., ' ZayKAV, E %c4cL Mtt+ý e<i Lstawý. o. f IV, fr 1Ufl-Ixoo. ) 

The PCG, on the basis of Rodrigo of Toledo, also looked at the 

a än, the call to prayer, ' from Christian analogy, and saw it as a 

sacriligious parallel to`Christian bells: 

'Despues desto mando Mahomat que subiesse un moro en 

las torres o'las companas de los cristianos sollen 

estar, e que en logar de campana que diesse y vozes 

et 1lamasse a todos aquellos que della su secta eran 

pora venir a"la oracion, assi como oy en'dia vedes 

aun que fazen. ' 101 

The Christians understood about fasting, since'it was not an alien 

concept to them, but they did not go into the specific reason for it: 

'Otrossi mando que en el mes que los'moros ilaman 

ramadan que ayunassen y treynta dies e otros 

treynta en el mes que dizien eilos almoharran. ' 102 

Alphonsols chronicle shows that the Christians of the day knew about 

the Muslim calendar, and its lunar, not solar, months, and they could 

convert the Muslim dates to Christian, but only of course if they knew 

the exact day: 

'almoharran: et este es el mes de junno; mas los moros 

nonrcuentan los meses sinon por la luna, et por esso 

non nos podemos dezir por ende el mes nin el 

tiempo sennaladamientre. ' 102 
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The chronicle records how the institution of the mosque and 

shrine was set up: 

'E los moros por fazer plazer a Mahomat fizieron 

mezquita daquella casa o el nasciera a onrra del. ' 102 

The PCG records the statement that Muhammad, after communication 

with an angel as he alleged, gave the laws of Islam to the people, but 

in general the Christians refused to believe this, that Muhammad was 

the authentic recipient of God's revelations through the archangel 

Gabriel: 

'e mintiendo dizieles que ell angel Grabiel vinie 

a el et quel dizie yl demostrava tod aquello que 

lea predigava. ' 103 

The PCG compilers show little correct knowledge of the Koran; they 

merely repeat from Rodrigo. what it is, 104 
and that it is too 

shameful to talk about: 

let davales leys que toviessen, las que ellos llaman 

por su aravigo zoharas, que son tanto como 

"mandamientos", e destas zoharas les fizo ell 

un, grand libro departido por capitulos, al que 

ellos llaman alcoran, e tanta nemiga et tanta 

falsedad'escrivio ell en aquellas. zoharas, esto 

es mandamientos, que"verguenna es a omne de 

dezir lo nin de oyrlo, et mucho mas ya de 

- seguirlo. ' 105 

The PCG, according to the Christian tradition, refused to accept the 

Koran as revelations of God, and preferred to follow Rodrigo's 

interpretation of surahs as mandamientos. 

Christians held that Muslims accepted these new laws because they 

were an easier discipline for a sensuous people: 

'beldos de la pon9on del diablo et adormidos en 
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el peccado de la luxuria. ', 105 

and that the sect had come . about through Muhammad's deceit and 

wicked teachings: 

'ensirio Mahomat los corayrones de las yentes en aquella 

su porfiosa secta por los engannos et su mal 

ensennamiento. ' 105 

Furthermore, the chronicle complains, the Muslims were... still, at 

the end of the thirteenth century, enslaved in their wicked ways: 

'e oy en dia los tienen et estan muy firmes en su 

porfia e non se quieren llegar nin acoger a la 

carrera de la verdadera fe nin aver en si la ley 

de Dios nin el su ensennamiento. ' 106 

Thus Alphonso X's compilers set'out to explain Islam, but turned 

their account into the traditional Christian attack on it and a polemical 

propaganda for Christianity, 'la verdadera fe!. Their account shows 

a lack of sympathetic. interest in-Islam (which is perhaps in those 

circumstances too much to ask of the scientific spirit), and hence 

ignorance. An ignorance of the Koran is shown by the compilers in their 

refusal or inability to elucidate it. Yet even if the'. -. bilingual 

Muslims who attended Alphonso's court were co-operative in such matters, 

willing to help translate and explain it, which seems doubtful, the 

Koran is still a book which must have been very difficult for 

Christians to appreciate. 

There is no mention of the Islamic institutions even later in the 

PCG when the periods of co-existence between Christian and Moor are 

covered, no mention of: 

the ablutions; 

the Friday prayer; 

the praying in the direction of the  iblah; 

the pilgrimage to Mecca; 
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the alms or poor-rate; 

the refusal to'eat pig's flesh; 

the circumcision. 

And yet all these things must have been known to the Alphonsine 

compilers. Indeed, Alphonso's son Sancho IV referred to the last two 

items in his appraisal of Islam in lsf. s. ' Castigos e Documentos del 

Rey Don Sancho. 107 It seems the Alphonsine compilers had no wish to 
(wI c" w&S ýteawt Fo gtýr b dwiohiw Caaalt) 

give any account of Islamic practices in their historyAand only dealt 

with such elements as were necessary, particularly pertaining to 

ideology. 

In conclusion, the PCG includes the following true facts about 

Islam, produced mainly through the research of Alphonso's predecessors: 

the preaching of the One God; ( 
, p.; Zb$a) 

the unity of God; (275b) 

the denial of Christ's deity as Son of God; (2W) 

martyrdom and paradise for those who die in Holy War; ()k&(') 

the call to prayer (although it was probably misunderstood); (2bga) 

Ramadän; (204) 

the Koran (not elucidated). (2h) 

However, these doctrines and institutions were often seen through 

the eyes of a Christian 105 
and criticized for not being identical to 

Christian concepts. In the PCG account, they are mixed in haphazardly 

with myth', and no attempt is made to give a clear, coherent expression 

of Islamic beliefs. It is apparent that in spite of the theoretical 

availability of collaboration with-Muslims, the Alphonsine compilers' 

knowledge was far from complete. 

Obvious subjects were picked for Christian' criticism, attack and 

condemnation: 

polygamy: although Petrus Alphonsi had explained to 

Western Christianity that it was not in fact mere 

prostitution, it was abhorrant to the Christians in 
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whose eyes it could be nothing but adultery; (2(61}, ) 

the Islamic paradise with its descriptions of 

sensuality, about which the Christians felt 

sure the Muslims were themselves doubtful 

and embarrassed; 0-4) 

the a han which was an outrageous challenge 

and intolerable symbol to the Christians. (2 4) 

The PCG follows this polemical pattern and does not attempt to 

verify the laws pertaining to marriage and divorce, or compare the 

Arabic paradise with that promised by Christ. 

The PCG uses mythical sources, and some legends are related as 

history and seem to be accepted as truth, for example: 

the reading of Muhammad' s horoscope; ( fr - p. 2 616) 

the assertion of his great learning and powers of magic; (2 ) 

his alleged performing of miracles and pact with the 

devil against Christianity; £. Z" ) 

the 'Corozan' myth and his epileptic fits; (z(A4) 

the unjust twist to his contacts with Christianity 

in the myth of the heretical monk; (1; 0) 

Muhammad in Cordoba and his contact with St. Isidore; C. b(-A) 

his death by poison and the eating of his body by dogs. (2 O 

Aiphonso X perpetuates these allegations which any Muslim would deny, 

but it can be said for him that his close contact with Islam in Spain 

and the new scientific desire to be rational enabled him to reject the 

more outrageous accusations against the Prophet and his new faith brought 

by some Western Christians whose opposition to or ignorance of the Moor 

engendered greater fear and fantasy in the mind. In French epic and 

popular poetry such as the Chanson de Roland, the Coronement Looys and 

Jacques de Vitry's work, Islam was equated with idolatry, and a suitably 

horrible ending was contrived for Muhammad in the form of being eaten 

by pigs, the very object of his execration: 
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'Et Mahumet; 
, etiz en un fosset butent 

Et pore et chien le mordent et defulent. ' 109 

Even the ioartyved EtAelglue ef Spain- asserted that Huham=ad'. bod7- 

of do was proscribed-annuoll The PCG includes this idea of the 

eating by dogs on the authority of Lucas of Tuy, but supplies the 

respectable ending of burial in. 'Medina Rasul', thus attenuating the 

acrimonious polemical tradition of the Mozarabs. 
f646; bly 0ý 06544) 

Other beliefs, nctab1 Arabt;, 
care rejected as lies: 

Muhammad's heart cut open, washed and weighed by 

the angels, his communion with the archangel Gabriel 

who dictated God's word to him in the Koran 

(attributed by Christians to his epileptic fits, 

magic arts and trickery); - (2'2o) 

his visit to Jerusalem and meeting with the 

prophets and his ascent to the seven heavens. (, 27011) 

(The grounds for this particular denunciation appear 

to be the rational approach, though the Christians 

do not apply the same criterion to their own religion. ) 

Those myths which appear to authenticate Islam and those which offend 

Christian sensibilities are said to be mintiendo. Those which are neutral 

or detrimental to Islam are reported as valid history. Thus there is 

an intermingling of the neutral or Muslim point of view from Arab sources 

which gives both facts and fictions as-truth, and the Christian viewpoint 

which denigrates Islam, especially in the matters most susceptible 

to criticism, and although the chronicle relates certain myths obviously 

from Arab origins, it denies their truth. One can see here in this 

vacillation between the two viewpoints the desire to be faithful to 

records of history and other sources by transcribing them literally 

and not omitting any information, and yet a necessity on the part of 
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the Christian compilers to condemn Islam. Thus the Alphonsine 

compilers merely follow the Christian polemical tradition. 

As regards Islamic institutions and ritual, the details recorded 

in the PCG would be everyday knowledge to almost anyone living in 

close proximity to Muslims, as in Spain. The following would be 

seen, heard, or at least heard of, by Christians in Spain: 

the ad än; 

the Muslim calendar; 

fasts; 

feasts such as the Pascua de Carnerns 

(mentioned incidentally in the PCG); 

Certain other important elements of ritual are not mentioned by the 

PCG: 

the. 
_salät, 

the five prayers; 

the wu ü, the ablutions; 

the =9 the pilgrimage to Mecca 110; 

circumcision. 

This may be because Christians would not.. be so readily aware of their 

existence since they took place in the intimacy of the Muslim home, 

quietly in Muslim quarters, or outside Spain. So the chronicle makes 

reference only to the. externals of Muslim religion which would be 

experienced by the Christians of Spain. 

The PCG version of the story of Muhammad and the tenets of Islam 

with its curious mixture of truth, error and omission, appears to be an 

account of Islam compiled as considered fitting for Christians of the 

day to view the religion. It was not so much what late thirteenth 

century Christians in Spain knew about Islam, but what, in the opinion 

of clerical polemicists, they ought to know and believe, and what ought 

to be put down for posterity. Alphonso X and his court may have had 
in d; plovn. kc PU-l GOA to Hu ktwclahe % Of Rmlri. W (ft (f . wcrkS 

direct contact with Muslims, Abut the Reconquest was still continuing, 

the Pope was urging the forced conversion or expulsion of Jews and Muslims, 
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so it was not in the interests of Christendom to persuade Christians 

that Muhammad and his followers were not bad after all. The PCG was 

undoubtedly limited by the constraints of the Christian propaganda of 

the day, and what one might judge to be ignorance or intolerance on the 

part of Alphonso and his compilers may really be lack of information 

as a result of the propagandist banAon the truth about Islam, or an 

unwillingness to spread the truth when it might be considered harmful 

to Christian Spain. The attitude is none the less intolerant and 

reactionaryLn fcl4 O1 ýA ýIt iýüaeýaý ýro9ýCSS lpwou& a ýºll "Irs inq oar TSkk'S 

iii) Islam during the Muslim occupation of Spain and the 

J 

Christian Reconquest. 

The Christians of Spain had to account for the fact of Muslim 

presence on their territory and they had to explain to themselves 

why God had allowed the Muslim Invasion to happen. The PCG, no doubt 

drawing upon a tradition which emerged over the intervening five and a 

half centuries, puts forward a concerted and official attitude towards 

the significance of this presence in Spain. 

The attitude is apparently to conceive of it as an act of God, sent 

to punish the people, the Visigoths, and especially King Witiza and 

King Rodrigo, for their sins: 

'Vitiza, el fazedor de la nemigai.. tanta fue la 

muchedumbre de los peccados et de-las nemigas en 

tiempo deste Vitiza, que la bondad et la nobleza 

de los godos que solien mandar reys et regnos et 

yentes alli fue crebentada et metida en Tondon 

del lixo, et en las avolezas que non convienen 

a dezir, et en todo mal. ' 111 

The anger of God against Spain is insisted upon: 

'fue todo Espanna llena de nemiga et de peccado et 

de sobeiania de mal por el rey Vitiza que movio 
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los olos de Nuestro Sennor Dios a sanna, ca todos 

los omnes de la tierra avien corrompuda su carrera 

et ensuciada su vida. ' 112 

Both Christian and Muslim chroniclers such as Isidore of Beja and 

Ibn CIdhäri affirm that Witiza was quite a good man, but since there 

is little reliable Christian record until a considerable period after 

the event, the facts became distorted as they were passed down through the 

oral tradition, or possibly Witiza was deliberately made scapegoat by the 
(54e. q. tlwi t PtJ&t, FFlecor, dc lcie, "kcrv i eepýu e(ao; 

representatives of the Church. Raslr; no cl. LW%+o ý&4 '; Ms- ttO4 , i4zs) 

When the Spanish Christians realised that the Muslim Invasion of 

their country was successful and permanent, some of them converted to 

Islam as they believed in the principle of justice by duel, the 

victor is in the right; others could not understand why Christianity, 

supposed to be under God's divine protection, had fallen to Islam. 

They needed explanations, so the Christian authorities distorted the 

facts and blackened the Visigoths, thus explaining that the Muslim 

Invasion had come as a punishment for their sinful lives and 

un-Christian activities. 
113 

The Muslims were therefore presented as a tool of God, they were 

instrumental in God's plan to punish his wayward people: 
114 'Este Ulid era omne de grand sentido et sabie muy bien 

guisar sus huestes quando las avie de sacar, et ordenar 

sus azes; e desi por lo que avie de seer que con la vara 

de Dios, esto es la su sanna, avrie el de ferir todos 

los pueblos de Espanna, ayudaval Dios en todos sus 

fechos, de guisa que metio so ei su sennorio todas las 

yentes vezinas. ' 115 

Also, by imputing the Muslim victories to God's plan of punishment, 

the Christians refused to recognize, or found themselves able to avoid 

recognizing, Islamic power and conquest as valid in its own right or 

sufficient in itself as superior. The downfall of Spain was attributed 
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not to any inherent or traditional evil of the Goths, but to a 

temporary corruption and internal struggle of which the enemy took 

advantage. Perhaps too, the legend of the palace of Toledo, broken 

into by King Rodrigo, was fabricated to imply the prophetic nature of 

the Invasion as a punishment. 

At the time of the Invasion, it appears that there was a considerable 

amount of apostasy to Islam among the Christians, some quite sincerely, 

in that they came to view Islam as superior to Christianity, but most 

for material gain. In the PCG there is only a brief mention of one case 

of this. It concerns Mugh'ith ar-Rüml, who conquered Cordoba for the 

Muslims: 

'uno que'fuera cristiano et tornasse moro que avie 

nombre en aravigo Mogeit Arromi et era siervo de Ulit. ' 116 

The PCG compilers, ýsensitive on this point, related the fact, then 

not unnaturally avoided dwelling on it. 

The chronicle remarks that the Muslims attempted to convert Pelayo 

and thus win him over: 

'E Tarif enviaval'con aquell Aichaman que predigasse 

et amonestasse a don Pelayo; ca bien cuedava°el que 

por que fuera ariobispo et primas de los cristianos, 

quel creerien et quel podrie por venture atraer a si 

et engannarle, et fazer que se tornasse con los moros 

et obedescer a ell. ' 117 

But Pelayo, being a staunch believer and with new-found patriotism, 

was impervious to their importunities, and lived to found the 

Christian resistance to Islam. As this grew, the Christians in turn 

started to do missionary work among the Muslims, and above all to 

encourage'a rigorous attitude among fellow Christians. In the ninth 

century, while most'Mozarabs were attacking Islam, a protagonist in the 

field of peaceful persuasion was John of Seville, who knew Arabic and, 
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had some Scriptural material translated into it in his attempt to 

convert; there is no indication that he had access to the Koran or 

helped Christians to understand Islam: 

'En aquel tiempo otrossi fue en Sevilla el sancto 

obispo Johan, omne de muy Brande sanctidad et de 

buena vida et santa, que era llamado de los alaraves 

por su aravigo caeyt almatran; et era mui sabio en la 

lengua araviga e fizo las esposiciones dellas segund 

la santa escriptura, et assi las dexo despues a su 

muerte pora los qui viniessen despues del-' 118 

John's figure and work were obviously well-known to both Mozarabs 

and Muslims since the latter called him ma rän, 
119 'bishop' in their 

language, but there is, no evidence that he was at all successful in the 

conversion of the Muslim community. This would have been-very difficult 

to accomplish in Seville at-this time, and one infers that his efforts 

were primarily directed at his own flock. - 
Although on a personal level for practical, political or'financial 

reasons, the Christians were not at first too hostile to the Muslims, in 

time, the authorities of the Catholic Church began by preaching and- 

polemic to encourage among them a staunch and increasingly belligerent 

attitude towards; Islam. John and other dignitaries of the Church, 

frequented the Muslims and are recorded in the PCG as having=performed 

miracles: 

'e un sancto arcediano por qui Dios fazie miraglos, 

et ilamavanle por aravigo archiquez. ' 120 

These miracles were contrived as much to encourage and stir up 

Christians as to convert Muslims. Preaching lead to religious 

fanaticism which was to culminate in the Martyr- Movement of Cordoba,. -. 

the persecution of Mozarabs under. cAbd ar-Rahmän II in the second half 

of the ninth century. 
121 But the Church's action soon after the 
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Invasion did have an immediate effect, -for within twenty years, by 734, 

the Christians had reversed their policy of charity based on Christ's 

doctrine, and had decided to fight Islam, matching-it in hostile 

warfdre,? just as Eastern Christianity had had to do to defend itself 

from pagan religiora and Islam. It appears that the resentment of the 

Christians over their usurped lands and authority had overcome their 

Christian spirit, or at least modified its manifestations, and furthermore, 

when the Muslims began to persecute Christians, to desecrate and destroy 

Christian churches and relics, the necessity to defend the Christian 

religion by force of arms became plain to them. 
I 

Within al-Andalus, the part of Spain under Islamic domination, 

repression of Christians was in certain cases due to their own fault. 

For through their fanatical hostility to Islam, which grew with the 

Reconquest, some individuals often voluntarily sought martyrdom by. - 

abjuring Islam, or even desecrating it. . The historical investigation of 

E. P. Colbert has shown that the Muslims wei ggnerally unwilling to take 

reprisal on the Christians, but blatant attacks on their religion 

necessitated it. As a:. result, attitudes hardened on both sides and the 

rift between Muslim and Christian became even wider and_.. deeper, rendering 

the convivencia:, increasingly strained. Alphonso X with his natural 

Christian bias which is occasionally in, evidence in his chronicle, 

avoids the truth of the issue and imputes to the Muslim kings cruel 

subjugation. and persecution. 

The PCG has little further information about Islam until the time 

of the invasions from the north of Africa, the Almoravids in 1090 and 

the`Almohads in-1146. The compilers give no details about the religious 

beliefs of the Almoravids 122; their only comment on these Berbers is 

made inexplicitly in the popular attitude of hostility-to them on the 

part of the Andalusian Muslims which emerges in the account of their 

attacks. There is considerably more information on the Almohads, since 
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their invasion was nearer in time--Rodrigo of Toledo personally taking 

part in the battle of Las Navas de Tolosa against them-- and there was 

also an extensive popular lore about their leader Ibn Tümart. 123 

The PCG obtains its information on the Almohads from Rodrigo of 

Toledo, who no doubt had it from Arab sources and from empirical 

evidence, for it is extremely detailed on the origin of the Almohad 

movement: 

'Cuenta la estoria en este logar, et acuerda con 

ella ell arrobispo don Rodrigo que lo dize en la 

su estoria, que en dias deste emperador don Alffonso, 

que se levanto en los alaraves un moro que dizien 

Abentumet, et era muy sabio en las naturas 

otrossi., 
124 

The account has a popular ring and has similarities to the story 

of the rise of Muhammad. Ibn Tiimart became a reformist prophet of 

Islam, and just as with the legend of Muhammad, again one sees the 

figures of the astrologer and fortune-teller playing a large part in 

the building up of a following and a religious cult. 

The PCG attempts an explanation, which is simple and rather vague, 

of what was happening within the Islamic faith: 

'Et Abentumet_avie consigo estonces otro moro que 

avie nombre Almohadi; 125 
et este Almohadi era 

muy sabio de la ley de Mahomat, et comenio'a 

esplanar et departir et ensennar a sus moros el 

libro de Mahp! ýat, que a nombre Alcoran. ' 126 

As Islam preaches a continuous line of prophets, Ibn T'umart 

established himself as"another prophet, descendant of the grät Prophet 

Muhammad, and the PCG defines his mission as to intensify the attack on 

Christianity: 
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'comenyol de dezir et mostrar como descendie por 

linna de generacion de la semient de Mahomat, 

et ayudol otrossi a el a predicar las cosas 

contrallas de la ley de Cristo. ' 127 

Evidence of a local saint cult, just like the Christian cults, 

around 'Almohadi', Ibh Tümart's aide, emerges through Rodrigo of 

Toledo and certain unidentified sources in the PCG: 

let dexo acAlmohadi por prophets et adelantado 

de Marruecos segunt su ley... Et murio aquel 

su propheta Almohadi, et tomol el rey Abdelmon 

et soterrole y cerca Marruecos, et los moros 

tienenle por sancto segunt cuenta la estoria, 

tanto que quando se veen en algunas quexas, 

alli van tener sus vigillas et fazer sus oraciones 

et offrendas, et demandarle conseio, et pidenle 

sus ayudas quo los acorra. ' 
127 

i nnpliQS 
This c that the Muslims also'had the practice of praying to saints, 

making offerings and asking for intercession, a similar arrangement to 
Whilt 9N IS iaVD(#% *" *10-y bC 1y-L- 
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the Christian. ni%nprobably arose with the Süfi movement which was 

asserting its influences from Damascus at about this time. 

From the Historia Arabum and 'las otras estorias' the PCG takes 

the information about the naming of the Almohad movement: 

'Et del nombre deste moro Almohadi ovieron nombre 

almohades los otros moros que por este nombre fueron 

llamados, segunt dize ell arpobispo et las otras 

estorias que acuerdan con ell; pero segunt que 

ell arrobispo departe y mast almohades 
129 

en el 

castellano tanto quiere dezir como "ayuntados", 

porque por la predicacion daquel su moro Almohadi se 

ayunto toda aquella muchedumbre de los morns et se 
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fizieron un vando que podien mas que todos los 

otros moros. ' 130 

The Spanish Muslims may have welcomed the Almohads as 

liberators from the Christians, but they simultaneously felt a 

diffident and even hostile reaction to them just as they had done to 

the Almoravids. This the PCG picks up in a passage where the people 

of Murcia are reported to have scrubbed out their mosques when the 

Almohads had passed through because they considered the ill-refined 

Africans had defiled them: 

'et dando por suzias ante los almohades todas las 

sus mezquitas, fizolas alinpiar a los sus 

sacerdotes 
131 

et lavarlas con aqua. ' 132 

But as with the Almoravids, in the long-run, the Muslims preferred 

Islamic rule to Christian, and bitterly lamented the progress of the 

Christian Reconquest. 

The compilers of the PCG delighted constantly in exalting the 

Reconquest and emphasised the establishment of the Christian institutions 

in the newly recovered territory. Every battle won was celebrated as 

a triumph of Christ against Islam, and one can see how the rift 

between the two religious communities became accentuated as the 

Reconquest followed its course. 

Conclusion 

By the end of the thirteenth century, the Christians of Spain had 

extensive knowledge about Islam, both true and false and from both 

Islamic and Christian report. The PCG inherited this body of 

information which had been built up over nearly six hundred years 

of contact with Islam. 

It was not until the twelfth and thirteenth centuries that any 

serious attempt or progress was made in informing Western Christendom 

of the full truth about Islam, and though the efforts of the scholars 
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of this period were successful and well-founded in some aspects, 

they were on the whole misguided and insufficient, This is shown 

by the culminating testimony of the PCG; a document of weight and 

importance, which in the late thirteenth century set out a version 

of the story of Muhammad the Prophet and'an appraisal of Islam which 

are not only inadequate and unsympathetic', 'but also'quite'erroneous 

in places. 

Some biographdrs of Alphonse X, even in recent years, have assumed 

that because he had Arabic works translated, he must have been 

intimately acquainted with Muslims and Islam. For example, 

J. E. Keller: 

'Alfonso's knowledge of the history of Spanish Islam 

was no less thorough than his grasp of Christian 

development. 133 He had at his disposal not only 

the chronicles of his own people, but also histories 

written by the Moslems and translated for his 

convenience. 
134 

The results of this study show that statements like Keller's are 

erroneous, for on the testimony of the PCG, Alphonso's knowledge of, 

the history of Spanish Islam was not at all Ithorough. Nor is it 

certain that the Muslims were as cooperative as Keller's statement 

implies. Not only was Alphonso's knowledge of Islam both. in the East 

and in Spain imperfect, but the picture of Islam he produced was marked 

by Christian propagandist influence, which contributed to making it 

unsatisfactory in the, extreme. 
GO+r Clt! ; n,; eý forthe(n SNi I- 

The basic 
. stumbling-blockAwas obviously lack of knowledge of 

Arabic and therefore of the Koran, of the true concepts of Islam and the 

dialectics necessary to come to terms with it. (Christian terminology 

was almost always used, therefore misrepresenting Koranic and Islamic 

ideas and placing Christian polemic on a level not sufficiently 
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sophisticated to tackle Islam in any but a naive fashion. ) The ban 

on learning their language and consulting the major books of their 

faith is one of the best barrier-maintaining mechanisms a people can 

erect to protect their culture. It Boome that ioti ýa oh-4 esaýabe 

knew vi lgar ; Pa,,; o well o 4. , ; reg Lack of 

evidence in the PCG therefore corroborates the hypothesis that 

religion was a field in which cultural interchange was not encouraged 

by the C tistian or the Islamic authorities, and not practised by the 

people. Searching for evidence of cultural contact and influences 

between the two religions in the thirteenth century on the basis of 

the PCG has proved rather negative. This is not surprising as 

influences of Christianity on Islam took place very early in the 

history of Islam and certainly not in Spain. Influence of Islam 

on Christianity in Spain is doubtful as it was such a sensitive 

topic, fraught with prohibitions on both sides. The two religions had 

existed side by side in convivencia without too much trouble up until 

the ninth century, but as the Reconquest progressed, as Muslim towns 

were captured and made Christian, and Mozarabs moved northwards, the 

antagonism between them grew. So by the end of the thirteenth century, 

precisely the period of the PCG, all hope of finding a common intellectual 

basis for discussion on a general level was waning. This seems most 

surprising since some scholars have postulated that the PCG emerged in a 

setting of free interchange and positive discussion between educated 

and bilingual Christians, Muslims and Jews. 
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CHAPTER 2 Contact on the political and military plane 

Wit ýaZ3 ior1, Ia 
Among opposing communities, politics, iealmee#+--, s controversial 

s subject, ai ra1ign, and must therefore equally be a region in which 

impediments to cultural interchange occur. However, in politics, there 

should not be the same lack of mutual knowledge as one finds with 

religion. When a cultural community conquers another and co-exists 

with it on the same territory, as with Islam and Christianity in Spain, 

some practical aspects of their politics cannot be hindered from 

penetrating the other's cultural barriers. Religious beliefs may be 

kept secret by prohibitions on worship, holy writings etc., but such 

evident things as administrative institutions, official attitudes, laws 

and methods or instruments of warfare cannot be hidden, nor is it 

always so vital that they be so. Therefore it is hoped, that within the 

field of political relations, the 
to source OF ý^ 

ent, the PCG, will 

reveal more evidence than with religion, of contact and interaction 

between Christianity and Islam, 

i) The Muslim Invasion of Spain 

The arrival of the Muslim forces under Täariq and Mu-sä on Spanish 

soil brought the two communities, Islamic and Christian, into 

confrontation. Before the processes of cultural interchange began 

there must have been some assessing of each other within the two groups. 

First it will be examined what knowledge of and attitudes towards each 

other during this initial period emerge through the PCG. 

No Christian records of the Invasion contemporary with the event 

are extant, that is, if there ever were any, for it appears that the 

Christians were disorganized, thrown on the defensive-and with a very 

limited idea of what was happening over the whole Peninsula. The first 

Latin record of the Invasion we have was written about half a century 

later and this, in the Chronicle of 754, was very scant. Later Arabic 

documentation of the Invasion was much better and, more detailed than 
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the Christian, (partly because the Arabs were directing operations 

and partly because Arabic histories, like most Islamic things up 

to the eleventh century, were superior to the Christian), and there 

is some evidence that Arabic information was used by later Christian 

chroniclers of the Invasion. 

Rodrigo of Toledo's chronicle Historia Arabum, particularly, 

contains information identical to that in the °A bär Majmü'a 19 

which draws upon the earliest Muslim accounts of the Invasion. 

Alphonso X and his collaborators, in compiling their version for the 

PCG, based it upon Rodrigo's writings with the factual and generally 

accurate Arab information they contained; further details were added 

from Lucas of Thy, Sigebert and some stories about the invaders which 

Rodrigo possibly acquired from his sources of Arab popular legend. 

The outline information concerning the first Muslim incursion 

in 710 and the Invasion proper the following year is precise and 

apparently factual. Rodrigo found it no doubt originally in an Arab 

ctccwalj 
source, since the dates are , recorded in Arabic: 

'E esto fue onze dias del mes que dizen en arauigo 

xauel. ' 2 

The first incursion took place in Ramadan 91 (A. D. July 710), a 

month considered auspicious by the Muslims for undertaking enterprises 

of religious and political importance: 

'Et esto fue en el mes que dizen en arauigo ramadan; 

mas por que los moros cuentan los meses por la luna 

por ende non podemos nos dezir el mes segued nuestro 

lenguage ciertamientre qual es., 
3 

The precise recording of the date in Arabic (everywhere else the 

compilers'"use the Christian calendar) and the fact that the Christian 

compiler says that he does not know the corresponding Christian month, 

lends colour to the supposition that the source was originally Arabic 

with an additional Christian gloss. 
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Again, the second incursion into Spain, via Gibraltar, is recorded 

in the Arabic dates 

'E esta passada fue en el mes que dizen en arauigo regeb. t 4 

The mention of Gibraltar and Täriq, who lead the expedition, prompts 

the PCG compilers to make a gloss on the Arabic origin of the place-name 

Gibraltar: 

'un mont que oy dia lieva nombre daquel moro et dizenle en 

arauigo Gebaltarif, et los cristianos Gibaltar, ca ebel 

en arauigo tanto quiere dezir como "monte". ' 4 

Along the coast of Africa the threatened peoples seemed to have 

been able to put up very little resistance to the advancing Muslims and 

were at once forced to submit: 

'E dalli adelant perdieron los cristianos que moravan 

en Affrica ei prez et la alteza de is onrra que sollen 

aver, et fue toda la tierra tornada et metida en poder 

de los alaraues. ' 5 

The chroniclers of the PCG show that it was understood by the 

Christians that for the Muslims politics and religion were concurrent; 

the wars undertaken by the Caliph cUmar were of a religious nature and 

politics and ideology were fused into one in order to conquer territory 

and extend the faith of Islam all over it: 

'Esse anno otrossi prisieron los moros tierra de 

Damasco et Pheniz et Egipto ... et metiola so el so 

sennorio ... e fizo a todos tornar a la secta de 

Mahomat et obedescer la. ' 6 

The lack of resistance on the part of the Christians testifies to 

the fact that religious warfare was alien to them at this time (though 

in the East the Byzantines were quite familiar with it), for they had 

extended the word of Christ and therefore Christian prestige over a 

large area of the known world, but by means of preaching and charity 

rather than by the sword. Everywhere in Christendom the people were 



taken by surprise and overwhelmed by the bellicose attitude of the 

Muslims, not least the inhabitants of the Iberian Peninsula. 

Although hard facts about the Invasion such as dates survived, the 

event is on the whole shrouded in mystery and myth. The Chronicle of 754 

merely states that King Rodrigo was defeated by the Muslims and 

disappeared. But later Latin and Arab writers report many tales about 

the Invasion, especially concerned with explaining why it happened, and 

the PCG is no exception to the other histories in presenting a version 

containing some of these stories: 

The wickedness of Witiza and Rodrigo; 

King Rodrigo forcing the chest in Toledo, the portentous 

writings it contained and the paintings of Arab-type 

figures on the walls; 

Count Julian and-his daughter/wife; 

Spain's glories; 

Their destruction by the Muslims; 

The cruelty of the Muslims; 

Propagandist stories about them and their strange ways 

which spread terror among the Christians. 

The PCG compilers use Arabic information about the Invasion as they 
e R-tdkAds 

found it in Rodrigo' work, but the attitude towards the Invasion which 

emerges in their chronicle is entirely Christian, evolved through the 

tradition of clerical writers in Spain. The stories of the evil and 

wrong-doing of the Visigothic kings, recorded by Rodrigo, are repeated 

in the PCG, reinforcing the belief that the Muslim Invasion came as a 

punishment by God for the Visigoths!.. wickedness. This seemed to be the 

only explanation the Christian authorities could give to account for 

the victory of Islam over Christianity. The probable explanation is 

that on account of division and civil war-in Visigothic Spain, by the 

later seventh century law and order was breaking down. Laws show that 

there were few freedmen in the army, only conscripted slaves, and slaves 
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were escaping in masses. So the PCG is correct in attributing the 

success of the Invasion to disorder under the Visigoths, though the 

d)ivine purpose is personal opinion. The idea that the invading Muslims 

committed much destruction in Spain is a much-treated poetic topic and 

as such found its way into the PCG: 

floe alaraues entraron en Espanna et la destroyron. ' ? 

The use of the word tdestroyront and its meaning pose a problem, 

for the victorious Arabs maintained a policy of tolerance towards their 

conquered and in theory did not have the custom of laying waste U the 

land. The conquered peoples were allowed their lives, their homes, 

their property and religion in return for tributes, and it seems that 

the Muslims endeavoured to conserve the riches that they found in Spain. 

Yet in spite of this policy of tolerance, it seems only logical that a 

certain amount of initial material destruction should have been necessary 

in cases where there was resistance. 

The PCG testifies to this on an occasion where a town near Jaen 

was destroyed: 

'et derribo la toda de suelo. ' 8 

and where much booty was taken from Niebla: 

'los Brandes robos et despoios que fizo. ' 9 

The PCG also contains a passage which is an outburst of lament on 

the part of the Christians for the loss of Spain, and here the Arabs, 

'la vil yente de los affricanes' 10 are accused of committing acts of 

great cruelty: 

'Qual mal o qual tempestad non passo Espanna? Con 

los ninnos chicos de teta dieron a las paredes, a 

los mojos mayores desfizieron con feridas, a los 

mancebos grandes metieronles a espada, los ancianos 

et vieios de dias moriron en las batallas, et fueron 

todos acabados por guerra; ... la crueleza de, los 

moros. ' 11 
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This passage has a poetic ring aiming at an effect of pathos, so 

the destruction may have been exaggerated by the Christians in popular 

accounts and verses which the PCG incorporates: 

'Pees este regno tan noble, tan rico, tan poderoso, tan 

onrrado, fue derramado et astragado en una arremessa 

por desabenencia de los de la tierra que tornaron sus 

espadas en Si mismos unos contra otros, assi como ei 

les minguassen enemigos; et perdieron y todos, ca 

todas las civdades de Espanna fueron presas de los 

moros et crebantadas et destroydas de mano de sus 

enemigos. ' 12 

Accompanying the descriptions of destruction of Spain by the 

Muslims are passages in praise of Visigothic Spain's glories and great 

natural wealth: 

'Dues esta Espana que dezimos tal es como el parayso 

de Dios. 1 13 

On'the one hand, the'details of natural phenomena and resources 

suggest that it is a description of Spain of Arab source, composed by 

the invaders as they entered and discovered the country's attractions, 

just as the Visigoths had done before them: 

'los godos .... escogiendo entre todas las tierras 

el mas provechoso logar, fallaron que Espanna era 

el meior de todos, et muchol preciaron mas que a 

ninguno de los otros, ca entre todas las tierras 

del mundo Espanna a una estremannra de abondamiento 

et de bondad mas que otra tierra ninguna. Demas 

es cerrada toda en derredor ... " ca riega se`con 

cinco rios cabdales .... Espanna es abondada de 

miesses ... t 14 

Yet on the other hand, the tone of some of these passages suggests 



that it is Christian glorification of lost treasuresas the Christians 

of Spain lament the loss of such wealth and beauty: 

'; Ay Espanna! non a lengua nin engenno que pueda 

contar tu bien. ' 15 

Although the Muslim Invasion was seen generally as a punishment 

for Visigothic wickedness, there was also a tradition in Spain, stemming 

from St. Isidore's eulogy Historia Gothorum, of glorifying the Goths 

and regretting their downfall: 

'.... la nobleza de los godos que lo non podrie omne 

dezir por lengua. jEspanna mezquina: ... " Doloroso 

es el llanto, llorosos los alaridos, ca Espanna llora 

los sus, fijos et non se puede conortar porque ya no son. ' 16 
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The imposition of the Arabic language is lamented with great-pathetic 

effect which makes it seem, as if, Romance. were destroyed forever: .. 

'oblidados le son los sus cantares, et el su lenguage 

ya tornado es en ageno et en palabra estranna. ' 17 

Again, it is in a passage of rather exaggerated, rhetorical tone 

that the PCG, based on Rodrigo, refers to, the overthrow. of the. Christian 

religion in Spain by the Muslims. The survival of the. Christian Church 

as the Mozarabic Church in Muslim-dominated lands shows that Christianity 

was not in fact totally overthrown in the conquered lands, but the PCG 

bitterly describes how it was cut back and crippled at the time of the 

Invasion, with destruction and sacrilege committed by the Muslims: 

'Aqui se remato la santidad et la religion de los 

obispos et de los sacerdotes; aqui quedo et minguo 

ell abondamiento de los clerigos que sirvien las 

eglesias ... f aqui fallescio ell ensennamiento de la ley 

et de la sancta fe ,.... los santuarios fueron 

destroydos, las eglesias crebantadas ... - las cruzes 

et los altares echaron de las eglesias ... las 

fiestas et las sollempnias, todas fueron oblidadas 
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.... las eglesias et las torres 0 solien loar a Dios, 

essora confessavan 
18 

en ellas et llamavan a Mahomat 

... las vestimentas et los calzes et los otros vasos 

de los santuarios fueron tornados en use de mal, 
19 

et 

enlixados de los descreydos. ' 20 

1k K"Liens t-voK over sans sac tI &i 5 from l e, Ch(t5 s, L 
T he chronicle makes it sound here as if the Muslims conducted a A 

systematic destruction of Christian institutions; in view of the 

Islamic policy of tolerance, this appears more likely to be Christian 

indictment developed through tradition and clerical polemic than 

historical truth. 

As well as these popular descriptions of Spain, the PCG seems to 

have picked up certain stories, possibly from Arab popular mythology, 

about the Muslim leaders and their methods of undermining the morale 

of their enemies. At the time of the'Invasion of Spain, the Muslims 

spread rumours of their cannibalism and deliberately tried to terrify 

the Christians in this way. It is recorded in the °Al ibär Majmü'a, 

in the Historia Arabum and hence in the PCG, how Täriq cut up and 

boiled a Christian prisoner, then with his men pretended to eat him. 

Rumours of this incident spread so widely that it became a popular 

myth in the Middle Ages. 21 
The PCG records it but discredits the ruse: 

'et demas que dizien que comien a los omnes- - pero que 

non era verdad, ca los moros se fazien aquellas nuevas 

por espantar las yentes. ' 22 

The PCG also includes the account, anecdotic in tone, that is 

present in the 0Akibär Maimü'a referring to the Muslim leader Müsli 

ibn Nusayr ('Mu? a') and his beard. He appeared to a deputation of the 

beseiged Christians of Merida with his beard white, then dyed it dark 

with henna and they believed he had become rejuvenated by some miracle, 

and was therefore a divine messenger or a supernatural agents 



'et quandol viron los cabellos, que ell otra vez le 
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viron blancos, tintos dotro color estranno, fueron 

todos espantados por su bavequia dellos mismos, et 

cuedaron que era milagro; desi tornaronse a la 

villa et dixieron a los otros que era omne de 

vertud aquel moro, et que se fazie vieio quando 

querie et mancebo otrossi. ' 23 

It seems the Muslims encouraged this sort of propaganda to 

terrify their enemy, making use of their cultural differences. Though 

not all the Christians would be so credulous as to believe in the 

cannibalism of their conquerors, the Arabs did have a reputation for 

magic and they brought with them some things which do appear to have 

shocked the Christians of Spain. For example, the Christians seem to 

have been surprised by the sight of negroes. A comment in the PCG 

shows how they were strongly impressed by the black skins of certain 

warriors in the invading army, probably Sudanese: 

'las sus caras dellos negros Como la pez, el mas 

fremoso dellos era negro como la olla. ' 24 

Later, at the time of the Almoravids, the PCG asserts that among 

their invading forces there were black Turkish women warriors. Whether 

women and Turkish or not, they were certainly either black-skinned or 

painted black, and caused a sensation among the Christians. 

In conclusion therefore, the Muslims entered Spain and conquered 

it by a superiority of arms and organization which the PCG is reluctant 

to admit. The Spanish Christians attributed their humiliation to God's 

will, and hence saw the Islamic invaders not so much as an independent 

force but as instruments of God. Christian popular poetry and stories, 

based on information from both Christian and Arab source, no doubt 

depicted the conquerors in their worst light, as alien invaders noted 

for their cruelty and strange habits; the rhetorical and pathetic 
tone of the PCG in this part suggests that much of its incidental inform- 

ation about the Invasion is based on these popular Christian accounts 
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with their biassed and exaggerated assertions. 

ii) Politics and administration during the Muslim occupation of Spain. 

Politics 
Cr 

After their successful invasion, the Muslims set about administwKing 

Spain according to the Islamic system. First of all it seems that they 

applied the Islamic policy of offering the conquered peoples their lives 

and property and also the freedom to practise their own religion in 

return for the payment of the, poll-tax (jizya) imposed on the 'protected 

people'. Some Christians, notably under Pelayo, rejected this offer and 

began to resist Islamic pressure almost immediately. But others were 

in favour of accepting the policy. The PCG tells us that the Archbishop 

of Seville, Oppa41 who must have had considerable authority over the 

people, 
25 

urged them to respond pacifically to the tolerance accorded 

them, to live in submission under the Muslims,, paying this 'tributo's 

'Oppa, fijo del rey Egica, ar? obispo que fue de. Sevilla, 

andava predigando a los cristianos que se tornassen 

con los moros et visquiessen so ellos et les diessen 

tributo. ' 26 

The only personal tax the people had paid under the Visigoths had, 

been a sort of luxury tax on slaves, 
27 

so the common, people must have 

been worse off under their new masters. Other taxes had been a trade 

tax and a land tax imposed on arable land, vineyards and building land. 

The Muslims continued this land tax, as the PCG shows: 

'Los moros pusieron sus alcaldes en cada Logar que 

cogiessen las rendas et los tributos"de los omnes 

labradores que fincavan en la tierra de las vinnas 

et de los arbores que non quisieran destroyr. ' 28 

The Muslims had their own version of the land tax known as the 

zakät; it was a levy of one tenth (hence known as the diezmo in Romance) 

on agricultural produce, to be paid by both original Muslims and by 

converts. But those who retained-their religion had to pay double this 

amount, one fifth of the value of their produce and it had to be in coin: 



'... o quo los fiziesse pecheros in esta guisa; quo 

diessen cada anno la quinta parte de todas las 

ganancias quo toviessen et quo fuesse la moneda 

real quo andudiesse en la tierra. Pero aquellos quo 

de su voluntad se rendieran, quo non diessen mas de 

la diezma parte, et quo fincassen los unos et los 

otros libres en sus heredamientos. ' 29 

Islam's reputation as a religion of tolerance had come about through 

the Muslim attitude to the 'People of the Book'. This reputation was 

justified in that Christians and Jews could practise their religion, 

but 
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The Visigothic Christian Church as it survived in al-Andalus, 

Muslim-dominated Spain, is known to us as the Mozarabic Church. The PCG 

records the establishment of this Mozarabic community) &%kKe- lKO 'ye's O-PPI46 aUtl 
wý. w a clyw109fincaron 

los cristianos mezclados con los 

alaraves, et aquellos ovieron nombre dalli adelante 

moýaraves3° porque vivien de buelta con ellos, e este 

nombre et el lineage dura oy en dia entre los 

toledanos. ' 31 

The Mozarabs were allowed churches of their own and were encouraged 

at first to live in harmony with their conquerors; the PCG suggests 

that peaceful coexistence was prevalent until the time of the arrival ; 

of the fanatically religious Islamic sects from the north of Africa: 

'otrogaron los moros que toviessen au ley et la 

usasen et visquiessen segued la costumbre de au fe, 

e que oviessen obispos et clerigos de missa .... 
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E visquieron los cristianos en uno con los moros, ` 

asey como dezimos, en poder dellos, teniendo au 

ley et guardando au fe en paz et en bien, fastal 

tiempo de los almohades. ' 32 

It seems that some Christians found it in their interests to 

turn Muslim; such people were known=as Muwalladün, 33 
and the PCG refers 

to one of them: 

'uno que fuera cristiano et tornarasse moro. ' 
34 

There was also some Christian collaboration, and it was not 

totally unknown for people of Christian descent to reach high positions, 

for example, the PCG mentions the Christian 'Menu? a' who apparently 

became an alcalde under the Muslims: 

let era cristiano mas pero avie yura fecha con los 

moros et era de su'parte. ' 35 

Documents 36 
show that collaborators often took Islamic names, or 

arabized their Christian name; similarly, the Mozarabs frequently had 

a mixed name. 

It seems that throughout the period of Muslim domination of Spain, 

friendly relations between the two communities were always a source of 

comment or controversy, and many cases became popular and proverbial. 

Records in the PCG suggest that from the moment of the Muslim advance 

on Spain up to the time of Alphonso X himself, political allegiances 

were made between Muslims and Christians on the basis of territorial 

or material necessity or gain. The pattern is the same from the 

alleged , collaboration of Witiza's sons with the invaders, to the 

protection alliance between the King of Granada and King Fernando at 

the end of the chronicle. Since Alphonso X himself made similar pacts, 
37 

such politics are presented in the PCG as the normal course. There were 

reports of conversions and collaboration at the time of the Invasion, 

and these were followed by other reports of allegiances and marriages 



arranged for material advantage and ambition. The PCG records that 

two such important marriages took place; between the Muslim leader 

cAbd al-Aziz and Egilona, widow of Rodrigo: 

'E Adulaziz .... caso segund dizen con Egilona, 

muger que fue del rey Rodrigo. ' 38 

and between Münnsa and Pelayo's sister: 

'Munuua ...; trexo aca en tanto por un su sieruo 

pletesia con la hermana daquel don Pelayo, et caso 

con ella. ' 39 

Muslim women were expressly forbidden to marry Christian men, for 

women were considered spiritually weaker, and therefore more vulnerable. 

From the attitude expressed by the PCG, it would seem that the Christian 

authorities also disapproved of mixed marriages. But in spite of the 

often intense atmosphere of religiosity, especially in the Christian 

Spain of the Reconquest, some marriages with Muslims appear to have 

been arranged for political gain. The PCG usually reproves such 

agreements, though sometimes it offers no opinion, just maintaining a 

non-committal silence. In the case of reports of very un-Christian 

deeds, such as allegations of $selling' noble Christian women to the 

Moors in return for help and favour, the chronicle deals with them in 
1 prove tone. 

a For example, King Mauregato (reigned 780-785 

according to the PCG) is accused of such policies and is chastised: 

IE el por aver sienpre ell amor de los moros, fizo 

muchas cosas que eran contra Dios et contra su ley; 

ca tomava las doncellas fizas dalgo et de las otras 

del pueblo, et davales a los moros que fiziessen con 

ellas sus voluntades. E por esto que el fazie fue 

aborrescido de Dios et de los omnes. ' 
40 

The PCG informs us that one of his predecessors, King Aurelio 41 

(according to the bhronicle he reigned from 776-772) had also ordered 
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intermarriage with the Moors in order to obtain peace. He and 

Mauregato became the villains of a popular legend of a tribute of 

a hundred damsels: 

Ica era el poder de los moros muy grande en Espanna 

.. * et que aviendoles miedo que les darie lo'que 

demandassen por razon quel non diessen guerra et 

quel dexassen en paz; et enviavale pedir que les 

diesse cada anno L donzellas de las mas fijas 

dalgo con que casassen, et otras L de las otras 

del pueblo con que oviessen entre si sus solazes 

et sus deleytes; et estas cient donzellas que 

fuessen todas virgenes. ' 42 

The wrongfulness of, inter-marriage is insisted upon in the PCG`in 

the episode where Alphonso V 16 described as having given his sister 

as wife to cAbd Alläh, King of Toledo: 

'dio con poco seso a su hermana donna Teresa por mugier 

a Abdalla, rey de Toledo, 'por razon quel'ayudasse 

contral rey de Cordoba., 43 

The PCG includes a legendary account of a Christian miracle to 

defend 'Dona Teresa'; it was probably used as Christian propaganda at 

the time: 

'el quiso passar a ella como varon a su mugier, 

dixol ella: "Yo so cristiana et tu eres moro; 

digote que non me tangas, ca non quiero aver 

tal ayuntamiento con omne de otra ley; ca bien 

sepas tu que si me tanxieres, que to matara ell 

angel de mio Sennor Ihesu Cristo en que yo creo 

et fio"... at luego all ora le firio ell angel de 

Nuestro Sennor Dios de que cuedo el seer muerto 

de tod en todo., 45 



The PCG is obviously working on popular lore here; there were 

similar stories in the Arabic popular tradition too. 46 

There is evidence in the PCG of many friendly contacts between the 

two religions: military services, protection and hospitality, certain 
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oaths and friendship pacts, diplomatic missions and friendly intercourse: 

'Et quando fueron en Toledo, ayunto alli el emperador 

don Alffonso Brandes cortex, tambien de los moros 

alaraves que eran so el au imperio como de cristianos. '47 

Certain exiled monarchs or leaders, for example, Garcia of Galicia 

48 
and Alphonso of Leon, turned without scruple to the Muslims for help 

or for protection. Often they fought in the service of the Muslim king 

protecting him against his enemies among the other Muslims. This took 

place particularly during the period when Muslim Spain had fragmented 

into the Reinos de Taifas or Party Kingdoms. Alphonso VI of Leon and 

Castile (1065-1109) had a binding pact with King A1-Ma'mün of Toledo, 

and since his actions ultimately lead to`the Christian triumph of the 

reconquest of Toledq, Alphonso X sees no reason to censure his ancestor's 

religiously compromising alliances. Al-Ma'mün's protection of Alphonso' 

and the latter's oath of non-violence to him and his descendants, shows 

that on rare occasions and on a-personal level, respect and friendship 

between members of the opposing faiths could defy the pressures of both 

politics and religion. Toledo was traditionally known for its 

rebellious attitude towards Cordoba or Seville, an attitude which 

tended to unite the Muslims and'Christians of the city against the 

distant Muslim authority. The PCG describes an incident where the 

Muslim-. and Christian citizens fought side by side to defend Toledo: 

'Et los cristianos et los moros de Toledo salieron 

luego contra el por darle batalla. ' 49 

Just as some Christians received protection from Muslim kings 

in strong positions, so they gave protection to the weak. One thinks 

of the Cid fighting for the Beni Hud of Saragossa: 



'Despues daquello a Cabo de pocos dias puso el Cid 

su amor muy grand con Almudafar rey de Zaragoga; et 

el rey recibiol muy onrradamientre en la villa,, et 

fizol y mucha onrra. ' 50 

A1-Muiaffar's successor in Saragossa, Sulaimän, was of a 

philosophical turn of mind and his Muslim orthodoxy was relaxed, 

therefore he had no scruples in confiding the government and 

protection of his kingdom to the Cid: 

'Et gulema rey de Zaragoya amo mucho a Roy Diaz, at 

diol todo su regno en poder et en guarda, et mando 

a sus vassallos que fiziessen todo lo que el 

mandasse. ' 51 

The worldly attitude, which emerges through the PCG, of the 
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Muslims of Saragossa and of the area of the Cid's campaigns is 
taken ý'"owýE4. t yº+c, 614, w4 

understandable when one is reminded by a re+orekd conversation^of the 

W4 ORMZV, 6 
Cid wtkh the Count of Barcelona,, that it was a period of 'every man 

for himself': what a military leader captured, he was entitled to keep 

(a trend which may have come about after the split-up of the Cordoban ca- 

L, iphate into the Party Kingdoms, and affected the Christians too): 

'Pero tanto vos digo que de quanto vos avedes aqui 

perdudo, que vos non dare ende nada, ca non es 

fuero nin costumbre sinon si. 1o quiere fazer por 

su mesura aquel que lo gana. ' 52 

The Muslims were therefore doing their utmost to maintain'their 

source of livelihood, and common sense and practicality often overruled 

religion in the formation of alliances. 

In the case of vows made across the boundary between the two 

religions, they were no doubt very rare, but by the respectcful manner in 

which the PCG treats Alphonso VI for keeping his oath to Al-Ma'mün, one 

deduces that to break a solemn oath sworn even to an enemy in religion 

would have been considered dishonourable. 
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The pattern for these alliances was probably set originally by 

the Islamic policy of tolerance. Tolerance and peace could be bought 

from the outset by`tribute, and this lead to lßrger payments. The 

Christians responded to this political arrangement and applied it 

themselves in certain situations during the Reconquest. 

Just as the Muslims had'desisted from forcing the Christians 

to convert, so did the Christians, at the time of the Reconquest, 

sometimes desist from imposing Christianity on the Muslims by force. 

Americo Castro in chapter XI of his book La Realidad histörica de 

Espana, 'Perspectiva islämica de tres instituciones cristianas. 

Ördenes militares: guerra Santa: tolerancia' puts forward the idea 

that this is cultural influence, that the tolerance on the part of 

the Muslims rubbed off on the Christians. He cites in favour of his 

argument a passage from Alphonso X's Siete Partidas which recommends 

that the Christians' adopt a*policy ofýtolerance towards the Muslims: 

'Por buenas palabras, e convenibles predicaciones, 

deven trabajar los christianos de convertir a los moros, 

para fazerles creer la nuestra fe ... non por fuerza, 

1" nin por premia, ca si voluntad de Nuestro Sennor hiesse 

de los aduzir a ella, e de gela fazer creer por fuer? a, 

El los apremiaria, si quisiesse; Mae El non se paga 

del servicio que fazen los omes a miedo, mas de aquel 

que se faze de grado, e sin premia ninguna., 
53 

Certainly, the Christians did practise religious tolerance as a 

political measure on various occasions; on the reconquest of certain 

cities, 'the Muslims were allowed to keep their religion, and Castro bases 

his argument on the fact of the existence of Muslims' and Jews' communities 

in the'reconquered Toledo and Cordoba: ' 

'Si el llamarse "cristianos" quienes emprendieron 

la Reconquista de al-Andalus fue reflejo de la 

oposici6n entre aquellos y los "morns", el hecho 
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de haberse constituido tanto las gentes del Norte 

como las del Sur, como una sociedad de tree 

castas de creyentes, estuvo condicionado por la 

doctrina islämica de la tolerancia religiosa. ' 54 

But the Christian attitude was not constant, for on the testimony 

of the PCG, after the reconquest of Seville no toleration was accorded 

the Muslims. The Christians were tolerant at times, but this was a 

question of political expediency or of the Christian doctrine of 

charity. Moreover, Christian toleration was not identical to Muslim, 

for although the Christians did not always forcibly convert the Muslims 

by law, they almost always hoped to convert them by preaching. The 

Christians were however no doubt attracted to the Islamic idea of 

toleration for economic reasons. Not unexpectedly, Alphonso X imputes 

Christian tolerance, not to Islamic influence, bit to Christian principles. 

Just as the Christians were influenced to a degree by the Islamic 

policy of tolerance, so did they. come to adopt the Islamic tendency of 

fusing politics and religion in their expansion. 
55 For although at 

times the Muslims were tolerated on newly-gained Christian territory, 

and formed communities of Mude ars56, the official religion of these 

lands was now Christianity. The Reconquest meant an extension of 

Christian territory and at the same time of the Christian religion, for 

the Mozarabic Church was freed and strengthened and conversion by 

preaching was intensified. In both cases, it is more a natural reaction 

based on Christian principle than a, borrowing or an imitation of the 

enemy tsisystems; . 

Although strict adherence to one's religion often had to give way 

to political dealings between Christian and Muslim leaders because the 

struggle for political power and territory, or merely for survival, was 

the most important issue, the voice of the religious representatives was 

increasingly heard, and with authority. For in spite of liberal trends 
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in Islamic Spain during certain periods, various Arab leaders were 

attacked for showing Christian sympathies; traces of such condemnation 

of Almanzor and of Mu'tamid Ibn Abbäd of Seville are evident in the 

PCG. Equally, the Muslims turned to the Almoravids and the Almohads 

in preference to the Christians for religious reasons. Political 

allegiances that were based purely on material gain and protection 

and had no basis in a common religion could not last for want of trust 

and fidelity; they were at the mercy of the Reconquest and intensification 

of religious propaganda. 

The Christians' had much to admire in the culture of jLl4Ahdalus; r and 

the PCG finds it worthy of recording. They were aware that in Cordoba 

magnificent monuments to Islam were being constructed for religious 

and administrative purposes. But while this state of glory was reigning 

in Muslim Spain, in the north, Alphonso I was making his own reply to 

the show of Islamic magnificence. The PCG describes how he was 

attempting to reaffirm in Oviedo the Christian tradition: 

'commenjo a fazer este rey'don Alffonso por si unos 
57 palacios en Oviedo, grandes et fermosce et mui 

fuertes, et la eglesia de Sant Salvador, que es 

la siella obispal, a onrra de Dios. ' 58 

Thus the threat and taunt of Islam in the form of its glorious 

buildings prompted some rivalry and a reciprocal affirmation among the 

Christians; they built new palaces, and set up new churches and shrines, 

often financed by gains from war booty. Alphonso I also tried to find 

an identity for the Christians and a continuity of tradition in religion 

by aspiring to revive the past Gothic glories of Toledo lost to the 

enemyt 

'E el prez de los godos que se`perdiera otro tiempo, 

fuelo ei cobrar tan Bien en lides'como en fazer 

eglesias et palacios. ' 59 
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The Gothic tradition was now no longer thought of as it was in 

its last moments, as the curse and corruption which almost brought 

about the downfall of Christianity in Spain. The chronicle, shifts 

its position and comes to see it as a glorious tradition, the 

heritage of Christian Spaniards, if only it could be revived. It 

was revived to a certain extent by the collection of relics and the 

establishment of shrines, such as the church of San Salvador in 

Oviedo: 

'e pusoen ell arca de las reliquias que el rey 

don Pelayo et ell ar9obispo Urban levaron a 

Asturias quando se perdio la tierra. ' 
60 

Relics and martyrs' and saints' bodies were the ideal treasure 

of the Church, so they were closely guarded, and if gained as booty 

or offered by the Muslims as appeasement, they were triumphantly 

brought back to Christendom, with a significant feeling of raised 

morale and prestige. 

- -Just as Muslims were bound by their religion to redeem their 

captives, the Christians equally, perhaps in imitation, or perhaps 

only naturally, made it their first concern on the regaining of 

territory to redeem slaves, then to settle Christians there and establish 

the Christian institutions: 

'Este rey don Alffonsso ... gano muchas cibdades 

de las que ellos tenien, et torno las en poder 

de los cristianos .... ' 
61 

'et saco muchos cativos de poder de los moros de 

que poblo mucha tierra. ' 
62 

'puss que el rey don Alffonsso ovo poblados los 

logares que vio que podrie mantener, et ovo mucho 

bien fecho en las eglesias, et puesto obispos alli 

... trabaiosse dalli adelante mas femenciosamientre 

de fazer sernicio a Dios et de mantener su regno 

en paz et en justicia. 1 
63 
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In reality, it was not always profitable to recover territory, 

however; this is shown by a case where King Hishäm of Cordoba, 

having gained Christian lands, gave them up again as they were 

hardly Islamized, and he could not afford to have them converted, 

or maintain their re-settlements 

'Et el diogelos luego, lo uno porque avie poco 

tiempo que los ganara de los cristianos, lo al por 

que non avie en ellos al sinon la costa de 

mantener. ' 64 

It is seen therefore, that, on reconquering areas, the Christians 

imposed officially the institutions of their religion on the community, 

but in some cases allowed the Muslims to keep their religion. The 

monarchs endowed churches and monasteries or had mosques converted, 

and they encouraged Christian fervour by having shrines erected for 

relics and images. -In this way, the Christians sought a link back, 

through the Mozarabic Church, to the Gothic tradition, in order to give 

themselves, as Am6rico Castro 
65 

suggests, a continuity of character as 

Christians. The character which they created for confronting Islam 

was specifically Christian 
66s 

and this united the different peoples of 

norerý'. Spain politically as well as spiritually. 

Christian prestige grew steadily until by the time of the 

establishment of the Caliphate in Cordoba (which, incidentally, the 

PCG does not mention, its narrative dominated at this stage by 

excerpts from the epic Poema de Fernän Gonzalez), the Christian 

successors of Alphonso I had transferred their stronghold southwards 

and reestablished a strong kingdom in Leon (911-929), from where the 

war effort of the Reconquest was directed. During this period, the- 

tenth and eleventh centuries, and especially latterly when the Muslim 

caliphate broke up into the Party Kingdoms, there was vigorous activity, 

between the Christian and Muslim communities. The PCG testifies to 

this and shows that it was both friendly and hostile. 
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The major advance of the Christian Reconquest came in 1085 

when Alphonso-VI conquered Toledo. When he finally took the city, 

his original intention, as set out in the PCG, was, because of his 

Islamic sympathies, to deal leniently with the Muslims= they were 

to be allowed to stay in Toledo and remain in possession of their 

houses and goods and also to retain their mosque: 

I... se dio Toledo a este rey don Alffonso el 

sesto. Et dierongela los moros a esta pleytesia: 

que se fincassen ellos en la villa con sus casas 

et sus heredmientos et con quanto al avien 

enteramientre, et el rey don Alffonso que 

oviesse ell alcagar et la huerta que es allend 

de la puerta que dizen Alcantara, et que diessen 

los moros a este rey don Alffonso las rentas 

et los pechos que solien dar a los sus reys 

moros, et otrossi la mezquita mayor que fuesse 

siempre de los moros. ' 
67 

So the political situation was reversed, and the Christians were 

again masters of the ancient capital Toledo. Instead of forcibly 

converting the Muslims or expelling them, Alphonso VI offered them 

freedom of person aºd religion in return for heavy taxes and tributes, 

just as the Islamic system itself had done. With the Christians, it 

was not so much a case of copying a system as doing the only thing possible, 

for forced conversion of so large a group of Muslims would have been 

beyond the powers of the Church to carry out or control, and to expel 

them would have meant the depopulation of Toledo and probably its 

collapse. Therefore, although Alphonso took the city by force, it seems 

his policy of occupation as described in the PCG was to win round the 

Muslims and gain their confidence, a policy perhaps also moulded by his 

youthful experience of fraternizing with them. The Muslims were granted 
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much the same rights as the Mozarabs had enjoyed; their person and 

religion were to be safe, and their property was to remain in the 

family68 and not confiscated. When Alphonso VI was faced by Muslim 

opposition to the establishment of an archbishopric in Toledo, his 

reaction, according to the PCG, was to move gently* 

'pora adozirlos con seso et mansamientre su poco a 

poco a lo quel era mester pora apoderarse de la 

cibdad et aver ende el sennorio entregadamientre. ' 
69 

He is shown as gently but firmly going ahead with his intention 

of Christianizing Toledo: 

'et como era de levar adelante el su fecho pora 

seer la villa de cristianos et de la ley de Cristo. ' 70 

On his second attempt to install an archbishop, it is reported that 

the Muslims withdrew their resistance, because it seems they had come to 

respect the Christians as good and honourable people: 

'Et los moros non se trabaiaron de destorvargelo 

como diaiemos que fizieran luego, pues que tantas 

compannas buenas et tan onrradas veyen en Toledo 

ayuntadas como las nunqua vieran y., 
71 

There follows in the PCG a rather dramatic account of how the mosque 

of Toledo came to be Christianized. Alphonso VI was pursuing a policy 

of appeasement, just as the Muslims had done before him; since they 

had allowed the Mozarabs to keep their churches, he agreed to allow the 

Mudejars to retain their main mosque. However, Queen Constance, 

motivated by Christian zeal and, more exactly, by pressure from the 

Cluniac monks, authorized Don Bernardo, who had been sent from Cluny 

to be Archbishop of Toledo, to convert the mosque secretly: 

'Et entre tanto este electo don Bernaldo, por 

amonestamiento et afincamiento de la reyna donna 

Costana, tomo de noche companna de cavalleros 
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cristianos, et fue et entro en la mayor 

mezquita de Toledo, et echo ende las suziedades 

de la ley de Mahomat, et alto y altar de la fe 

de Jhesu Cristo, et puso en la mayor torre 

della campanas pora llamar los fieles de Cristo 

a las oras. ' 72 

The-PCG reports that Alphonso VI made a great show of his anger 

at this to propitiate the Muslims, and he even declared himself intent 

on killing his wife in order to avenge them. He showed a-great understanding 

of how much the mosque meant to the Muslims, but at the same time by his 

conduct, he cleverly annexed their support and the principal mosque 

remained converted to Christianity. The PCG probably contains a 

semi-fictitious account of this, developed by the popular voice, for 

it records the actual speech of both Alphonso and the Muslims, and both 

attitudes seem exaggerated and poeticised, especially that of the Muslims, 

who, it appears, preferred to lose their mosque rather than cause the 

death of the Queen and several Christians. Relations between conqueror 

and conquered are thus painted in a rather rosy hue. Indeed, the evidence 

of a contrary account in the'Arabic makes one suspect Alphonso X of 

presenting distorted facts in order to show Alphonso VI in a more 

favourable light. Ibn Bassäen, though well-known for his'anti-Christian 

passion, is probably more faithful to the true events. He attributes 

the conversion of the mosque to Alphonso alone: 

'Alfonsö, cegado de orgullo .., dio 6rdenes de 

profanar la mezquita. ' 73 

So on occasions it seems, Alphonso X's chronicle suppressed material, 

or as is more likely in this case, had no access to material, which 

would show Alphonso VI's exploits to be not-so brilliant and meritorious 

as generally affirmed by the Christians. 
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There are fewer details in the PCG about the capitulation of 

Cordoba in 1236, but the chronicle does suggest that when it fell 

to Fernando III (1217-1252), unlike Toledo, it was immediately 

Christianizedz 

'la cipdad de Cordova ... Lue aquel dia 

alinpiada de las suziedades de Mahomad. ' 74 

The mosque was converted into a church, and the bells of Santiago 

which had been defiled by the Muslims and used as lamps, were conveyed 

with great joy back to Santiago. The Muslims remained in Cordoba, and 

Fernando III offered them peace and a measure of toleration in return 

for tributes: 

'Et el rey don Fernando recibio de los alaraves 

ssus tributos et sus pechos complidos et bien 

parados. ' 75 

R's a*e would exp¢ck. 
when 'un princep que dizien Abengania, 

que era estonces sennor de Cordoba, et la tenie, ' 76 
swore to the 

Christian conqueror to keep the pledge of vassaldom, he did so, not, 

on the Bible, but on the Koran: ý, T 

'Et, esse princep Abengania, yuro all emperador et al 

rey don Sancho, -su fijo que'era y con ell emperador, 

sobrel libro de Mahomat, a que dizen ell Alcoran, 

que les guardarie la cibdad et el sennorio della 

bien et lealmientre; et con la yura fizoles omenage. ' 
77 

Since the Koran was what the Muslim most revered, the act made his 

oath binding, for-usually the word or the oath of a man of-different 

faith was not acceptable. This is in line with the medieval practice 

of swearing oaths as found in the Fueros. 

On the taking. of Seville in 1248, the same generous settlement as 

with Cordoba does not appear to have been agreed. The Christians were 

intransigent in their. expulsion policy and though the PCG does not 
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indicate the reason for this, it was most probably on account of the 

proximity of unconquered Granada and. because Muslim land and property 

in Seville was needed to pay the soldiers. In the capitulation, the 

Moorish king offered Fernando III half the city, and suggested that 

he himself build a wall between the Christian part and the Muslim. 

But Fernando, unlike Alphonso VI and other monarchs who had held an 

Islamic-style policy of tolerance, showed complete intransigence: all 

the Muslims had to leave, taking their moveable possessions with them, 

and they took refuge in Jerez and Ceuta. This rigid attitude on the 

part of the Christians probably developed because as from now they could 

see their way more clearly to driving the Moor out of Spain completely� 

and therefore it was in their interests not to compromise at all. 

Administration 

Some judicial and military functions and public posts in Spain 

today have names of Arabic origin, the most common being alcalde and 

alguacil. Poridat de Poridades contains a passage which gives an 

outline of the military and administrative system under the Muslims: 

'Et mandad que aya cada rico omne Xadelantados, et 

que aya cada adelantado diez alcaldes, et seran 

ciento; et que aya cada alcalde X alarifes, et seran 

L mill; et que aya cada alarif X omnes. ' 
78 

The decimal system of grouping probably sprang from the Roman; the 

adelantado would correspond to the Roman millenarius, the alcalde to 

the centenarius and the alarif to the decanus. 

The PCG contains very frequent mention of such arabisms and Arabic 

calques: 

adelantrado e. g. p. 579b. This was the adelantado de la 

frontera, modelled on the Arabic terms s4ib ath-thagbr 

or mugaddamI 

alcalde e. g. 'p. 589a, from `r al- ä t, judge. The 

alcalde, in his civil function corresponded to the 
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Roman-Visigothic comes civitatis4 

alcayat p. 587a / alcayde p. 632a / alcaide p. 632b, from 

,ý al-galid, leader, commander-in-chief. He 

was the old dux prinviciae. The PCG defines the work 

of the alcaide as follows: 

let fizieral el Cid alcayat de un castiello ... que 

toviesse este las puertas de la villa et que fuesse 

guardador dellas con los almocadenes ... ' p. 587a 

'aquel moro alfaqui que el fiziera alcayde de los. ' 

moros de Valencia, en asessegarlos et en aver sus rentas 

bien paradas. ' p. 632a-b. 

From these two explanations one deduces that either 

some confusion has been made with the term alcalde 

(it is not very likely that al-WagqashI. the faglh, 

would be a military man as alcaide'implies) or that 

the post had by then (eleventh century) become more 

administrative. Indeed, R. Levy shows that the 

alcaide was concerned with some rent collection: 

'The midi is not concerned with I; bargjp which comes 

within the province of the military authorities. '; 79 

almocaden p. 568b, from al-mugaddam, 

commander, captain. As Neuvonen80 points out, Las 

Siete Partidas shows this word to be a neologism in 

thirteenth century Spanish: 

'Almocadenes llaman agora a los que antiguamente solien 

llamar cabdiellos de las peonadas. '; 61 

almogovar p. 759b, from 
jiJ 

al-mu&äwir, light 

cavalry, vanguard;, - 

alferez p. 395a, from 
ýi 

al-färis, rider, horseman. 

In Castilian, this arabism came to signify not just a 

cavalryman, but the mounted standard-bearer, and from 

there, in modern Spanish, lieutenant; 
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adalid p. 568b, from JJ\JJ ad-dalil, military guide, 

derived from the verb dalla, to show the way. Neuvonen 

remarks that this word first appears as a topographical 

name in 1071. The original form adalil is conserved 

in Valencian and Portuguese and in Alphonso X's 

0püsculos Legales (1,122,125) and PCG where it 

alternates with adalid. The philological change to 

adalid came in the mid-thirteenth century, and then it was 

very frequent. It is not present in the Poema de M1o Cid, 

but it does occur in a passage in the PCG referring to 

the Cid (p. 568b). The texts of this period, mid- to late 

thirteenth century show direct testimony of the novelty 

of this word: , .. 

'debe siempre traer homes consigo que sepan bien la 

tierra a que llaman a ora adaliles, que solian 

antiguamente haber nombre guardadores. ' 82 

In the PCG it is twice defined by a synonymous phrase: 

'adaliles et sabidores que los guiassen. ' p. 315a; 

alguazil p. 565b, from r) 
'l 

al-wazTr, visir, 

chamberlain. Neuvonen points out that this word shows 

a semantic change. At first it meant the equivalent 

of our 'duke'; His1 m II then used it as a title for 

the governor of Toledo. Thence it descended on the 

scale of authority and came to mean an official or a 

governor of any city, town or district. It was most 

frequent among the Mozarabs of Toledo and they appear to 
_-_ 

have propagated it with the new sense. It was very 

frequent from the mid-thirteenth century, in such works 

as the PCG and Calila e Dimna; 
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almoxerif p. 571a, from`j yýI al-muqbrif, customs 

inspector. The Romans and the Visigoths had levied 

customs duties on borders between provinces, districts 

and even towns, so the post was not a creation of the 

Muslims, though this word may have had a specialised 

sense. There appears to be only one recorded example 

of it (in 1081) before the thirteenth century when 

it was frequent. Engelmann-Dozy suggest that it had 

a special Valencian sense, as 'cobrador de la renta 

del mar'; indeed, when Alphonso's compilers use'it 

in the PCG, it comes into the Valencian materials 

'Et pusoles almoxerif moro quel dizien Abenabduz, et 

fizol mayordomo de todas las derechuras que y avia, 

et que cogiesse todas sus rentas. ' p. 565b. 

Also used is the word almoxerifadgo (p. 568a), which 

is interesting because it is a mixed word, from 

al-mu brif, but with the Romance suffix -adgo, from 

the Latin -aticum. 

In many of the explanations of the newer words, the old Visigothic 

term is used, for. example, mayoralles (from the Roman maiores), 

mayordomos, cabdiellos, guardadores, guiädores etc.. - So it appears that 

the thirteenth century was'the latest limit of the period of change-over 

from the old words to the new Arabic terms. The more common ones such 

as al calde and alguazil had no doubt passed into Romance much earlier 

and become accepted, as the compilers of the PCG offer no explanation of 

them when they describe how the Muslims settled Spain: 

'e puso alguaziles et alcaldes por las provincias de 

Espanna o veye que eran mester. ' 83 

So it seems that the military and administrative system in Muslim 

Spain owed much to the pre-existing Romano-Visigothic, but by the 

thirteenth century at least the terminology was arabized. 
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In the resettlement, the importance of the Jews as collaborators 

stands out in the testimony of the PCG. Seville was apparently 

resettled by Arabs and Jews: 

'Muria priso luego la villa, et poblola de judios 

et de moros. t 84 

It has been conjectured85 that the Jews were instrumental in the 

success of the Muslim Invasion, that they had welcomed it as a release 

from the repression they suffered under the Visigoths and earlier 

dynasties. The Arian Goths for example, had forbidden them to hold 

86 ; ý^'ý mad be tar9cly akt -Seý"hý Qýýýda, ýi' 
any appointment, civil or military. ^ jt seems their position changed ZM9act 

under the Arabs; for while the PCG makes no reference to any Jewish inter- 

vention in the Invasion, it does indicate that after the Invasion pacts 

were made between the Muslims and the Jews, and the latter were quite 

probably allowed to hold positions of responsibility, as in the 

administration of Granada for example: 

'et bastecieron la de moros et de judios que y moravan. ' 87 

The chronicle therefore implies that the Jews did indeed enjoy more 

freedom and power under the Muslims thanrunder the Christians. 

The year 756 saw the establishment of an : emirate in Cordoba under 

cAbd-ar-Rahmära I, who had escaped the holocaust of Omayyads in the East: 

'Abderrahmen quando se nio sennor ... de amos los 

regnos de las Espannas, fizosse liamar amiramomellin. ' 88 

The PCG records this change in the Muslim world in brief simplicity 

in chapter 595, but in describing it, the compilers mixed up the Omayyads 

and the Abbasids and gave a generally confused view of the situation. 

At approximately the same time, a Christian kingdom was founded in 

Asturias by Alphonso I the Chaste (reigned 739-757), thus the Christians 

were beginning to make a strong united opposition to the Muslims by then. 

From this point, description of events in Muslim Spain tends to be 

separated in the PCG. 
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It is asserted of 0Abd ar-Rahmära I that 'He had established 

economic independence of Damascus by adopting the Roman weights and 

measures which were traditional in Hispanic commerce, and by 

coining his own gold dinars. ' 89 

There is not much information in the PCG about the economic 

system under 0Abd ar-Rahmän I, but there is much detail later of 

commercial and economic life in Valencia during the seige of the 

Cid in the late eleventh century. This should reveal something about 

the general financial and commercial system of Muslim Spain when the 

Christians came into contact with it. 

The PCG account contains frequent references to the dramatic rise 

in the prices of food. These references were presumably recordings of 

the Arab chronicler Ibn cAlgama. 90 Scholars such as A. Huici Miranda91 

have evaluated from the date references in the PCG that these lists of 

prices appeared in Valencia at the beginning of every Islamic month. 

One supposes that in this situation of emergency under sage, a 

monthly bulletin of the availability and prices of food was issued by 

the Muslim authorities. This information tells us about the weights, 

measures and coins that were'. in current usage in Valencia at the time: 

quintal P"575a, from uin är, weight equivalent to 

a hundred ri 1s (the rill varied from one pound in Egypt 

to five pounds in Syria). The decimal system indicated 

here may be of Roman origin, but the two other important 

weights used are not decimal but quaternary: 

arova p. 575a, from ar-rub', fourth part, measure of 

3.63 galls. 'Del grabe carba', cuatro, pero equivalente 

,a la cuarta parte de un quintal. t (Corominas); 

cafiz p. 581b, from 3.. ýss afiz, measure for grain. 'En 

general, el gafiz (esp. cahiz, alcafriz, alcafiz) usado 

en Espana equivalia a 40 adahs. Mas adelante (n'iOi) 

veremos que correspond a tambi6n grosso modo a la doble 

carga de un hombre. ' (Ibn cAbdun)92 
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The coins referred to are as follows: 

dinero de plata p. 575a; from ýjýý 
ad-dinär, 

gold coin, originally from the Latin. The silver 

dinar referred to here is in fact the dirhem, a 

tenth of the dinar: 

adarhem p. 585a, from j ad-dirham, silver 

coin, one tenth of a dinar. The above dinero de 

Plata is the more usual Hispanic form for this; this 

PCG example of adarhem is the only one recorded by 

the etymological dictionaries. The Latin origin of 

the dinar and the dinero and the decimal value of 

the dirhem indicate that Abd ar-Rahmän I did use in ° 

Spain a coinage based originally on the Roman-system; 

alguilate p. 58Sa, from" J=, I I: äl- irä , Originally 3IJ 

from the Greek. 'Moneda musulmana en Valencia, 

valiendo medio dirham. ' (Neuvonen) 

These three coins have some connection then with Greek and Roman- 

antecedents. The only truly AIslamic coin mentioned is the maravedi: 

marauedis p. 575a, from JJ O muräbi i, from the 

name of the Almoravids. This use is a slight anachronism 

on the part of the PCG compilers as the maravedi was not 

current in Spain until the Almoravids actually arrived 

bringing it with them. 

Nome of these Arabic. words is explained in the PCG, so one assumes 

that they were well-known to the Christians of thirteenth century Spain, 

and probably used by them. 

Just as the circumstances of the s6tge provide information about 

the commercial life in Levante and al-Andalus at the end of the eleventh 

century, the circumstances of the Cid's occupation of the city tell us 

something about aspects of law. Since the PCG contains much detail 

from 
tithe epic Poema de M% Cid here, the Cid becomes almost the 
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protagonist of the narration in this part, and because of his 

considerable contact with Muslim life in the Poema, he comes over 

in the chronicle as highly arabized. For example, the PCß informs 

us that the Cid personally ruled Valencia and styled himself 

according to the Arabic systems 

'et yo quiero seer alcalle et alguazil, et cada 

que alguna querella ovierdes unos dotros yo vos 

lo fare luego emendar. ' 93 

Also it is asserted that he announced he would rule according 

to the Muslim law. This presupposes a more than competent knowledge 

of the contracts and working of this law. Apparently he knew that 

the amount. of taxation was fixed and that the kings of Valencia had 

unjustly exceeded this, so out of a sense of morality or to win over 

the Muslim population,. he announced. that the tax tobe charged should 

be no more than the diezmo as prescribed by Islamic law: 

'asst' commo manda la ley de los moros. Et otrossi 

mando a los que. an de. tomar los derechos de la 

villa que non tomen mas del diezmo, -assy. comn manda 

la ley de los morns. ' 93 

He is recorded as having diplomatically made use of the arabized 

element in the Christian population, in that he ordered that the guards 

on the towers and gates were to be Mozarabs, not Castilians, and he 

took precautions to avoid antagonizing the Muslims in the intimate 

private life of their homes; he further encouraged the Mozarabs to 

treat the Muslims with honour in the Islamic way which was familiar 

to them: 

'Et mando cerrar las finiestras de las torres que 

eran contra la villa de dentro, por que los 

cristianos non pudiessen descobrir las casas de 

los moros. Et dixo a los moros que aquellos 

omnes que guardavan las torres et aquella puerta 

de la villa que el tenie, que non los pusiera y 

por mengua que el avie de los de su casa, et 
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sessudos et sabidores pora quequier, mas porque 

fueron criados con los moros et fablavan assy 

como ellos et sabien aus maneras et sus 

costumbres, et por esso los escogiera et los 

pusiera en aquel logar ... et que les mandava et 

les rogava que fiziessen mucho de onrra a los 

moros et que cada que passassen les saludassen 

et se les humillassen et les diessen la 

carrera et que dixiessen: "nuestro sennor el 

Cid nos manda que vos fagamos onrra, assy como 

a su cuerpo mesmo o commo a su fijo". ' 94 

This reverence seems rather exaggerated, as does the Muslims' 

excessive show'of gratitude at the Cid's generous terms of 

capitulation, so perhaps the information reflects popular reports. 

The Cid's possible application of Muslim law in Valencia does not 

mean that he proved of it or regarded it as superior, but that his 

common-sense taught him that he must try to win over the sympathy and 

assurance of the Valencians: 

'Pues seed agora en vuestra tierra muy segurados ... 

Et esto fago pör tal de vos non enoiar ... ý95' 

and the best way of doing so was by 

applying a law which the majority of the inhabitants accepted. 

Obviously, instant Christianization of Valencia was out of the question. 

So it seems the Cid considered the best initial tactics were to treat 

the Muslims tolerantly, allowing them to keep their property, their 

religion, their religious leaders and their own local administrators: 

'que ayades vuestras mezquitas en Valencia et 

fuera en el Aicudia, et que ayades vuestros 

alfaquis, et que usedes vuestra ley; et que 

ayades vuestros alcalies et vuestro aiguazil, 
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assy como yo los he puestos; et que ayades todas 

vuestras heredades, et que me dedes a mi en servicio 

el diezmo de los fructos, et la iusticia que sea mia, 

et yo que mande fazer mi moneda. 1 96 

If the Cid had been personally responsible for administering Muslim- 

type law and justice in Valencia as the chronicle suggests, he must have 

been as well-versed in Muslim law and tradition as any mufti. It is 

doubtful, however, that he had such technic d. knowledge. Indeed, when 

faced with giving a decision on the punishment of Ibn Jahhaf for the 

murder of Al-Qädir, he is recorded in the PCG as having asked the Muslims 

publicly what the official Islamic penalty for regicide was. 
97 But it 

appears that he used Muslims to help him administer-e the city: 'Abenalfarax', 

the visir, for example, and a 1°Toorish almoxarife called Ibn 0Abdns, whom 

the Valencian Muslims accepted and trusted because he was of their own faith: 

'llamaron a su fable, a Abenabduz ei almoxerif del Cid, 

dixieronle: "Pedimoste merced que nos conseies del mas 

leal et meior conseio qua en ti avia ca pues de la nuestra 

ley eres, tenemos que deves ser tenido de lo fazer. """ 98 

As this quotation indicates, the Muslims fully trusted only people 

of their own religion, and the Cid was wrong when he thought that he could 

win over their love and trust with generosity and Muslim-type justice. 

Perhaps convivencia was at its high point at this time, the late eleventh 

century, but it was beginning to wane, for the discrepancy and antagonism 

between Christians and Muslims was too profound. Eventually, convivencia 

in Valencia proved impossible, and the Christian part of the city was 

evacuated by the Muslims. The Cid gave most of them the choice of peaceful 

cohabitation, yet however Islamic in spirit and intention, it must have been 

a failure in practice, as very few Muslims accepted his conditions. 

The PCG shows that although the common people of Muslim Valencia 

may have desired convivencia with the Christians, the religious leaders 
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and pious citizens preferred to live with and be ruled by men of their 

own faith. They therefore exhorted the others to turn to the 

Almoravids. They were the lesser of two evils, for though they were 

austere and fanatical and not congenial to Spanish Muslims, at least 

they were Muslims. 

Evidence in the PCG concerning political allegiances shows that 

it was a liberal age in Spain, perhaps even more so than in Alphonso 

X's time, and both Christians and Spanish Muslims were more tolerant 

than fanatical and they based their actions and relationships more on 

material necessity than on strict adherence to their religious code. 

If permanent peace and agreement could not be had, then the common 

people merely sought to obtain the best possible living conditions. 

On this basis, the Cid aspired to establish a peaceful coexistence 

for Muslims and Christians in Valencia. 

It became obvious, however, that essentially, ties of religion 

proved the most binding in moulding official politics in the long 

term, and this therefore inevitably divided the Cid from his Muslim 

acquaintances in Valencia and prevented him from achieving his goal. 

Peaceful coexistence and cooperation between Muslims and 

Christians seems to have been carried on to a certain extent in the 

early years of the Muslim occupation, especially when enforced by 

Muslim supremacy, but as the Reconquest progressed with the growing 

strength of the Christian armed forces, a hardening of attitudes on 

both sides, encouraged largely by the spiritual leaders, made it more 

difficult and eventually impossible: the PCG testifies (throughout the 

period of Muslim presence in the Peninsula covered by its records) to 

the vicissitudes undergone by convivencia. 

iii) The Christian Reconquest of Spain: war 

At the time of the Muslim Invasion and initial occupation of Spain 

there was no concept among the Christian Spaniards of making a religious 
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counter-attack or waging a Holy War. But soon after, within six 

years a resistance had begun in the north under Pelayo which was 

specifically Christian and emphasised the religious differences 

between the natives and the invaders. The account in the PCG of 

this period in Spanish history, from 711 to the end of San Fernando's 

reign (and the end of the chronicle), testifies to the gradual but 

decisive change from the original and official attitude of Christianity 

of submission and Christian charity, to an openly warlike attitude 

and behaviour towards the Muslims exhorted by the Church itself. This 

change was inevitable if Christianity were to survive, for the tactics 

of pacifism cannot be used successfully to oppose and triumph against 

a regime whose strength lies in armed force. 

First let us examine the details on religious warfare in Spain 

as found in the PCG. The Christian fighting spirit grew to match the 

Muslim, and by the twelfth century it had been organized into militant 

religious orders carrying out crusades. The PCG makes many references 

to the orders and their masters, for example: 

Santiago: 'la cavalleria de sant Yague' PCG p. 705b; 

Templars: 'los freyres del Tenple' PCG p. 719b; 

Calatrava: 'et freyres de Santiago et de Calatrava et de las 

otras ordenes vdnieron y otrossi. ' PCG p. 726a; 

Alcäntara: 'los maestres de Calatrava et de Alcantara' 

PCG p. 758a, 

In spite of frequent reference to the orders in the PCG, there is 

no explanation of when exactly they were founded or when and how the 

concept of the Christian religious fighting order was born. In fact, the 

first military order was that of St. John of Jerusalem founded in 1099, 

and the second and strongest was the Templars of 1119. Of the Spanish 

national orders, the first was Calatrava, founded by Cistercian monks 

in 1154 and endowed by Sancho III in 1157; the second was Santiago, 



confirmed by the Holy See in 1172, having begun in the early years of 

Alphonso VIII's reign (1158-1214) and donated by Fernando II of Leon; 

the third was that of Alcäntara, founded in 1156 and confirmed by 

Alphonso IX of Leon in 1177. So the military orders were founded 

originally by the Christians fighting in the Middle East, and the 

Spanish Christians then modelled their own orders on the Templars 

and Hospitalers. There was a similar tradition of military-religious 

orders in the Teutonic knights and they may have had some influence 

on the formation of the system in southern Europe. 
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But it has been conjectured" that the institution of the military 

orders was influenced by the Muslim brotherhoods and their concept 

of futuwwa. 100 These brotherhoods were groups of fityän, 101 
noble 

youths, who banded together, united both by their trade (it was a -sort 

of guild system102 too) and by a common ideal of honourable qualities- - 

generosity, hospitality and self-denial. They lived in fortresses- 

cum-monasteries, usually along the ribä , the frontier line of Islamic- 

held territory, and combined a life of defensive warfare and monastic 

cultivation of the spiritual life. So these youths were both warriors 

and monks and it is thought by some scholars that they'were the fore- 

of the Christian monk-knight. Some details of futuwwa are runners 

similar to the Christian institution of chivalry; the true representation 

of futuwwa, for example, was the family of the Prophet, marked by their 

chivalry and knightly rank. The privilege of this rank was later granted 

by the Caliph to other warriors in special ceremonies of putting on the 

knight's trousers and drinking from the knight's cup. The Christian 

knighting ceremony could therefore be a parallel to this. 

But the path of contact, if contact did take place, may have 

originated with the Christians rather than the Muslims, and come full 

circle. The psychology of Christian asceticism (Christian monasticism 

is older than Muslim, having begun around the third century A. D. ) may 
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have influenced Islam in the conception of futuwwa and the propagation 

of the faith in the border communities, and Islam in turn may have 

later stimulated the Western Christians to equally fuse their fighting 

and religious ideals in the foundation of Christian military orders 

on this pattern. 

The question, however, is controversial and has not so far been 

definitively proved either way. Quite naturally, the compilers of the 

PCG consider the Spanish orders as an exclusively Christian phenomenon, 

and with its anti-Muslim feeling the chronicle appears unaware of or : '.. 

insensitive to any spiritual life worthy of consideration among the 

Muslim warriors. The PCG shows that the compilers and the historical 

figures they chronicle were totally unconscious of being influenced in 

this way by the Muslims, but it may be that on account of their pro- 

Catholic fervour they were unable to see it or reluctant to admit it. 

In any case, if the Christians did model their military orders on the 

Muslim brotherhoods, the place of contact was the Holy Land rather 

than Spain, and the Spanish orders were in imitation not of the 

Almoravids but of the Templars and other early Christian orders. 

Another argument against the Muslim influence theory adduced throug1 

the PCG is the long tradition of the fighting priest among the Christians. 

The idea of the warrior-bishop who is allowed to strike the first blows 

in battle (present in the Poema de Mio Cid with Bishop Ger6nimo), goes 

back at least to the time of Charlemagne. The figure of Archbishop 

Turpin in the Chanson de Roland comes to mind. His figure no doubt 

took its final shape as much as two centuries later, (when Charlemagne's 
1 tfC& t reacts cluwt cei j n44. 

battles came retrospectively to be seen as Holy War) and^this would mean 

that there was time for Muslim influence to have taken place. But we 

have no evidence to show that the Christian fighting priest did not 

already exist beforethe Muslim fityän were known to the Christians. 
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In Eastern Christendom, the Christians were used to having to fight to 

protect their religion, and when a monastery and its lands and inmates 

were in jeopardy, the priests, like any other men, came out to fight. 

Even in Spain, before the arrival of the Muslims, the clergy were 

acquainted with defensive, though not religious, warfare, as E. A. Thompson's 

work on the Goths shows us: 

'The Catholic bishops of the province of Tarraconensis, 

when they met at the Council of Lerida in 524, found 

it necessary to declare that clergy who served at the 

altar in besißged cities must not shed blood, not even 

the blood of the enemy; and they laid down severe 

penalties. ' 103 

If laws were needed to restrain the clergy, it implies that in 

practice, they were in the habit of shedding blood. However, they were 

obviously reluctant to do so, as later when King Wamba obliged them 

to-fight by order of his great law on the army-in 673, they expressed 

dissatisfaction: 

'... and his severe law obliged even the clergy to rally 

to the defence of their country against foreign enemies 

and usurpers. Although the clergy had taken an active 

part in the rebellion, this obligation to fight may 

well have been the first cause of tension between them 

and the kings. ' 104 

- In the PCG there are several examples of priors and bishops 

along the Spanish Marches taking up arms quite naturally to join the 

other knights in fighting off the Moors: 

'El prior fue muy aquexado de los moros et viose en muy 

grand coyta con ellos, ca ciertamientre ovieronle muerto 

o levado, synon fuera por essos que con el salieron quel 
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acorrieron mucho ayna et se conbatieron con los 

moros muy de rezio et los firieron de corapon. 

Y murio un frayre muy buen comendador de 

Ssietefilla, muy buen cavallero ... + 105 

So it is very difficult to prove that the Christian military orders 

were influenced by futuwwa in their conception and in their ritual, as 

incontestable evidence for this has so far not been brought to light,. 

and one cannot expect to find it in the PCG. All otle can safely say is 

that Spain'was not a channel for this idea to reach Christianity in the 

sense that she was a channel for Arabic science to reach the West. 

Not only is it conjectured that the Christians were influenced by 

the Islamic idea of religious/military brotherhoods, but also that they 

adopted from the Muslims the concept of attaining salvation through 

Holy War, jihäd. 106 Muslim warriors were assured martyrdom for either 

killing or being killed in the jihäd, and this belief, of Paradise as 

the goal of Holy War, was known to the West through Sigebert, as the 

PCG transcribes its 

'E sun dizie les, (Muhammad) et fazie ge lo creer, 

que tod aquel que mate a su enemigo et aun aquell 

a que matan sus enemigos, que luego se va 

derechamientre a parayso. ' 107 

Christian sensibilities obviously would not allow the direct 

adoption of the enemy's systems relating to religion, however superior 

or attractive, so even if this concept was in fact taken over to any 

degree from Islam, it was necessarily attributed by the Christians to 

a Christian origin. The PCG implies that for the Christians, the hope 

of salvation in war had its roots in the St. James legend and developed 

. from there. 

The legend of St. James 108 is both popular and literary and for 

many generations caused much polemic in Spain. The PCG records it but 
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without elucidating its origins, and lends the attributions full 

support. The inspiration of St. James appears to have given the 

Christians heightened purpose in their war against the Muslims. The 

PCG tells us that St. James personally intervened in the so-called 

'Battle of Clavijo', and he is said to have appeared in a vision on 

the eve of the encounter, to King Ramiro I (portentous visions before 

battles were accorded much deference by Muslims and Christians alike). 

The PCG picks up a version of his speech in which he tells how Christ 

sent him to earth to fight for Christianity against the Muslims in 

Spain: 

'que le guardasse et la amparasse de manos de los 

enemigos de la fe'. 1o9 

The PCG encourages belief in this'story, and its power was still 

a reality in Alphonso X's own day. St. James' message to Ramiro on 

the eve of Clavijo'set the direction and ritual of Christian military 

activity from that date until the end of the Reconquest, so Alphonso 

X must have felt personally involved in what it signified. 

Because to take up arms was an un-Christian action, this story 

helped many doubting Christians to overcome their scruples and believe 

that Christianity could wage a Holy War too. St. James announced that 

he would appear in person during the battle as a knight: 

'te yo digo verr medes cras andar y en la lid en un 

cavallo blanco con una senna blanca, et grand espada 

reluzient en la mano. + 110 

The story says that St. James urged Ramiro to have faith in certain 

victory because he was carrying out the will of God; to believe that God 

was now on their side must have raised considerably the Christians' 

morale: 

'non dubdes nada de yr ferir en la hueste de los 

barbaros, ilamando Dios ayuda, et Sant Yague! 
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ca ciertamientre sepäs que todos los metredes 

a espada et los mataredes. ' 110 

A custom established at the 'Battle of Claaijo' was the use of 

the war-cry 'Santiago: ': 

'Et desde aquel dia adelante ovieron et tomaron los 

cristianos en use de dezir en las entradas de la 

faziendas et en los alcanr? os de los moros sus 

enemigos mortaless "Dios, ayuda, et Sant Yague". ' 111 

This practice may have come about as a reaction to the reputed 

Muslim custom of making a great war-cry on entering battle. 
112 The 

Spanish Christians certainly associated Muslim warfare with noise, 

as there are frequent mentions of alaridos113 and annafiles114 with 

reference to Moorish attacks. And certainly the figure of St. James 

came to represent a counter-part to Muhammad; the Poema de Mio Cid 

shows how the Christians invocated their saint as a counter to the 

Muslim shouts of 'Muhammad: ': 

'los moros llaman Mafomat e'los cristianos santi Yague. ' 115 

Americo Castro116 asserts that this is another case of Muslim 

influence; again it is difficult to ascertain on the basis of the 

PCG as the compilers acknowledge no imitation, but as far as one can 

tell, the Christians were not in the habit of invokinng anyone or 

anything on entry into attack before they came into contact with the 

Muslims in a full-scale battle. 

The PCG records that both Christians and Muslims were reported 

to have seen St. James 'Matamoros' appear in battle accompanied by 

angels; the vision of angels was traditional among, Muslims as well as 

Christians, but that the former should witness St. James and angels 

fighting against them rather than on their side indicates that the 

details arose from popular Christian accounts: 
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! Et fueronles ferir, llamando todos a una voz 

"iSanctiago: " et a las vezes "Castiella". Et 

dizen, asi Como los moros mismos afirmavan despues, 

que parescio y Santiago en un cavallo blanco et con 

senna blanca en la mano ... et aun dizep que 

angeles vieran andar sobre ellos por el ayre ... 

Et aun pieja de cristianos vieron esta vision. ' 117 

An episode in the chronicle illustrates the fact that there was 

much polemic in Spain about Christian doctrine to do with St. James. 

A doubting bishop who believed that Christians should be fishers of 

men, winning souls by the persuasion of charity and not by the sword, 

is seen to be convinced (and Christendom along with him, it was to be 

hoped)-that there was nothing wrong with a saint appearing as a knight 

and taking up arms against an enemy of-the faith: 

'(St. James: ) "Estiano, tu tienes por escarnio por 

que los romeros me llaman cavallero, et dizes que 

lo non so, et por esso vin agora a ti a mostrarteio 

por que nunqua camas dubdes°que yo non so cävallero 

de Cristo et ayudador de los cristianos contra los 
118 

morns. "' 

The PCG has it that, as a result of the renewed fighting spirit 

in the 'Battle of Clavijo' the Muslims were repressed, and in gratitude, 

the Christians set up a shrine to St. James in Compostela, along with 

an obligatory tribute to it; it was perhaps not at this time known as 

the 'Voto de Santiago', as the PCG does not refer to it as such. 

Thus the PCG supports the Christian legend of St. James and advocates 

full belief in its implications. It"played an important part in the 

development of the Christian version of Holy War. 

According to the tradition, St. James had advised King Ramiro before 
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Clavijo that the Christians should make confession and take communion 

before going out to battle: 

'Et vos luego por la grand mannana confessarvos edel 

de todos vuestros peccados muy bien y recibredes el 
11 

cuerpo et la sangre de Nuestro Sennor Dios. ' 9 

This ensured that the soldiers were in a state of purity and 

therefore if killed, they would go straight to heaven. Thus the 

Christians came to adopt the idea, perhaps from the Muslims, that 

salvation was the reward for good men who fought honourably in these 

religious wars. As the Reconquest developed, the pious hope for 

salvation was frequently reiterated, especially in the wars against 
WCM Fuýaktcuý, VA IAtLC 100S cause 

the Berber invaders who 

bo" iooao into�tio�ý The PCG portrays each monarch of Christian 

Spain from this period as waging war not only to regain lands but 

also with the express intention of gaining salvation. For example, 

Alphonso IX-of Leon: 

tEn tod estop aquel rey don Alffonsso, rey de Leon, 

descendiendo ya a_la vege9, dize la estoria que 

conssagro sus fechos a Dios, ca en cabo de su Vida 

ya,, saco muy grand hueste et apoderosse muy fuerte, 

et fue contra los alaraves, por fazer servicio 

nombrado et que fuesse recibido de Nuestro Sennor 

Dios en cabo de su Vida. ' 120 

Also Alphonso X's ancestor Alphonso VIII, who, although he died 

of a fever, because he had dedicated his later years so steadfastly to 

the Holy War, was regarded as having thus obtained salvation: 

tmas murio estonces, et rendio el su bienaventurado 

spiritu a Dios ... et fuesse pora parayso ... La su 

alma con el Rey de los cielos regna en el su sancto 

parayso; amen. ' 
121 
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The soldiers themselves had a share in this glory, and the 

religious authorities encouraged them to believe that they would go 

to heaven if they were killed: 

let los que no podiermos pasar et morieremos oy, 

salvaremos nuestras almas et yremos a la gloria 

de parayso. ' 122 

The field of contact for the acquaintance with this Islamic 

concept was Eastern Christendom, where there was an official call. (although 

refused) for 'martyrdom in Holy War' to be accepted by the Christian 

Church. G. E. von Grunebaum provides details on this matter in his 

Medieval Islam. A study in cultural orientation: 
123 

'In the same spirit Nicephorus Phocas (963-969) asked the 

Greek clergy to honour as martyrs the Christian soldiers 

killed in the war against the Muslims. Both sides are 

convinced that they are fulfilling a mission; both 

sides feel that they are fighting their enemies for their 

ultimate good. ' 

N. Daniel confirms this assertion that the concept of 'salvation 

in war' was accepted, but that it fell short of that of 'martyrdom's 

'to call a man who was simply killed in the course 

of fighting the enemies of the Church a martyr was 

to adopt the Muslim doctrine of jihad. This was not 

the idea which prevailed at the opening of the 

crusading period. ' 124 

Later, the term 'martyr'125 wqs used emotively and evocatively 

about those dead in battle; Rodrigo of Toledo in his De Rebus Hispaniael26 

uses it in this way, as does Don Juan Manuel in his Libro de los Estados 

with reference to his great-uncle, Alphonso X's father, King Fernando III: 

'que bien le deben tener por martir125 et por sa. neto 

por las sus buenas obras. ' 127 



But the phrasing of this quotation and the fact that Fernando 

was known as 'San Fernando' imply that this was not a firm theological 

assertion concerning all the soldiers of the Reconquest. (See p. 268) 

The PCG accepts the belief in salvation for the dead in battle, but 

extends the concept no further and makes no indication of its 

provenance from any other than Christian sources. 

In the following years of continual struggle between Christians and 

Muslims, the religious side of the war was accentuated. The Moors were 

'enemigos de la cruz', the very symbol of Christianity; the PCG account 

accuses them of going beyond the stealing of lands and destruction of 

property and produce, to the more sacriligeous organisation of attacks 

on Christian shrines and churches: 

'Mas despues a tiempo destruyeron moros estas eglesias 

en sazon que llegaron fasta Santiague. ' 128 

The tenth century had been particularly. disastrous in war for the 
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Christians, for the great Almanzor129 was military leader of the Muslims, 

and Caliph in all but name. The culmination of his successful campaigns130 

was an incursion to Santiago de Compostela, his most famous assault on 

Christianity; there he set fire to the public buildings and the church 

and took away the bells, as a significant symbol of his victory over 

Christianity, and hung them as lamps in the mosque at Cordoba. 

The PCG information accuses Almanzor of wishing to profane the 

shrine of St. James, and alleges that he was only prevented from doing 

so by God's intervention in the form of lightning and disease: 

'et quando ilego a la marisma estrago la cibdad 

et la eglesia de sant Yague,... entro en aquel 

logar do yazie el cuerpo de Sant Yague apostol 

pora crebantar el an monumento; mas fue y muy 

mal espantado por un gran rayo que firio y cerca 

dell. Pero con tod esto tomo las cammanas menores, 
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et levo las con sigo por sennal del vencimiento 

que avie fecho, et pusolas por lampadas en Is. 

mezquita de Cordoba ... mas ... fue ferido el 

con todo su companna de maiamiento de Dios; et 

por el peccado dell atrevimiento et de las 

suziedades que el fazie en le eglesia de Sant 

Yague, cayo en el una de las mas suzias 

enfermedades que podrie ser. ' 131 

Arabic chronicles, not surprisingly, deny Almanzor's profanation 

of the shrines. Ibn Hayyan says that he showed veneration for Christ132 

and respect for the sepulchre of His Apostle: 

'The Moslems found the city deserted; they took 

all the spoil which could be found, destroyed 

the public buildings and fortifications, and 

razed its church to the ground; the tomb only 

of St. James was preserved, Al-Mansur having 

appointed people to take care of it, and prevent 

profanation. ' 133 

The PCG has obviously used Christian accounts for its version, 

exploiting the popular Christian belief that this'outrage, perhaps 

the worst ever made by the Muslims against the Christian religion in 

Spain, had been punished by divine vengeance. 

After the death of Almanzor the Christians had made a most significant 

advance, by recovering the ancient capital, Toledo, in 1085. But it was 

this that provoked the invasion of Spain by fanatical Islamic peoples 

from North Africa, and caused struggles with them which seriously curbed 

the march of the Reconquest. 

The story of the capture of Toledo concerns the very intimate 

relations between Alphonso VI and the Muslim king Al-Ma'min. Alphonso 
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was one of the many Christian kings and leaders who for reasons of 

politics were obliged to take refuge and make alliances with the 

Muslims. The PCG account of the struggle for Toledo and the other 

capitals of al-Andalus provides us with some details about Christian 

and Muslim warfare. 

Alphonso VI proved his gratitude for asylum, and his respect 

for the Muslim, king by swearing an oath of non-violence towards 

Al-Ma'mün's family. He kept it even after Al-Ma'mün's death, although 

it was irksome to him. But as soon as he considered his promise 

fulfilled, 
-the 

interests of politics, religion and natural gain and 

ambition came to the fore once again. He ordered his men to lay seige 

to Toledo, and its long and difficult conquest began: 

'... que cercasse la villa, pues que passado era el 

plazo de la postura'que ell oviera con el rey 

Almenon su avuelo. t 134_ 

There was much double-dealing and coming and going between Muslims 

and Christians during the struggles to take the major cities, and the 

PCG makes reference to such traitorss 

! Mas unos omnes malos que agora dizen enaziados135, 

que van descobrir a los, moros lo que los cristianos 

cuedan fazer. ' 136 

Bilinguals were of an obvious utility in spying, as the PCG points 

out with reference to Pedro Ansurez and his work in counter-espionnage: 

'Don Per Assurez era omne entendudo et sabie algaravia. t 137 

While King Alphonso VI was campaigning against the Muslims around 

Toledo, his vassal, Rodrigo Diaz de Vivar, the_Cid, was fighting both 

for and against them in Arag6n, Andalusiand Levante. 
_ 

It was after a 

successful campaign against the king of Granada on Alphonso's behalf 

that Rodrigo's fame became widespread in both Christian and Muslim 

territory. The PCG states: 
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'Et dalli adelante llamaron moros et cristianos a 

este Roy Diaz de Vivar "el Cid Campeador". ' 138 

The term 'Cid' comes from 'sidi', the hispanized form of the 

Arabic tf 
y" sayyidi, 'ay master', denoting respect, but in this 

case, it also has a familiar connotation, especially in the hybrid 

form 'M% Cid'. This mixed Romance and Arabic form appears in the 

PCG, which took it from the Christian epic, in which even Muslims 

are said to call Rodrigo by this name: 

'uno que dizian mio Cid Roy Diaz de Vivar. ' 139 

R. Menendez Pidal states14Cs 'el nombre Cid debio recibirlo 

primeramente nuestro hfroe entre los moros! i but popular usage made 

it well-known and accepted among the Christians too. It seems also that 

as a result of his exploits he was honoured by a special title: 

'Campeador'. It is asserted141 that this was the Christian equivalent 

of the Arabic term ')I Jl-al-barräz, l42, designating the person who 

defied an army and called upon an opponent wArrior to single combat. 

This theory is based on the fact that in the PCG Rodrigo is referred 

to by both terms by the Count of Barcelona. The latter challenged 

him in a letter transcribed by the PCG to come out and fight with him: 

tcras mannana seremos cerca de ti, et si to partieres 

del mont et descendieres a nos allllano, seras Rodrigo 

el que dizen "campeador"' 

if he refused, he would be branded 'alevoso' 

and 'engannador', but the Count would wait for him and force him to 

come out and do battle: 

'non nos partiremos daqui fasta que to non prendamos 

a mano o vivo o muerto, et faremos de ti alvoroz, 
143 

lo que tu fezieste de nos. ' 144 

The Arabic term 'Cid' obviously became very much popularized as 

the Cid legends developed, but the arabism alboroz is little known. 



The PCG shows that at this point in history the Reconquest was a 

struggle more complicated than just two sides, the Christians and the 

Muslims, fighting each other. Politics demanded alliances between the 

two, and the bond of the vassal to pay tribute to his master dictated 

the military action of both Christians and Muslims. Yet the desire to 

defend and extend territory could often prove overriding. For example, 
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when Castilian territory was menaced by Toledan Muslims, the Cid made 

an incursion into their lands in retaliation for the provocation, thus 

causing embarrassment to Alphonso VI on account of the latter's special 

relationship with Al-Ma'mün's grandson Al-Qadir. The Cid may have 

been forced by his master's politics into having sympathies with certain 

groups of Muslims, but all sympathy disappeared when under the pressure 

of defending Christian territory against an invader, whether he was 

Muslim or Christian. In this matter, one thinks of Don Juan Manual, who 

like the Cid, fought in certain circumstances in the service of a Muslim 

king against his own Christian king and fellows, and yet held the 

overriding belief that he and all Christians were obliged in the long- 

run to maintain the struggle against the Muslims in order to recover the 

territory these usurpers had taken from their ancestors at the time of 

the Invasion. 

On the individual level, the sense of self-preservation was 

stronger than that of religion at this moment, and there was certainly 

no sense of Holy War about the Cid's early struggles. This is where 

the realism of the story of the Cid contrasts with the poetic 

anachronisms and irreality of the French epics. 

The PCG's description of the wars of the Reconquest is greatly 

filled out by information from the Spanish epics, especially the Poema 
maL-&iaL. 

de Mio Cidn This gives us many practical details about warfare. In 

his conception of petty and local warfare, the Cid seems to have been 

affected by Moorish methods. For example, while he was capturing 
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Castej6n, he sent Älvar Hän"ez with a group of mounted knights out on 

raids which are termed algaräst, from the Arabic: 

'En tod esto, Alvar Hannez et las compannas que con el 

fueran en algara, 
145 

corrieron fasta Alcala, et tomaron 

y grand prea de moros et de moras et de ganados et de 

otras cosas. ' 146 

n. The skill and excellence of the Moorish cavalrymen were famous, and Don 

Juan Manuel wrote of them: 

'ellos andan muy ligeros, et son muy graves de alcanyar. ' 147 

Furthermore, the division of the booty seems to have been made along 

Islamic lines. The Cid worked. out the share due to himself as leader and 

offered it as a reward to Älvar Hänez (who declined the offer). This 

share he called the Hintot 

"'et que levedes vos ende el mio quinto. "' 148, 

This is the khumsX49, the fifth part of the war booty reserved for the 

lord, a,, custom adopted by the. Christians from. the Iruslims, who were 

following the Koranic stipulationl5° that subjects should give one fifth 

of their gain to the Caliph on behalf of Allah and the Prophet. Every one 

of the Cid's men received his due according to this system: 

'et tomo el su quinto, et lo al mandblo partir muy 

bien a los cavalleros et a los peones por su suerte 

a cada uno derechamientre como convinie. ' 151 

N. Daniel points out that the. idea of the uq into shocked,, the 

Christians at first: 

'Account related to the Risälah stressed the offer of the 

fifth part of the booty as the Prophet's share. This 

interested Western readers: there was a shocked but 

gratified sense of how scandalous this was; what 

Muslims saw as following the law, Christians took for 

granted was contrary to it. ' 152 

The Cid's ultimate intentions were to further the reconquest of 

territory for himself and for Christian Spain, and the PCG emphasises 
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that he took Valencia in the name of Christianity and with the aid 

of the Christian God: 

'rogue a Nuestro Sennor Dios que me la diesse ... 

et fizome Dios merced que gane Valencia et so 

apoderado della. ' 153 

Fighting the very pious Almoravids meant that the tone of the 

war was raised to that of 'religious', unlike that of the early 

skirmishes. The Cid's attitude to the Muslims was not constant, it 

varied according to the degree of hostility they offered to him. 

Here, where the Almoravids presented an intransigent religious 

opposition, the Cid countered with a similar Christian reaction. 

Equally, with the people of Valencia, if they were cooperative, he 

was generous and tolerant, but if they were-hostile or disobedient, 

he was cruelly repressive. The figure of the Cid was made by Christian 

popular tradition to embody. the concept of militant Christianity, but 

in fact he only fought for Christianity when it suited his material 

interests, and in the taking of Valencia he reconciled the two. 

The next landmark in the Reconquest was Cordoba, which was taken 

by Fernando III in 1236; it was a great moral victory for the Christians 

and the PCG celebrates it. It was achieved partly with the aid of the 

algaraviados, 
154 those Christians, probably Mozarabs, who spoke Arabic and 

could use this advantage to spy in the Muslim camp or trick the enemy. 

The Christians who penetrated the 'arraualde155 que dizen en aravigo 

el Axarquial561 
157 in Cordoba not only must have known about Arab dress 

and had access to such, but must have spoken the Arabic dialect well 

enough not to have been detected: 

let suban los meiores algaraviados que fueron entre 

nos et vayan vestidos como moros, por tal que si 

se fablaren con los moros, que los non conoscan 

et que cuyden que son moros como ellos ... et los 
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primeros cristianos algaraviados que por ellas 

(escaleras) sobieron fueron Alvar Colodro et 

Benito de Bannos ... estos Yvan vestidos como 
158 

moros., 

Later, in the taking of Seville an algaraviado was used as a 

decoy: 

'Et los cristianos tomaron un omne de los suyos at 

echaron lo en el rio, por nueva que era moro ... 

el omne comenio a nadar a grant priesa contra 

los moros, en manera que yva fuyando, dando muy 

grandes oozes en aravigo, demando les valia. ' 159 

The conquest of Seville in 1248 wtis arduous, as the Moors often 

had superior arms. As Don Juan Manuel wrote: 

'... la guerra de los moros non es coo la de 

los cristianos .,. ' 160 

They harried the Christians with their javelins: 

'Mas los moros los cercaron de todas partes, 

tirandolos sus tragazetes et sus azagayas, 
161 

162 et faziendo danno en ellos et en sus cavallos. ' 

They also-had strong bows: 

'Et morieron y muchos cristianos; ca tales 

ballestas tenien esos moros quo a muy grant 

trecho fazien muy grant golpe, et muchos goipes 

fueron y vistos de los'quadriellos quo los moros 

y tiravan quo pasavan el cavallero armado et 

salien del, et yvanse a perder et ascendianse 

todos so la tierra. ' 163 

Turkish bowmen were so famed that they acquired a reputation as 

far away as Spain. This is shown in the curious detail in chapter 956'164 

of the 'mors negra' known as 'nugeymath turquia, que quiere dezir 

"estrella de los arqueros de Turquia. "I 165 Though the figure was 
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most probably neither female nor Turkish, this does not invalidate the 

supposition that to the Western Christians, good bowmanship was 

associated with Turkey. 

In seiges, the Muslims of Spain resorted to tricks 'estos enganos 

et maestrras de los moros+166; 

which alarmed the Christians: 

the PCG mentions the use of hot tar 

'Et asmaron de fazer una balsa, tamanna que atrauesase 

el rio de parte a parte, et que la ynchiesen toda 

de ollas et de tinaias llenas de fuego gregiesco -- 

et dizen le en aravigo fuego de alquitran. 
167,168 

The Muslims appear to have enjoyed a generally high reputation 

in Spain as werriors. Don Juan Manuel testifies to this with his 

own opinion no doubt based on experience, set out in the section on 

'la guerra de los moros', chapters LXXV and LXXVI of his Libro de los 

Estados: 

'Et en verdad os digo senor infante, que tan buenos 

homes de armors son, et tanto saben de guerra, et 

tambien lo facen ... yo diria que en el mundo non 

ha tan buenos homes de arenas, ni tan sabidores de 

guerra ... 
169 

'The Moors were evidently celebrated for the warhorses they bred. 

The PCG records a bull from-the Pope, 'apostoligo Johan' to Alphonso 

III asking him to send some of these'horses: 

'Et por ende rogamos nos mucho al vuestro amor que 

nos enviedes acorro de algunos buenos cavallos 

moriscos con sus armas, de los cavallos que los 

moros llamas por su aravigo "alfarazes". ' 170 

The Almoravids particularly were admired for their courage and 

fighting power: 

'los moros almoravides que eran fijos dalgo et 

la meior caballeria que en todos los moros avie ... 

en ningun tiempo dantes ningun sennor que de 
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Marruecos fuesse non ovo tantos nin tan buenos 

cavalleros de armas como el ... et eran muchos 

ademas et muy fijos dalgo et cavalleros muy 

esforjados. ' 171 

In turn, it seems the Muslims admired the French knights: 

Ica los moros creyen que aquellos franceses eran 

los meiores cavalleros del mundo et meior 

guarnidos, et los que mas affincados estavan en lid, 

et tenien muy grand esfueryo en esto. ' 172 

Yet in spite of the more powerful military equipment and effective 

techniques of the Muslims, all this was not sufficient to save the city 

of Seville, and it fell to Fernando's army. 

The PCG comes to an end with the death in 1252 of King Fernando. 

Alphonso X and/or Sancho IV, since it is thought that he supervised the 

latter part of the chronicle, lavish praise upon their ancestor for 

his exploits in war: 

'enxal$ador de cristianismo, abaxador de paganismo ... 

que Saco de Espanna el poder et el apremiamiento 

de los contrarios de la fe de Cristo, et les tollio 

ei sennorio et los torno al suyo a quantos al su 

tiempo eran. ' 173 

For his contribution to the Reconquest, it was considered that he 

had gained salvation in heaven as reward, rather like the Islamic warriors 

against whom he had struggled; the PCG contains this assertion of his 

salvation: 

'Diz la estoria que este rey don Fernando, pues 

que tanto ovo puiado et ovo ganado tal prez et 

ovo su onrra llegada al logar que vos contado 

avemos, et fue mucho amado et mucho conprido de 

Dios -- et de los terrenales -- quel quiso dar 

espacio et uagar por que pudiese acabar bier su 
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conquista tan alta et tan rica et tan granada 

como acabo, et de acabar otrosi merescimiento 

para merescer reynar con el en el su regno. ' 174 

On his death-bed, King Fernando commended to his son Alphonso X. 

the patron of this chronicle, the continuance of the war against the 

Moors 

'"Sennor to dexo de toda la tierra de la mar aca, 

que los moros del rey Rodrigo de Espa=a ganado 

ovierön; et en tu sennorio finca today la una 

conquerida, la otra tributada. Sy la en este 

estado en que to la yo dexo la sopieres guardar, 

eres tan buen rey Como yo; et sy ganares por ti 

mas, eres meior que yo; et si desto menguas, 

non eres tan bueno commo yo. '. 175- 

The accent here is on the territorial side of the Reconquest; 

Fernando "speaks of 'tierra', 'tu sennorio ... conquerida ... tributada', 

and the gaining of more land, Isy ganares por ti mast. 

This reminds one of two other important opinions: Don Juan Manuel 

wrote in around 1330 in his Libro de los Estados that the war was not 

so much about religion: 

'ca Jesucristo nunca mando que matasen nin apremiasen 

a ninguno porque tornasse la su ley, ca el non quiere 

servicio forzado. ' 

as about usurped lands: 

'e por esto ha guerra entre los cristianos e los moros, 

et habra fasta que hayan cobrado los cristianos las 

: tierras que los moros les tienen forzadas. ' 176 

This is an echo of Aiphonso VI's words, as reported to cAbd A11a-h 

of Granada by the Mozarab Count Sisnando Davidez, and recorded by the 

Muslim king: 
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t"C'est aux chretiens qu'au debut appartint 

al-Andalus, jusqu'au moment oü ils furent vaincus 

par lea Arabes qui lea refoul4rent en Galice, la 

region du pays la moans favorisde par la nature. 

Mais maintenant que c'est possible, als ddsirent 

recouvrer ce qui leur a ot6 ravi par la force; 

pour que le r6sultat soft definitif, il faut vous 

affaiblir et vous user avec le temps: quand vous 

n'aurez plus ni argent ni soldats, nous nous 

emparerons du pays sans la moindre peine: "" 177 

Returning to the PCG, it leaves off at the point where the history 

of the Muslims in Spain continues with the kingdom of Granada, a 

tributary Muslim remnant within a now Christian Spain. Relationships 

and alliances varied; there was violent and irreconcilible religious 

and racial hatred between the two groups who were now more integrated 

territorially than ever before, and yet in spite of religious and other 

differences, Christians and Muslims often shared a mutual respect and 

even admiration where this was undeniably merited. 

In the case of Alphonso X's father for example, King Fernando III9 

he had shown such integrity in his actions that a claim is made that 

even his enemies the Muslims loved him: 

'Pero que muchol temien los moron, era dellos mucho 

amado; esto era por la grant lealtad que en el 

siempre avien fallada. t 178 

He was paid a tribute by the Muslim king of Granada in the form 

of official mourning: 

10trosy quando el rey de Granadaýsu vasallo sopo 

de la muerte del rey don Fernando su sennor, 

mando fazer grandes llantos por todo'su regnoi 

et non era maravilla de lo fazer, ca tenie a 
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el et a su regno anparado et defendido 

de todas gentes. ' 179 

This is all part of a popular cult around the figure of San 

Fernando which the PCG quite naturally exalts. But perhaps the main 

reason for the mourning of the people of Granada, as suggested in the 

quotation, was that they felt themselves to be far more vulnerable 

now, they foresaw that in time they would succumb to the overwhelming 

strength of the Christians, and that the threat of Alphonso VI's words 

would be realised. Accordingly, the final note of Alphonso Xt. b. chronicle 

is one of an assured faith in Christian superiority, and a hope that 

after five and a half centuries, the Christians of Spain would soon 

regain all their lands usurped by the Muslims, and be able to restore 

their religious and political systems to them exclusively. 

Conclusion 

This review of some aspects of political, administrative and 

military affairs in the Iberian Peninsula during the Muslim occupation 

as they appear in the PCG shows a considerable amount of contact between 

the two sides, Christian and Muslim, on occasions quite peaceful, but 

usually, and increasingly as the Reconquest progressed, uneasy and hostile. 

There was much polemical propaganda spread by Christians and Muslims alike, 

especially at the time of the Invasion of 711 and of the Berber invasions. 

It emerges that although the Muslims officially accorded the Christians 

tolerance, and intended to lead a peaceful coexistence with them, there 

is not much evidence to show convivencia as a constant and widely-spread 

phenomenon. Some friendly cooperation is testified to in the chronicle, 

especially in Toledo, where Muslims, Christians and Jews were united 

by their distance from Cordoba and Seville. But the PCG on three 

occasions -- with Alphonso VI in Toledo, (see page 187), the Cid in 

Valencia and Fernando III in Seville -- . shows that a necessity was felt 

to separate the Christian and Muslim communities. Such measures would 
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not have been envisaged had there not been a significant degree of 

tension and even hostility between the members of the two religions. 

Almost always, hostile attitudes were incited by the religious 

authorities; the fugaha of al-Andalus in the eleventh, twelfth and 

early thirteenth centuries persuaded the Spanish Muslims to send for 

the Almoravids and Almohads; the Catholic authorities soon converted the 

Visigothic curse to the Gothic glory and thereby gave the hispanos a 

new sense of militant patriotism based on religious continuity and 

exclusiveness. (The inhabitants of the Peninsula are referred to in 

the PC6 during the period in question as either moros or cristianos. ) 

Christian military strength grew and religious military orders 

were established, greatly inspired by the story of St. James. The 

PCG, for understandable reasons, does not attribute them or the concept 

of Holy War to Islamic originals or parallels, the whole phenomenon of 

the Reconquest is ascribed to the efforts of the monarchs of northern 

Spain in conjunction with the Catholic Church. Also, territorial motives 

are difficult to distinguish from religious ones in the military 

activities of the Christians. So it is not possible on this textual 

evidence to define whether'in this matter there has been influence, a 

degree of stimulation, a natural reaction or an independent development. 

All one can safely say is that there was certainly no deliberate adoption 

of the ideology of Holy War, since it is an important factor of the 

enemy religion, and the Christians knew this. But there could have been 

a subconscious impulse to react, which they did not suppress or even 

realise. 

Certain elements from the material life of the Muslims came over 

to the Christians during the period of contact. These were either 

imposed upon them by the Muslims, for example, the Muslim secular 

administration and arabised systems of weights, measures and coinage, 
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which the Muslims in turn had probably taken from the Romano- 

Visigothic heritage in Spain. Other things considered superior were 

selectively adopted by the Christians themselves, such as military 

tactics, practices and equipment; these were not harmful to the Christian 

religion and could only be advantageous. But only those elements of 

warfare which had nothing to do with theology were at all welcomed by 

the Christians, and though knowledge of Muslim warfare no doubt aided 

the Christians in their own defence and attack, there was obviously 

not too much knowledge or imitation, as Don Juan Manuel remarked that 

Islamic warfare was different from the Christian. 

The fact that interchange of systems is only detected in the 

secular side of life suggests that the Christians did not take over 

Islamic things connected with religion. These results confirm the 

belief that cultural transfer is relatively easy, even in circumstances 

of hostility -- and also easy to detect -- with material things, while 

with aspects of ideology and especially religion, laws and prohibitions 

prevent much transfer, and sensibilities and taboos overshadow it if it 

does take place, and make it difficult to detect or prove. 
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NOTES TO CHAPTER 2 

1 Anonymous chronicle dated at around the beginning of the tenth 

century, often linked with a chronicle by Ahmäd ar-Räzi known as 

the Crönica del Moro Rasis, on account of parallel information. 

See E. Lafuente Alcäntara, A3bar Machmu'a ... crönica anönima 1867; 

also E. Levi-Proven9Cal's article 'cAkhbär Majmü'a' in Encyclopaedia 

of Islam new series vol. I, pp. 320-1; and the studies: P. Gayangos, 

'Memoria sobre la autenticidad de la cr6nica denominada del Moro 

Rasis', Memorial de la Real Academia de la Historia, VIII, Madrid, 

1850; C. Sänchez-Albornoz, El cAjbär Maýmü'a, cuestiones histor- 

iogräficas gue suscita. Buenos Aires, 1944. 

2 PCG, p. 309b The accuracy of the dating implies that testimonies 

of the Invasion were made, by Arabs at the time; these were used 

by the author of the cAkhbär Majm'a. and of similar Arabic histories 

two hundred years later, and the information finally reached Rodrigo 

of Toledo and Alphonso X's collaborators. 

3 PCG, p. 308b 

4 PCG, p. 309a 

5 PCG, p. 282b 

6 PCG, p. 275a The chroniclers are generalising too much here, as 

Islam was only imposed as the official but not exclusive religion 

of Muslim-conquered lands; Jews and Christians in these lands were 

usually allowed to keep their own religion. 

7 PCG, p. 315a 

8 PCG, p. 315a 

9 PCG, p. 318a 

10 PCG, p. 312b 

11 PCG, p. 313a 

12 PCG, p. 312a 

13 PCG, p. 311a 

14 PCG, p. 311a 

15 PCG, p. 311b 
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16 PCG, p. 312b 

17 PCG, p. 312a -Mis c l4 a lawºshk a4H. e loss eß YC691i svl95" 

18 The Christians ignorantly attributed their own rites, e. g. confession, 

to Islam. 

19 The reverse occurs during the Reconquest when the Christians capture, 

admire and use Islamic robes and wares. 

20 PCG, p. 313a-b 

21 Recorded in Ibn Habib's Tari . See R. Dozy, Recherches sur 1'histoire 

Age, 3 edn. Leiden, et la 1ittgrature de 1'Espagne pendant le Moyen A rd 

1881, p. 42. 

22 PCG, p. 315a 

23 PCG, p. 317a 

24 PCG, p. 312b The inhabitants of the Iberian Peninsula wereperhaps 

at first not used to negroes, and from the tone of this quotation 

and of one from Al-Magqariy the strangeness of the negro may have 

become a popular or literary theme: 'Great was the fright, and at 

the same time the astonishment, which the sight of the black man 

caused to the Christians, for they had never seen a man of his colour 

before; they surrounded him on every side, they gazed at him with 

astonishment, and thinking he was painted or dyed with some substance' 

that made him look black, they rushed along, he in the midst of them, 

towards the subterranean conduit by means of which the garrison was 

supplied with water, and there they began washing and scraping him 

with water and a hard brush till the black man, unable to endure the 

operation any longer, begged them to desist, and explained to them 

that he was a human creature like themselves; which being understood 

by them they left off washing him, although they still continued to 

stare at him as a thing they had never seen before. ' Ahmäd'-ibn'Muhammad 

al-Magqari, Nafli at-Tib, trans by P. Gayangos as The History of the 

Mohammedan Dynasties in Spain .... London, reprint 1964, vol. I, p. 279. 

-t 
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25 c. f. G. Jackson, The Making of Medieval Spain, p. 90: 'Since 

clerics were the only literate class in society, they wielded 

great influence as advisers and diplomats. ' 

26 PCG, p. 313b 

27 See E. A. Thompson, The Goths in Spain. Oxford, 

1969, p. 126. 

28 PCG, p. 319a 

29 PCG, p. 327b 

30 Mozärabe comes from the Arabic Cd 1ý mustacarab, 'ei que se 

asimila al trabe' or 'el que no siendo de raza a'rabe, viene a ser 

como trabe. ' J. Corominas, Breve diccionario etimoldgico de la 

lengua castellana. Madrid, Crcdom, 1967. (Henceforward referred to 

as Corominas. ) The Muslims referred to them by several names, but 

documentation suggests this was the most common. 

31 PCG, p. 313b It seems that 'Mozarab' was the word especially applied 

to Toledan Christians under Muslim rule: 'Par ce nom on designait 

les chrAiens qui vivaient au milieu des Maures, et en particulier 

ceux de TolMde ... ' R. Dozy and W. H. Engelmann, Glossaire des 

mots espagnols et portugais d4rivIs de l'arabe. Leiden, 1869. 

(Henceforward referred to as Dozy-Engelmann. ) 

32 PCG, p. 326a 

33 Sing. muwallad, see W. Heffening's article in Encyclopaedia of Islam, 

old series vol. III, p. 795: 'means properly one born of non-Arab 

parents but brought up among Arabs .... The muwalladün were of 

special importance in Muslim Spain, especially from the time of 

cAbd ar-Rahmän II, when conversiorsto Islam became more and more 

numerous. ' 

34 PCG, p. 315a 

35 PCG, p. 319a 

36 Such as those studied by A. Gonzalez Palencia in Los Mozärabes de 

Toledo en los siglos XII y XIII. Madrid, 1926-30,2 vols. inAi+__+_ 

4e=, tel meta &e "e Juan). 
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37 Alphonso X made an alliance with the Beni Main against his own 

son Sancho. 

38 PCG, p. 318b The ! segund dizen' indicates that the PCG compilers did 

not fully trust their source of information. 

39 PCG, p. 319b 

40 PCG, p. 345a Mauregato, son of Alfonso I el Mayor and a Moorish 

slave, was King of Asturias, and died in 789. The 'tribute of a 

hundred damsels' is attributed to him by Padre Mariana in his 

Historia de Espana, ch. VII, book VII. But the allegation appears to 

be unjustified. See 'Mauregato', Enciclopedia Universal Ilustrada. 

Barcelona, mesa6 vol. 33, p. 1205. 

41 Aurelio was in fact King of Asturias from 768-774. His date of birth 

is unknown, but he was the son of Fruela, brother of Alphonso I. 

Padre Mariana attributes to him also the origin of the legend of the 

hundred damsels, in ch. VI of his Historia, but this seems to be 

unfounded. See 'Aurelio', Enciclopedia Universal Ilustrada, vol. 6, 

p. 1054. Rather than ordering it, the two monarchs probably merely 

allowed inter-marriage, and popular Christian lore exploited the 

practice to portray the Muslims as 'Bluebeards'. 

42 PCG, p. 359b 

43 PCG, p. 452b 

44 Identified by Dozy from the 'Tarasia' of the Chronicle of Pelayo of 

Oviedo: 'Tarasiam: "Noli me tangere, quia paganus es". etc. ' Crönica 

del Obispo don Pelayo, ed. B. Sanchez Alonso. Madrid, 1924. 

45 PCG, p. 452b 

46 See F-J. Simonet, Almanzor -- Leyenda grabe. Madrid 1858, for the 

legend of Almanzor and the Christian damsel Elvira, daughter of the 

governor of Salamanca. 

47 PCG, p. 657b 

48 Lesser military leaders could be bought by the highest bidder, as 

the PCG reveals: I ... et ei conde Garci Fernandez de Castiella 
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enviaron por el conde don Vela ... et por todos los otros cavalleros 

que eran con los moros, los que ellos echaran de tierra et 

tornaronles sus heredamientos et los derechos que devien aver, por 

razon que los moros non se pudiessen enfestar contra ellos con la 

su ayuda. ' PCG, p. 450a. 

49 PCG, p. 364b R. Men6ndez Pidal affirmed: 'Toledo se distinguia 

adem, <s por ser la ciudad donde entonces convivian tres densos grupos 

de poblacidn: cristianos, moros y judios .... ' Espana, eslabdn ... p. 36. 

50 PCG, p. 532a 

51 PCG, p. 532b 

52 PCG, 'p. 534a 

53 Las Siete Partidas, VII, XXV, ley 2, Rea1_Academia de la Historia, 

Madrid, 1807. 

54 A. Castro, La Realidad histdrica ... p. 429. 

55 The Church and the King or military leader appear to have been far 

more harmonized in Spain on account of the unifying effect of the 

Reconquest than in other parts of Europe, c. f. the conflict between 

Church and King under Henry II of England at this period. 

56 Moors living under the domination of Christians. From 

muds an, permitted to remain in a place. 

57 In fact they are tiny, though very beautiful. 

58 PCG, p. 348a 

59 ibid. 

60 ibid. 

61 PCG, p. 330b 

62 PCG, p. 331a 

63 PCG, p. 337a-b 

64 PCG, p. 459a-b. lhis i$ per s in orý,, tj K"L; Ij t"oAA to aas $r klne 6awi to C. Wf tt 
tae. cesL'. 

65 Am6rioO Castro, Realidad histörica_. ,:... se recuerda el 

reino de los godos, pero se dice que quienes pelean contra los 

musulmanes son cristianos, no godos, para sen"alar ei contraste, y 
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oponer un anälogo valor espiritual frente al del Islam. Ya entonces 

la filiacidn religiosa servia pars delimitar la figura nacional y 

gentilicia de todo un pueblo, hecho nuevo en occidente. ' p. 29. 

66 Op. cit. introduction p. xx: 'Desde Galicia hasta Aragoci, la gente 

all1 refü. giada se forma un "esprit de corps", se sintio ser 

"cristiana", colectiva y b6licamente, antes que sueva, goda, 

cäntabra, vasca, o lo que fuera. ' Also p. 29: 'La conciencia de 

casta tuvo fundamento religioso. ' 

67 PCG, p. 538b 

68 The PCG suggests to us that the Muslims had adopted a system of 

inheritance more in line with the Christian: 'Et desde aquel- 

tiempo adelante (beg. of aAbd 
ar-Rahmän II's reign) ovieron los 

alaraves en use de heredar los fijos en los bienes de los padres, 

ca ante desto los hermanos et los parientes et sun otros de otro 

linaie qualquier lo heredavan. t PCG, p. 357b. But in the light of 

studies of legal documents (c. f. Hoenerbach), this assertion does 

not appear to be correct, or at least not generally so. For although 

the Muslims may have found ways to circumvent their strict laws of 

inheritance in certain cases when it interested them, these Islamic 

laws still seem to have prevailed officially. 

69 PCG, p. 539b 

70 PCG, p. 540a 

71 PCG, p. 540a-b 

72 PCG, p. 541a 

73 See E. Garcia G6mez, 'El conde mozärabe Sisnando-Davidez y la politica 

de Alfonso VI con los Taifas', Al-Andalus, XII, 1947, P-32, for 

quotation from Ibn Bassim's ira. 

74 PCG, p. 733b 

75 PCG, p. 736a 

76 PCG, p. 655a 

77 PCG, p. 655b-656a 
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78 Poridat de Poridades, ed. L. A. Kasten. Madrid, 
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79 R. Levy, The Social Structure of Islam, P-341- 

80 E. K. Neuvonen, Los arabismos del espafiol en los siglos XII y XIII. 

Helsinki, 1941. (Studia Orientalia 10-i1). (Henceforward referred 

to as Neuvonen). See almocaden. 

81 Alphonso X. Las Siete Partidas, III titulo 22, ley 5. 

82 Op. cit., II, 23,19. 

83 PCG, p. 316b 

84 PCG, p. 317b 

85 E. g. E. A. Thompson in The Goths in Spain. Oxford, 

1969. Also R. Men4ndez Pidal shows that there was a popular belief 

among the Christians who had supported Rodrigo that the loss of 

Spain was partly owing to the Jews. See R. Men4ndez Pidal, Flo rests 

de leyendas heroicas esparaolas. Rodrigo el-Ultimo Godo. Madrid, 
40 'L Lcot "a', 1925. Tome I 'La Edad Media', p. 25 

a) 'La Leyenda entre los mozärabes rodriguistas'. . 
86 See E" A. Thompson, The Goths in Spain. 

87 PCG, p. 315b 

88 PCG, p. 339b amiramomellin from ß"e1 a mir al-müIminln, 

The Commander of the Faithful, the Caliph. 

89 G. Jackson, The Making of Medieval Spain, p. 14. 

90 See P. 148 

91 A. Huici Miranda, Historia musulmana de Valencia y su regi6n, 

novedades y rectificaciones. Valencia, 
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1969-70,3 vols. 

92 E. Levi-Provencal and E. Garcia Gömez , Sevilla a comienzos del 

siglo XII; el tratado de Ibn cAbdün, p. 129, note 1. 

93 PCG, p. 589a 

94 PCG, p. 588a-b 

95 PCG, P. 589b 
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96 PCG, p. 592a 

97 In spite of this, he is reported to have carried out the Christian 

penalty, which was burning, instead of the Islamic, 

of stoning. 

98 PCG, p. 590a-b 

99 J. Hammer-Purgstall, 'Sur la chevalerie des arabes ant4rieure 

celle de i'Europe', Journal Asiatique, 4e a erie, XIII, PP. 5-14,1849. 

Also: Am6rico Castro, La Realidad histdrica de Espana. Chapter XI 
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104 Op.. cit., p. 228 

105 PCG, p. 757b 
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v01-II, pp. 538-540; and Americo Castro, La Realidad histörica ... , 
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109 PCG, p. 360a-b 

110 PCG, p. 360b 

111 PCG, p. 361a 
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115 Poema de Mio Cid, v. 730, ed. R. Men6ndez Pidal. Madrid, Nepasa e, 
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117 PCG, p. 361a 
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121 PCG, p. 708a-b 
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unbelievers in general. The Augustinian concept of the 'bellum 

iustum' (against the enemies of God) came to be fairly universally 

accepted throughout Western but not in Eastern Christianity. 

Nicephorus' attitude is thus a rather isolated phenomenon. ' P. 349, 

note to p. 10. 

124 N. Daniel, Islam and the West, p. 314. 

Sevtý aýh. ý 
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126 Spanish translation in Colecc16n de documentos ineditos para la 
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128 PCG, p. 379a 
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134 PCG, p. 537b 
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CHAPTER Cultural contacts between Muslim and Christian Spain as 

seen through the information in the Primers Crdnica 

General thought to come from Arabic and fictional sources. 

The objective of the medieval historian and encyclopaedist was the 

summa of all attainable knowledge, and it seems that Alphonso X held 

true to this concept of scholarship in that his desire in compiling the 

PCG was to accumulate as much knowledge as possible about Spain's past. 

Accounts which seem to be of non-Christian source and not strictly 

factual in nature found their way into his working material, and these 

were considered worth while including in the chronicle along with the 

more factual records of dates and principal political events. Alphonso 

X's historiographical method was not original, he worked upon the 

tradition set by the Latin chroniclers in Spain. Some of these had 

already made use of Arabic information, notably Rodrigo of Toledo, 

in his Historia Arabum and De Rebus Hispaniae. Others had included in 

their official accounts of history records of events which had been made 

orally and passed down by tradition, often in the form of elaborate 

narratives and semi-fictitious songs. There is an, eaample of this in 

the ninth century, when Alphonso III added to his Latin prose version 

of the history of the Reconquest a summary of a poetic report of the 

Battle of Covadonga. Again in the tenth century, the Latin Cr6nica 

Pseudo-Isidoriana included a detailed account of the story of King 

Witiza. In his turn then, Alphonso X made use of epic material for his 

chronicle; juxtaposition of parts of the PCG with extant epics such as 

the Poema de M% Cid and Fernän Gonzälez shows that he has drawn upon vvs'jmS 

them directly for details about those periods of Spanish history. Given 

these historiographical precedents, it is not surprising to find such 

material in the PCG, especially when one considers that its compilers 

were now writing in the very same language as constitutes these poetic 

accounts -- the vernacular. 
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Most of such accounts contain some form of contact between 

Christian and Muslim Spain, and it is mostly on an everyday and social 

level. The content and nature of the Arabic and fictional material 

and its presence in the PCG should tell us two things about culture 

contact in'Spain; firstly on the level of the events themselves, and 

secondly on the level of Alphonso X's view of history and his attitude 

towards'Arabic learning. The popular material should tell us something 

about the ordinary Christian man's view of the Muslims, and the Arabic 

should reveal to us what Arabs thought about Spain and the Christian 

inhabitants. On a higher plane, the inclusion of these details in the 

PCG helps us to form an idea of Alphonso X's concept of his work as 

a historian and Christian statesman of Castile. 

i) Arabic information as a source of Spanish history 

Since Alphonso X appears to have incorporated large parts of 

Rodrigo's Historia Arabum into the PCG, this means that in places he 

is indirectly drawing upon Arabic information. In another part of the 

PCG, that dealing with the struggle over Valencia in the late eleventh 

century, the details suggest that the compilers made use of Arabic 

historical accounts rather more directly. Arabic historiography differs 

from the Christian in that it concentrates on personalities and intrigues, 

it includes anecdotes and verses strung together, often not well unified, 

and has no curbing stereotype as in the Christian hagiographical tradition. 
the Rrab{c V vtbd, pýacoj deK+cd him t h, 

, wiese. skakmeýts, a+eýtcýes W dei 2; 4 aboitrti, e Prophcc- Vitt uuickd 

A These characteristics can be detected in both the PCG's account of the 

primitive. history of Spain, and the account of the seige of Valencia. 

Christian historiosi covering Spain's early existence were rather 

deficient, and while Arabic histories of pre-Islamic Spain were for 

obvious reasons not detailed or strictly accurate,, they did contain some 

extra information. Rodrigo, and hence Alphonso X, turned to this 

information to fill in lacunae and fill out accounts in the Christian 

versions. Almost all written accounts of history appear to have commanded 
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authority in the eyes of these medieval chroniclers, in spite of the 

fact that at times the information contained was manifestly fabulous 

or even polemical. For Alphonso X, it seems that the fact that a 

piece of information was found in written form established it as a 

reliable tradition and therefore validated it. The only exceptions 

were blatantly anti-Christian or anti-Spanish ideas, though at times 

these were first included and then discredited. 

The early history of Spain. 

The first few chapters of the PCG, on the primitive history of 

Spain, contains little more than legendary stories. This is 

particularly marked in certain passages which are of fantastic and 

novelesque tone, with Oriental attributes. Arabic influence is postulated 

here as most of the information comes from Rodrigo's Historia Arabum, 

which in turn appears to draw in places upon Spanish Islamic sources, 

the history of Ahmäd ar-Räzi and the Alhbgr Majmü'a. 

In the PCG, truly historical characters are referred to alongside 

mythical ones. There is information about Alexander the Great and 

Julius Caesar in Spain, and also much detail about the mythical Hercules. 

There is a tradition, of uncertain origin, of Hercules' visit to Spain 

and journeyings in that country. He is supposed to have erected pillars 

and a great statue in Cadiz, hence the term 'the Pillars of Hercules'. l 

The PCG records this tradition: 

'Este Hercules, desque passo dAffrica a Espanna, 

arribo a una ysla o entra el mar Mediterraneo 

en el mar Oceano; e ... fizo y una torre muy 

grand, e puso ensomo una ymagen de cobre bien 

fecha que cataua contra orient e tenie en la 

mano diestra una grand flaue en semeiante cuomo 

que querie abrir puerta, e la mano siniestra 

tenie al? ada e tenduda contra orient e auie 
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escripto en la palmalt estos son los moiones de 

Hercules. E por qua an latin dizen por moiones 

Gades, pusieron nombre a la ysla Gades Hercules, 

aquella que oy en dia 1laman Caliz. ' 2 

That the Arabs knew a version of this story is shown by a passage 

in Al-Magqari, which also shows that the Arabs thought Hercules was an 

ancient king of Spain: 

'Abü 0Obeyd al-Bekri says that Andalus contains ruins 

of buildings erected by the Greeks, and talismans 

constructed by their philosophers: he includes in 

the number of these the tower of Cadiz, that of 

Galicia, the amphitheatre of Murbiter (Murviedro), 

the water-works of Tarragona, the bridge of the 

sword, and many other stupendous buildings scattered 

all over the country; and which the author asserts 

are for the most part attributed to one of the 

ancient kings of Andalus, whose name was Herkiles 

(Hercules)., 3 

A1-Nagqari adds that the tower or statue was thought popularly to 

have been of pure gold (in his own opinion it was merely intended as 

a guide to navigators and held a stick, not a key, in its hand, pointing 

to the Straits of Gibraltar), and to hags been destroyed in the year 540 

(A. D. 1145-6) owing to man's cupidity. Al-Magqari records that its 

disappearance was connected with the disappearance in that year of the 

pagan tribes from the North; it was thought that as long as the statue 

had existed, they had entered al-Andalus to pillage and destroy, and that 

when the statue had disappeared, so had they along with it. It seems 

that the Arabs had informationiabout the invasions of Spain by these 
noL' %kSZvq tilt m' X6 MCn; or'Vz" , b-tt 

pagans or magos, for the PCG mentions them using the name almu uces, 

which is based on the name. bhe, Arabs gave to pagans -- al-maust 
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'otras yentes que avien nombre almujuces, e 

avien por ley de aorar el fuego. t 4 

There was another tradition among the Arabs, going back to pre- 

Islamic times, which associated Hercules with astronomy. 
5 According 

to this tradition, Hercules, because of his exploits, came to be 

considered as a god. Then he became confused with the figure of Mars, 

and both were identified with the stars, as cosmic-gods. Later, after 

the advent of Islam, Hercules was arabized in connection with astronomy. 

The Arabs studied Ptolemy's astronomical catalogue, and not being 

interested in the mythical background of the characters, only in 

determining the exact form of the real constellations, they portrayed 

Hercules with a turban and scimitar. 
6 

The information on Hercules in 

the PCG connects him with an astronomer: 

'Despues que Hercules ouo tod esto fecho, ... 

passo dAffrica a Espanna, e troxo consigo un 

muy gran sabio del arte destronomia que ouo 

nombre Allas, y este nombre ganara el por que 

morara mucho en el monte Allant, que es much 

alto, catando las estrellas. ' 7 

Hercules himself has been confused here with the figure of Atlas, 

for not only does the PCG mention this astronomer figure as 'Allas', 
1 o, 5 oIrW j %ä%, d 

but iurrtlzor ay a of Hercules ýu'1 A?: 

'e fue tan buen maestre dell arte de las estrellas que 

dixieron los sabios que sostenie el cielo en los ombros. ' 7 

These details seem to suggest that the information about the classical 

hero which entered the PCG had at some time passed under Arabic influence. 

Another exploit of Hercules described in the PCG, though most 

likely from the European tradition and manifesting no obvious Arabic 

associations, is similar to Arabic popular tales in the fabulous and 
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fantastic nature of its assertions. According to a popular myth, 

8 

Hercules was an ancestor of the House of Navarre; he is said to have freed 

the Spanish people from the tyrant Gorgon and established his son 

Hispalis on the throne. The PCG version of this myth sets the story 

in Corunna and transforms the Gorgon into a 'King Gerion's 

I 'E cuando Hercules llego a aquel logar, sopo como 

un rey muy poderoso auie en Esperia que tenie la 

tierra desde Taio fasta en Duero, e por que auie 

siete prouincias en su sennorio fue dicho en las 

fabiellas antiguas que auie siete cabeiass9 y 

este fue Gerion, y era gigante muy fuerte y muy 

liger, de guisa que por fuerra derecha auie 

conquista la tierra e auien le por fuerra a dar 

los ones la meatad de quanto auien, tan bien 

de los fijos e de las fijas cuemo de lo al, e 

a los que no lo querien fazer mataualos ... E' 

quando Gerion lo sopo, fuesse con aus huestes pora 

aquel logar o fue depues. poblada la cibdat que 

dizen Crunna ... E lidiaron tres dias que nos 

podien uencer; en cabo uencio Hercules, e cortol 

la cabega. + 10 

The Oriental tale was in vogue at the time of-the compilation of 

the PCG -- Petrus Alphonsi's Disciplina Clericalis had been in circulation 

since the middle of the twelfth century, Calila e Dimna is thought to 

have been translated in 1251 and Don Juan Manuel produced his El Conde 

Lucanor in 1335 and all contain some Oriental stories -- so in view of 

Alphonso X's encyclopaedic conception of history it is perhaps not 

surprising that accounts with Oriental-type embellishnentsshould have 

found their way into his chronicle. 

The PCG version of the building of Cadiz is a good example of this, 
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the novelesque account having all the elements and atmosphere of a 

story from A Thousand and One Nights: 

The king's beautiful daughter; 

her knowledge of astronomy: 'much entenduda dt 

sabidor destrolomia' 11 (apparently learnt from 

Hercules and 'Allas el so estrellero'; 
12 

her many rich suitors; 

the three kings' sons: 'Desi vinieronla pedir 

tres fiios de reyes muy ricos y con gran algo. ' 12 

the tasks set them; 

the building of the bridge and the aqueduct; 

the decision next day; 

the reward of the princess's hand. 

The recording in the PCG of the foundation of the cities of 

Haucht, 
Elvira and Toledo is also made in an pe manner and involved 

with figures that are either purely fantastic or at least difficult to 

pin down in history. The best example of this is a certain 'King Rocas' 

who verges upon the marvellous as he is reported to have confronted a 

dragon and a bear and to have dedicated himself to a quest for ultimate 

wisdom and knowledge after the fashion of Oriental figures like King 

Chosroes of Persia: 

'e tan grand sabor ouo este rey daprender los 

saberes, que dexo todo so regno e quanto auie, 

e comengo dir duna tierra en otra, parando 

mientes a aquellas cosas por que podrie mas 

saber, assi que fallo en una tierra entre orient 

e ciergo, setaenta pilares ... e auie escriptas 

letras en derredor en que yazien escriptos todos 

los saberes e las naturas de las cosas e cuemo 

sauien dobrar; e Rocas quando los uio, catolos 
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e trasladolos todos, e fizo ende un libro que 

traye consigo, por o adeuinaua muchas Iosas de 

las que auien de seer, e fazie tan grandes marauillas 

que los que lo ueyen tenien que fazie mirsglos ... , 
13 

The mwvellous book described in this passage has a history similar 

to that of Calila e Dimna , though the latter is more concerned with 

moral precepts and practical wisdom than with marvels and horoscopes. 

It would appear then that the scanty outline of Spanish early 

history in the PCG had been embellished with details that have come 

from some Arabic source, probably via the Historia Arabum or the 

De Rebus Hispaniae of Rodrigo of Toledo. The themes of heroic figures 

and fantastic deeds, astronomy, beautiful and learned princesses and 

the quest for knowledge may all go back to classical Greece originally, 

like the Hercules myth itself, but the Arabs took them over and added 

their own lustre to the stories (just as they added their own contribution 

to paience) and passed them on to the West. As a result of this, the 

medieval Spanish Christian's view of certain aspects of the early 

history of Spain was moulded by the Arabs' view of it. 

The seige of Valencia 

The PCG contains a section, concerning the seige of Valencia by 

the Cid, 14 
of which certain elements show evidence of being Arabic in 

origin. first of all, the information is attributed by the compilers to 

an Arab author, by name 'Abenalfarax': 

'et dixe Abenalfarax, el que esta estoria traslaudo 

15 
en aravigo ... 

The same material has been found recorded in Ibn Idbari's compilation, 

and from this the author has been identified as Muhammad ibn °Algama. The 

name 'Abenalfarax' comes from Al-Faraj, the name of a leading family in 

Valencia, clients of Al- ädir and the Cid. The figure of 'Abenalfarax', 

also presented here as alguacil to the Cid: 

fun su alguazil que era moro et auia nonbre Abenalfarax''16 
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is probably confused with that of the fagih of Valencia, 

cAbd ul Walid ibn al Faraj al-Wagqa i, 'Alhuacaxi el alfaqui'. 
17 

Secondly, the extent and depth in which the life of the Muslim 

inhabitants of Valencia is described, along with their feelings towards 

the Christian and the Muslim invader, points to a Muslim author. 

The conflicting attitudes and the dilemma in which the citizens 

of Valencia found themselves is captured in some verses recorded in 

Arabic in this section of the PCG=18 

'Et los de Valencia estavan muy acoytados et muy 

desconortados; et eptauan assy de la manera que 

dizien estos viessos que fizo Alhuacaxi ... 
19 

It seems the verses were a harangue made by the fa i al-Wagqasb 

to the people of Valencia at a moment-of crisis, and that they were 

recorded by Ibn cAlgama in his chronicle: 

'Et diz Abenalfarax en su arauigo, onde esta estoria 

fue sacada ... que se levanto Alhuacaxi el alfaqui, que 

auie fechas estas razones destos viessos, et comenpo 

a dezir en su arauigo todas estas razones segunt que 

las a contado la estoria. ' 20 

The speech must have been a very important socio-political event 

to have merited recording. That Ibn CAlgama should have recorded it in 
RX-t 

its crga form is not unusual, given the nature of Arabic historiography, 

but the fact that Al honso X has transcribed it as aý p poam, apparently 

faithfully and in its entirety, in his chronicle, is rather more surprising. 

What is also surprising about its inclusion in a Christian chronicle is that 

it was controversial and propagandist in nature and intention. The verses 

lamented the Christian threat to Islam, referring to the Cid as 'el lobo 

rauioso'21 and 'el leon', 22 
and attempted to stir up the people against 

the Christians. The anti-Christian and anti-Cid feeling is explicit in 

them and yet the PCG compilers have incorporated them into their pro-' 

Catholic history. One is inclined to judge that Alphonso X and his 

compilers were insufficiently perspicacious to discern that the materiäl 
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had been composed for propaganda purposes and were therefore unaware of 

the dangers it harboured. But perhaps they felt that this propaganda, 

relating to an event which took place about a century earlier, was no 

longer relevant. Certainly they seem to have been inclined to disregard 

it in return for the rich details of what was happening in Valencia at 

the time. Furthermore, they appear to have been unwilling to alter the 

material, for comparison with the account in Ibn Idhäri23 shows that 

certain condemnatory epithets applied to the Cid have been omitted in 

the PCG version, but that is all. This is in line with the PCG's general 

method, for with the account of Islam, this study showed that material 

unsavoury to the Christians was not ignored by the compilers, but recorded 

and sometimes discredited. 

The verses as they are in the PCG still present an enigma, for 

they are recorded in Arabic (in Latin characters and in a vulgar dialect), 

accompanied by a translation and explanation in Castilian. It has been 

postulated 
24 that as the Arabic is faulty, this may be due either to a 

particular dialect or to a re-translation into Arabic from a Romance trans- 

lation. Whatever may be the case, one can say that the PCG compilers 

had before them a version of this poem and they decided for some reason 

to incorporate it into their chronicle in the Arabic. One reaaon may be 

that they thought that the elegy, which is important from the historical, 

sociological and literary points of view, would appear more authentic if 

transcribed in its language of origin. 

But a more solid reason may be. their well-known respect fog' written 

sources and for erudition. For study of the Arabic titles and place-names 

in the PCG reveals a predilection on the part of the compilers for 

including and explaining unusual words,. especially words from the Arabic 

culture which were less common or still alien to the Christians. 25 

It is impossible to tell whether when Alphonso X and his collaborators 

came across the work of Ibn cAlgama, it was still in the Arabic and they 

had it translated, or whether they found it already in translation. But 

close scrutiny of this section of the PCG reveals traces of Ar4bic style 
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in the narrative of the chronicle. The style of the PCG is usually 

simple and straightforward, but here it is frequently elaborated with 

metaphorical references: 

'dando grandes bozes, assy commo el trueno et 

sus amenazas de los relanpagos. ' 26 

Phrases are used which are common literary expressions in Arabic: 

'tantos son commo ell arena de la mar que es sin cuenta. t27 (This 

is put into the mouth of the Cid) 

There are lines which would hardly have been composed by a Christian, 

and in this one can see that the compilers were transcribing from an 

ultimately Islamic source: 

'cuenta la estoria que se amato la candela de Valencia 

et que escurescio y la luz. ' 28 

This statement is essentially Islamic not only in its sentiment, but 

also in its style. The Valencian chronicle material contrasts with the 

rest of the PCG because it is in the true Arabic historiographical tradition, 

containing a poem and short verses and personal details about the 

protagonists and their intrigues. The juxtaposition clearly reveals the 

simplicity and purity of the Castilian in the rest of the chronicle, 

uninfluenced by Arabic syntax or style. 

Parallel Arabic and Christian accounts of history 

Because of Alphonso X's inclusion in his chronicle of a particular 

Arabic annal and of certain Romance epics celebrating particular figures, 

he has presented in the PCG a rather unbalanced view of the true historical 

picture. As a result of these inclusions, the struggle for Valencia, is seen 

as far more important than the taking of Toledo for example, and the role 

of the Cid is exalted beyond proportion. Both at the time and in the long 

run, the actions of his king Alphonso VI were really of greater significance. 

In recounting the battles of the Reconquest, Alphonso X, perhaps 

because he felt himself to be still involved, presents versions which 
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portray them in a light favourable to the Christians. Defeats are 

played down, and victories are exaggerated and glorified. For example, 

Alphonso VIII's heavy defeat in the Battle of Alarcos is given only a 

cursory mention in the PCG, with no insistance or detail: 

let fue venjuda la hueste de los cristianos., 
29 

while victory 

at Las Navas de Tolosa (1212) is described with much #ntrio oy-in the 

PCG and hence made very famous by Christian histories: 

'Esta batalla fue muy grand et una de las mae 

famadas cosas del mundo, assi vinieron y yentes 

de muchas partes del mundo., 
30 

Needless to say, Christian documentation of Las Navas was far 

superior to the Arabic, and this was principally because Rodrigo of 

Toledo took part himself in the battle. His account, although recorded 

from personal experience, and with a general fidelity to the events as they 

are made out today, cannot help but bear traces of his patriotic and religious 

fervour in the form of exaggerations and unclearness. He records 

incredibly low Christian losses, near miracles and great wonders. The 

inexactitude of numbers and of topography and generally unscientific 

approach to the documentation of the battles resulting from partisan bias 

is explained critically by A. Huici Miranda: 

'La gran significaci6n que los cronistas medievales, 

tanto musulmanes como cristianos, han dado a estos 

espectaculares choques, nos permite disponer de muchos 

mäs elementos de juicio que sobre sucesos, quizä mäs 

decisivos, pero que hirieron nienos la imaginacidn de 

sus protagonistas y de los historiadores que los 

relataron; pero al mismö tiempo, el inter6s que estas 

batallas despiertan, la significaci6n que cada bando 

beligerante les atribuye y el espiritu partidista con 
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que se juzgan, provocaron las ansias propagandistas 

y el celo por defender y justificar la causa propia 

y dieron lugar a desorbitadas exposiciones sobre la 

magnitud y consecuencias de la lucha., 31 

Comparison with Islamic versions shows that even certain political 

events have been portrayed in distorted perspective in order to favour 

the Christians. For example, Alphonso Vi's actions in Toledo, especially 

concerning the conversion of the mosque, were presented, probably in oral 

accounts later used by the chroniclers, in such a manner as to make his 

deeds appear in a favourable rather than a reprehensible light. The 

PCG compilers themselves may not have been responsible for misrepresenting 

the truth, for two-hundred years after the event they obviously had no 

other information, but they are responsible for perpetuating falsehood, 

whether unconsciously or otherwise. 

Going back to the time of the Invasion, the PCG account of the Battle 

of Roncevaux shows how a similar distortion of historical truth for the 

sake of anti-Muslim propaganda has come about through tradition. This account 

draws on two sources which it attempts to harmonize: Lucas of Tuy, who, 

influenced by the French epic versions, presents the incident as a Muslim 

victory over Charlemagne, but though a triumph over the French32, the idea 

of Muslim victory was not very pleasing to the Spanish Christians; secondly, 

epic songs, probably the hypothetical Cantar de Bernardo del Carpio, which 

gives final victory to the Christians. Although the Muslim ruler of Zaragoza, 

Sulaiman, was probably involved in the tussles between the Sptish Basques 

and the French at this period, the participation of the Muslims in this 

particular skirmish is now held to be poetic invention. It seems the PCG 

compilers suspected this as they express scepticism over the epics' assertions; 
'Pues non veemos nin fallamos que Carlos ganase ninguna 

cosa en Espanna, ca bien a quatro-cientos annos que 

el murio; onde deve omne mas creer a lo que semeia 

con guisa et con ra; on de que falle escritos et 

racabdos, que non a las fablas de los que cuentan lo 

que non saben., 
33 
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They had detected the contradiction of the sources; 'trustworthy' 

chronicles recorded the French defeat at Roncevaux, so it seemed 

unreasonable to accept, as the 'fablas' asserted, that Charlemagne 

had then won victories over the Muslims which opened the way to Santiago. 

Nowhere else do the writers of the PCG express doubt about the information 

which they draw from poetic sources, and this suggests that they only 

showed disbelief and disapproval out of a feeling of national pride. 

On a lighter note, the PCG picks up an anecdote about King Muhammad I 

of Cordoba, and since there is an Arabic version of the same little story, 

they can be compared to see what has become of the information in 

transmission. The Arabic version is to be found in Ibn cIdhtärils 

Kitäb Al-Bayän al-Mügbrib and runs as follows: 

'El emir Muhammad ben Abd al-Rahmaa iba a Rusafa a 

recrearse en union de Haxim ben Abd al-Aziz; pass 

alli un dia divirtiendose y cuando se acercaba la 

noche volviö al palacio, pero estaba algo preocupado. 

Un testigo auricular ha contado que Haxim le decia: 

"iNieto de los califas, que agradable seria la vida, 

si no nos acechase la muerte: " ""; Hijo de; infJel, 

contestö el prfncipe, to enganas al hablar asfl. 

ZNo ocupamos ahora nosotros el trono gracias a la 

muerte? Z Habriamos jama, s reinado si la muerte no 

existiese? "" 34 

The PCG version is included in chapter 657 about the death of King 

Muhammad in 861: 

! Cuenta la estoria otrossi que ante desto, que 

andando este Mahomat un dia por su huerta en un 

uergel muy fermoso que auie y acerca del palatio, 

que dixo un cauallero de aquellos que andauan con 

ell: "; o qutin buen uergel et quan fermoso et quan 

sabroso sieglo este, si nunqua omne ouiesse de 

morir en ell: " et dixol el rey: "yerras en esso que 
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dizes, ca si la muerte non fuesse, nunqua yo 

regnara. 10 ' 35 

The anecdote is obviously of Arabic source though the anonymity 

of the 'testigo auricular'36 offers no indication of who exactly first 

recorded it. Three hundred years liter, a version must have been picked 

up, probably from the Arabic oral, tradition, by Rodrigo of Toledo, whence 

it was transmitted to the PCG. Ibn °Idb riss version seems to be earlier 

and more faithful as it is more detailed and precise. Let us see what 

the effects of passage in the oral tradition have had on the material. 

Firstly, there has been a loss of precision in the place and in the 

identity of one of the characters. Although the PCG correctly places 

the action in the King's 'huerta', the Muslim version gives it its 

name. -- Rusäfa, and it also supplies the name of the second protagonist, 

Häshim ibn C Abd al-Aziz. 

Secondly, apart from King Muhammad himself, there has been a loss 

of the Islamic background to the tale. Islamic elements such as 'el emir', 

'Nieto de los califas' and 'Hijo de37 infiel, 38 have disappeared and the 

more neutral Hispanic terms 'el rey' and 'un cauallero' have replaced 

them. Thus the anecdote has become more universal in context. - 

Finally, as regards the literary and stylistic aspect, the 

description and dialogue have been pared down to the essentials. The 

authenticating device of the witness in the Arabic, tun testigo auricular', 

has been dispensed with, making the anecdote more immediate and direct, 

and the two final rhetorical questions of the Muslim version have been 

rearranged to form the final positive punch line: 

*si la muerte non fuesse, nunqua yo regnarat, 

which is more forceful and effective. 

So here it can be seen how a later Christian version of an Arabic 

popular anecdote has retained the essence of the source, discarding the 

Islamic context, and perpetuated it, perhaps even in a more perfect state 

through its universal appeal. 
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There are many popular reports and much legendary fabrication 

in the PCG from epic and other sources, and while most of this is harmless, 

when the same lack of critical selectivity is applied to other areas of 

history, such as representations of Islam, then these accounts are not 

entirely innocuous. 

In conclusion, Alphonso X's great respect for written sources of 

information, especially as validated by the Christian tradition in such 

works as those of Rodrigo, lead him to incorporate into his chronicle 

versions of Spanish history which had quite probably been evolved by 

Arabs and Muslims. Alphonso X particularly revered Arabic accounts of 

history which came before him when they offered him information not 

available in Christian records. This Arabic information retains its 

original character to a considerable degree, for it is usually easily 

detectible, both in content and in-style, and it is evident that the 

compilers did not entirely assimilate it and 'make it their own' in their 

reproduction of it. In the case of the Valencian history, probably a 

more direct source, the information is even attributed by the chroniclers 

to an Arab. Where a source has been passed on and changed by the oral 

tradition, as may be the case with the King Muhammad of Cordoba anecdote, 

then Islamic material is not always so easy to detect. 

AlphonsoýX, with his historian's zeal to collect and conserve the 

widest and fullest information on-the history of the Iberian Peninsula, 

in a way encouraged his Christian readers to respect Arabic documentation 

with its Muslim views and opinions. On the other hand, as a Christian 

political leader, -he was obliged to maintain and nurture in his people 

ahcstile attitude towards their enemy in religion. The obligation to 

conquer and if possible convert, never lapsed, and there was little 

or no effort to comprehend or accept the Muslim whose status as an infidel 

disqualified him as an object of dispassionate enquiry. This leads to 

an often grotesque disregard for actuality, and since historical works 

in the Middle Ages were usually hortatory literature, they tended to 
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encourage the Christian readers in erroneous beliefs on certain topics. 

Alphonso X, in spite'of contact with educated Muslims, followed this 

Christian tradition, and his work therefore is a mixture of respect 

and admiration for Islamic knowledge, and at the same time, condemnation 

for the Muslims themselves. 

ii) The Christian view of Islamic learning and material culture in Spain. 

The information in the PCG coming from poetic and legendary sources 

and from the Arabic chronicle of Valencia provides us with details about 

the inhabitants of the Iberian Peninsula, both Muslims and Christians, 

in those aspects of their daily lives not strictly concerned with 

politics and religion. These details help us to build up a picture of 

the material life of the people and to see what things in each other's 

culture they admired when not immediately inhibited by religious or 

political constraints. Elements of material culture are perhaps the 

most mobile commodities of a culture as a whole, and because of their 

concrete nature, their transmission can be more easily detected and 

proven. 

Science (WKA Itkm e cý ED LkC PCrk. See 1-4bTJV&M 

The translations of scientific theories and techniques made from 

the Arabic in Spain in the Middle Ages under Alphonso X among others, 

are some of the most convincing pieces of evidence of the transmission 

of Arabic culture to Western Europe, Their translation shows that the 

Islamic culture was far superior to the Christian in the field of 

secular learning. Alphonso X obviously had little occasion in the PCG 

to refer to this sort of knowledge, but there are certain incidental 

references to learning and art in the chronicle, some in the popular 

information and some in the more factual, and scrutiny of them may tell 

us something of how the Christians viewed the Muslims as scholars and 

scientists. 



But firstly Islamic secular learning at this period must be 

outlined. The evidence of the scientific translations from the Arabic 
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into Latin in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries indicates that 

Islamic knowledge and practice of science was more advanced than the 

Christian, and that the Christians wished to be acquainted with their 

learning. Although the Arabs and the Jews along with them were the 

experimenters and chief carriers of scientific knowledge at this time, 

much of their store of learning was not originally Arabic, but Greek. 

The Arabs had inherited a large body of scientific thought from Greece -- 

such leading figures as Ptolgy had transmitted their ideas to Alexandria 

where they were recorded in Arabic -- at a time when Greek learning was 

only known to a limited degree in the West. 

Certain aspects of organised thought developed by the Greeks entered 

Is1arn 

the Greek method of logical argument; 

the appreciation of purely theoretical speculation; 

the secular sciences independent of theology. 

At first they were considered as alien, for as Muhammad ibn 

Yüsuf al-Hwarizmi stipulated in his Mafätib al-culüm (Keys of the Sciences, ' 

976 A. D. ), certain sciences were considered indigenous: 

jurisprudence 

scholastic philosophy 

grammar 

kitäba (secretaryship) 

prosody 

poetry 

history 

and the rest 'foreign' 

philosophy (k153c) 

logic 

medicine (in the early days the practice of medicine was 

1argily in the hands of Christians and Jews) 
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11 arithmetic 

geometry 

astronomy and astrology 

music 

mechanics 

alchemy 

But the Arabs assimilated this learning, and made a new 

contribution wholly their own; therefore certain science3, came to be 

considered as 'Arab', particularly: 

astronomy and astrology 

alchemy 

music 
39 

Muslim learned men as referred to in medieval Christian literature 

are often astronomers, astrologers or alchemists; this is true of the 

PCG and of Don Juan Manuel's El Conde Lucanor, 'where in addition one 

finds Muslim musicians. 

By the thirteenth century therefore, just before the time of the 

PCG, the Spanish Muslim Ibn Tumlüs--- (d. 1223) could write: 

'In the sciences of geometry, arithmetic, astronomy 

and music the scholars of Islam have surpassed their 

ancient predecessors., 
40 

In the twelfth and thirteenth centuries the Arabs passed on Greek 

science to Western Christendom via the translations in Spain, and it 

completed its cycle, having been transmitted originally to Egypt and 

Syria, often with the help of Eastern Christians: 

'Thus it may be said that the Christian Church of 

the East transmitted Greek knowledge to Moslem scholars, 

to be by them preserved in Arabic dress, and transmitted 

again to the West at the close of the Middle Ages. ' 41 

The passage of-Arabic science to the Christian West did not come 

easily, fog until the twelfth century there was a barrier between the 

Christians and the Muslims in the field of science in its wide medieval 
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sense. Just as the Muslims had placed a prohibition for non-Muslims 

on the Koran, so was there a prohibition on other books and practices 

arising from them; This was urged by the religious leaders and pious 

Muslims like Ibn aAbdün: 

'No deben venderse a judCos ni cristianos libros 

de ciencia, salvo los que tratan de su ley, porque 

luego traducen los libros cientificos y so los 

atribuyen a los suyos ya sus obispos, siendo asi 

que se trata de obras de musulmanes. Lo mejor 

ser{a no permitir a ningun medico judo ni cristiano 

que se dedicasse a curar a los musulmanes, ya que 

no abrigan buenos sentimientos hacia ningifn musulmän, 

y, que curen exclusivamente a los de su propia confesion, 

porque a quien no tiene simpat{a por los musulmanes icomb 

se les han de confiar sus vidas? t 42 

But after the reconquest of Toledo in 1085, and as the Reconquest 

progressed, Arabic scientific and other works came into the hands of the 

Christians. Thus the Arabic scientific inheritance of the eleventh and 

twelfth centuries, which was the period of greatest Muslim achievement, 

was conserved in the cathedral libraries and archives of Christian Spain, 

and studied and translated by Christian scholars. 

Although there is no documentary evidence to affirm the existence 

of an official school of translators in Toledo in the twelfth century, 

the most significant contributions to the corpus of Arabic scientific 

translation came from there. In the thirteenth century, Alphonso X was 

himself involved with the rendering into Latin and Spanish Romance of 

Arabic scientific works, and he must have been aware, through the 

attributions of-the documents, of the debt to Greek science, and 

therefore of the role of the Arabs as carriers of knowledge. For him and 

for Christian Spain, it was the capitals of Muslim Spain which were the 

chief sources of learning and knowledge (hence the great flow of 

translations after the conquest of Toledo). The Muslim kings of 

al-Andalus had gathered around themselves the leading scholars and 
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musicians of the day, and especially during the period of the Party 

Kingdoms, vied with each other for fame and reputation. The patrons 

of secular learning in Islam were therefore the kings and princes, and 

their palaces were the centres of scientific and artistic activity. The 

PCG testifies to this fact, but only incidentally and only in the field 

of applied science, as it was encountered in everyday life. 

The Arabs were not originally greatly famed for their practice of 

medicine, but by the early tenth century all the important surviving 

Greek medical treatises had been translated in Damascus, Baghdad or 

Cairo, and knowledge of these translations had spread to North Africa 

and al-Andalus. Thereis not enough documental information to account 

completely for the reputation of Islamic medicine and surgery, but it is 

known that princes and wealthy men came from all over Western Europe to 

be treated by Cordoban physicians in the tenth century, and the work of 

these physicians was one of the cultural glories of the caliphate. Even 

among the Christians of Spain, -it was to the courts of Muslim Spain that 

one turned in search of the best physicians (if one could afford it), and 

several details in the PCG point to this fact. 

Firstly, in the mid tenth century when Sancho I of Leon lost his 

throne through, among other things, his chronic obesity, there was no 

one in Christian Spain who could do anything for him. The only place where 

a cure for his ailment could be found was Cordoba, at the'court of cAbd 

ar-Rahmän III. This must have been a much spoken-of affair, as it is 

recorded in the PCG: 

'Et dixol el rey don Garcia que se fuesse pora 

Abderrahmen rey de Cordova a demandarle conseio 

sobre tal cosa, cal el lo sabie et que auie los 

maestros ende, et que el le podrie dar conseio 

de guisa por que serie aliviado daquel 

agravamiento daquella gordura. ' 43 
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Although it must have been a considerable humiliation for a 

Christian monarch to beg such a favour of a Muslim enemy, the cure 

was arranged (according to R. Dozy44 documents affirm it was for the 

stiff price of ten castles), and it seems, duly performed with success: 

'Et el rey Abderrahmen ... diol sus fisicos 

buenos que penssaran del, et guarescio daquella 

gordura, et torno a ser delgado como otro omne 

que delgado fuesse. + 43 

The --physician who in fact treated Sancho el Gordo was 'Chasdai' 

the Jew', 45 
physician and diplomat, whose reputation was known as far 

afield as Germany, and the treatment was a vegetarian diet. The 

elevation of the reputation of cAbd ar-Rahmän's court and at the same 

time Sancho's humiliation must have been, in the words of Dozy, 'a 

grateful spectacle for the national pride of the Muslims' and 'even 

sweeter to the self-esteem of the Jews. ' 44 

The reputation of Cordoba as a centre of commerce and learning 

was perhaps surpassed only by that of Seville. The PCG tells us that 

on reconquering this great. Muslim capital, the Christians were struck 

with admiration for the wondrous artistic merit of the city, also its 

great wealth and the variety of produce and services gathered there. 

The Christian soldiers were apparently pleased to find and make use, 

of herbalists and chemists to tend their sick and wounded with medicines: 

'Calles et playas auie y departidas de todos 

mesteres, cada uno sobre si; una calle auie y de 

los traperos ... otra de los especieros et de los 

alquimes de los melezinamientos que auien los 

feridos et los dolientes mester. ' 46 

It seems the Muslim physicians tending the ordinary citizens had 

a special street for their practice just as the other traders had, and 

that medicine was thus treated as a branch of business or commerce. 
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So although the Muslims had not been the original practitioners 

of medicine, by the Middle Ages Muslim medicine, along with Jewish, was 

obviously venerated by the Christians of Spain. There may also have 

existed an element of admiration by hearsay. This one can deduce from 

the PCG account of the legendary story of the Cid. It is alleged in 

the part of the PCG which probably comes from a fictitious account 
47 

covering the last days of the hero, that his body was embalmed using 

Oriental ointment and techniques: 

'el balsam et la mirra que el gran soldan de 

Persia le enbiara 1,48 

and that it remained entirely life- 

like for ten years or more. Although this information is as fictitious 

as his posthumous victory, the allegations may have stemmed from some 

point of fact. It is evident that information about Oriental methods 

of embalmment and Egyptian mummification was current in Spain: 

let en commo fuera despues ungido et balsamadog 

non lo tovo por grant maravilla, ca bien oyera 

dezir que en tierra de Egipto lo fazien assy 

a los reyes. ' 49 

Embalmment was practised in Spain, as elsewhere in Europe, at the 

end of the eleventh century., but Christian embalmment was crude. The 

superior knowledge of Muslim and Jewish anatomists could have made it 

possible for the Cid's body to be embalmed very well in Valencia, thus 

giving rise to the legend. 

From this it--would, seem that the Christian popular mind often saw 

the Muslim learned man as mysterious, alien and exotic. It appears 

furthermore, that the Christians often associated Muslims with sciences 

which bordered on evil and magic, especially astrology and alchemy. 

As George Sarton points out in his Introduction to the History of Science: 
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... it is necessary to add that the worst Arabic 

writings were translated as well as the best, and 

that a quantity of Arabic astrology and superstition 

found its way to the West. The scientific learning 

of the Muslims gave prestige to their scientific 

aberrations -- astrology, geomancy, etc. -- which 

received the most enthusiastic welcome in Western 

Europe. Thus were nutritious food and poison 

mixed together in the Arabic pabulum, and the 

real progress of civilization considerably delayed. ' 50 

Christianity in Spain at first condemned astrology, particularly as 

it wqs practised in a primitive form by some Arian Goths and thus had 

heretical and even pagan associations, but by the twelfth century it 

had come to be more generally accepted, though always controversial. 

The practice of astrology probably originated in Babylonia, but was 

taken over and developed by the Greeks. In the more advanced form they 

gave it, astrology was transmitted to the Arabic East and to Islam, whence 

information about it finally made its way to Western Europe, largely via 

Spain. The Arabs were not merely transmitters of Greek science, they 

made an original contribution. For example, 'Geber' (Jabir ibn Haiyan), 

regarded as the father of modern chemistry, not only acquainted the 

West with the alchemy of the East, but made great advances in both 

theory and practice. He carried out experiments, improved methods and 

described the preparation of chemical substances; hence when his works 

were translated into Latin by Robert of Ketton (1144) and Gerard of Cremona 

(1187), it is not surprising that in Western Christian eyes, alchemy 

should have been seen as having Arabic associations. 

In the Spanish prose tales of the twelfth, thirteenth and early 

fourteenth centuries, one finds stories about Arab alchemists. In these 

collections of tales, Disciplina Clericalis and El Conde Lucanor for example, 
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alchemy is seen as particularly Muslim, and a practice to be frowned 

upon. Although the Muslims believed alchemy to be of divine origin, 

given by Allah to Adam, precisely this mystery and superstition 

surrounding it caused it to be frequently discredited. Perhaps the 

Muslims had managed to reconcile it with their religion a little 

better than the Christians, who often associated it with pagan beliefs, 

and were therefore more suspicious of it. This shows that although 

in the later Middle Ages alchemy was considered an Arabic science, 

there was in Spain a tradition of discrediting it before the Muslims 

arrived. As G. E. von Grunebaum points out, to equate science with 

magic was a general tendency among the common people, springing from 

ignorance: 

'But everywhere the common man viewed scientific 

achievement with the same mixture of awe and 

distrust and attributed to the outstanding 

scholars magic practices, or even a covenant 

with the Evil One., 51 

Alphonso X does not make much reference to alchemy in his chronicle, 
(i hf m i4K er fkysiczam ? Of Cke ++ka. IS ?) 

except to note that there were alquime Ito 
be found(working)in the 

market in Seville when the city was reconquered, but there are considerably 

more details about astrology. In most of these cases, astrology is 

connected with the 'Oriental magician' figure. Firstly, there are some 

references to astrologers in the account of the early history of Spain, 

which is probably filled out with details from an Arabic source. 

Astrologers are involved, for example, in the myth of Hercules as it is 
Rs 5hw above Cvz Q" IA-5), 

recorded in the chronicle. A traditionally, Hercules, a sort of cosmic god, 

derived his power from his associations with the stars, and in the PCG 

information, he had an astrologer from North Africa: 

tun muy gran sabio del arte destronomia que ovo 
52 

nombre Alias. ', 
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and- ß, 1. s&-afi interpreter of dreams: 

'llamo a un so estrellero muy bueno que traye, 

et dixol lo que cuydara el suenno que sonnara. ' 53 

Also according to this information there was in early Spanish 

history an Oriental-type princess called Liberia, 'much entenduda et 

sabidor destrolomia' 54 
and a King Rocas who is supposed to have 

compiled a book of horoscopes from inscriptions he found on some tablets 

(70 tablets, in itself a magical number): 

'fizo ende un libro que traye consigo, por o 

adevinava muchas cosas de las que avien de 

seer, e fazie gr&ndes maravillas que los que 

lo ueyen tenien que fazie miraglos. t 55 

The Christian compilers of the PCG may not have been aware of the 

Arabic overtones in these passages or of the Oriental origin of the 

sage-magician figure, but they were aware of the popular nature of 

some of this information as they state that it is from the tfabliellas 

antiguas' 
56 

But later in the PCG, the astrologer is strongly connected with 

Islam. Firstly, there is the 'judio estrellero' figure who is alleged 

to have told Muhammad's horoscope, 57 
and secondly, astrology is involved 

with the rise of the Almohad movement and the coming of the Mahdl, Ibn 

Tümart: 

'se levanto en los alaraves un moro que dizien 

Abentumet, et era muy sabio en la astronomia, 

que es el saber de las estrellas, et era muy 

sabio en las naturas otrossi ... et prophetol 

muchas de las que auien de uenir. ' 58 

Here in the later material, it appears that the chroniclers were 

more conscious of associations between this sort of learning and 

practice and Islam. Indeed, from the very beginning of Islam, Christian 

tradition portrayed the Prophet Muhammad and other prophets of Islam 
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as involved with evil knowledge and wicked teachings. It was also 

known to the Christians that many of the Muslim kings, those patrons 

of learning in Spain, became so dedicated to the pursuits of beauty 

and physical enjoyment through music, poetry and dancing, rather than 

to the quest for knowledge through other aspects of science in order 

to draw nearer to Allah, that they became depraved and corrupt. 

Refinement could encourage debauchery and hence bad government. The 

information from the Arabic chronicle of Valencia describes Ibn Jahhgf, 

when aspiring to be lord over Valencia at the end of the eleventh 

century, as leading an idle luxurious life, surrounded by poets, teachers 

and singers: 

lapartado assy commo rey, et estavan antel los 

trobadores et los versificadores et los maestros 

et los doctores, departiendo qual dixiera meior, 

et estando en Brandes solazes. ' 59 

This is criticism coming most probably from a Muslim; the Christians 

were even more critical, as they preferred more virile pursuits. The 

Cid, for example, is recorded as having affirmed his superiority as 

lord of Valencia by contrasting his moral austerity and hence his 

availability and capability to be a good ruler with the Muslim chief's 

lack of it: 

'ca yo non me aparto con mugeres nin a cantar nin 

a bever, commo fazien uuestros sennores que los 

non podiedes veer. ' 
60 

At this time, Christian rulers and leaders such as the Cid were 

far too involved with survival and active warfare to indulge in a daily 

social life of luxury and refinement and sophisticated literary culture. 

It is amazing that the Party Kingdoms achieved such 
.a 

life style given 

their extreme political instability. 

As Muslim cities were reconquered, not only did Mozarabs bring to 

Christian Spain knowledge of Islamic life through their contacts with 

it, but also the store of documented Arabic knowledge was captured by 
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the Christians. Under Alphonso X's father, Fernando III, a study of 

it had already been encouraged, for it was he who commissioned Rodrigo 

of Toledo to compile his works. Working on this precedent, therefore, 

Alphonso X became a patron of learning and was personally active as 

poet and historian. The early thirteenth century had seen the 

foundation of Christians universities in Spain; the PCG records the 

establishment of the University of Palencia: 

let tomo maestros de todas las sciencias et 

ayuntolos en Palencia, logar a abte et plantio 

pora estudio de los saberes et comunal pora uenir 

los clerigos de todas las Espannas, et dioles 

grandes soldadas, porque tod aquel que de los 

saberes aprender quisiere, que alli venga ... 1 
61 

Other universities and academies followed, such'as Salamanca in 

1220, so Alphonso X found the ground prepared when he established centres 

of learning in Seville and Murcia. It has already been seen (see p. 23 

how he encouraged the study of Arabic for Christian polemical purposes, 

and just as the Muslims had pursued learning in order to fortify and 

glorify Islam, so Alphonso X gave to his works a Christian and 

nationalistic motivation. He showed in his prologue to the PCG that 

his intention was to acquaint the Christians of Spain with the details 

of their past: 

'et compusiemos"este libro de todos los fechos que 

fallar se pudieran dells, desdel tiempo de Noe fasta 

este nuestro. Et esto fiziemos por que fuesse 

sabudo el comiengo de los espannoles ... ' 
62 

His dedication to the traditional heritage and the literary culture 

of his people, with a willingness to profit by foreign sources of 

knowledge and learning, makes Alphonso X comparable to those Muslim 

rulers who had been such distinguished patrons of learning before him. 
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Art 

The splendours arising in Muslim Spain from the patronage of its 

rulers did not pass unnoticed by the Christians. Islamic architecture 

was aesthetically and technically superior to the Christian in medieval 

Spain, and the Christians were not averse to recognizing this. The 

Latin chroniclers had noted that in Cordoba magnificent buildings to 

Islam had been erected during the emirate and 6aliphate, and working 

on this information, the chroniclers of the PCG record the Christianý- 

admiration for these buildings. They mentioned the glories of the 

mosque, in spite of its inimical significance, and it is recorded how 

CAbd ar-Rahmän I (756-788) had the Alcdzar of Cordoba built up and the 

gardens around it named after a favourite villa near Damascus: 

'al que llaman los moros por su aravigo Razapha' 
63 

The glory of the Cordoban emirate and the Caliphate from 929 A. D. 

is shown in these buildings; the lavish improvements with the superior 

Arab techniques of paving and plumbing undertaken by CAbd ar-Rahmän II 

(reigned 822-852) and cAbd ar-Rahm7an III (reigned 912-961) are recorded 

in detail: 

'fizo Abderrahmen losar et estrar de piedra todas 

las calles de Cordova, et traer por cannos de 

plomo el agua de la sierra a la villa, de guisa 

que nasciesse cerca la mezquita mayor et en ell 

alca5ar64 et en otros logares por la cibdad do 

el vio que convenie. ' 
65 

Throughout most of the Middle Ages, the Christians had neither 

the wealth nor the skills to produce any architecture to rival such 

Islamic grandeur. As the Reconquest progressed, gains from booty were 

used to finance the building of monasteries and churches and strengthen 

the Christian cause, and the skills of the conquered Muslims were 

employed, especially in Saragossa and Toledo. The PCG contains a 
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passage stating that on a certain occasion the Moors had destroyed some 

churches, so Moorish captives were made to rebuild them: 

'Et fallaron en la villa muy Brandes averes, 

et prisieron todos los mas de los moros que 

en la villa moravan; et mando el rey meter 

muchos dellos a espada, los otros mando cativar 

pora labrar et refazer las eglesias que los 

moros desbarataron. ' 
66 

It is probably in this way that Mudejar architecture originated. 

It was not only for architecture that Muslim Spain was renowned; 

the inhabitants of al-Andalus had a long-standing reputation for 

craftsmanship too, especially in the skills of woodwork, ivory-carving, 

metalwork, leatherwork, ceramics and textiles. Their fame was recognized 

not only by Muslims and Christians in Spain, but by fellow Muslims in 

the East also, as the writings of Ibn Ghalib show: 

'The skill of their workmen in all kinds of handicraft 

has been sufficiently acknowledged by travellers from 

the East, and other Mohammedan countries, who have 

lived among them; many are the articles now manufactured 

in Andalus which are in high repute, and form the 

staple of considerable trade with Moslems and Christians: 

Africa may be said to have derived its present wealth 

and importance, and its extent of commerce, from 

Andalusians settling in it ... But it was in the class 

of operatives and workmen in all sorts of handicrafts 

that Africa derived the most advantage from the tides 

of emigration setting towards its shores ... so, for 

instance, if they undertook the building of an edifice 

they completed it in the shortest possible time, and 

finished everything so beautifully, and with such a 
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perfection of design, that they won the hearts 

and affections of their employers, and their- 

reputation grew immense among the people; these 

being notorious facts, which none but the 

ignorant or the ill-intentioned could deny. ' 
67 

r4'berjd frýxý pl¢ 
This high opinion of Andalusian craftsmanship 

bj m*(A Wr-. Ccn S vWCh a5 
Gabriel Jackson in his The Making of Medieval 

Spain. He states: 

'Carolingian France stood in awe of the variety 

and splendour of the Cordoban economy. The 

Muslim world was also impressed. Ninth- and 

tenth-century travellers from Egypt and the 

Maghrib remarked upon the prosperity and 

independent spirit of Spanish artisans, the, 

relative absence of poverty and the high proportion 

of labour-saving donkeys and of horses. ' 
68 

Ne Qcserl 4ta± 
the Muslims passed their skills on 

to the Christians amongst them: 

'Skilled artisans, many of them Nozarabs, 

produced metalwork, jewellery, glass, armaments 

and textiles which were prized throughout northern 

Spain and France. The best horses, hunting-dogs 

and falcons were also bred and trained in al-Andalus., 
69 

Fame of such craftsmanship attracted buyers from Christian Spain 

who had been enriched by gains from the Reconquest and especially by 

tributes in gold from the Muslims, and now coveted the Hispano-Arabic 

luxury goods: 

'Christian Spain was at first a small market, but 

it became, by the later tenth century at least, 

the principal market-both for Andalusian industry 

and for the re-export of Oriental luxuries. ' 70 
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The material from the Poema de Mio Cid in the PCG shows Christians 

not buying, but at least acquiring and treasuring, Islamic goods. As 

already noted (see above p. 122 ), especially prized were Moorish horses, 

with their trappings and arms. These are what the Cid is reported to 

have sent as a gift of appeasement to Alphonso VI: 

flos meiores cavallos destos que a mi cayeron 

de los moros ... ensellados et enfrenados et 

con sennas espadas a los arjones., 
71 

Gold, silver and jewellery were an obvious prize for warriors and 

bounty-hunters, and the Christians not unnaturally admired Islamic 

workmanship in the skills of gold- and silver-smithy and other luxury 

artistry. A popular example of this is the legendary treasure of 

Al Ma'mün, especially the necklace of Queen Zubaida, wife of H rün 

ar-Rasbid, coveted not only for its price, but also for its beauty. 

Sources in the PCG record that both Ibn Jahhäf and the Cid sought this 

treasure, and it cost Al-Qädir, grandson of Al-Matmün, his life. The 

famous necklace of the Arab tradition has become a sort of belt in the 

Spanish tradition; either the piece of jewellery could be adapted for 

both, or the information has been changed as it was passed on orally: 

'et tenie en su cinta una sartal de piedras 

preciosas et daliofar tal qual nunca rey oviera 

nin cosa tan preciada commo aquel sartal era, et 

diz q'4e fue de Zobayda, muger de Haron Arraxit ... ' 72 

On his campaignq, the Cid is reported to have captured much gold 

and silver, and sent it to endow the church of Santa Maria de Burgos: 

'Et otrossi quiero que de oro et de plata levades 

tanto por que me faga. ides cantar mill missas en 

Santa Maria de Burgos. ' 73 

Information in the PCG from the Poema de Mio Cid also shows that 

the Cid had in his possession certain Islamic household goods such as 

textiles, carpets, wall-hangings: 
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'et quando se ayuntaron todos, sallio el Cid 

a ellos a un logar que estava aguisad6 con 

tapetes et con estolas. ' 
74 

'cubrieronle todo de alfamares75 et de tapetes 

muy ricos. ' 76 

The Muslims of Spain were especially skilled in carved ivory work, 
77 

and this material in the PCG asserts that both Alphonso VI and the Cid 

treasured ivory stools they had captured from the Moors: 

'la siella real en que el rey soviesse -- la 

qual siella real era muy rica, et el rey don 

Alfonso la ganara con Toledo, del rey Almemon 

cuya fuera 76 

'E1 Cid Canpeador ... el su escanno de marfil, 

el qual el ganara del rey moro en Valencia. ' 78 

The legendary material about the Cid thought to proceed from the 

monastery of San Pedro de Cardena maintains that the Cid received a 

chess set from the 'soldan de Persia': 

totrossi le enbio un a$edrex de los nobles que 

fueron en el mundo, que aun oy en dia es en el 

monesterio de sant Pero de Cardenna. ' 79 

The two famous treasure chests the Cid is supposed to have filled 

with sand and commended to the care of the two Jews of Burgos were 

probably also of Muslim origin, as they were finished in North African 

leatherwork: Idos arcas cubiertas de guadamesi. ' 80 

The Christians obviously prized these goods for their workmanship, 

peculiar to the Muslims, which was so beautiful, but there were other 

reasons for treasuring them; horses and arms for example, could be used 

against the Muslims in the Reconquest, and the goods captured as booty 

had associations by which they symbolized victory over the Muslim leaders. 
I 

There is adequate concrete evidence to show that these artistic 

items of Islamic culture were passed on to the Christians of Spain. But 
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to take cultural transmission to the limit, the skills would have to 

be passed on too, and the Christians in turn engage in such crafts. 

G. Jackson has stated (see above p. 171) that the Mozarabs learned some 
iw *ý no eqlidt-u (r s o^d ctr 

of these skills, buts' there is no evidence to show that 

the Christians of northern Spain did so. Amdrico Castro deduces that 

they were too involved in warfare and hostility towards the Muslims: 

'Los cristianos adoptaron multitud de cosas ^- 

objetos materiales e instituciones musulmanas --; 

pero no asimilaron sus actividades productoras, 

justamente porque tuvieron que orientarse hacia 

otra disposici6n de vida pars oponerse y, 

finalmente, vencer a los moros. ' 
81 

G. Jackson implies that there was another reason to account for the 

Christians not adopting Muslim methods of craftsmanship, that of the 

incipient disdain of the Christian Spaniard for manual work: 

'In this century Christian Spain developed several 

of its characteristic traditions which were to 

affect not only the entire Reconquista but the 

later style of imperial development in America, 

the preference for investment in land rather than 

commerce and industry; the notion that manual 

labour was proper for Muslims, Jews or Indians, 

but that the function of Christian Spaniards was 

to rule; the idea of gaining wealth by levying 

tribute based upon superior military power. ' 
82 

The PCG of course, portrays the Spanish Christians throughout the 

period of Muslim presence in Spain as engaged in warfare and religious 

practices rather than in craftsmanship, industry or-commerce, and there 

is no indication of whether or not they adopted the Muslim skills. This 

however, is not surprising since the chronicle pretends to document only 
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the main historical events. But on negative evidence, it would seem 

that Am4rico Castro's assertion was correct. 

That the Christians had nothing to match the Muslims in the field 

of art is testified to by the wondrous admiration they felt, as 

recorded in the PCG, on entering the reconquered Seville. The conquering 

army is depicted as being almost intimidated by the marvellous aspect 

of the buildings there. The soldiers it seems, had never been in such 

luxurious surroundings, nor had they ever contemplated such abundance 

of artisan goods -- textiles, arms, saddles etc. -- as in the market of 

Seville. These material things, plus land and horses, were to be their 

payment, and that is probably why they are listed in such detail. But 

fame of Seville, after the decline of Cordoba, was internationally spread, 

especially through the literary tradition, and it was mainly the 

Andalusian Muslim poets who were responsible for this. So it is quite 

possible that in this case the PCG compilers were just reiterating the 

well-known report of the riches and abundance of Seville. We know also, 

that Alphonso X had a personal preference for Seville, and enjoyed 

residing there more than in Toledo or elsewhere. 

The PCG therefore willingly testifies to the Christian admiration 

for Islamic scientific knowledge and craftsmanship and Christian desire 

to possess the superior Islamic material things. Since they belonged 

largely to the secular side of life, there was little that was directly 

subversive about them; they presented no danger to Christianity, only 

benefit to the Christians, and therefore could be admired and admitted 

without restraint. These findings show that material and tangible objects 

held a great advantage over abstract concepts in the passage of culture 

to another cultural group. But although the Christians of Spain accepted 

Muslim theoretical knowledge gladly once it became available to them, it 

is quite possible that because of their involvement in the Reconquest 

and their disdain for manual work, the Spanish Christians may not have 

acquired the practical skills of the Hispano-Muslims. Today in Andalusia, 

crafts in the Muslim style, such as taracea and metalwork, are produced, 
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mainly as a tourist attraction, so the techniques must have been 

passed on, but they are seen as peculiarly 'Arab', thus they have 

never been entirely assimilated, and the transmission of culture in 

this respect has only been half completed. 

iii) The popular Christian view of the Moor 

Much of the information in the PCG coming from poetic sources 

portrays Muslims and Christians in social intercourse, and since these 

narrations were composed 1y- an4 for the populace, their descriptions 

should embody the view of the common people. A --minstrel composing in 

Romance songs about relationships between Christians and Muslims must 

have been drawing upon traditional ideas, everyday experience and the 

popular imagination. It will be interesting to see what sort of picture 

of the Muslim83 emerges through the PCG as a result of the synthesis 

of these three sources., - 

Firstly let us examine what-is revealed in the chronicle about the 

physical appearance of the Muslim inhabitants of Spain. The traditional 

picture of the Muslims, as seen from the legendary view of them portrayed 

in portentous pictures on the walls of the palace in Toledo, 84 
was of 

armed and mounted warriors, wearing turbans and brightly-coloured garb: 

'estavan pintados omnes de caras et de parescer 

et de manera de vestido assi como agora andan 

los alaraves, e tenien sus cabe9as cubiertas 

de tocas, et seyen en cavallos, et los vestidos 

dellos eran de muchos colores, e tenien en las 

manos espadas et ballestas et sennas alpdas. ' 85 

In the description of the Invasion, the Muslims are again portrayed 

as wearing garments of bright colours; this appears to have made a strong 

impression upon the Christians, as did the sight of some black-skinned 

or black-painted warriors among the invading host: 

'Los moros de la hueste todos vestidos del sirgo 

et de los pannos de color que ganaran, las riendas 

de los sus cavallos tales eran como de fuego, las 
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sus caras dellos negras como la pez, el mas 

fremoso dellos era negro como la olla, assi 

luzien sus oios como candelas, ' 86 

Apparently, the invading Muslims' use of dyes astonished the 

Christians of Spain; Al-Maqqari wrote tthe barbarians were totally 

unacquainted with the practice of staining and dressing the beard. ' 87 

The anecdote about Musa's beard (see p. 75 ) as recorded in the PCG 

suggests this, as the Christians are said to have fallen dupe to the 

trick because they were not acquainted with the practice of dying and 

tinting hair with henna. But since this anecdote, like the legendary 

story from Toledo above, is found in the cAkhbgr Majmü'a, this 

significance of colour in Muslim life may be of Arabic origin, Again, 

in the information in the PCG about the struggle for Valencia, there 

is a passage, most probably taken from Ibn cAlgama's chronicle, implying 

the significance among the Muslims of the colour black as a sign of 

grief and mourning. The Muslim inhabitants of Valencia, seemingly 

abandoned by the defeated Almoravids, and left to their fate at the 

hands of the invading Christians, are described as having blackened their 

faces (or their faces turned black) in expression of their extreme fear 

and sorrow: 

'Estonces se tovieron por muertos, et andavan assy 

commo bebdos, de guisa que non entendie el uno al 

otro, et denegrescieron sus rostros assi commo ei 

fuessen cubiertos de pez, et perdieron toda la 

memoria assy commo el que cae en las ondas del mar. ' 88 

In another passage of the PCG, " referring to the impendimg retrieval 

of Murcia by Fernando III9 the colour black is again explicitly associated 

by the Muslims with sorrow and downfall: 

let fizoles otrosi tennir negras las estrannas et 

nobles sennales de las sus arenas, que ellos aduzien 

delante si en las batallas et en otros logares; et 
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segunt cuenta la estoria mostrava esto sennal de 

lloro et de duelo et de destroymiento de la su 

yente; et fue esto verdat, ca se cunplio en 

Murcia et en otros logares en poco tiempo, gano 

del Andalozia el rey don Fernando lo que era 

antes de los cristianos espannoles ... ' 89 

An anecdote is recorded in the PCG, taken from Rodrigo of Toledo's 

chronicle which shows that black cows were popularly known among the 

Christian farmers as 'moral'; this was no doubt because the Muslim 

women usually wore black outer garments bwV Oft '& tc kött. a6 iinf its Nx Qk M WA, 

'na, ý' Mnta &j ' blackberry' a+ý4' MýthcI''. 
ýcuentan las estorias en el latin que quando 

el rey don Alffonso querie poblar essa cibdad, 

... un montero daquellos que Yvan ant ell que 

fallo una uaca negra, et por desuiarla delant 

el rey, quel dixo como en iuego: "ga moral' 

ca los lauradores et los vaquerizos de Espanna 

suelen llamar a las uacas negras "moras". Et 

oyole el rey dezir aquellas palabras, et tomolas 

como en prouerbio, et pusolas por nombre a la 

cibdad, et mando que dalli adelant Famora be 

dixiessen. 1 90 

Apart from these references to colour, there is little indication 

in the PCG as to the clothes worn by the Spanish Muslims. There are some 

suggestions however, that the Muslims dressed differently from the 

Christians; in the information from Ibn cAlgamats chronicle, the Muslims 

of Valencia are portrayed wearing the wide-sleeved aljuba: 
91 

tdiz que ponien los moros las mangas de las aliubas 

antes los oios et que comens anon a llorar muy 

fuertemientre ... 1 92 

An Islamic robe is referred to in the material from the Poema de 

Fern" Gonzälez; the Count of Toulouse was apparently buried in a garment 

captured from Almanzor: 
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tDesi vistiol un xamet de muy grand precio, que 

ganara quando venciera a Almanpr. ' 93 

It seems that the Muslims in Spain did not usually wear turbans, 

at least not until late during their residence in the Peninsula. 94 

As a Muslim visitor from the East remarked: 

'Les habitants de 1'Andalousie ne portent point 

de turban ... Fort peu nombreux sont parmi eux 

les ho=es qui se coiffent de turbans. '95 

Ibn Sacid also remarked upon this, but pointed out that the 

religious and government leaders and the rich still wore the turban 

in al-Andalus: 

"'The inhabitants of Andalus", says Ibn Sacid, "dress 

somewhat differently from their brethren of Asia. 

They have left off the turban, especially in the 

eastern provinces; in the western however, it is 

still used by people of rank and wealth, or those 

holding. situations under the government. "' 96 

It appears that when the Arabs first came to Spain, in general they 
irrt tS0. cSeS hONý präg iN iýtý n6 bar KajAK'a, QP 

wore the turban, as the PCG Aý ; co an episode during the conquest 

of Cordoba, when the soldiers are said to have unwound their head-gear 

to use as ropes in order to scale the walls and enter the city: 

to echaron en ellas las tocas de Mogeyt en logar 

de cuerdas, et sobiron suso por ellas como por 

escaleras. ' 97 

Normally however, the-Muslim soldiers in Spain left off wearing 

the turban and when it became associated more strictly with religion, 

it was no longer the common head-gear for the mass of the Spanish Muslims. 

The cadi and the king each had his own head-dress, as the PCG shows: 

'et la-primera cosa que el Cid dixo a Abeniaf fue 

que tolliese vn capiello que tenie en la cabeya, 

et que vestiesse vestidos de rey, ca rey era. ' 98 
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This 'capiello' is the cadi's arha. Tim Christians knew that 

äir kk'Puüä 04 bot EGC k, rOr D1 b Lit 
Muslim kings, unlike the Christian, rdid not wear crownsYA lifter the 

Muslim Invasion, the Muslim leader aAbd al-Aziz was reported to have 

married Rodrigo's widow Egilona, and been encouraged by her to crown 

himself king in the Gothic fashion, although he was a Muslim: 

'e ella conseiol que pusiesse corona en la cabeja 

segued rey, assi como era costumbre en tiempo de 

los godos. ' 99 

Almanzor apparently wore a sort of hat, and although he was not 

a king, his hat was equated by the Christians with the crown: 

'Mas Almanjor.... quando uio a los suyos uenjudos 

... dio a tierra con un sombrero que trays en la 

cabeja en logar de'corona -- segund que los reys 

moros lo auien en costumbre estonces de traer 

sombrero de oro por corona -- 1 100 

In these references to Muslim head-gear in every case a Romance 

word is used: toca, capiello, sombrero. Evidently no Arabic word for 

these came over into the Romance, thus implying that they were things 

that the Christians never adopted. It seems therefore that the Muslims 

and Christians of Spain were usually distinguished from each other by 

their dress. 101 

The difference of dress was no doubt a cultural delimitation. It 

would inevitably have made the Muslims of Spain appear alien to the 

Christians, and there are also indications in the PCG that in their 

ways and customs the Muslims were considered alien and even exotic. 

This is especially true of the popular view of the Eastern Muslims, 

alienated further by distance. 

There is a striking example of this 'exotic Muslim' notion in the 

information in the PCG about the Cid. This is the figure of the 'Soldar 

de Persia'. The story goes that the Cid's fame spread so widely that 

it reached the ears of the 'Sultan of Persia's 
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'nuevas que mucho corren llegaron dell a la tierra 

dUltramar et al gran Soldan de Persia, en co=o 

era omne mucho aventurado en fecho de armas. ', 102 

and that this great Muslim leader sent an 

embassy to the Cid with messages of peace and rich Oriental gifts 

(precious stones, gold and silver, silks, strange animals, ointment of 

balsam and myrrh and a chess set) in order to buy his friendship so 

that he would not join in a crusade against the Eastern Muslims. This 

story is so fantastic and unlikely that it is no doubt of fictional 

origin, probably emanating from the Cid cult centred on the monastery 

of San Pedro de Carden-a. 103 

The authentic identity of the figure as the Sultan of Persia is 

doubtful; it may be a misnomer for the Seljukian sultan, or since Persia 
C Ub)lon btth9 cow kkA w. W Bagdad (&U4 m4d wA% &l66, W-CAN Cacao) 

and Egypt are often confused in the West, Ait may be referring to the 

Fatemite ruler of Egypt. The Spanish Christians had a poor sense of 

geography, and here scientific precision gave way to, the charms of the 

ex®tic interest. The historical background to the story is close to 

the true events in Palestine during the closing months of the Cid's life, 

except for the 'Sultan of Persia' himself. But the episode seems 

unlikely, principally because the Cid was not a king or official leader 

and was no such threat to Islam in the Middle East. 

In this story, one conjectures that a Spanish Christian, perhaps a 

monk at Cardena, has given full rein to his imagination in portraying a 

popular picture of a Muslim king from the far-away East. The Cid is 

recorded as having been greatly honoured in the Oriental fashion and it 

is asserted that if he had gone to Persia himself, he would have been 

offered an even more curious and exotic honour: 

t"Sennor Cid Campeador, si vos presente fuessedes 

ante mio sennor el soldan, la meior onrra que vos 

el faxie, que vos darie a comer la cabega del su 

cavallo, segunt la costumbre de nuestra tierra. ft' 
104 
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The Cid in return is supposed to have honoured the Sultan by 

kissing his representative on the shoulder according to the Muslim custom, 

rather than the hand, mouth or face, as is the custom in many cultures: 

'dixo a aquel pariente del soldan que querrie fazer 

onrra a su sennor qual nunca fiziera a ningun moro 

... quel besarie en el ombro, segunt la costunbre 

de los moros, ca entendie muy bien que el soldan 

su sennor era de los nobles omnes que avie en tod 

el paganismo. ' 104 

The Spanish Christians saw the 'Persians', the Muslims from the East, 

as culturally different from themselves, with strange practices like 
ttmu 164 Gat ot6? -Be P had las coke) 

kissing the shoulder, nso it was but a small stretch of the imagination 

for them to attribute to these people abhorrent customs like horse-eating. 

The custom of eating horse-flesh did exist in Indo-Germanic lands, though 

it appears that Christianity eradicated it on account of its pagan 

connotations. There was a Gothic tradition of consuming horse-flesh, 

105 
and also a tradition specifically in Persia, as reported by Herodotus. 

The composer of the story may have heard of the tradition involved 

with Persia, but this example is particularly curious as it specifies the 

horse's head. The compilers of the PCG merely record the information 

without any comment, and appear to be as credulous about this Oriental 

curiosity as the composer. 

Another example of credulity and poor geography on the part of the 

PCG compilers is the matter of the black Turkish women warriors in chapter 

956 of the chronicle. This reference no doubt comes in the material from 

Ibn cAlgama's chronicle of Valencia. In describing the invading Almoravid 

army, the following figure is mentioned: 

tuna mora negra que traye trezientas moras negras 

consigo ... la llamavan los moros en aravigo 

nugeymath turquia, que quiere dezir "estrella 

de los arqueros de Turquia. "+1,106 



The compilers of the PCG have a correct translation of the words, 

for nujaimat is the diminutive of najmun, a stir; but the information 

must be erroneous. This is primarily because warriors from Turkey 

would not be black, and it is highly unlikely that they would be women. 

Furthermore, it would seem doubtful that they should be on a pilgrimage 

to Spain as the information asserts:, 

let todas eran trasquiladas, sinon sennas vedijas 

que trayen encima de las cabe9as; et esto era 

en razon de commo que vinien en romeria et como 

a perdon. ', 107 

for we have no evidence of there 
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being a place of Islamic pilgrimage in Spain on the same level as Mecca 

or Santiago. L. P. Harvey's solution108 would suggest that the compilers 

of the PCG unwittingly created this mystery because part of the information 

they received and passed on was correct, while the other part they were 

ignorant of and misinterpreted. Firstly, it was known that Turks were 

famed for their bowmanship (the text refers to 'arcos torquis'107) and 

that shaving of the head was a sign of participation in the pilgrimage 

to Mecca (but for men, not women). Perhaps because these Muslim warriors 

were undertaking a religious duty -- serving in a ribät and defending the 

frontiers of Islam -- this was misguidedly equated with a pilgrimage. 

But the PCG compilers obviously did not stop to question this, nor did 

they pause to think whether black-skinned people came from Turkey, or if 

not, to verify the true identity of these strange characters. It is 

difficult to tell whether the muddle was made by the PCG compilers, or 

whether the information was already an enigma in the source. The unusual 

appearance of the warriors could easily have caused a sensation and 

aroused curiosity among the Muslim inhabitants of Valencia as well as 

in the Christian army. Yet the chroniclers of the PCG all too readily 

accept that the information is true, that these warriors were female, 

black and on a pilgrimage. No attempt appears to have been made to 
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consult either geographical works or Muslims in order to solve the 

mystery. The Christians of the West saw Eastern Muslims as strange 

and exotic and were therefore contented, perhaps even gratified, by 

this apparent proof ofit. 

The Christian popular mind, in its considerable ignorance, as 

well as seeing the Muslim as strange, tended to either blacken or 

idealise him. A study of the epic poems as they are recorded in the 

PCG shows that popular accounts of Muslim and Christian intercourse 

often portrayed an extreme view of the Muslim, presenting him as 

either very good or very bad. Christian reverence for individual 

Muslim leaders was common in the Middle Ages, as N. Daniel points out: 

'Praise and condemnation of Muslim morals have 

co-existed within the Christian view since the 

Middle Ages and have to that extent modified the 

theoretic estimate which was solely condemnatory. ' 109 

Let us examine first the examples of the 'good Moor', and hence 

the poeticised relationships between Muslims and Christians as they come 

across in the PCG. Perhaps the central figure for such relationships with 

Muslims was the Cid. His life, even without the accumulations of the 

oral tradition, was a testimony of close contact and working-relationships 

with Muslims. We know that in fact the Cid entered into many associations 

with Muslim leaders -- notably the rulers of Saragossa -- but one 

alliance stands out because it was made famous by the Poema de M% Cid. 

This is the relationship between the Cid and one of his tributary vassals, 

Ibn Galb6n, 110 known as 'Abencanon' in the PCG: 

'Et el rey Abencanon, por cuya tierra passavan, 

era vassallo del Cid, et daval cada anno sus parias. 'lll 

Their relationship was greatly romanticized by the epic, and this 

comes through into the chronicle. Ibn Galb6n is described as being 

extremely loyal and courteous to the Cid and his family: 

'El rey Abencanon, que era sennor de Molina, nunca 

se quiso partir dellas, faziendolas mucha onrra, 
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fasta que fueron en Valencia en casa de su padre; 

la qual cosa le gradescio mucho al Cid. ' 112 

In spite of the mutual affability of the two, it is obvious from 

the Moor's words that it was really only a question of political 

interests: 

'Et el Cid enbio por el moro Abencanon, et comen? ol 

a gradescer mucho ... Et quando el moro lo oyo, 

respondio: "sennor Cid, esto et as devo yo fazer 

por ti, ca desque yo en tu sennorio so, tu me as 

defendido fasta aqui. "+ 113 

Ibn Galb6n showed a realistic political attitude; his true 

feelings and the reason for his apparent friendship for the Cid are 

set out in the Poema: 

'maguer que mal le queramos, non gelo podremos far 

en paz o en guerra de lo nuestro abra 

mucho tengol por torpe qui non conosce la verdad. ' 114 

So in reality, this was only an affected fidelity, a question of 

politics for survival, and the idea that a Mudejar party favourable to 

the Christians existed at the time of the Almoravid invasion is only 

poetic and has no authentic foundation here. Some Muslims 115 
showed 

a preference for the Christiansover the Almoravids, but this again may 

have been for material reasons, for often the Muslim Kings of al-Andalus 

could get a better deal by paying tributes to the Christians than by 

ceding power to the Almoravids. 

Another Muslim figure involved with the Cid in fictional accounts 

is the fagih of Valencia, al-Wagqaghi, known in the PCG as 'Alhuacaxi': 116 

'aquel moro alfaqui que el fiziera alcayde, que 

auie nombre Alhuacaxi, aquel que fiziera los 

viersos en razon de la cibdat de Valencia. ' 117 

The story goes that towards the end of his life the Cid was anxious 

to atone for his sins by consolidating the Christian faith in Valencia 
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and increasing the evangelization of that city. His contacts with the 

liberal al-Wagqashi, who was said to be 'tan ladino que semeiava 

cristianot, 
118 lead the fabricators of the story to make a Christian 

conversion out of it. There is explicit Christian propaganda here as 

'Alhuacaxi' is said to have abjured Islam with a full confession of 

its falseness: 

'"aprendi toda la leyenda de los moros, et fui de los 

onrrados alfaquis que ovo en Valencia ... Agora, 

sennor, yo cuydando en el mio corayon en que ley 

bivia, fallo que visque fasta agora en muy grant 

error, ca todo lo que Mahomat, el falso engannador, 

dio por ley a los moros, todo es enganno et barata. " + 118 

In this novelesque and propagandist ending, he is described as 

seeking to embrace Christianity in its most ascetic form, and as being 

baptised under the patronage. of the Cid as Gil Diaz: 

'Et luego otro dia enbio el Cid por ei obispo don 

Geronimo, et mandol quel diziesse cristiano et 

quel pusiesse nombre Gil Diaz. ' 119 

As an epilogue to the idealised account of the conversion, 'Gil Diaz' 

is said to have accompanied the Cid's body to San Pedro de Cardena where 

he cared for his master's grave and later died and was buried beside 

the Cid's horse. 120 

This information is shown to be fabulous as Arab biographers are 

agreed that a1-Wagqashi died and was buried on Muslim territory near Denia. 

Furthermore, the legend and therefore the PCG are incorrect in making 

al-Wagqashi a native of Valencia, captured in his infancy by Christians: 

"fuy natural desta cibdat, et mios auuelos fueron 

daqui; et quando era mo2o pequenno, cativaronme 

cristianos, et alli apris fablar tan paladinamente 

ladino. "" ME 118 

Arab authors show that in fact he came from Uacax (hence his name), 
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Aa village innToledo. 121 Thus the PCG compilers copy the information 

about al-Wagqashi and his conversion, obviously from the cult of the 

Cid, and show little judgement in distinguishing between propaganda 

and fantasy and reliable rational accounts. 

The Cid's king, Alphonso VI, was also, though to a lesser degree, 

the central figure of popular stories of friendship between Muslims 

and Christians. Again, these were based on an element of reality, for 

his friendship pact with Al-Ma'mün of Toledo was a fact of history. 

Kings and nobles of Christian Spain, if deposed or exiled, often found 

their only alternative in order to survive was to turn for aid to the 

Muslims. The latter, with their traditional high esteem for hospitality, 

usually granted this, especially if they could see a chance for their own 

profit. When his throne of Leon was usurped by his brother Sancho, 

Alphonso VI took refuge with the Muslims of Toledo; since his petition 

was only for protection and not military aid, he found more success 

than his brother Garcia of Galicia had done. An intimate friendship 

grew out of the relationship between Alphonso VI and the King of Toledo 

Al-Ma'mUn, and though it was not a-mere poetic fiction, again, as in the 

case of the 'loyal Moor' Ibn Galb6n, it proved to be an astute manoeuvre 

by the Muslim king to win over a Christian king as allys 

'Almemon, rey de Toledo, pagosse tanto del rey don 

Alffonso quel amo como si fuesse su fijo, et diol 

muy grandes averes, et fizol mucha onrra. Et don 

Alffonso iurol et fizol pleyto que siempre le 

onrasse yl guardasse mientre que con el fuesse 

... et assi se yuraron et se abinieron amos. ' 
122 

It is recorded that the King of Toledo gave Alphonso a noble 

residence apart from the Muslim citizens to ensure that he would not be 

disturbed by them (so the convivencia could not have been too intimate 

or too smooth even in Toledo): 

'Et desy fizo luego a don Alffonso aquel rey Almemon, 

grandes palacios et buenos, acerca del alcapr, 

fuera del muro por quel non fiziese ninguno de la 
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cibdad pesar a el nin a ninguno de su companna. ' 122 

The PCG records certain stories about Alphonso VI and the Muslims 

in Toledo. The first contains the stylistic device of overhearing, so 

common in Arabic stories. It portrays Alphonso VI feigning sleep after 

a hunting expedition, overhearing Al-Ma'mün and his companions 

discussing the best means of capturing Toledo: 

t"si a esta cibdat fuesse tollido el pan et el 

vino et las frutas VII annos uno empos otro, 

estando ella todavia cercada, all ochavo anno 

bien se podrie prender por mingua de vianda. "" 123 

Alphonso. VI is said to have made special note of this and put it 

into practice later, capturing the city for the Christians in 1085 after 

a four-year seige. So according to this popular story, the Muslims 

ironically were themselves responsible for the downfall of Toledo. 

This story is probably of Arabic origin, as is that concerning a 

Toledan Muslim's dream also picked up by the PCG. The scene is set on 

the occasion of the Muslim Pascua de. Carneros, and in the special place 

where this was celebrated. The PCG compilers take the opportunity of 

explaining the custom and at the same time denigrating Islam: 

tuna pasqua de los moros que es quando ellos matan 

el carnero segund su ley de Mahomat, que non es 

nada, salio el rey Almemon con grand companna de 

sus moros pora yr degollar el carnero a aquel logar 

do avien por costumbre de degollarle. ' 124 

Though a Muslim feast, apparently Alphonso and his band of Christians 

witnessed it in the friendly company of Al-Ma'mün: 

'Et salio con ellos el rey don Alffonso con sus 

cristianos por onrrar al rey Almemon. Et el 

rey don Alffonso et el rey Aimemon yvan amos a par. ' 125 

These popular sources ('Et assi como cuentan las estorias todas 

que desta razon fablan') 125 tell of a foreboding dream of one of the 

Muslims there: 
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"tyo sonnava esta noche que este Alffonso que 

entrava por Toledo cavallero en un puerco. "" 125 

The dream was interpreted to mean: "'este a de ser sennor de Toledo" '125, 

no doubt because the pig was taken as a symbol hateful to the Muslims 

and therefore implying their downfall. As Alphonso overheard this, 

his hair was said to have stood on end and refused to be flattened even 

by Al-Ma'mün himself, a detail which is again symbolic and Oriental in 

taste. 

Because of this incident, Alphonso was reportedly made to reiterate 

his vow of non-violence to his host and his family. But this little tale 

from the store of popular history is not vital to explain the pact. 

A1-Ma'mün, with sensible foresight suspected that one day Alphonso might 

become his powerful adversary, and therefore he was eager to annex his 

sympathy at a time when Alphonso was indebted to him. 

In the Reconquest, however, though the popular lore emphasised and 

idealised friendships between Christians and Muslims, in reality, politics 

and ambition always proved stronger than friendship. Thus Alphonso VI 

eventually fulfilled his ambition of reconquering Toledo for the Christians. 

The PCG presents an idealised picture of him, indeed, the whole of 

chapter 846 is dedicated to his praise. It shows him as a warrior who 

championed Christianity and who at the same time kept a pact of 

fraternity with an enemy of the faith and was honoured for doing so. The 

portrait of Alphonso VI in the PCG therefore emerges as very favourable 

on account of the contributions from popular sources and from Christian 

politically- and polemically-orientated material. 

Another almost legendary figure who was romanticized by the popular 

tradition, and whose idealised portrait therefore shines through the 

PCG was the Muslim leader Almanzor. Born Ibn Abi CÄmir, he reached the 

position of king in all but name; 
126 fame of his success and power was 

current in Christian Spain, and the PCG compilers explain his titles and 

unusual position in the kingdom of Cordoba: 



'Et porque siempre las mas vezes fue despues 

vencedor en todas las batallas que se acerto, 

fizose llamar dalli en adelant Almanpor, que 

quiere dezir tanto como "defendedor. "" 127 

'Et Almannor era como en logar de rey entre 

los moros et llamavanle ellos en su aravigo 

aihagib que quiere_dezir en Castellano tanto 

como "omne que es en logar de rey", pero en 

. otro Lugar dize ell arjobispo don Rodrigo 

que alha ib en el aravigo tanto quiere dezir 

como "pestanna" en el castellano. 8 128 

The compilers with their predilection for explaining unusual 
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words 
129, 

repeat the explanation of alha ib and Almanzor three times in 

different placesp13° The explanation of Almanzor is correct131 and 

the third explanation of alhagib, as 'eyebrow' ('soberceia') rather 

than 'eyelash', is more logical. 132 The PCG compilers express a 

preference for the name Almanzor as it was easier to pronounce ('Mas 

tenemos que es mas fermoso este nombre Almanyor et que se dine mas 

apuestamientre que Alhagip, et por esso le dezimos nos assi')133, hence 

in Christian, Spain, Ibn Abi CÄmir was most popularly known by the name 

Almanzor. 

The concern to explain alhagib leads to a misinterpretation by the 

PCG compilers of Rodrigo's and Lucas' information on this. Reference to 

Hisham's first hajib has been taken to be a first Almanzor, and as a result, 

the compilers thought there were two Almanzors: 

'Et esse fue el segundo Alman2or a quien los moros 

este nombre llamaron. ' 134 

Most of the information recorded in the PCG about Almanzor is 

favourable to him, so Rodrigo from whom it is drawn, probably acquired it 

from Arab sources. The leader's efficiency and popularity are insisted 

upon, and the Christianscould not deny his constant victories which made 

him greatly loved by the Muslims. Most of this is true, factual information, 
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but then the PCG goes on to relate 'ietio; material from the lost 

epic Siete Infantes de Lara, in which Almanzor is made to play an important 

role. Here Almanzor is always portrayed in a , favourable light; he is 

the noble and generous leader, showing mercy and magnanimity to his 

Christian prisoner Gonzalo Gustioz, and capable of genuine feelings of 

pity and sorrow. The poem thus makes him into a very human and 

sympathetic character. 
135 It seems that popular accounts like this won 

for Almanzor the reputation of being a Christian sympathisers 
136 

'De Almanpr cuentan las estorias que era omne 

muy sabio et muy atreuudo et alegre et franque, 

et assi sabie falagar et aver a los cristianos 

que semeiava que mas los querie que a los moros. ' 137 

This seems incredible when one considers the many crushing defeats 

he inflicted upon Christians and the affronts he made to their religion. 

A more realistic view of his activities such as this follows the 

idealised portrait formed by the epic and possibly the Arabic popular 

tradition, and is emphasised heavily in the PCG once the poetic material 

has come to an end. The defeats and destruction he inflicted upon 

Christendom and particularly his alleged penetration into the shrine 

at Santiago provoke a bitter condemnation (no doubt from the Christian 

authorities) which contrasts sharply with what has just gone before: 

I ... la eglesia dell apostol saht Yague et los 

otros logares que AlmanTor derribara et 

ensuziara con las suzias costumbres de la su 

suzia ley en que non a pro ninguno. ' 138 

The overall picture however, presents Almanzor as a noble and upright 

leader, and the PCG attributes the trouble suffered by the Christians at 

his hand not to him personally, but to the will of God, using him as an 

instrument to punish the Christians for their sins, just as they had been 

punished, it was believed, at the time of the Invasion; Lýe co krs "t? tr- IA 

4o Kid Rodr'o 'f Qww avýAn avid YAM 3; ve, "h 4 VAUmc 6 Vte r. Ckº. cnl tde 
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'Et esto non vinie por el, mas por la sanna de 

Dios que era sobre los cristianos ... et el 

crebanto que fuera del rey Rodrigo, recudio 

otra vez en tiempo deste rey Almanjor. f 139 

The PCG reconciled thus the conflicting reports about Almanzor 

and in doing so showed considerable respect for the fictional reports 

about him. There is one final popular story about him which the PCG 

has transcribed from Lucas of Tuy. It tells of a fisherman on the banks 

of the Guadalquivir chanting a portentous song in both Arabic and Romance 

about the defeat and death of Almanzor: 

'Sobreste cuente en este logar don Lucas de Tuy 

que esse, dis, en que Almanyor fue venyudo, que 

andava un omne en guisa de pescador por la 

ribera de Guadalquivir dando vozes como que 

llamase et fiziesse duelo, et dizie una vez por 

aravigo et otra por castellano en esta manera: 

"en Cannatannaaor Almanr9or perdio el atamor"; 
140 

et quiere esto dezir, segund departen los sabidoress 

en Cannatanna9or perdio Almangor su alegria et su 

brio et su lojania. Et los de Cordova que querien 

yr alla a aquel omne a llegarsele por dezirle 

alguna cosa et preguntarle, desfazieseles delante 

de los oios et non le veyen, et desi parescieles 

en otro logar diziendo aquellas palabras mismas 

que ante et llorando. ' 141 

It seems that various explanations of this curious occurrence were 

offered at the time, and the authorities came to the conclusion that it 

was a jinn or spirit foretelling and bewailing, with the death of 

Almanzor, the end of Muslim fortunes in Spain: 

'Et dizen aqui los omnes sabios et entendudos que 

esto Bien creen que non era al sinon espirito 
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daquellos a que las escripturas llaman yncubos 

que an aquella natura de parescer et desfazerse 

et parescer de cabo quando quieren, o que era 

diablo que llorava el crebanto de los moros et 

ell astragamiento que les vernie et veno et lo 

suffrieron dalli adelante. ' 142 

The sensation and the sorrow Almanzor's death must have caused 

in Muslim Spain obviously attracted the attention of the popular mind 

and this particular story seems to have been developed by the Muslim 

popular tradition and picked up and possibly commented upon by the Latin 

and Romance chroniclers. The figure of AlmanFor in the PCG is therefore 

made up of information from various sources, Muslim and Christian, 

factual and fictitious, and it appears that traditionally he was a most 

glorious hero to the Muslims, and tb.. the Christians a noble, generous 

and sympathetic leader from the other side. Thus he joins the ranks of 

143 
such as Saladin in enjoying a favourable reputation in the Christian 

West. 

Another tendency of the popular tradition was to portray relationships 

of love between famous Christian and Muslim characters. The PCG picks 
sec 

up from the poetic tradition %wa outstanding examples of this; Charlemagne 
(raoWo & chOS ahd We. NoDN4.3A YNW 

and 'Galiana'Aand Alphonso VI and 'La Mora Zaida'. These two accounts, 
Tittle in4u* dt l. 4/& 

no doubt based on the hypothetical epics Mainete1and Cantar de La Mora 

Zaida, show a high level of fantasy and romanticism with regard to 

Christian-Islamic relations. 

The first of these runs to the effect that Galiana, the king of 

Toledo's daughter, fell in love with 'Mainete"144 and offered to aid him 

if he would marry her, convert her to Christianity and take her to France. 

Her willing offer to deny her Islamic faith and accept Christian conversion 

does not harmonize with the general belief among Muslims of the unlawful 

and disgraceful nature of such an act in the eyes of Islam. Popular 

stories however, with their poetic licence, could overrule such details. 

This story contains elements similar to aspects of the Arabic popular tale: 
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the plot of the lovers' adventures; 

motifs of the lover as fighter and servant (Ica en 

verdad, segund cuenta la estoria, por amor dela 

venie Carlos servir a Galafrel)145; 

the rival ('aquel Bramant')146; 

the Oriental princess learned in astrology (Ica ella 

lo avie ya visto en las estrellas que assi avie do 

seer'). 
147 

Though these are all characteristics identified with the sort of 

story one finds in A Thousand and One Nights, they may have a Greek 

origin; but while there is not necessarily any specifically Arabic 

literary influence directly at work here, these motifs may have reached 

the West under Arabic garb. And the fact remains that the popular 

Christian taste enjoyed stories about exotic princesses (even if, or perhaps 

because, they were the enemy) and romanticised relationships, however 
The, ýrelaº1ýýnst 6 wes G+oýnzýlo Gwshcs " UAC, KoMsti waw t oR kis 

unlikely in reality. UpIs , fit do "0$*, and %400J6 (VWtAKWCIX )'It if, Ja �WW_ ffAi'-6, 

The story of La Mora Zaida is similar to th¬sG., but i 
Ahas 

a stronger 

basis in reality. No poem about her is extant, but one can tell by 

comparison with records which parts of the PCG were contributed by a minstrel. 

The PCG calls her 'ýayda', 148 daughter of King 'Abenabeth'149 of Seville; 

she was in fact his daughter-in-law, not daughter, for she was the widow 

of his son. 

She is said to have fallen in love with Alphonso VI of Castille 

by hearsay: 

let tanto oyo dezir deste rey don Alffonso que era 

cavallero grand et muy fermoso et libre en armas 

et en todos los otros sus fechos, que se enamoro 

dell; et non de vista ca nunqual viera, mas de la 

su buena fama et del su buen prez que crescie cada 

dia et sonava mas, se enamoro dell donna ýayda. ' 150 

This is a stock novelistic theme, with Oriental overtones, if not 

of Oriental origin, and more likely to be a jongleuresque addition than 
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true fact. The idea that the possession of lands and towns was involved 

sounds more authentic: 

tenviol dezir por escripto las villas et los logares 

que su padre le diera, et que si el quisiese casar 

con ella quel darie Cuenca et todos aquellos 

castiellos et fortalezas quel el padre diera. ' 150 

It is not likely that a Muslim woman would have been able to make 

her own decisions as the story suggests, however tensennada' or royal 

she may have been. 151 It seems more probable that she was offered to 

Alphonso VI asa concubine, around the year 1091, as part of a political 

deal between him and the King of Seville. Zaida would naturally havd 

been required to renounce her devotion to Islam and to take on the 

Christian religion ('Ella respondiol que se tornarie cristiana'). 
152 

To marry outside the faith was expressly forbidden to Muslims by the 

Koran, 153 but documents concerning the Mozarabs of Toledo in the twelfth 

and thirteenth centuries154 show that mixed marriages were quite frequent. 

Conversion to Christianity and intermarriage was at least more credible 

and acceptable at this time, the end of the eleventh century, than at 

the time of the fictitious Galiana, and the story on the whole tends 

to be more realistic. 

Zaida is referred to as 'Queen' (I1a reyna donna Maria la caydal); 55 

but that she should. actually have been recognised as Queen of Castille 

and Leon is highly unlikely, firstly because the Christians would never 

have accepted a renegade Muslim as their Queen, and secondly, because 

Alphonso was married to a Christian lady at that time. It must be, 

concluded that Zaida was more like a concubine in the Islamic way. Many 

Christian kings have kept mistresses, so this does not necessarily mean 

that Alphonso was adopting the Islamic system of polygamy, though no doubt 

this system made it easier for Al-Mu'tamid to send his daughter-in-law 

to Alphonso.. 

She bore Alphonso VI his only son, Sancho, but he was killed in 

battle in 1108; he was described by R. Menendez Pidall56 as the last 
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exponent of confraternity between Christians and Muslims. 

This period, especially the reign of Alphonso VI, seems to have 

been marked by a high degree of peaceful contact between Muslims and 

Christians. This was the relaxation of Islam as foretold and lamented 

by Ibn Ijazm. Zaida's whole family showed a preference for the Christians 

over the Almoravids, and they clashed over this with the fugahä, the 

orthodox Malekite authorities who welcomed the Almoravids with their 

renewed strictness and fervour of religion. The death of Zaida's father 

(in_law) is recorded in the PCG as followss 

'Et salio a ellos Abenabeth rey de Sevilla, su suegro 

del rey don Alffonso por uedargelo; "et lidiaron con 

ell. Et el non metiendo la mient nin la voluntad a 

tanto, acaescio quel mataron en la batalla, et non 

yendo a la batalla tan guisado como deuiera et 

pudiera. Et mataronle mayorment por estas rezones: 

porque diera su fija por mugier al cristiano, et 

tenien otrossi que el cristiano era encubiertamientre 

pues que tan grand amor avie con el rey don Alffonso. ' 157 

This description of Al-Mu'tamid ibn cAbbäd's death'is in'fact not 

true; it is either a fiction of the supposed Cantar de is. Mora Zaida or 

a mistake of the chronicle, which mixes up the chronological order of 

events at this point. Al-Mu'tamid was not killed in a pro-Almoravid 

uprising by his own subjects in Seville, but he was deposed and later 

died in captivity. 
158 

The basic idea is true though, that he was disapproved of by the 

religious leaders of Islam for his fraternising with Christians. In the 

store of popular history preserved in various chronicles and collections 

of traditions, are several other anecdotes concerning Al-Mu'tamid and 

his family; one thinks especially of the two anecdotes in Don Juan 

Manuel's El Conde Lucanor ex. XXX. There Al-Mu'tamid is not criticised 

of course for his Christian sympathies, but for his extravagant indulgence 

of his wife. (Arabic history and biography tends to concentrate on the 
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characters of the protagonists rather than on the events. ) In the 

case of both the Christian and the Arabic view, popular accounts 

contribute something to history which 'we should not otherwise have. 

We learn many details about customs, manners, pastimes, religious 

practices etc., along with the popular Christian attitude towards them. 

Thanks to Alphonso X's inclusion in his chronicle of information coming 

from popular sources, we have a more detailed and colourful picture of 

family life in both the Christian and the Muslim communities up to the 

thirteenth century, and especially in the eleventh century. 

Spanish popular lore reflected the realities and the fantasies of 

Christian-Muslim relations, but this contrasted with clerical literature 

which not surprisingly portrayed an ideal situation. The Poema de Fernän 

Gonzalez is more clerical and less popular than the other poems mentioned 

so far, and as a result, the hero represents far more the defender of 

Christianity against the wicked infidel. Since the information on him 

in the PCG is drawn from the Poema, he is projected as an important 

protagonist of the Reconquest, always fighting, as a good and devout 

Christian should, against the Muslims and never in their service. In 

reality, he did sue for peace with a Muslim king, though the poetic 

accounts made out that he had rejected the suggestion as ignoble. The 

PCG also portrays him as intransigent in his religion, chastising previous 

monarchs for betraying their Christian duty by becoming vassals of the 

Muslims, and stirring up religious hatred with his rhetoric: 

''dame esfuerpo et ayuda contra aquella yent pagana 

que viene destroyr a Castiella. ' 159 

It was probably under the influence of the Church that the concept 

of the 'bad Moor' became traditional. The Poema de Fernän Gonzälez, like 

the French epics, tends to blacken the Muslims. Here they are accused of 

conjuring up supernatural aid in the form of black magic and evil spirits 

to confound and demoralise the Christians: 

tuna serpient yrada que vinie por el aer sangrienta 
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et como raviosa, et dava tan fieros sivlos, que 

non ovo y ninguno que non fuese espantada. ' 160 

It seems the Christians considered it as a typical trick of the 

Muslims, and this ties in with the popular view of the learned Muslim 

as a magician or fraud: 

''Amigos, los moros son omnes que saben muchos 

encantamentos, et 11aman los diablos con sus 

espiramientos que fazen; et algun moro astroso 

que sabe fazer estas cosas, fizo aquella vision 

venir por ell aer por espantarnos con esta arteria. "" 161 

Alliance with the Muslims is regarded in this poem as betrayal, and 

the PCG compilers, swayed by the persuasion of the source, advocate and 

praise military activity against them. 

The general attitude to the Muslim in the popular mind was therefore 

moulded by two opposing tendencies -- the view of the common people whose 

personal experience told them that not all Muslims were bad, and who 

liked to indulge in fantasies about these, strange people, and that of the 

authorities of the Church, who in their sermons exhorted the people to 

remain aloof from the Muslims and even to undertake crusades against them. 

The PCG, not surprisingly, reflects both these tendencies as it draws 

information from both popular and clerical sources. 

Conclusion 

The details in the PCG thought to come from Arabic and poetic sources 

tell us a little about the Arabs themselves and their views of Spain, and 

a considerable amount about the way in which the Christian populace saw 

them. 

Firstly, the descriptions of some aspects of Spain's early history 

display the Arab, and particularly Egyptian, taste for tales of adventure 

with a high fantastic content. Such motifs as the: 

sage-king; 

astrologer and dream-teller; 

portentous dreams; 
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quest for wisdom; 

fantastic battles with dragons and giants with seven heads; 

beautiful princess and obstacles set to win her hand; 

evil spirits; 

frightful visions; 

have all come to have especially Arabic 

connotations. The fantastic traditions which provided these details 

were obviously not entirely to the taste of the non-Muslim inhabitants 

of Spain as is shown by the attempts in the PCG to find a rational 

explanation for the more amazing assertions: for example, the seven- 

headed giant was explained as being symbolic, really a king of gigantic 

stature reigning over seven provinces; the vision of the bloody serpent seen 

by Fernän Gonzälez's men was accounted for as a magician's trick; and the 

disappearing fisherman on the banks of the Guadalquivir was, it was decided, 

a spirit from the other world. So here one sees the realistic mind of the 

Iberian'showing sceptical interest in the Arabic literary culture. 

The Christians of Spain obviously saw the Muslims, with their strange 

appearance and customs, and their superior learning connected with 

astrology and magic, as exotic and alien. Their superstitious mind lead 

them to mistrust such mysterious and often awesome people. It seems the 

Muslims at times encouraged this attitude in their enemy and by leading the 

Christians to believe they had supernatural powers (c. f. MÜsä), managed to 

trick them into a sense of awe and powerlessness. The everyday contact of 

convivencia could'not have done much to dispel these popular tendencies. 

The information the PCG compilers drew from Ibn cAlgama's chronicle 

of the Beige of Valencia shows that in the late eleventh century, the 

Muslims of Valencia were not enjoying a happy convivencia with the Christians, 

but disliked them so much that they preferred the rule of African Muslims 

who treated them severely, just because they were Muslims. The Islamic 

religious authorities were stirring up the Valencian Muslims against the 

Christians. This is seen especially in al-Wagqashi's poem, an elegy with 
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typical Arabic rhetoric and pictorial vividness, designed to away 

the people against the Cid and the Christians. The pious Muslims did 

not want to mix with the Christians and resented their books and 

treasured goods falling into the possession of their enemy. 

Although the Christians mistrusted the Muslims and often saw them 

as strange, they enjoyed stories about them and their unusual life-style. 

There was a tendency to authenticate alien and exotic figures by 

portraying them coming'to Spain (Muhammad and the 'Sultan of Persia'). 

For their entertainment, the Christians enjoyed tales about individual 

relationships between a Christian anda Muslim. Perhaps because they 

were illicit, these violent loves and dramatic friendships captured 

the minds and hearts of the common people. Usually they were poetic 

inventions, but often with a basis in reality, as the Spanish Christian 

rational spirit seemd to demand. Idealised portraits of Muslim leaders 

and great warriors, with all the favourable attributes, contrasted with 

the rumours about the Muslims involved in cannibalism, debauchery, black 

magic and deceit. 

It seems the natural reaction of the populace was of mingled sympathy 

and distrust. But open admiration for the Muslims was confessed for their 

superior knowledge and skills. The Christians were in awe of Islamic 

Spain for its knowledge and practice of science and medicine, its 

architecture, technology and craftsmanship. Many concrete examples of 

Islamic culture in this material aspect were obtained by the Christians, 

but it is not certain whether they acquired the skills behind this practice 

and creation. The results of this study confirm J. Caro Baroja's opinion 

of what was the Christian view of the Muslim during the period of Muslim 

presence in Spain up to the time of the PCG: 

'E1 "moro" de otras 6pocas, de periodos mäs o menos 

vagos y remotos, segün la opinion comun, reflejada 

por los escritores de los siglos XVI y XVII, habia 

sido: 10, historiador excelente; 20, astrblogo o 

"estrellero" experimentado; 30, arquitecto sabio; 
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40, guerrero esforzado; 50, caballerolgalante'. 

161 

The Church all the time discouraged friendly contact and as is 

shown by the clerical art and literature, a rigidly hostile attitude was 

advocated towards the Muslims. Any idealised confraternity of poetic 

invention was set against the continual and relentless warfare between 

the larger mass of the two peoples. � 
Thus the haphazard intermingling 

in the PCG of Oriental romanticism and of Christian propagandist 

hatred has a rather incongruous effect. 

This has resulted because Alphonso X wanted to make use of every 

possible source of knowledge about the history of Spain, and often the 

ideas and the attitudes were conflicting. The compilers no doubt did their 

best to harmonize them, but all the same have presented a complex and 

sometimes confusing picture. 
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_3 
NOTES TO CHAPTER 

1 This question is controversial, for the 'pillars' may refer to 

twin rocks at Gibraltar and Ceuta, or the tradition may have stemmed 

from the Phoenicians; the"originjal figure honoured may have been the 

Phoenicians' principal male deity, Melquart. See E. Bradford, 

Gibraltar. London, R�p^r+ Hart_ra., iw 1971, PP-13 and 19. 

Furthermore, Rena Basset, in his article 'Hercule et Mahomet', 

Journal des Savants, nouvelle s6rie, Ire ann'e, pp. 391-402,1903, 

shows that the statue was also thought popularly to be of Muhammad. 

Basset's main authorities for this are Pseudo Isidore of Beja (794 A. D. ), 

who mentions a statue in Cadiz pointing to the East as if presaging 

the Muslim Invasion, and Pseudo Turpin, who refers to a statue of 

Muhammad (connected with the myth of idolatry in Islam) in al-Andalus 
SLlh4M QCt S 

called Salancadis, which is from the Arabic, and means the statue or 

idol of Cadiz. It seems therefore, that this statue in Cadiz was 

successively held to represent a Phoenician deity, Hercules, a 

mysterious hero and even Muhammad. 

2 PCG, p. 8b 

3 A1-Magqari, Nafb at-Tm, translated by P. Gayangos as History of the 

Mohammedan Dynasties in Spain. Londön, reprint 1964, vol. I, ch. VI, 

P"77. 

4 PCG, p. 14b Variant spellings of almujuces: almunices, almonices. 

5 See references to Hercules in Jean Seznec, Survivance des dieux 

antiques. London, Warburg Institute, 1940; and F. Saxl, Lectures. 

London, Warburg Institute; ( Vienna printed 1957) 2 vols. 

6 See the Safi manuscript, Paris M. S. cod. Arabe 5036; k 4mbtZtJ 0f 
Kuckv; is rtr6 t% ceýttc tý Kae aSocrc war1ý" 

7 PCG, p. 8a 

8 Dealt with by J. Seznec in Survivance des dieux antiques ... 

g It is significant that the Spanish Christians with their realism 

should reject outrageous far'. sy of this sort. 

10 PCG, p. 9b 
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11 PCG, p. lla 

12 PCG, p. llb 

13 PCG, p. 12b 

14 See R. Men6ndez Pidal, 'Sobre Aluacaxf y la elegia grabe de Valencia, ' 

Homenaje a D. Francisco Codera, pp. 393-409" Zaragoza, 1904; E. L&vi-Provenpl, 

'La toma de Valencia po r el Cid, ' Al-Andalus, XIII, pp. 97-156,1948. 

15 PCG, p. 636b 

16 PCG, p. 565b 

17 PCG, p. 578b, variants Alhataxi, Alacaxi. 

18 PCG, PP. 575b-582b 

19 PCG, p. 582a 

20 PCG, p. 578b 

21 PCG, p. 576b 

22 PCG, p. 582a 

23 In Ibn 0Idhärl's version of Ibn cAlgama's account, when the Cid is 

referred to, 'the expression '1Dios lo maldiga! ' is almost always 

added. See E. L6vi-ProvenFal, ' La toms de Valencia por el Cid, ' ýl"AMdaýs, Xn; 1'V 

p. 134. (Spanish trans. by E. Garcia G6mezoc pari5 6 Ibh I4äri's 4l 6ßäh 

24 See A. R. Nykl, 'La elegia ärabe de Valencia', Hispanic Review, 

VIII, pp. 9-17,1940. 

25 E. g. fun castiello que dizen Hoznahocab, que quiere dezir "el 

castiello del aguila"'. PCG, p. 566a (From c, 
jx1I 

trZ buPn a1-cug7ab, 

castle of the eagles), and 'la puerta que dizien Bebalhanex, que 

mý quiere dezir "la puerta de la Culebral". PCG, p. 585b (Fro IcL 

bäb al-hanash, gate of the serpent). 

26 PCG, p. 574b 

27 PCG, p. 535a 

28 PCG, p. 548a 

29 PCG, p. 681b 

30 PCG, p. 689b 

31 A. Huici Miranda, Las grandes batallas de la Reoon uista durante las 

invasiones africanas. Madrid, , 
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1956, Introduction p. 9. 

32 There is explicit anti-French feeling in the records of this period: 

'ca mas querien morir libres que ser mal andantes en servidumbre 

de los franceses. f PCG, p. 353b 

33 PCG, p. 356b 

34 Translated from the French version of Fagnan, II, p. 183 and quoted 

in Spanish by Claudio S6nchez-Albornoz in La Espana Musulmana, 

Buenos Aires, Editor a 'r11-fie!, 1946, tome I, p. 221. 

35 PCG, p. 377a-b 

36 In the Arabic ýb. 
sc--t C: 0 

, the who heard him'. Arabic edition by 
11 

G. S. Colin and E. L4vi-Provencal. Beirut, wQpw! m4 1-6, 

1967y, f-111- 

37 Ibn, an expression probably based on the Judaic linguistic form 
It, c srrucEu(e of sbavxkh Kk'4" 

ben, son of. See Americo Castro, 
frkwtk74 nº"1,1is ioo" 

ors In tri ran oen7nnl i+ý Papal ac__d Co i Artn"+`inrn_ Ma r i` 
-P 

l in do 

erea, Jan gar ls}69, pp. 9-ß'L1, 

38 In the 'Arabic 4ý . uncircumcised. 

39 Information taken from G. Sarton, Introduction to the History of 

Science. Washington, 1931, vol. Il, part I. 

40 Quoted by T. W. Arnold and A. Guillaume in The Legacy of Islam, 

Oxford, 1931, p. 271. 

41 R. Bell, The Origin of Islam in its Christian Environment, p. 215. 

42 E. L6vi-Proven? al and E. Garcia Gömez, Sevilla a comienzos del siglo 

XII: el tratado de Ibn cAbdizn, pp. 172-3. 

43 PCG, p. 408b 

44 R. Dozy, Spanish Islam. London, 1913, P. 437 

45 Chasdal ibn Saprüt. 

46 PCG, p. 768a 

47 See note 103. 

48 PCG, p. 635a 

49 PCG, p. 64ob . 
For Su65Aöns M ißt CA 601MMO t) Ste P"rc-. KL(%9a, 

Sann Pedro kC (deaA. O4 Elnt hcroic, ýary oý {fie Cd, ' Med I uwº Ae'us+, %)M, s779, ýq 



50 G. Saxton, Introduction to the History of Science, vol. I1, 

part I, p. 145. 

51 G. E. von Grunebaum, Medieval Islam ..., p. 24. 

52 PCG, p. 8a 

53 PCG, p. 9a 

54 PCG, p. 11a 

55 PCG, p. 12b 

56 PCG, p. 9b 

57 This does not appear to be part of the Islamic tradition around 

Muhammad, and may therefore becof Christian or Jewish fabrication. 
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58 PCG, p. 658b 

59 PCG, p. 581a. Mention is made in the PCO with reference to Ibn Jahhäf 

of the albu4rvolas of the women, that peculiarly'Muslim-expression of 

joy or sorrow: 'et quando yva por la calle davan las mugeres 

albueruolas, et mostravan Brandes alegrias con ei, et salien todos 

a otearie, et pagavasse ei mucho destas vanidades. ' (PCG, p. 567b) 

Albu(rvolas is from the verb Jj walwal, to wail in grief or joy. 

'palabra nueva y poco usada en esta 4'poca (PCG) como results do lo 

and qtw M H, t Ckuisk*K$, 
irregular de la grafia. ' (Neuvonen). This word is unusualrrcoming 

no doubt from the Arabic chronicle of Valencia, and therefore the 

PCG compilers define it with a synonymous expression Imostravan 

grandes alegrias'. Variants: alguarguelas, alnualualos, balaridos. 

60 PCG, p. 589a 

61 PCG, p. 686b 

62 PCG, p. 4a 

63 Mun'yat ar-rugäfa, PCG, p. 340a 

64 alcäzar from the Arabic J al- a$r, 'parte fortificada de un 

lugar, palacio' (Neuvonen) 

65 PCG, p. 364a-b 

66 PCG, p. 486b 

67 Reported by Ibn Sa cid 
and incorporated by A1-Magqari into his work. 

See P. Gayangos, History of the Mohammedan Dynasties... p. 118. 
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68 G. Jackson, The Making of Medieval Spain. London, 

4; 144"Ar 1972, p. 24. 

69 G. Jackson, The Making of Medieval Spain, p. 58. 

70 Op. cit.; p. 22 

71 PCG, p. 530a 

72 PCG, p. 567a 

73 PCG, p. 530a 

74 PCG, p. 588b 
a dý, POr, Nºcý}ZOvý oý alýo++lbrx, 

75 alfamares, probably^fronn 
J_AJfl 

alhhanbal, carpet, cover. An 

uncommon word, and defined here by the compilers with a synonym: 

tapetes. 

76 PCG, p. 615b 

77 c. f. the Hispano-Muslim carved ivory caskets in the Victoria and 

Albert Museum, London. 

78 PCG, p. 616a. Ivory reached the West from Persia and Byzantium, and 

it had Arab connotations, hence the Arabic name marfil, 'reduccion 

del antiguo almalfil ... que procede del trabe cazm al-f-11 or nab 

al-fil 
) 

Lib "hueso de elefante"'. (Corominas) But the exact 

origin is uncertain. 6 

79 PCG, p. 628a. Like the ivory from which the chess sets were often 

made, the game is thought to have originated in the East, but came 

to have Arab connotations through the Arabic name. Acedrez from 

ash-shatranj, chess. ill 
-- 

80 PCG, p. 523b. guadamesci comes fromvwo , ghadä. misi, 'Antiguamente 

"cuero guadameci" como adjetivo, s. XIV, del ar, jild gademesi "cuero 

de Gadämes", ciudad de Tripolitania donde se preparaba este famoso 
(Gadämes is G, ? resat -da) 146j ) 

articulo. i (Corominas) ANeuvonen points out that the PCG usage 

emanates from the Poema de M(o Cid. 

81 A. Castro, La realidad histdrica.., p. 180. 

82 G. Jackson, The Making of Medieval Spain, p. 54" 
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83 For studies of the cultural peculiarities of the Spanish Muslims 

see J. Caro Baroja, Los Moriscos del Reino de Granada, (ensayo de 

historic social). Madrid, Via, 1957, chapter IV (I - Usos y 

costumbres II - El problema cultural III - Principales diferencias 

V- Cambio en el concepto del musulmän); and A. Gallego y Burin 

and A. Gärair Sandoval, Los Moriscos del Reino de Granada, ed. D. 
is Epo (aý2 Eo ix 

Cabanelas Rodriguez. Granada 1968. 
ýt$ *44"W 

vu rdl jh Nr OW4 , ids ýl 
84 This legendary story is recorded in the cAlbbr Majmü'a and may be 

of Arab origin. Traces of the Arabic wa- äla style 'wa... ' a... wa... etc' 

may be detected in the 'et... et..., e..., et... et... I of the following 

quotation. 

85 PCG, p. 307b 

86 PCG, p. 312a-b 

87 See P. Gayangos, History of the Mohammedan Dynasties ; ,..., 

vol. I, p. 285. 

88 PCG, p. 574b. The style of this passage suggests that it is a 

translation from the Arabic, especially in the final metaphor. 

89 PCG, p. 721b 

90 PCG, p. 379b 

91 From al- ubba, outer garment with very full sleeves. Although 

the'word has passed into the Spanish language, it is not common and 

most likely both the garment and the word applied only to Muslims. 

92 PCG, p. 578b 

93 PCG, p. 399a. c. f. Poema de Fernän Gonzälez, ed. A. Zamora Vicente, 

Madrid, Eapaea--8 , 1968 (Cläsicos Castellanos 24): 'lavole e 

vestyol' d'un xamete prepiado' v. 374b. ('xamete' is samite. ) 

94 Because the Arab word for turban, cimama, has not survived as an 

arabism, while the later Turkish word, turbante, hass 'Del it. 

turbante, 1487, y este del turco tülbant o tülbent id. (de orIgen 
akt Q4"m 

persa)' (Corominas, first lmeoor4ino in Spain 1588). 



95 Extracted from the Encyclopaedia of Ibn Fadl Allah (d. 749/1348) 

in 'Monographie sur le Royaume de Grenade', part 4 of Ahmed Zeki's 

'Mdmoire sur les relations entre l'Egypte et l'Espagne pendant 

1'0ccupation Musulmane', Homenaje a Codera, pp. 455-481. Zaragoza, 

1904. 

96 Recorded by A1-Magqari, see P. Gayangos, History of the Mohammedan 

Dynasties ... , p. 116. 
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97 PCG, p. 315a 

98 PCG, p. 580b 

99 PCG, p. 318b 

100 PCG, p. 445b 

101 Muslims forbade non-Muslims living on their territories from wearing 

Muslim attire (see note 16 to chapter 1) and later on, when the 

Reconquest of Spain was complete, the minorities of Moriscos and 

Jews were forced by Christian law to wear distinguishing dress. 

102 PCG, p. 627b 

103 See P. E. Russell, 'San Pedro de Cardena and the heroic history of 

the Cid', Medium Aevum, XXVII, 1958. It has been suggested that the 

title of the legendary history of the Cid (and hence the outline at 

least) has been preserved in chapter 961 of the PCG: 'Cuenta la 

Estoria deste noble varon, el Cid Ruy Diaz el Campeador, sennor que 

fue de Valencia, et dize assy ... ' PCG, p. 642a. See W. J. Entwistle, 

'La Estoria del noble varon el Cid Ruy Diaz el Campeador, sennor que 

fue de Valencia', Hispanic Review, XV, pp. 206-211,1947. 

104 PCG,. p. 629a 

105 See E. Hoffmann-Krayer, Handwörterbuch des deutschen Aberglaubens, VI9 

1934/5= 'Aerodot berichtet von der Persen dass sie Pferden essen. ' 
(theof malm S"Qptt'td by Dr. Cowto ridgc of 04%ew- Ku j ýU ¢ýC l aýc(on 

106 PCG, pp. 636a-637b 

107 PCG, p. 636b 

108 See L. P. Harvey, 'Nugeymath Turquia: Primera Cr6nica General chapter 

956', Journal of Semitic Studies, XIII, no. 2, pp. 232-240,1966. 
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109 N. Daniel, Islam and the West, p. 202. 

i 110 Son of Galbe + Romance augmentative ending -dn. (For hjsýo. wty oý I}btKýatbový, We 
R. rt, 4t4s OcLL, CýOjL, rde ttCo C'4, KadrldI IA tI, Vol -1: FAOý 6, r, "I' 111 PCG, p. 608b 

112 PCG, p. 614b 

113 PCG, pp. 595b-596a 
ºzLti c. 114 Poema de Mio Cid, vs. 1524-26, ed. R. Men(ndez Pidal, Madrid, 9c : a. 

Apr, 1968, p. 191. 

115 Notably Al-Mu'tamid ibn Abbäd of Seville. 

116 cAbd ul-Walid ibn al-Faraj al-WagqatbT. Variants: Aihacay, Albacay. 

Alhataxi, Alfaraxi, Alfaxati. 

117 PCG, p. 632a-b 

118 PCG, p. 632b. ` lýtAd 16 ý(ý5uyvtaýlý ray 

119 PCG, p. 633a 

120 This detail may have a basis in historical reality, as horses were often 

donated to churches among the funeral gifts of the nobility. The idea 

may also have something to do with the Islamic custom of burying the 

dead around the mosques, o 4. bkld mosjus aroma and vu IMM65 of "sýý, l-ý! 
Ste t" Dºtz, 't Sjiä'ß3p"seek""'4'Tivº1bMosc, ucs', frt! ýJcl9, tU( 0 L5ý os"TJi, pr"32z-3, I}. 

121 See R. Menendez Pidal, La Espana del Cid in Obras vo1. VI, p. 574, 

note 3: 'Yacut, en su Geografia, al tratar de Uacax, aldea de Toledo, 

confirma el relato de esas-Cr6nicas castellanas, diciendo: "A1-UacaxC 

estaba en Valencia cuando los cristianos se apoderaron de ella, y 

vino a ocupar el cadiazgo de los musulmanes en este tiempo, despues 

paso a Denia, donde muriö, segün se dice, en 488. " (Fecha errada, 

vease RIBERA, Disertac. y opüs., II, 1928, pag. 283)'. H. Sunderland, 

in his English translation of this work as The Cid and his Spain, 

London, 1934, has the modern form 'Huecas' for Uacax. 

122 PCG, p. 503b 

123 PCG, p. 504a 

124 PCG, ' p. 504a-b 

125 PCG, p. 504b 
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126 The young Hishä. m II was nominally king and Almanzor refused to 

officially usurp that title. 

127 PCG, p. 429b 

128 PCG, p. 395a 

129 See H. A. Van Scoy, 'Alphonso X as a Lexicographer', Hispanic Review, 

VIII9 pp. 277-284,1940. 

130 PCG, pp. 395a, 429b and 445a. 

131 From J al-man$ür, 'victorious', 'defended by Allah'. 

132 alha ib from ß,, 
L)) al-hä ib, chamberlain, also means eyebrow or 

eyelash. 

133 PCG, p. 445a 

134 PCG, p. 429b 

135 The two Muslim army leaders of the poem of the Siete Infantes, Viara 

and Galbe, are also portrayed as generous and merciful: 'Et quando 

los vieron assi canssados et solos Viara et Galbe, ovieron dellos 

duelo et fueronles sacar de entre la priessa, et levaronlos pora 

su tienda, et fizieronlos desarmar; desi mandaronles dar de comer 

pan et vino. ' PCG, p. 440b. 

136 Though this could be an Arab's comment on how Almanzor deceived the 

Christians, the tet... et.. o que... que... I could represent Arabic style, 

and the 'semeiava' could be taken to mean that he made as if he 

loved the Christians and thus deceived them. 

137 PCG, p. 445b 

138 PCG, P. 451a 

139 PCG, p. 448b 

140 Calatanazor, the place of Almanzor's final defeat in 1002 A. D., six 
0C (of Wr inliGSs RP, WWd 

leagues from Soria; from the Arabic) 
I+ 

qal at an-nusur, nc s le 
-ja 

of the eagle(s) The word atamor is possibly ath-thäImür, 
(ste- 1 (7 -Hava, AL- -os l Aý, iDtchds1& J4jo) 

soul, vital spirits, Abut it could also be from tambor, drum, 

symbolising command on the field of battle. The Poema de M{o Cid 

reveals the importance of drums in the Moorish armies: 
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'antes destos quinze dias, si ploguiere al Criador, 

abremos a ganar aquellos atamores' 

Poema de Mio Cid, vs. 1665-1666. ed. R. Menendez Pidal, p. 197. 

141 PCG, p. 449b 

142 PCG, p. 450a 

143 See the ideälised portraits of Saladin in Don Juan Manuel's 

El Conde Lucanor, exempla XXV and L. 

144 From Carlus Magnus + the Romance diminutive ending -ete. 

145 PCG, p. 340a 

146 PCG, p. 340b 

147 PCG, p. 341a 
. 12 

148 Flom ö >-# sayyida, lady. 

149 A1-Mu'tamid ibn CAbbäd, King of Seville 1040-1095 A. D. 

150 PCG, P. 553a 

151 Ibn CAbdün in his treatise shows that Muslim women did take part in 

business affairs, but they were not the prime movers and required 

special treatment: 'El cadi debe interesarse por las mujeres 

litigantes y darles precedencia, puesto que ... se hallan en 

situacidn poco compatible con el pudor de su sexo ... A ningun 

alguacil se le permitirä que hable con una mujer ... Ningun abogado 

debe defender a una mujer ... ' Sevilla a comienzos del siglo XIII..., 

pp. 60-62. 

152 PCG' p. 553b 

153 In the surah 'The Cowl it is stated: 'And do not marry idolaters. ' $kM WM« 
WU4 m%w dlsco"cd Pvom wtiarry scWsorcw; sr; ", su c"cwtxn, ýýi inw. ý'ýý+ºCydoýed3ý'OFIslýuw e"sI, rr. 2z1.131) . týr"stj 

154 See A. Gonzalez Palencia, Los Mozärabes de Toledo en los siglos XII 

y XIII. Madrid, 1926-30,2 vols. (Institut� , d� do Don ;,. an) 

155 PCG, p. 556a 

156 See H. Sunderland, The Cid and his Spain, p. 279. 

157 PCG, p. 554a-b 

158 It seems the Christians did not know the true story of A1-Mu'tamid's 

death, or they would most likely have used it as anti-Almoravid 

propaganda, to which it would have lent itself so well. 



159 PCG, p. 393b 

160 PCG, p. 402a 

161 PCG, p. 402b 

162 Chapter IV, part V 'Cambio en el concepto del Musulmän', p. 131, 

of Los Moriscos del Reino de Granada. 
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PART II Calila e Dimna and El Conde Lucanor, an examination of 

cultural and literary contact between Christianity and Islam in 

medieval Spanish didactic prose 

The Spanish prose exemplum seems to have been a medium through 

which much Oriental cultural material was channelled to the Christian West 

during the Middle Ages. This idea has been asserted by J. E. Keller 

among others: 

'Contacts with the eastern story were fairly numerous, 

but the most important channels of transmission from 

the Orient to the Occident were these: Moorish culture 

in Spain, which maintained constant contacts with the 

seats of Moslem. learning; the thousands of returning 

crusaders and their retainers, as well as merchants 

who traded in the East; and lastly, the Christian 

clergy, who were beginning to incorporate Oriental 

fables with greater frequency into their collections 

of exempla. ' 

This thesis attempts to examine this last channel, the collections 

of-exempla, to evaluate the importance of thirteenth and fourteenth 

century Castile where they flourished, as a transmitter of Islamic 

ideas and Oriental literary techniques to the West. In examining the 

various manifestations of Oriental and Islamic culture in contact with 

the Christian in the popular Romance literature of this period, the 

study begins with a general view. Thence it moves deeper to the 

precise and specific by focusing upon two texts, Calila e Dimna and 

El Conde Lucanor, where by textual juxtaposition and comparison, it 

hopes to identify the sort of material in question and show the 

process of cultural contact and transmission in effect. 

The first section is devoted to background, as it is necessary 

to sketch briefly the history of the exemplum and point out the most 
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important influential works. The place taken by the collections 

Disciplina Clericalis and Calila e Dimna will be designated, and 

their significance as vehicles of cultural transmission examined. 

Their relation to the subsequent Spanish collections of tales 

will be scrutinized. 

Secondly, El Conde Lucanor provides excellent material for an 

exhaustive study of the Arabic and Islamic elements in a book of 

Spanish exempla. Studies on this topic have been carried out before 

by such scholars-as Maria Goyri de Menendez Pidal, A. R. Nykl and 

Diego Marin, but they have usually concentrated upon just a few of 

the tales, or have made a brief general study. 

Finally, a deeper and more detailed study of this same question 

can be made by textual comparison, since El Conde Lucanor offers certain 

tales which are based directly or indirectly upon Arabic models. Thus 

the precise and actual cultural and literary influences of both Islam 

and the Arabic literary tradition in this work can be elucidated. 

It is hoped that the results that emerge from this study will 

shed more light upon the general problem of cultural and literary 

influences and their processes at work in the field of popular 

literature in medieval Spain. 
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CHAPTER 4 Islamic traces in the Spanish collections, of tales 
(L 0. wi caýccrncd he, ýc onlýw t c, orýcýlztt, +ýcu. ý(ýcwý L4 heK buk on[. Stiov(d beariý ßi44 

i) Background Y+ak cv"u, rre. 4 k'kt 0. m , gas alto & WOKrn L-M & Pv AcsT "h ko aKA PLia drus (fl "it, owXcvol ckkn1, ) 

The literary history of the exemplum 
can be traced briefly 

through three phases: 

1) Its origin (which is rather obscure) and development up to the end 

of the twelfth century; this primary phase includes the appearance 

of Petrus Alphonsi's Disciplina Clericalis, 2, the first Occidental 

collection of tales, mostly of Oriental origin. Petrus Alphonsi, 

a converted Jew, though writing in Latin, was to have an enormous 

influence on the Vulgar literatures of the West, and therefore is 

important to this consideration of the Romance exempla. In the 

popular literature as well as the erudite works, Jewish translators 

and writers were an essential link in the chain of cultural transmission 

from East to West. Petrus Alphonsi may be said to have made the first 

contribution to the vogue in the West for this genre of popular didactic 

literature which is connected with education--'mirrors for princes'-- 

sermons and preaching, and at the same time with light entertainment. 

2) The genre flourished in the thirteenth and fmurteenth centuries, with: 

the translation of Calila e Dimna 3 
c. 1251; King Sancho IV's 

Castigos e Documentos 4; Libro de los Enxemplos 5 (many of the tales 

coming from Disciplina Clericalis); Sendebar, especially in the Spanish 

version translated in 1253 (? ) on the orders of the Infante-Don Fadrique, 

brother of Alphonso X and uncle of Don Juan Manuels Libro de los Enganos 

y asayamientos de las mujeres 
6; 

Libro de los Gatos 
71 in imitation 

of a collection by Odo of Cheriton; Clemente Sänchez de Vercial's 

Libro de los ejemplos por ABC8; and Don Juan Manuel's El Conde Lucanor 9, 

1335" Many of the tales to be found in these collections of exempla 
apse A ,. dä " w, Ttc 

reappear in romances and novelsAsuch as Poridat de las Poridades 109 

the Castilian version of the pseudo-Aristotelian Secreta Secretorum; 
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Barlaam e Joasaph 11; 

El Libro del Cavallero Zifar 
12; 

Ramon Lull's 

Libre des Bestien 13 
and the Aroipreste de Hita's Libro do Buen Amor 

14. 

3) Finally, the fifteenth century proved a period of decadence for the 

collections of exempla, El Esp6culo de los legos 15 being one of the 

most notable of the last works to survive. 
Although the primary object of the study is to look for traces 

of Islamo - Christian contact in these prose tales, the origin of the 

genre is not Islamic, nor even Arabic, but Indian, Buddhist and/or 

Hindu. But it is interesting to see what mark Islam and Christianity 

have left upon it. The origin and development of the Oriental tale 

have been described in detail by Gaston Paris. 16 He shows how 

Buddhism, emerging. between 600 and 700 B. C., taught a philosophy by 

means of examples from everyday life. Its metaphysical conception 

of the negativity of existence grew into a school of morality of which 

the principal teachings were prudence, pity, abnegation, and scepticism 

towards appearances; these qualities were encouraged because life itself 

was held to be only an illusion, and power, fortune, and especially 

women, with their trickery, all deceitful and the cause of trouble 

and downfall. Such unattractive concepts could only be brought home 

by interesting the hearer in a good story which would capture his 

attention. It is these stories which have often stuck, and been 

propagated among peoples of other cultures, frequently losing or 

changing their didactic content. 

Originally, the tales were no doubt compiled in India, written 

in Sanskrit, between 200 B. C. and 200 A. D., for use in Buddhist preaching. 

We do not possess them in their original form, only posterior short 

versions, or translations made in Persia and China where Buddhism 

penetrated. One such abridged version is the Sanskrit Panchatantra 

or The Five Books, the original version of Calila e Dimna. The 

Panchatantra was translated into Pehlevi in the sixth century (o. 550 A. D. ) 
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on the orders, reputedly, of a monarch called Chosroes; 'this 

version in literary Persian is lost, but the content survives in 

the Arabic translation Kalila wa-Dimna made by tAbdalläh ibn al-Mugaffa' 

in about 750 A. D. It is the thirteenth-century Castilian translation' 

of this work, Calila e Dimna,. which provides evidence in this study. 

The stories were transmitted westwards and were re-worked 

consciously or unconsciously, by the Semitic mind; under such a process 

they became in general more 'moral' in a Western monotheistic sense 

and moral precepts were epitomised in short sayings and proverbs. 

Christianity was found to have many aspects in common, or at least 

parallel to, the Buddhist concepts, for example, asceticism, love of 

chastity, celibacy, voluntary poverty, humility, charity, religious 

life in communities, detachment and disdain for the world and its 

vanities. Yet some tales had to be accommodated to the religion 

and manners of the countries of the West, where the people were un_, 

familiar with such concepts as the belief in polytheism, metempsychosis, 

caste and the organisation of society and power as it existed in India, 

polygamy and the religious practices of the peoples who invented the 

tales. 

In many cases in the transmission of the tales there was a loss 

of moral significance, effacement of some of their distinctive traits, 

and therefore destruction of their logical development. Some 

changes came about by incomprehension---things not understood were 

omitted--but also by memory failure and even caprice; these changes 

were either perpetuated, or at times reversed, elements being 

restored or modified by later re-workings. For example, in the 

original Indian, the proper names of the animals and places had a 

special significance and this was lost when the tales were 

translated into Persian. 

Another familiar example of a popular prose work that has come from 
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the East to find success in the West and influence Western literature 

is the collection A Thousand and One Nights; this is more Arabic'and 

Islamic, but is not so useful in this study since there is no 

corresponding medieval Spanish version of the collection as such. 

It has been conjectured 
17 that some of the basic tales of 

A Thousand and One Nights also have their origins in the 

Panchatantra, though the majority are later Arabic inventions. 

Certainly, these collections have three important traits in 

common, traits which were transmitted to the West via Arabia as part 

of the genre. Firstly that of the didactic tale; this type of 

story was called in Arabic the mathal (pl. am äl), and resembled 

the parables of the New Testament. Th$ root of this word means 
QQr s0 VIVA Nºe Old S Afri k wo"d Qimt4g (Ke doubt du"vcd (Lev-. LAC CWS' LU k" 

an 'example', 
meýx wg It' aid QixltMSºeh ý 4uºrn' '') 9ýý 'Ry E4it w4cd; cvwt I We- ýýýý ýCSýson 

tý cGlN+t Igo s'ý 

The content of such works as Disciplina Clericalis, Calila e Dimna, 

Castigos e Documentos, Poridat de Poridades and El Conde Lucanor is 

lesson material for young princes on statecraft and general worldly 

wisdom. There is a certain 'moral' development through the history 

of the transmission, for the qualities taught by the original tales 

are not identical to those taught by the same tales when re-told 

centuries later. The early Indian works taught one how to avoid 

disaster by being clever; deeds and their consequences being what 

mattered. As the tales were propagated through Persia and Arabia 

where they came under Zoroastrian influence, certain Western moral 

qualities were added to their didactic content, for example, the 

chapter on the punishment of Dimna was added by Ibn'al-Mugaffd% 

And when the stories were repeated and re-interpreted by Western 

writers such as Don Juan Manuel, the genre became a highly 

moralising vehicle with a specific Christian purpose. 
18 
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The second trait coming from the Orient is that of the frame- 

story. This device was designed to aid the memory and give unity 

to the episodic material; it is used in the Panchatantra and hence 

Calila e Dimna, in A Thousand and One Nights, Barlaam and Josaphat, 

Disciplina Clericalis, Clemente Sänchez's Libro de los eiemplosror ABC 

and finally in Don Juan Manuel's E1 Conde Lucanor, the first original 

representation of the boxed story in Castilian. 

The third trait is that of the frequent use of animal characters. 

This is part of the belief, prevalent in Buddhism and Brahminism, that 

animals are in various stages of transmigration, and thus reflect 

human attributes. An essentially alien concept to the West, it was not 

always of easy acceptance there, though as a result, in allegory, the 

type rather than the individual tended to persist. 

This study hopes to examine the role of Calila e Dimna as a 

carrier of these alien cultural and literary elements. It will then go on to 

survey'the principal collections of Spanish exempla from the point of 

view of Oriental content, with the aim of ascertaining both the Oriental 

contribution to Western prose works and also the approach of the Spanish 
(corýtctij, refs hº«c) 

Christian writers to this. J. E. Keller points outAthe usefulness 

of ä study of Calila e Dimna in this context: 

'It helps us to understand the place of Moorish 

thought and attitude toward life; it reveals 

the way in which Eastern literary tastes and 

philosophies were able to penetrate Spain and 

the West; it helps to measure the closeness of 

the cultural contacts between the court of the 

Learned King and the East, through Moorish Spain; 

and it exemplifies the kind of oriental themes, 

motifs and stories which could successfully 

cross linguistic, religious, racial and 

geographical frontiers. ' 19 
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ii) Oriental and Christian cultural elements in Calila e Dimna 

The fact that the book is a translation means that the content 

has usually been respected and conserved, and remains largely unchanged, 

at least from the Arabic, if not from the Indian original, on its btLK3 

turnte into Old Spanish. The c. 1251 Old Spanish version 
20 

was not 

a new version or even a re-working, but a close-as-possible 

translation. Hottinger, 21 in his examination of the translation, 

has shown that the book has been translated literally and word for word 

where possible, paraphrased where necessary to convey the full meaning 

into the more deficient thirteenth-century Spanish, and again word for 

word where the meaning has not been quite understood. This should 

account for the. fact that the book is not particularly Christian in 

its ideas or in its details. Furthermore, it is only Islamic in the 

parts which Ibn al-Mugaffa', the Arabic translator, added himself, and 

then not particularly so, perhaps because he was a doubtful convert 

to Islam (he was originally Zindiq or pagan with Christian connections) 

and may not have entered into the full spirit of writing an Islamic- 

inspired book. If one assumes that, according to the legend, the book 

was originally compiled by ging Chosroes' the physician Berzebuey, on 

examining his-life-story which introduces the tales, it is not 

surprising to find that the book is so non-commital with regard to 

religion. Berzebuey reputedly undertook a search for the true religion: 

'quiseme dexar de todo e meterme a fazer pesquisas 

de las leyes e preguntar por ellas e estudiar en 

ellas. 
22 

Religious polemic was very common in the literature of the Middle 

Ages, and here it follows much the same pattern as that found in later 

works of a similar purpose, 
23 that is, firstly the discovery that 

there are. many religions and sects: 
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'Et fal16 las leyes mucho alongadas et las setas mochas... ' 24 

'... et todos se enfingien quetenien derecho et que los 

que contra ellos eran que yazien en yerro e en perdimiento. 

Et vi entre eilos gran contrariedad en el criador et en 

las criaturas e en el comienpo e en la fin del mundo. 
' 25 

then the hearing of representatives of the different religions in turn: 

'Et tove por bien de otorgar a los sabios ea los 

mayorales de cada una ley, sus comennamientos e ver 

qu6 dirian, por razon de saber departir. la verdat de 

la mentira e escoger a anparar-la una de la otra, et, 

conoscida la verdat, obligarme aella verdadera mente... 

Et fize esto et pregunt6 e pensd e non falls ninguno 

'dellos que me dixiese mäs que alabar asi ea su ley 

e denostar al agena', 
26 

finally, the resulting conclusion - in this case, dissatisfaction 

with all: 

'Et despues que esto vi non falle carrera por donde siguieGe 

a ninguno dellos... ' 26 

Thus the physician Berzebuey approved of neither the Christian 

religion nor the Muslim. However, the story has it that he wished 

to gain eternal life somehow, and had a desire for the ascetic life, so 

he decided upon a way of life directed by his social conscience, 

generally moral and religious, but without belonging to any of the 

great religions: 

'... et tove me por pagado de toda obra que solamente las almas 

testiguan que es buena (et) en que se acuerdan las almas 

de las leyes... Et con esto asosegud e asegurd mi corajon. ' 27 

According to the story, Berzebuey decided to be guided by essential 

rules which are basic morality, common to every religion, which, however, 

no doubt originate in the Buddhist ideal. One finds therefore, in 
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Calila e Dimna ideas which are common to both Christianity and Islam 

and cannot be said to be specifically the one or the other. This 

is particularly true of the concept of God. 

'Dios' is called upon and referred to many times in the book, 

to ask help, mercy, give thanks, etc., but He is almost always a very 

general concept of deity, as Creator and All-powerful. In the tale 

of the Ring Dove, 'por que aya bien de Dios' is the intention of 

the friends. The polytheism of the Indian original has largely 

disappeared, and apart from a few obscure traces of it, God is the 

One-God. For example, 'in the tale of King cederano, the king 

prays and thanks God: 'fizo preps e graFias a Dios' for his 

personal intervention in having mercy on him and helping him: 

'Synon que me ovo Dios merced e me acorrio con consejo de Helbed, 

fuera perdido en este mundo e en el otro... ' 28 This quotation 

illustrates a basic monotheism with a further belief in a future life. 

To gain this future life, 'el otro syglo', one is recommended to 

deny the world and practise asceticism. Everlasting glory or 

damnation is an essential idea in both the Bible and the Koran-- those 

who have believed and done pious works in this world will be 

recompensed in the after-life, while disbelievers and evil-doers will 

be'punished--but here the idea is confused with and probably based upon 

the original Indian concept of doing good in order to be reincarnated 

as a higher being. 

There are many ascetic figures 29 in Calila e Dimna --the religious 

jackal, monks and hermits--and usually they are treated with the 

reverence-and respect they deserve, but not always. In several cases 

they are tricked, cheated, robbed, and generally made to look 

ridiculous. Thus one finds a dichotomy, almost a contradiction, in 

the book, for on the one hand it preaches asceticism and good works, while 

on the other it advises. worldly wisdom--cleverness and quickness, 
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revenge and a withdrawal of faith and trust. This last teaching 

obviously comes from the original Buddhist dogma. 

The worldly wisdom recommended in many cases is distinctly 

non-Christian, and, expressed in Western terms, it is more akin to 

the Old Jewish Law of the Old Testament--'an eye for an eye and a 

tooth for a tooth'--than to the New Christian Law of charity and 

'turning the other cheek'. Calila e Dimna advised that it is 

dangerous and wrong to show charity or friendship to an enemy, 

in it cruel punishments are meted out to the evil Brahmins and to 

Dimna. Dimna's trial and punishment were added by Ibn al-Mugaffa', 

because he felt that-'to the Muslim mind castigation was necessary. 

In this respect then, the preaching of worldly wisdom is nearer 

to Buddhism and Islam than to Christianity. 

Islamic traces in Calila e Dimna 

Direct and indubitable references to Islamic beliefs are very 

few, and if they have not actually been eliminated by the Spanish 

translators (details of this nature vary according to the Arabic and 

Spanish text used), they are obscure. Out of a total vocabulary of 

about two thousand two hundred words, only thirty are of Arabic 

extraction, and of these, about half are current in the modern 

language--such words as mezquino and alcahueta. So the text is not 

as arabized or islamized as one might have expected. Certain 

passages, however, seem to have their inspiration in the Koran. 

Fortexample, in the Alemany edition 
30 

of Calila an allusion is made 

to the jihäd, for it states that a man fighting in the cause of God 

will go straight to Paradise if he is killed. More concretely, certain 

expressions such as 'una ora del dial and 'si Dios quisiere' 

('insJ 'a-11äh) can be traced to direct translations from the Koran. 

A vague allusion to Islamic ritual is to be found in the tale of 

the 'Rata cambiada en nina', where the religious man appears to 
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carry out the necessary ablution before prayer: 

'a banose e fizo su oraFion. ' 31 

The practice of polygamy also enters into certain tales, In 

one case, both the Cheikho 32 
and the KbalI1 33 texts of 

Kalila wa-Dimna refer to a man's wives: 'aus mugeres', while the 

Old Spanish version limits him to one wife: 'su muger'; yet on the 

whole, the Old Spanish understands the Oriental and Islamic custom 

of pölygamy and takes it for granted, as in the Arabic tale of 

King ýederano, who has several wives apart from his favourite 

Irakht. No attempt is made to alter this or make it more Christian, 

in fact the B text even attributes to him wives to the number of 

'diez e seys mill', 
34 

a detail possibly deriving from anti-Muslim 

propaganda. -,., 

Juxtaposing the different Arabic and Old Spanish texts, 

passages are revealed where Islamic references have been omitted in 

the Spanish translation. The Khalil text for example, has a 

reference to Muhammad, Alemany transcribes it as 'la morada del 

Enviado y de los profetas', but this has been omitted in the 

thirteenth century Castilian version. The Cheikho text contains 

an allusion to the tazawwad, the Islamic journey after death: 

'... el siglo y de proveerse bien para el viaje hacia 61. ' This 

occurs in the chapter on the Ring Dove, but the Old Spanish 

translates it more neutrally as: 'e de fazer por que aya bien de 

Dios. ' 

One finds a little more evidence of Islamic and Arabic 

organization and way of life when looking at details of background 

and social terminology. But on the whole, though these Arabic 

terms are present in the various Arabic versions, they have often been 

changed into their Spanish equivalents or Christian counterparts 

in the Spanish translation. In chapter IV, on the Trial of Dimna, 

the 'visirs' are mentioned in the Arabic accounts, and Senceba the Bull 
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is 'el mejor'de los visires', 
35 but this term is suppressed in the 

Old Spanish translation. 'Los visires de sultän' in Cheikho's version 

of the tale of the religious jackal becomes merely 'los rreyes' in 

Old Spanish. Again, in the tale of the 'galäpago e el ximio', 

Cheikho refers to the Sultan: 'en proveoho del sultan', 
36 but this is 

not to be found in the Spanish version. A faq! h is neutralised to 

'te6logos de la'ley', 34 
and a mi räb to a 'santo lugar' or 

"monasterio''. 38 

The reverse also happens on occasions; instead of specifically 

Islamic terminology being replaced by neutral words, words which are 

neutral in Arabic are conveyed in more specific terms in Spanish. 

For example, such words as 'auxiliares', 'torte' and ! consejeros', 

which could belong to almost any social establishment, are translated 

more precisely into Spanish terms as 'cavallero' or 'vasallo'. Thus 

generally speaking, the Arabic and the Spanish versions of Cali la e 

Dimna each use their own terminology to refer to the organization 

of the state and the everyday life of. men. 

Finally, a few details taken from tales which relate to the life 

of men rather than animals reflect the Arabic setting. In the 

background there are references to Oriental spices, perfumes, 

incense: 'safumerio', hair lotions: 'asi Como a los cabellos, que 

quando los omne tiene en la cabefa pdynalos e iintalos con las mejores 

unturas que puede', 
39 

barbers: 'alhageme/alhagel' 40 
and Oriental 

(cot%yrýu ' 
cosmetics like kubl: 'collyrio'^ 41 The Oriental love of ornament 

and luxury comes out in the many references to precious stones such 

as pearls and jacinth, and in the tale of King gederano there are 

descriptions of beautiful clothes and jewelry offered to him as 

gifts. This tale is particularly strong in Islamic taste, as such 

luxury is'very far from the Buddhist ideal. The animals and the food 

mentioned in this tale are also of an exotic nature: elephants and 
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camels, palm-trees and dates: 'd6tiles e manteca, que son casas extranas 

para en aquella tierra. ', 'rice: tun manjar de arroz, que los rreyes 

de Yndia solian comer mucho arroz, 
42 

and finally 's6same', which is 

sold in the 'zoco'. All these details and touches of local colour 

were no doubt added-to the tales on their way through the Arab and 

Islamic lands, and have been conserved in the Spanish versions. 

Christian additions to Calila e Dimna 

The search for Christian elements in the tales proves rather 

unrewarding, for it appears that there was no definite attempt on the 

part of the medieval Spanish Christian translators to Christianise the 

text. It is only in rare places that Christian details or motives have 

crept. in, °perhaps as an inevitable result of the thinking of the 

Christian mind of one or more of the translators. The A text 

contains-two references to the Christian action of crossing oneself: 

the first one occurs at the end of chapter V, the tale of the 

Ring Dove: 

tE synose e santiguose muchas vezes. ' 43 

and the second in the tale of 'E1 religioso, el ladrdn y el 

demonio', where, --in the presence of the devil, the religious man 

'santigubse', 
44: 

There are several occasions where dubious pagan beliefs have 

been Christianised. The metempsychosis in certain tales which go 

back to Indian mythology has been disguised under Christian motives. 

One such tale is that'of the 'Rata cambiada en nina', where the rat 

is turned into a , maiden and back again by the hermit's request to God: 

tun rreligioso, cuya voz Dios oya... rrogo a Dios 

que le mudase en nina. v 45 

The hermit always prays to God, and not to the sun deity or the 

wind deity as in the original, and it is an angel who moves the clouds, 

not an'-independent force: 
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'E el fizo oraci6n a Dios commo solia por que el 

viento casase con su fija' 46 

le luego el rreligioso fizo rrogaria al ängel... ' 47 

Likewise, in the tale of the Owls and the Crows, the suggestion 

made by the treacherous owl that he should throw himself into the 

fire in order to be changed into a crow, is explained as a sort of 

Christian miracle in return for martyrdom; the owl would make a 

sacrifice to God, and in return, God would give him what he desired, 

namely, to be turned into a crow. 

The Brahminic belief in evil genii, although also present ini-the 

Semitic religions, has been replaced by the Biblical concept of the 

Devil. In the tale of 'El religioso, el ladrön y ei demonio', the 

Brahmin and the evil geni give way to the monk and the devil or 

Satan: 'religioso... e el diablo en forma de omne. ' 
48 The Brahmins 

and their incantations in the tale of King Pederano are replaced 

by an undefined religious sect 
49 

and prayers: 

'deziendo Fiertas orapiones, e Dios que le perdonaria 

todos sus pecados. ' 50 

Magical incantations are replaced by vaguely Christian prayers 

imploring God's forgiveness for sins, though in one place, the B text 

retains the word 'escantemos'. 50 

In the tale of the Man and animals saved from the pit, magic and 

healing herbs, and even recourse to a geni as in Cheikho, are 

replaced, by the religious man's prayer to God and faith in him that he 

will cure the King's daughter. 

In all these cases, however, the religious modifications cannot 

be said to be specifically Christian. The term 'Dios' is still vague; 

Muslims believe in angels too, and the granting of one's wishes in 

prayer is again rather neutral. 

The moral of the tale 'Del fijo del rrey e del fydalgo e de sus 
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companeros' (chapter XVI), is that one should put oneself into the 

hands of God, for one can achieve nothing from one's own efforts 

without His consent: 

'Yo tenia que era muy fuerte cosa de ganar algo:... 

que non sope que fazer, salvo acomendarme a 

Dios ea su merged, e dexar mis fechos en su 

mano, e tenerme por pagado de qu juizio... que ninguno 

por arte nin por fuerp non puede contrastar lo que 

ha de ser por su mandado nin crear lo que no ha de- 

ser. ' 51 

This is determinism, a subject of debate in both religions, Christ- 

sanity and Islam. Though in this case it probably comes from the 

original Buddhism of the tales. In the Arabic texts there are also 

vague references to determinism in the chapter on the Lion and the Bull 

and in the final conclusion of the book, but these have been ironed 

out in the Spanish translation. Andr6 Miquel, 52 translating the 

? Azzäm text into French, has in this chapter an abstract discussion 

of the cause and effect of the Lion's anger: 

'... la fafon dont les causes, en passant ä l'effet, 

d4terminent le cours des ev&ements... ' 

Cheikho's Arabic texts reveal references to Destiny and 

predestination which are not present in the Old Spanish translation: 

Senseba: 'y no fu6 sino el destino el que me metiö. ' 

The sense of the term 'destiny' is vague, as is the concept of 'God' 

and the, whole theology of the book. The Christianisation, if it can be 

so called, is very thin, and there are places where the belief-in 

polytheism of the Indian original shows through, along with the 

Arabian delight in magic. One example of this is the 'god of the sea' 

in the'tale of the 'Chorlita tytuya que pele6 con el mar', a figure 

transferred into the Old Spanish version as 'el mayordomo de mar'. 

Another is the thinly-disguised sun-deity and wind-deity of the 
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'Rata cambiada en nina'. There are references to magicians, 

perhaps originally snake-charmers: 

'un omne encantador' 
53 

'et vido el rrastro de los encantadores, 
54 

in the cave of 

'Las garzas y el zarapico' (chapter XVII). 

Even magic formulaeappear, as for example, the false ones 

'xulan, xulan' 
55 

or 'saulam' 56, 
which deceived the foolish 

robber. 

In the case of this last example, such details have probably been 

conserved in the Spanish Christian version for their picturesque value. 

In other cases, alien concepts may not have been eliminated for fear of 

mutilating the story and leaving it incomprehensible; there is 

a reluctance on the part of the Christian translators to extract 

alien material which would require extensive replacement or 

accommodation in the new environment. 

In conclusion, it appears that conservation of Oriental elements 

is fairly arbitrary, but it can be said that on the whole, it is the 

tales concerning people, kings and their courts, which bear the more 

evident traces of specifically Arabic or Islamic material. 

The animal tales yield very little in this respect; and this is 

not a surprising conclusion, for although the animals are made to 

behave like humans, they do not dress themselves as humans do, they 

do-not use perfumes or ointments, or go to market, conduct commercial 

transactions or go to worship in a mosque or church. The animal fable 

takes the essence of a story, which is usually neutral and universal 

in morality, and has very few details which could reveal a specific 

origin. And as has been demonstrated, the 'religion' preached in 

Calila e Dimna is so old, going back through Christianity, Islam, 

perhaps even Zoroastrianism, through Brahminism to Buddhism or even 
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further, that it has become very vague, confused in places and 

ambiguous. It is the basic morality of most religions, a 

sensible combination of leading a life of temperance and good 

works in order to fare better in an after-life and conducting 

oneself with intelligence and quick wits in this world in order 

to prosper and not be exploited or ridiculed by fellow men. 

Since this ideal is common to the majority of idealogies, it is 

therefore only in the details of social background that one can 

definitely discern individual cultural contributions in the 

various versions of the tales. 

iii) Arabic traces in the medieval Spanish collections of tales 

and the debt owed by the latter to Calila e Dimna, the Sindbad 

cycle and Disciplina Clericalis. 

The p; AblioaU of Petrus Alphonsi's Disci Lina Clericalis 

and later the translation of Calila e Dimna were of paramount 

importance in the history of populax literature in Spain, and their 

influence was enormous in the propagation both of the exemplum 

as a literary genre and of the individual stories themselves. 

Influence of Calila e Dimna 

According to J. E. Keller's Motif Index of Medieval Spanish 

Exempla, 
57 based on the larger Stith Thompson Index, 58 there are 
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involve animal protagonists, so the importance of the Castilian 

version of Calila e Dimna as a propagator of the animal fable in 

the Christian West is in evidence. The eleven Calila tales and 
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their new literary contexts are as follows: 

1) Enmity and war of crows and owls: El Conde Lucanor; 

2) Envious jackal makes lion suspicious of bull: El Conde Lucanor; 

3) Man and serpent/Evil for good: Dis. Cle; and L. de Enxemplos; 

4) Man kills faithful dog: L. de los Enganos; 

5) Animals rescued from pit: L. de Enxemplos; 

6) ! Peligros del mundo': L. de Gatos and Barlaam; 

7) Dog sees reflection of meat in water: L. de Buen Amor; 

8) Air-castle/Jar of honey to be sold: El Conde Lucanor; 

9) The ass without a heart: L. de Buen Amor; 

10) The robber and the moonbeam: Dis. Cler. and L. de Enxemplos; 

11). Pigeon kills mate over swollen wheat: L. de los Enganos; 

On juxtaposing the versions of each tale in Calila and, in the other 

works, one finds that they vary hardly at all, and the differences that 

are to be noticed--usually of length--are not relevant. to cultural 

phenomena. One would have thought that Calila e Dimna, being a faithful 

translation of an Arabic book, (although in turn a translation of an 

Indian original), would have abounded in details pertaining to Arabic and 

Islamic things, and that these ideas would have been thus transmitted 

to medieval Spain. But in fact, there is generally speaking little 

information in Calila e Dimna relating to human social intercourse 

and cultural matters, and therefore very little to convey to the 

Spanish Christian audience. Occasionally one feels the exoticism of 

an Oriental setting, as for example, in the tale of the Robber and 

the Moonbeam, which is specifically of Arab origin, and of which 

Disciplina Clericalis (but not the Libro de los Enxemplos), conserves 

the magic word in Arabic: 'saulem'. This positively testifies to an 

Arabic background which has been conserved, but in many cases, the 

original cultural setting of a tale has been erased and replaced by 

one which is more neutral or more accommodating to a particular 

people. 
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Perhaps the best example of this is the tale categorized as the 

'Air-castle' or the 'LaitAre', though better known to Spanish 

readers as 'Dona Truhana'. The tale was traced back by Max Müller 59 

to its Indian origin in the Panchatantra; from there it had passed 

through the Arabic Kalila wa-Dimna into medieval Spanish in 

Calila e Dimna and Don Juan Manuel's El Conde Lucanor, and finally 

into Old French. 
6o 

Originally, the protagonist wqs a religious 

man lying on his bed daydreaming of having a son and chastising him 

with a stick; while brandishing it he broke the pot of honey, his 

source of fortune, suspended over his head, and all his dreams came 

to nothing. When the tale was re-worked by Don Juan Manuel 

(Exemplum VII: 'De? lo que contesci6 a una muger quell dezian 

dona Truanaw') the religious man disappeared and was replaced by 

Dona Truhana, who, on her way to market, began to laugh with 

self-satisfaction about the fortune she was going to make, and 

caused the pot to fall to the ground and its contents to be lost. 

Thus here is a tale taken from its original Oriental setting and 

placed in a more neutral and accessible situation. No doubt the 

thought of a religious man dreaming of having a son and then being 

ridiculed was unacceptable to the pious minds of medieval Christians. 

It is impossible to tell whether Don Juan Manuel heard the tale in 

Calila e Dimna and then made the change himself, or whether it was 

already in the form of 'Dor'a Truhana' when he came across it. (The 

latter is more-, -likely, given his careful conservation of the other 

tales. ) 

The conclusion that suggests itself is that the tales to do with 

people often bear some trace of the former cultures, and a new people 

receiving these tales will eradicate the alien elements if they are 

particularly injurious. The animal fables taken from Calila e Dimna 

however, are so culturally neutral that they have very few Oriental 
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or Islamic overtones in the later collections they enter. One reason 

for this is that familiar animals are almost alike whether in India, 

Persia, Arabia or the West, and although in Calila e Dimna they are made 

to speak and act virtually as if they were human beings, there is a 

limit to this, and the description of human domestic life which is 

more likely to reveal details of Islamic living-habits, customs, 

ritual, clothing, food, etc., is inevitably absent. Significantly, 

it is the Calila tales with animal protagonists rather than human 

that have been popularised in Western collections. 

Arabic content in the Sindbad cycle and Disciplina Clericalis. 

More traces of Oriental and Islamic life are to be found in the 

tales which come from sources other than Calila e Dimna. The 

Sindbad cycle, since it deals with people rather than animals, yields 

more results, ' as does Disciplina Clericalis, which is modelled on the 

Arabic ma äma or session, a sort of Muslim picaresque novel. 

In his introduction, Petrus Alphonsi testifies himself to the 

Arabic element in his collection, which was popular in Spain long 

before Calila e Dimna was translated: 

'Por ello compuse yo este pequeno libro tomändolo 

en parte de los proverbios de los fil6sofos y de 

sus correcciones, en parte de proverbios y 

ejemplos de los ärabes, de fäbulas y versos, 

y finalmente de semejanzas de animales y de aves. ' 
61 

The first two tales in Disciplina Clericalis are known to be of 

Arabic origin, as the Tale of the Half-Friend begins: 

'Un omne de Arabia... ' 

and the second tale, that of the Full Friend, is about: 

'dos mercaderes, uno de Egipto, otro de Baldac. ' CBacýdtýä) 

Throughout the work there are references of this kind, for example: 
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Tale II '... alguign pregunt6 a un trabe... ' 

Tale III (The Three Poets): 'un alärabe dixo a su fijo... ' 

'un trabe dijo a su padre... ' 

Tale XXIII (The Fox and the Wolf in the Well): 

'Castigando el araviano a su fijo... ' 

'Un trabe amonest6 a su hijo... I 

Tale XXVII (The slave Maimundo--particularly Arabic in setting): 

'Dixo (un) trabe... ' 

This is clear evidence of Western writers unwittingly picking up 

the Islamic 'witnessing technique' by which the authority of 

information was validated. 

Three tales about commercial tricks have an Islamic atmosphere, 

and emphasize the importance given by Islam to the laws of weights 

and measures. In the tale of the Barrels of Oil (tale XVI), the 

trick is denounced by a philosopher (a typical Oriental figure), 

who pronounces a clever verdict in favour of the innocent victim. 

This, the first of the three tales, is actually set in Egypt, for the 

protagonist journeys from Spain to 'Mecha' (no doubt on the Islamic 

pilgrimage) via Egypt, depositing his ten coffers there. The third 

tale, (tale XVII), that of the Golden Serpent: 'una serpiente de 

oro que tenia los ojos de piedra de jacinto', appears to be set in the 

same place and. is similar in tone to many stories from A Thousand and 

One Nights. 

'Un. sabio de tierra de Aravia' is the protagonist of the two-part 

tale. the Path and the Valley (tale XVIII A and B), and the moral is 

Biblical: 

'Mäs vale la carrera luenga al parayso, que la 

breve al infierno. ' 

Tale XIX, about the Two Citizens and the Rustic, is also 

Islamic, for. they are pilgrims too: 
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'Yvan a Meca en rromeria. I 

The two citizens make the pretence of dreaming about two angels 

who come to take them to heaven or hell. This may be an allusion 

to the Islamic belief that two angels, Munkar and Nakir, examine the 

dead in the sepulcre before despatching them to heaven or hell. 

Certain of the tales concern the wiles of women and come from 

the Sindbad cycle. The disciple of the frame-story states that he 

greatly appreciates the teaching of these particular stories, 

and affirms: 

'No siento el menor deseo de cambiar lo que he 

aprendido por todas las riquezas de los arabes. ' 

The debt of the Libro de los Rnxemplos to Disciplina Clericalis and 

Calila e Dimna. 

Most of the tales, in Disciplina Clericalis were incorporated 

with very little alteration into the Libro de-los Enxemplos. 
62 

Only relevant differences or additions will be noted. 

In the tale of the Weeping Bitch (tale 234), the go-between 

(possibly a figure of Oriental origin) gives the little dog 'pan 

amasado con xenabe. ' This is mustard, (indeed, in Disciplina Clericalis 

it has-been changed to 'mosta2a') either from the Latin sinapium or from 

the Arabic in9b, 
63 

both of which are ultimately of Greek origin. But 

whatever the origin of the word, the tale is doubtless from the 

Arabic. The concept of metamorphosis of the girl into a dog (like 

the tale in Calila e Dimna of the 'Rata cambiada en nina'), sounds to 

be of Eastern origin, and goes back almost unaltered to Indian mythology; 

as confirmation, the Disciplina Clericalis version refers to 'los dioses'. 

The Libro de los Enxemplos contains other tales, not present in 

Disciplina Clericalis, which are of specific interest to culture contact 

situations. The tale of the recluse in the desert, under the 'fojas 

de las palmas', is based on the tale from Calila e Dimna about the 
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religious jackal, but here it is placed in a more Christian 

atmosphere with the Islamic overtones eliminated. Again, 'the story 

of The man and animals in the pit (tale 136) is taken from 

Calila e Dimna, but differs towards the end, in that the man is 

ungrateful, giving nothing in exchange to his benefactor, while 

the animals are grateful, and each reward him in turn. An illustration 

of the same theme, that of grateful animals and ungrateful men, is 

to be found in tale 134, which begins: 

'Dice un sabio sobre el "Libro de las Animalias"... ' (S pºobabýy (A's 
t. tl' 6 al- 34hit e KctJ A- Note w, 10 er to A--mA LA Ws 4+lmt dtc UsHis") 

It appears to be a distorted version of the tale of The King and 

the Bird called Catra in Calila e Dimna.. Here, a man has in his house 

a tame snake which comes to eat at his table, until one day, the 

snake's son bites the son of his host and the mother kills it in 

revenge. The snake and its other son go off in shame, for 

animals, unlike men, are grateful for the good they have been shown 

in the past, and therefore will not outstay their welcome. 

In tale 99 there is the description of a Christian miracle, a 

source evidently of Christian origin. A Christian is held captive 

among the Moors; the Sultan orders him to move a mountain or die; 

the Christian's blind faith in his God and Jesus Christ helps him to 

achieve this difficult task. This tale is also to be found in 

Esp6culo de los Legos and its presence in collections of stories of 

predominantly Eastern origin shows how the Western writers included 

sources from their own recent traditions alongside the older, alien 

material in their compilations of moral apologues. 

The final point of interest in the Libro de los Enxeniplos is 

tale 35, 'Sajacen priest bargains to help man win a woman, (Keller 

Motif M217). This concerns an incident of contact between people of 

the two faiths and the prohibitions between them. It begins: 

'Un monje v16 una fija de un sacerdote de los idolos. ' 
64 
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The Christian monk then asks to marry the Muslim girl, to which 

the father replies: '"Preguntare al mi Dios"; but it is the Devil 

who answers him, to the effect that the union will be allowed as 

long as the monk denies the baptism and Jesus Christ. The monk 

consents, yet as he speaks the word, a dove flies out of his 

mouth and ascends up to heaven. The Devil says that the bargain is 

invalid as the monk's God is btill with him, even if the Spirit has 

departed from his body. The monk reconsiders his decision since he 

knows that God is still with him, and repents of his wrong desire. 

An old hermit shuts him in a cave for three weeks to pray and do 

penance. The dove returns after the first week and again after the 

second, and finally after the third week, it returns into his mouth. 

The hermit rejoices: 'Recibido ha Dios tu penitencia. ' 

So it is seen how the Christian religion frowned upon and condemned 

unions with members of the Muslim faith. 

Contacts between Christians and Muslims in Cästigos e Documentos 

The same moral is preached by King Sancho IV to his son in 

Castigos e Decumentos del Rev don Sancho, chapter XX: 

'Otrosi, mio fijo, non debes tu contar la mora por 

mujer, mas cuentala por bestia, pues que non ha 

ley ninguna sino la de Mohamad el su maestro, que 

les dio aquella mala creencia en que ellos estän 

6 viven, por tal de complir todos los sabores de la 

carne... 

King Sancho proceeds to invalidate the Mohammedan religion by 

exposing a false miracle (an account of one of the anti-Muhammad myths 

current in the West). Keller summarizes it as Motif K1962.1.1.: 

'Mohammed puts seed in his ears, and when doves trained to feed there 

come, he tells people that doves bring him news from God. ' On this 

basis, according to the tradition, Muhammad was proclaimed asProphet, 
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and with the help of evil Christian monks who had fallen from grace, 

began to form and preach the new, false and pernicious religion. 

In order to demonstrate the inferiority and even wickedness of 

this religion as compared to the Christian faith, Sancho insists 

upon the hedonistic nature of the Islamic view of Paradise and 

matrimony, and emphasises the facility of gaining Paradise merely 

by proclaiming belief in the One God Allah and his Prophet Muhammad 

on the Day of Judgement. 

Oriental elements in the remaining Spanish collections of exempla. 

The rest of the collections of tales examined have little to 

offer in the way of Islamic or Arabic traces. The Esp6culo de los 

Legos tale number 49 begins: 

-'El sabio Lucania 
65 

d'Arabia dixo a su hijo... ' 

and the collection-also refers to Arabic stories taken from 

Disciplina Clericalis: 

'... E cuenta per alfonso que un viejo de arabia... ' 

The tales of the Half-Friend and the Full Friend, to be found 

in Disciplina Clericalis are also present in Clement Sanchez de 

Vercial's Libro de los Eiemplos por ABC. The tale of the Full Friend 

(tale 19) is more or less the same, it refers to 

'dos mercaderes, uno de Egipto, otro de Baldac', 

and the preceding, tale (18), that of the Half-Friend, is about 

'Un onbre de Arabia' and his son; but the two are introduced by a 

tale (17) of true friendship placed in an entirely different setting. 

The protagonists are Damon and Fizias, 'cavalleros nobles e 

discfpulos de Pitagoras el Philosofo', and they manifest such deep 

love for and trust in each other, that they are pardoned by IDionisso, 

rey de Cicilia', who was going to put them to death. Here then are 

tales of Arabic origin being mixed with stories of Greek and Latin 

source. 
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Even less traces of Islamic culture are to be found in the 

Libro de los Gatos, in spite of the fact that certain tales from 

Calila e Dimna appear in it. The details which differ are not of 

cultural significance. The problem with the Libro de los Gatos is 

that these tales, and most of the others, have reached the author 

or compiler via the English book of tales by Oýo of Cheriton. 

Further mixing or contamination from the French Roman de Renart, 

as for example, in the tale of the Fox and Wolf in the Well (tale 14), 

(where the bait is fish and not the reflection of the moon 

resembling cheese), has brought the Libro de los Gatos a long way 

from any Oriental original. The Christian moralising of Odo has 

ironed out any possible Islamic concepts, and the tendency towards 

strict concision cuts out any details. 

Similarly, in the Libro de Buen Amor, the three tales which come 

from Ca1i1a e Dimna: 

'Ejemplo del perro y el trozo de carne reflejado en el agual 

'Fäbula del asno sin orejas ni coraz6n' 

and 'Fäbula del hortelano y la Culebra' 

are completely neutral in a cultural sense and show no indication- 

of their origin. 

The frame-story and many of the tales from Calila e Dimna appear 

in Ramön Lull's Libre des Besties: --the King Lion is frightened by 

the bellowing of the Bull grazing in the field--Reynard the Fox 

(parallel to Dimna) fetches the Bull (parallel to Senceba) before 

him--Reynard turns on the Bull and causes his downfall (though not 

out of envy, but anger). The subsidiary tales present are: 

the mouse-maiden; 

the animal sacrificed daily to the lion; 

the drum hanging on a tree banging in the wind. 

(This is elaborated by Lull: a juglar hangs the drum 
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up on the tree, and it emits a great voice; 

it is a monkey, not a fox, who is deceived 

thinking it is full of butter); 

the serpent and the crow who eats her young; 

the goose (heron in Calila e Dimna), fish and crab; 

the fox squashed to death lapping up the blood of 

the two fighting goats; 

the monkey trying to light a fire on a glow-worm, 

and the parrot killed trying to reprove him; 

the bear, crow, serpent and silversmith rescued 

from the well. 

In this last tale, the hermit heals, not by prayer to God and 

blessing, as in the Old Spanish Calila e Dimna, but by healing 

herbs; thus the Lull version is nearer to the Arabic versions which 

use magic, than to the Christian tradition. However, the Lull work 

is on the whole greatly Christianized; it has a Christian atmosphere 

and teaching. This is accentuated by the contacts the animals make 

with the world of men and their mission to the king of men. This 

and the extension to the world of knights and chivalry and trial 

by combat, are intrusions evidently influenced by the French 

Rmmnn dP. R 
_nart. 

The Roman_also affects the development of the 

main btory, for Reynard eliminates all his rivals and plots against 

the King Lion, but is betrayed by the elephant and put to death-- 

a considerable variation on the basic Calila account. It seems likely 

that Lull had read or heard the Calila e Dimna story and a version 

or versions of the Renart, and then wrote his own account combining 

the two. He has taken the individual tales almost exactly as they 

are in Calila e Dimna and has had to make very few, if any, 

alterations to strip them of possible Arabic or Islamic trappings. 

This is also the case with the stories from Calila e Dimna which- 

appear in Don Juan Manuel's El Conde Lucanor; the tale of the Owls and 
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the Crows and that of the Lion and the Bull have very few 

Oriental or Islamic traces, being placed in an unspecified cultural 

setting; the versions are similar except for a difference of angle 

and stress in El Conde Lucanor. 

These tales are very different from those of specifically 

Hispano-Arabic setting and atmosphere which Don Juan Manuel has taken 

from the popular Arabic tradition in Spain: 

the Cordoba of Al-Hakam II9 his musical instrument 

and his mosque; 

Granada, the centre of religious tussles, where a 

renegade priest is killed for allowing a heathen, 

a Muslim, to defile the Host; 

the Moor and his sister and their nocturnal robbing 

of graves; 

the picturesque description of Cordoba under 

King Abenabet and his capricious wife Ramayquýa. 

Thus in El Conde Lucanor, it is the non-Calila tales from the 

Arabic tradition which are most Arabic or Islamic in their descriptions, 

and these are not animal tales, However, much of the worldly-wise 

feeling of Calila e Dimna, the moral teaching based on worldly motives 

rather than Christian, does have its place in the materialistic side 

of Don Juan Manuel's didacticism. 

Conclusion 

It is quite evident that a whole store of Oriental themes and 

concepts has been preserved in the popular literature of the West, 

whence they came via Arabia. Since story-telling was one of the most 

common of popular entertainments in both East and West in the Middle 

Ages, themes would have been carried with facility from one culture to 

another orally by soldiers, merchants and travellers and then committed 

to written form by the educated. During the transmission a few details 
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of Islamic life have worked their way into the material in. a fairly 

arbitrary manner. These details, usually of minor significance, 

are most commonly to be found in tales concerning human beings 

and their environment. Calila e Dimna has conveyed to Spanish 

literature many stories, but they are mostly animal fables, and these 

prove to be culturally neutral or universal in both essence and 

detail, for animals display few differences of cultural significance 

from Orient to Occident. There is evidence of excision of religious 

detail, and since the animal tales carried little, they passed more 

easily through the cultural barriers of Christianity. Some of these 

fables still bear traces of ancient Indian beliefs, either in their 

original form, or thinly coated over with a gloss of Christianity? 

Islam or Judaism. Finally, such alien elements, whether Buddhist or 

Islamic, which have escaped elimination during transmission, find 

their place alongside Christian moralising in the medieval Spanish 

collections of tales, and by their novelty and local colour add 

picturesque effect and literary value to the works. Also, along 

with these specific narrative themes, a whole narrative technique-- 

that of pieces of moral wisdom illustrated by examples from everyday 

life, brought together within a frame-story and epitomised in a 

proverb--has been transmitted to the popular literature of Western 

Europe. Calila e Dimna then, is found to have transmitted but a 

small and arbitrary amount of Islamic cultural material to the 

Christian West. One concludes therefore, that while thirteenth- 

century Castilian, following on from twelfth-century Latin, was a 

vehicle by which an entire and coherent literary technique was 

deliberately conveyed from Orient to Occident, this literary technique 

carried no complete system of thought or sociological pattern; any 

non-literary cultural transmission was therefore incidental. 
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CHAPTER 5 Arabic elements in El Conde Lucanor 

The Libro del Conde Lucanor et de Patronio, written in 1335 by 

Don Juan Manuel, is a compilation of tales and fables which were 

already in existence in either the oral or written tradition of 

fourteenth-century Spain. The stories are not fictitious inventions 

of Don Juan Manuel, his only real original contribution to the work 

is in their re-casting and their setting in a unifying frame-work. 

Since Don Juan Manuel turned to the inheritance of the folklore of the 

Peninsula for his source material, stories came to his attention 

not only from the Christian tradition, but also from the Islamic 

and Jewish. In consequence, there is a definite Arabic content 

within the collection. Let us examine first some of the points 

made by scholars of Don Juan Manuel's life and work concerning his 

contacts with Islamic life. 

When considering his works, one should not forget that in his 

life-time Don Juan Manuel was not first-and-foremost a writer, but a 

royal statesman and an active-knight. His prime role in life must, 

therefore, have determined to some extent the choice of his material 

and his use of it. On his military campaigns and diplomatic missions 

he came into considerable and often close contact with Muslims. 

Furthermore, he was educated 
1 in an environment where the three major 

cultures, Christian, Islamic and Jewish, were brought together. It is 

known that he had Jewish tutors and took an interest in the works of his 

illustrious uncle, Alphonso X, works which drew upon Jewish and Islamic 

information. Don Juan Manuel would at least have known of the Arabic 

books his uncle studied and had translated, even if he did not have 

any contact with the originals. Some knowledge of the Arabic 

language, especially in the vulgar tongue or a dialect form, is 

indicated in El Conde Lucanor and in the Libro de los Estados. But 

recently critics 
2 have suggested. that his education was scanty, 

that he knew, little Latin (based on his modest apologies) and even 
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less Arabic,, as the knowledge he acquired was empirical rather than 

bookish, picked up through his role of man of action. 

The problem here is that Don Juan Manuel rarely, if at all, quotes 

a source for the tale or idea he is using. It appears that he heard 

rather than readýsources? and depended more on oral tradition and 

personal experience than on erudite written material. This, one 

concludes from such tales as Exemplum XXXIII concerning a falcon 

belonging to his father, obviously a family story; similarly, 

Exempla XXX and XLI, personal anecdotes about Muslim kings of Spain; 

from other tales evidently conserved by hearsay and which turn up in 

other collections in Oriental and European literatures; and finally, 

from a certain amount of liberty with which he can be seen to treat 

a source. 

Don Juan Manuel had a great capacity for assimilating material 

and making it his own. Let us take, for example, the Exemplum X of 

El Conde Lucanor. Fernando de la Granja 3 has shown that this tale 

was originally an episode which happened to 'Abd ar-Rahmän al-QanäZi'i 

in Egypt. Now Don Juan Manuel takes this anecdote about the 

atramuces, 
4 lupine seeds, and gives a versjn stripped of its Arabic 

trappings; the personality of the protagonist, the geographical setting 

and the Muslim atmosphere of fasting and feast-days are all gone, and 

the tale is made to gain in universality and in drama and pathos. 

Similarly, Max Müller 5 
and Gaston Paris 

6 
show how Don Juan Manuel 

gives ä typically; Spanish version of a traditional Oriental tale in 

Exemplum VII 'De lo que contesc16 a una muger quell dizian don' 

Truana' and Exemplum II 'De lo que contesc16 a un home bueno con su 

fijo' respectively. 

Several critics, notably Diego Marin, 7 Mario Ruffini 8 
and Maria 

Rosa Lida de Malkiel, 9 have discussed the Arabic sources of some of 

the tales in E1 Conde Lucanor. Though more are put forward, nine 

exempla are agreed upon as deriving from the Arabic tradition. They 
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are the following: 

Exemplum XX 'De lo que contesc16 a un rey con un homne quell dixo 

que faria alquimia. ' 

Exemplum XXL 'De lo que contescio a un rey moyo con un muy grant 

fil6sofo a qui lo encomendara su padre. ' 

Exemplum XXIV 'De lo que contesc16 a un rey que quer{a probar a 

tres sus fijos. ' 

Exemplum XXX 'De lo que contesc16 al Rey Abenabet de Sevilla con 

Ramayquia su muger. ' 

Exemplum XXXII 'De lo que contesci6 a un rey con los burladores que 

fizieron el pan-o. ' 

Exemplum XXXV 'De lo que'contescl6 a un mancebo que caso con una 

muger muy fuerte et muy brava. ' 

Exemplum XLI 'De lo que contescio a un rey de C6rdova quell 

dizian A1haqudn. '- 

Exemplum XLVI 'De lo que contesc16 a un filosofo que por ocasi6n 

entr6 en una Galle do moravan males mugeres. ' 

Exemplum XLVII 'De lo que contesci6 a un moro con una su hermana que 

daba a entender que era muy medrosa. ' 

These tales do not appear to exist in a Latin or Romance version, 

and they are the only ones with a distinctly Islamic atmosphere. In 

three of the exempla (XXX, XLI and XLVII), Don Juan Manuel quotes an 

Arabic proverb which in each case serves as the focal point of the 

recital of the anecdote, and was perhaps also the starting-point 

for its narration. This shows the author in direct contact with 

the vulgar Arabic tongue, though to quote them did not demand a 

serious or profound knowledge of Arabic. In most cases, the 

existence of the Arabic source is not known; A. R. Nykl states that 

two of the three Arabic proverbs have not been found in written form 

(not that the proverb is a medium which usually exists in written form); 
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he says of Exemplum XLI: The story most likely refers to ... 
Al-Hakam II al-Nustansir (d. 976)... The Arabic original has thus far 

not come to light. ' 10 

11 Daniel Devoto points out that one should distinguish within the 

Arabic elements of El Conde Lucanor between the following categories: 

'öuento trabe', 'cuento de origen trabe' and 'cuento de ambiente trabe'. 

Of the first category, tales about the Arabs and related by them, 

there are very few in El Conde Lucanor (e. g. Exempla XXX, XXXV, XLI, 

XLVL, XLVII); regarding the second, usually coinciding with the 

first category, one must be careful not to confuse them with those 

tales of Indian origin which merely passed through the Arabic (tales 

from Calila e Dimna and Sendebar (e. g. Exempla VII, XIX and XXII); 

and in the third, where certain Arabic background details are in 

evidence (especially Exemplum XXX), one cannot be sure that the 

descriptions are of Arabic origin, for as Devoto points out, 

creation of 'Arabic atmosphere' was often a literary theme in 

Western literature: 

'Los blementos orientales abundan en la obra de Don Juan Manuel, 

y no podrIa ser'de otro modo, dada la peculiar constitucidn de su 

psis. Pero creo, firmemente, que gran n6mero de elementos orientales 

estan allI porque 61 los puso. Concretamente, que la refinada 

pintura del lujo que rodea a Romayquia esta colocada allf para dar 

un ambiente oriental, y no porque la fuente o las Fuentes del 

prfncipe se la ofrecieran cortada y cosida. Ante el influjo que'el 

esplandor de Granada tuvo en las letras espanolas, influjo que se 

difundi6 por toda Europa y lleg6 a Chateaubriand ya los demäs 

romänticos, cabe preguntarse si el prfncipe no sufri6 Is misma 

atraccicn, lo que era absolutamente natural, y si los toques aräbigos 

de sus cuentos no son un deseo de crear un orientalismo "avant la lettre" 
12 

exactamente similar al del romancero morisco. ' 

But Devoto tends to overexpress the case, and here his argument 
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is invalid, for a comparison of the 'Abenabet and Ramayquia' tale and 

the version in Al Magqari's Nafb. at-Tib (see p. 294) where there is a 

firm indication of exotic detail reveals that the 'Arabic atmosphere' 

was already present in the source and was therefore only developed, 

not invented, by Don Juan Manuel. 

A full study will now be made of the Arabic elements and 

influences in El Conde Lucanor, with a view to judging the importance 

of Don Juan Manuel's role in the transmission of culture from the 

Arabic to the Christian sector through fourteenth-century Spanish 

letters. 

i) Technique and style. 

It was Pascual de Gayangos who first edited in a single volume 

most of the collections of medieval Spanish exempla 
13 

and who 

firmly established that important cultural contacts had taken place 

between Christians and Muslims in the field of the prose tale. It 

became known that this literary medium, with its artistic equilibrium 

between the didactic and the novelesque, was a characteristic of 

Oriental literature, originating in Buddhist teaching; so 

El Conde Lucanoralong with Calila e Dimna, Sendebar and 

Disciplina Clericalis was seen to be in the tradition of the Indian 

originals as they. are found in such works as the Panchatantra. 

Thus the origin of Don Juan Manuel's literary medium is Oriental, 

but not ultimately Arabic; though as many of the tales he committed 

to writing are either Arabic in origin, or have passed through an 

Arabic version into Castilian, in either the written or oral tradition, 

the style and even language of parts of El Conde Lucanor manifest 

Arabic influence. 

In relating tales, the Arabs emphasised the socially moral and 

secular side of rules of conduct rather than the religious and ascetic 

doctrine of the Indians, and it is often with this Arabic emphasis 
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that a tale has passed to the Occident. El Conde Lucanor has 

many examples of practical worldly wisdom offered by the typical 

figure of the Oriental sage or sabio. The very structure of the 

book, based on the frame-story of the king/politican and his 

wise man concept--here the Count and Patronio--is an Oriental 

technique; this was adopted by Arabs, as is seen in Calila e Dimna 

and such compilations as A Thousand and One Nights; El Conde 

Lucanor is no doubt influenced by the similar framework of 

Calila e Dimna. 

But even if he based his book upon an Oriental structure, Don 

Juan Manuel did not affect Arabic style with its interweaving of 

themes, intricate sub-plots, fantasy, poetry. and prose. His style 

is more sober and well-constructed separating the proverbial element 

from the narrative body to make a culminating dramatic effect 

rather than an imaginative or lyrical one. 

Men6ndez y Pelayo in his 0r%enes de la Novela 14 describes 

Don Juan Manuel's language, asserting that it is: 'lengua grave 

y sentenciosa, de tipo un tanto oriental, entorpecida por el use 

continuo de las conjunciones. ' 

Not much evidence is offered to back up this statement of the 

Oriental style of Don Juan Manuel's writing, but if one looks at 

random through the book, one certainly finds many long, clumsy 

sentences, overladen with 'que' and 'e1 que' etc., which may 

reflect Arabic syntax. 
15 A good example, is a passage in 

Exemplum XXXII, 'De lo que contescl6 a un rey con los burladores 

que fizieron el pan-o. 1, believed to be from an Arabic version, if 

not source: 

I... que todo omne, que fuesse fijo daquel padre 

que todos dizAn, que veri'a el pano; mas el que non 

fuesse fijo daquel padre que el tenia a que las 

16 gentes dizian, que non podria ver el pano. ', 
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and this one in Exemplum XLI, a definitely Arabic tale: 'De lo 

que contesci6 a i. rey de Cordova quell dizian Alhaquem': 

'Commo quier que mantenfa assaz bien su regno, 

on se trabajava de. fazer otra cosa onrada 

nin de grand fama de las que suelen et deven 

fazer los buenos reys, ca non tan solamente 

son los reys tenidos de guarder sus regnos, 

mas los que buenos quieren seer, conviene que 

tales obras fagan porgue con derecho 

acresFienten su regno et fagan en guise qua 

en su vida sean muy loados de las gentes, 

et despues de su muerte finquen buenas fazanas 

de las buenas obras gue ellos ovieren fechas. ' 17 

But since the sources for these passages have not been identified, 

,sk. is His owh cr wa+t W 
one cannot be sure whether Don Juan Manuels 

ht is wrýývý wtidu l% ýýGlweice oý ArýJO; c. 
ar boing offooto This question will be further 

examined in a later section with reference to certain tales of 

which the immediate source or a parallel derivative is available. 

It can be stated with certainty, however, that in narrative 

technique Don Juan Manuel was influenced by Oriental models as he 

was able to appreciate them in Discipline Clericalis and Celle 

e Dimna, works introduced into Spain via the Islamic and Jewish 

literary traditions. 

ii) Arabic themes and sources, proverbs and atmosphere 

Themes and sources 

The most striking Arabic element in El Conde Lucanor is the 

theme of Arab family life as seen particularly in three anecdotes 

no doubt-conserved by Arabic popular lore and which came to the 

attention of Don Juan Manuel. 

First of all, there is Exemplum XXX, 'De lo que contesc16 al 
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Rey Abenabet de Sevilla con Ramayquýa su muger. ' That this tale 

is exclusively Hispano-Arabic is undoubtable, from the 

characters and the setting to the quotation in Arabic. 

Unlike the case of Exemplum X, about the atramuces, here the 

protagonists and the setting have been preserved. The protagonists 

are Muhammad ibn al Mu'tamid ibn Abbäd, King of Seville from 

1040 to 1095, and his wife I'timäd Ar-Rumaygiya, 'Rumaygiya, 

por ser esclava de Rumaiq. + 18 

The moral teaching it illustrates--not to sacrifice oneself 

for the caprices of others--is not essentially Arabic or even 

Oriental, but the setting certainly is, with the background 

description of Muslim Cordoba and Seville. Presumably, the 

anecdote was very well known in southern Spain and Don Juan Manuel 

had no motive to alter it to make it more universal; it was the 

tale that appealed rather than the moral. The story of Exemplum X 

is far more distant in its geography (Egypt), and also, by the 

time it reached Don Juan Manuel, the ironic punchline had been 

lost. This is not so with the Abenabet-Ramayquia-anecdote, and it 

is an attractive tale which seems to have appealed to Don Juan Manuel 

in its entirety. Whether he had it from an Arabic written source, 

or heard it in the oral tradition of stories and anecdotes which 

surround monarchs and other outstanding personalities, is 

impossible to tell, but what really matters is that Don Juan Manuel 

Goes not seem to have altered the story very much, its Arab 

atmosphere is intact. 

Exemplum XLI, 'De lo que contesc16 a un rey de Cordova quell 

dizian Alhaqudn' most likely comes from the oral tradition 

surrounding Al-Hakam II who was Caliph of Cordoba from 961 to 976, 

for it has not been found in a written context apart from 

El Conde Lucanor. Like the above tale, its Hispano-Arabic setting 
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is conserved, and the description of the instrument is strictly 

scientific, but there are not so many 'Arabic' details and touches. 

Exemplum XLVII, 'De lo que contesci6 a un moro con una su 

hermana que dava a entender que era muy medrosa' is again of 

unknown provenance; Nykl states: 

'Thus far I could not find an Arabic counterpart 

of the story, nor could I locate a proverb closely 

resembling the Arabic phrase ... In all the other 

numerous collections of Arabic proverbs... no 

mention of a proverb similar to the one in 

El Conde Lucanor could be found. ' 19 

Maria Rosa Lida de Malkiel is equally stumped as to the tale's 

origin: 

'Nada se sabe de las Fuentes del tercer cuento 

que culmina en un refrän grabe. ' 20 

But it is a true 'cuento trabe' in its Arab protagonists, 

setting and culminating proverb. Here the characters are not 

famous or royal, so their personal celebrity has not assured the 

oral transmission of this tale; therefore it must have been the 

tale's very dramatic and attractive nature which accounted for 

its widespread popularity: Don Juan Manuel adds: 'Et este 

proverbio es agora muy retraido entre los moros. ' 

Certain figures which came to be seen as typically Arabic appear 

in the tales. Exemplum XX has an especiero, a spice-merchant, 

and the protagonist is a false alchemist. He pretended to mint 

doblas with a substance called tabardi4. This word was long thought 

to be fictitious and of no special significance, but A. Steiger 

has traced it to the feminine form of the Berber word aberdi, 
21 

rags, which adds a further touch of ironic humour to the tale. 

The sources of some of the Arabic themes in El Conde Lucanor 

have been identified, and one of these sources is Calila e Dimna. 
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The tales which come from this book appear to be three: 

1) Exemplus XIX, 'De lo que contesci6 a los cuervos con los buhos', 22 

this has the typical Oriental wise figure in 'el buho viejo's 

2) Exemplum XXII, 'De lo que contesci6 a1 leon at al toro', 23 

which is in fact the frame-story of Calila e Dimna and has been 

shortened by Don Juan Manuel into a brief continuous fable; 

this change smooths out and eliminates the Arabic style and 

produces a different and perhaps more felicitous impression: 

'ei efecto difuso del "Calila", con sus interrupciones 

incidentales, da paso a una mayor intensidad 

dramätica al narrar toda la historia seguido y 

acumular las sospechas del leon con habil 

gradacion psicologioa. ' 241 

3) Exemplum VII9 'De lo que contesci6 a una muger quel dizfan dona 

Truana'. 
25 The transmission of this tale from its Indian origin and 

its vicissitudes via the Arabic Kalilah wa Dimna to the West, have been 

described by Max Muller. 26 Even in the short step from the Castilian 

translation Calila e Dimna to Don Juan Manuel's El Conde Lucanor. there 

are radical changes. Diego Marin points out the difference between the 

'cl4rigo' of Calila e Dimna and the 'activa muger que va al mercado y 

a quien se le cae la olla de miel en su apresurado entusiasmo' of El 

Conde Lucanor, and explains the modification as a 'cambio (que) puede 

obedecer solamente a la idiosincrasia personal del autor, que rehuye 

normalmente la mäs Jeve nota anticlerical, pero no seria arbitrario 

relacionarlo con las fuentes dominicanas de que ya hemos hablado. ' 27 

As well as narrative themes, the practical and spiritual teaching 

of Calila e Dimna appealed to Don Juan Manuel and went into his book. 

Diego Marin continues: 

'Pero mäs interesante que el use concreto de estos 

cuentos del Calila es la afinidad entre su espiritu 

y el de Don Juan Manuel el hombre de Estado. Ponen 

de un lado la religi6n y la moralidad y ensenan el 

arte de la intriga politica y la guerra, y esto 
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tendria una verdadera significaci6n pare Don Juan 

Manuel, el cual hizo un importante papel en el 

mundo de intrigas y alienzas entre moros y cristianos. ' 

Many of the figures of wisdom in El Conde Lucanor are typically 

Oriental. In Exemplum I, a wise man is captive in the house of the 

King's 'privado'; he shows an Oriental insight and understanding 

which is highly,, approved. In Exemplum II, the 'home bueno' is 

also worldly wise, and both these exempla are of Oriental origin. 

Exemplum I has been identified by Hermann Knust as originating 

indirectly from chapter IV of St. John of Damascus' version of 

Barlaam and Josaphat, 28 
with the religious aspects missing in 

E1 Conde Lucanor; a version of Exemplum II appears in Sendebar, 

but Don Juan Manuel has given his account a slightly different 

order of events and the narration progresses less logically. 
29 

Then in Exemplum XXV, Saladin, in his great wisdom teaches the 

importance of manliness: 

'que casedes vuestra fija con omne' 
30 

'que mäs de preciar era el ho=e por las sus 

obras que non por su riqueza nin por nobleza 

de su linaje., 31 

Saladin, the westernised form of Saläh ad-Din, Sultan of Egypt, 

Caliph of Baghdad (1138-1193), was a traditional theme in Christian 

folklore, so this tale does not have to be of Islamic origin. In 

the tale, the'Count of Provence's son-in-law has shown by his deeds 

that to be a real man requires practical wisdom which at times 

verges on the cunning. Don Juan Manuel approves of this in his 

book, as he approves all gifts and pursuits which bring a sure 

practical and spiritual benefit, and condemns all those which are 

unsure or difficult to prove in practice. It is significant that 

Don Juan Manuel shows little evidence in his work of what Mario Ruffini 3,2 

calls the three most important Oriental characteristics: brilliant 
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imagination, ardent passion and religious fatalism. The 'ardent 

passion', that is, the erotic and scatological themes so common 

in Arabic, and which appear in the Arcipreste de Hits's work and 

Boccaccio's, are significantly absent in Don Juan Manuel s. The 

austere moral of self-control is imposed upon Saladin in Exemplum L 

dnd the author shows a personal austerity and sense of dignity in 

his writing. 

In El gonde Lucanor Saladin is an exemplar of moral conduct, 

he is the giver and receiver of wise advice, not the vacilator in 

religion or the great knight of the Italian and French traditions. 33 

This is because Don Juan Manuel is concerned not so much with the 

actions of the protagonists as with examples of moral conduct, 

Saladin is made to be admired not so much for his valour or power,. 

but for his moral excellence; in subordinating the riches of the 

world to the grandeur of conscience, he is an Iomne en sf'. 

The theme of the treacherous woman is a trait of Buddhist origin, 
34 

which, once established in the medieval West, was exploited and 

exaggerated by Christian writers. Buddhism preached detachment 

from the world and especially from women, who excited the desires 

and troubled the soul and sought to attach men to mundane vanities. 

Most of the tales were originally composed by religious men contriving 

to inspire in their disciples a love of celibacy, not by exalting 

chastity, but by denigrating marriage. These tales, as they 

appeared in the Libro de los Enganos and in the French fabliaux 

exaggerated the vulgar and scabrous aspects of contacts with women. 

Don Juan Manuel has much to say in El Conde Lucanor about women, 

but his message and treatment of the subject run counter to the 

usual trend. Don Juan Manuel refers to women of ill repute 

(Exemplum XLVI malas mugeres); a foolish woman (Exemplum VII 

Dona Truana); a capricious and selfish woman (Exemplum XXX Ramayquia); 
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a shrewish woman (Exemplum XXXV muger brava); a morally 

unscrupulous woman (Exemplum XLVII hermana mora)-and a hypocritical 

trouble-maker (Exemplum XLIII falsa beguina), but apart from the 

last of these, women are treated with respect and sympathy, and 

with positive admiration in the two brief portraits of loyal and 

virtuous women (Exemplum XXVII Älvar Hänez's wife Dona Vascunana 

and Exemplum L the wife of Saladin's vassal). Don Juan Manuel's 

taste and message are strictly moral and social, for he neither criticizes 

marriage nor enjoys vulgarity. Don Juan Manuel's rejection of this 

Oriental theme, or at least his refusal to elaborate it, show that 

he applied a degree of seleativity in adopting the alien literary 

medium. 

The depiction of marvellous and supernatural feats, so common in 

Arabic stories, is very infrequent in Don Juan Manuel's works and 

he shows an ironic scepticism when the theme of a tale treats the 

occult arts. The Oriental practice of magic and divination comes 

into the tale about Don Illän (Exemplum XI) in Toledo, a city which 

was notorious for the practice of magic, and into Exemplum XXI, 

about a philosopher who pretends to be 'el mayor agorero del mundo'. 

In both cases, false science is practised, and belief in it is 

ridiculed and discouraged. In Exemplum XLV, one sees the bad 

outcome of fortune-telling, and Patronio warns: 

'... parad mientes a todos los agoreros o sorteros 

o adevinos, u otros que fazen cercos o encantamientos 

et destas cosas cualesquier, et veredes que siempre 

hobieron malos acabamientos. 
35 

Finally, a tale that deserves notice is Exemplum XXIV, 'De lo que 

Cgntesc16 a un rey que queria probar a tres sus fijos', related to 

the tale of the King and his three sons in A Thousand and One Nights 

and Sendebar. Here, Patronio utters a more than usually lengthy 
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introduction; he refers to the Arab art of physiognomy and touches upon 

anatomy and medicine and even aesthetics, to the purpose of telling a 

person's character. "Certain words he uses here, references to Iles 

figures de la care', 'el figado', 'los ojos'--their importance in the 

betrayal of a true being--the 'donaire de homes'--more important than being 

handsome--have a suggestion of the Greco-Arabic sciences. Moreover, the fact 

. that the story tells: 'un rey moro a tres fijos', and that he puts on his 

'aljuba' and 'almexia', indicates the likely Arabic source of this tale. 

But Don Juan Manuel rejects physiognomy and anatomy in favour of practical 

deeds as a way of ascertaining a person's character. 

In some cases it is the moral which interests Don Juan Manuel, and he 

makes his Count suggest a theme which Patronio must illustrate, thus tales 

are found to convey certain aspects of wisdom. On other occasions, Don 

Juan Manuel often appears to be attracted by the narrative side of a 

certain tale, and in the three cases where he makes the quotation of an 

Arabic proverb, in Arabic, serve as a base for the story, the proverbs must 

have come into being originally as a result of the attractiveness of the 

anecdote. 

Arabic proverbs. 

Let us examine how Don Juan Manuel uses Arabic proverbial sayings, in 

Exempla XXX, XLI and XLVII. 

His access to, and interest in, moral proverbs is not surprising, owing 

firstly to his connections with the Dominican order, who used proverbs to 

make their preaching more memorable, entertaining and accessible for the 

populace, and secondly, to the number of collections of Arabic moral 

proverbs 
36 

which were translated into Castilian during the reigns of 

King Fernando III and Alphonso X, such as the Libro de los doce sabios, 

Flores de Philosofia, Libro de los buenos proverbios, Bonium or 

Bocados de Oro and Poridat de Poridades. 

Don Juan Manuel often culminated his tale with a proverb, and he used it 

in such a way that it gave not only literary justification to the exemplum, 

but also dramatic and often ironic impact. In his Exemplum XXX, 'De lo 
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que contescid al rey Abenabet de Sevilla con Ramayqu{a su muger', he 

built up dramatically to the ironic turn of the Arabic saying: 

'dixol' una palabra que se dize en 11 algaravia desta 

W0. a anhat ok- 1 
guisa: "v- ^ lo T^h^ atonV' 

37 
et quiere dezir "Let 

non el dia del lodo? "" 38 

By quoting it in Arabic, he thus gave authenticity to the tale. 

In Exemplum XLI, 'De lo que contescl6 a un rey de C6rdova quell 

dizian Alhaqu4m', the dramatic effect begins with the sarcastic 

tension of the first hearing of the saying: 

'Et commo quier que aquello era buen fecho para en 

aquella Cosa, porque non era tan grand fecho commo 

convinia de fazer a rey, las gentes, en manera de 

escarnio comencaron aquel fecho a loar et diz! an cuando 
We. had{ ih; tiya4&6º 4"Ms1C4m 

loavan a alguno: ' ', que quiere . he de oi-&t 

dezir: "Este es el anadimiento del Rey Alhaqu&"', 39 

Whether in fact Al-Hakam II was pricked by this gibe to go ahead and 

finish off the mosque at once is doubtful, but it makes a very well- 

rounded off anecdote, perhaps the work of Don Juan Manuel's creative 

and artistic imagination, to turn the gibe into praise. 
I 

Whereas in Exemplum XXX and Exemplum XLVII, the author uses the 

proverbs as a culminating piece of ironic ridicule, this is not so in the 

Al-Hakam tale; here, the tables are turned and the Moorish sovereign 

becomes not the object of ridicule but worthy of praise. Two things 

emerge here: a different technical use of the proverb, and a favourable 

attitude to Moorish sovereigns, an idea which will be discussed 

later (see p. 2Q. 

In Exemplum XLVII 'De lo que. contesc16 a un moro con una 

su hermana que dava a entender que era muy medrosa. ', as in 

Exemplum XXX, Don Juan Manuel uses a proverb not only for its 

didactic value, but as a narrative technique capable of both 

originating and embellishing a tale. The final ironic ring of: 
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"'--Aha yä ohti, tafza min bocu, bocu, va liz 

tafza min fotuh encu. " Et eato quiere decir: 

"Ahg, hermana, despantädesvos del sueno de la 

tarrazuela que face boo, boo, et non vos 

espantavades del desconjuntamiento del 

pescuego. "", 
40 

is very dramatic and amusing. Its popularity was such that: 

'Et este proverbio es agora muy retraydo entre 

los moros. ' 40 

Although the source of this tale has not been traced, some 

light is shed upon its basic concept and how this has become 

obscured in Don Juan Manuel's version, by Maria Goyri de 

Men4dez Pidal. 41 She recognises the Oriental origin of the 

tale in the Arabic quotation and in 'el detalle de la violaci6n 

de la sepultura, tan comünen Oriente. ' 42 She also discovered 

why the Moorish girl was so frightened by the sound of the water 

gurgling; the explanation lies in an observation made by 

Fr. Diego de Haedo in his Topograf ca e historic general de Argel 43 

concerning the marabouts: 

'Estos tan alumbrados letrados y santos afirman que 

beber por, vaso de cuello largo, y que hags "glo, glo", 

como una garrafa o frasco, es gran pecado; y si 

bebieren, que no lo hinchan mas que hasta el 

cuello porque no hags aquel rumor; y dan 

neciamente por causa que de aquella manera 

fuerzan el vaso con violencia que de la agua. ' 41 

Maria Goyri makes the logical deduction: 

'La protagonista del cuento a'rabe en que se inspire 

Don Juan Manuel, sin duds se espantaba no 

simplemente por oir el "boc, boo" de la 
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botija, lino porque veia en ello un pecado, 

y, por el contrario, el hermano del Conde hate 

alarde de temer el pecado, aunque sea solo 

imaginario, mientras pars lograr su conveniencia no 

halla estorbo moral. 

Al trasladar el cuento oriental al mundo cristiano, 

el temor de la mora no se comprende sin aclarar la 

superstici6n, y al prescindir de este motivo, el 

relato gan6 en comicidad, pero perdi6 su clara 

correlacidn con el problema iniciante que en su 

consults propone el Conde. ' 44 

An outstanding feature of this tale is its richness of atmosphere 

, qnd character. This is probably the contribution of Don Juan Manuel 

himself, who gives life and reality to what could be a flat account. 

He has a tendency towards an art attentive to everyday life, ands 

this is due, says Maria Rosa Lida, 45 to the fecundation of 

Arabic art. Let us see now how Don Juan Manuel builds up an 

Arabic atmosphere from details of everyday customs and objects. 

Arabic atmosphere 

In the tales of Arabic origin, the Arabic atmosphere is treated 

with sympathy. There is the idealisation of courtly splendour 

in Exemplum XXX, where, to comply with the caprices of his Queen, 

to simulate snow in Cordoba, 'el Rey Abenabet' has 'almendrales' 

planted, and to enable her to wade in an exquisite mud in the 

'albuhera', he has it filled with rose water and exotic Oriental 

spices: 

'fizola fenchir de acdcar et de canela et espic 

et clavos et musgo et ambra et gigalina et de 

todas buenas espegias et buenos olores que 

pud{an seer: et en lugar de paia fizo poner 

canas de a? ucar. ' 46 
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This sort of sensual description is the traditional 

'Arabic atmosphere' Christian writers were fond of elaborating. 

Courtly splendour is again seen in Exemplum XXIV, where the 

Moorish king is decked out in his 'aljuba' and his 'almex{a', 

and though he himself does not make the excursion round the town, 

his three sons do; the first two accompanied by 'muchas trompas 

et tabales et otros strumentos', 
47 

and the third demanding to see 

everything from the king's treasure and the 'mezquitas' to almost 

a full military parade. 

The story is similar in Exemplum XXXII, where the interest lies 

in the king's attire--beautiful woven materials being an Arabic 

art and part of'their taste for luxury--and his tour round the town; 

here however, the 'courtly splendour' is unfortunately non-existant, 

and`the king is ironically ridiculed. In this tale there are 

allusions not only to the normal domestic life of the Muslims, but 

also'to some of their Islamic customs and rites. 

The Islamic rule of succession is involved here: 'ca los moros 

non heredan cosa de su padre si non son verdaderamente sus fijos. ' 48 

Again, in Exemplum XXIV, Islamic succession is important, indeed, 

it constitutes the whole basis of the tale as that is why the 

Moorish king wished to prove his three sons. By Islamic law there 

is no primogenital right to succession, the successor is chosen by 

the outgoing or dying ruler or father. (If it is done by peaceful 
as, jrºMed,, N Cki.; K,, h'. Jbrj, W 4i 4tps4+ss % 66; ttf, 

means, for in the history of IslamAthere are endless struggles 

for succession. ) Patronio says: 

tun rey moro havia tres fijos; et perque el padre 

puede fazer que regne qual fijo de los suyos 61 

quisiere, despues que el rey llegd a la vegez, 

los omnes buenos de su tierra pididronle por 

mer1ed que les senalasse quäl daquellos sus fijos 

queria que regnasse en pos el. ' 49 
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Of course, the son must be legitimate, if not, he cannot 

succeed his father--that is the basis of the rogues' blackmail in 

the previously mentioned tale (Exemplum XXXII). 

Exemplum XLVII depends upon the Islamic custom of burying the 

dead in shrouds of valuable material and placing money in the graves. 
50 

The brother in the tale made a living by opening up graves and 

stealing the clothes and other valuables: 

ýcada que moria algün omne yba de noche et 

tomävale la mortaja et lo que enterravan 

con 6l... et enterraron con 61 muy ricos panos 

et otras cosas que valian mucho. ' 51 

. His sister was frightened by the sound of gurgling when she 

drank out of 'unas tarrapuelas con que la suelen beber los moros', 

a fear based on a religious prohibition, but she did not turn a hair 

when required to break the dead man's neck in order to extract 

the shroud without tearing it. This is a revolting and repulsive 

crime, but Don Juan Manuel treats it in such a manner of amused, 

irony that the Moorish girl is quite sympathetic in her stupidity. 

In Exemplum XXXV the reader is given some insight into Islamic 

bridal customs when Patronio tells the tale of the son of 'un homne 

bueno que era moro! 'who, decided to marry a very evil-tempered 

woman. 

He wisely realised he must tame her from the very beginning, so 

although the usual Islamic wedding feast went ahead: 

'E el casamiento se fizo, et levaron la novia 

a casa de su marido. Et los moros an por 

costumbre que adovan de cena a los novios 

et pönenles. la mesa et dexanlos en su casa fasta 

otro dia .' 91 
52 
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the wedding-night turned'out to be rather different from the 

normal Muslim custom. 

Throughout these Arabic tales, Don Juan Manuel shows evident 

artistic sympathy with Muslim culture and admiration for Islamic 

splendour. Apart from questions of religion, where he differs, 

Don Juan Manuel projects an attitude towards the Islamic world 

marked by a high degree of esteem. 

iii) Don Juan Manuel's attitude to, and use of, the Arabic world 

in El Conde Lucanor. 

This study has shown considerable use by Don Juan Manuel of 

diverse elements from the Oriental literary and oral traditions. 

In spite of his duty as a Christian statesman, tö the Reconquest, 

he manifests admiration for and affinity with certain aspects 

of Muslim life. 

Maria Rosa Lida de Malkiel 53 
speaks of the 'benevolent 

idealisation' of the Islamic world in El Conde Lucanor. This has 

already been seen in what she calls the 'bourgeois interiors' of 

Exempla XXXV and XLVII, but it comes out above all in the 

notable series of Muslim kings who are portrayed as discreet 

and'magnanimous. Exemplum XXV and Exemplum L give very 

sympathetic portraits of Saladin; he is the epitome of wisdom, 

goodness, generosity, mercy and honour, as well as moral integrity. 

Am(frico Castro 54 
states that the idealisation of Saladin 

cannot be due solely to his generosity and grandeur of character, 

for other great leaders such as Ghengis Khan were not idealised 

in the West, so it must depend upon a predisposition in Western 

Europe to treat him with sympathy. 

Muslim leaders in Spain were portrayed favourably in a 

contemporary work, the Chronicle of Alphonso XI of 1344: 
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'el buen AlboaFen, de quien habla este libro, 

fue uno de los reyes moros el major qua nunca 

se v(o en caVallo nin tomb azagaya en mano... 

y luego fue rey muy Brande, y con gran saber 

se fizo amar a los suyos y se apoder6 de los 

sus regnos como nunca fue rey en is partida de 

Affrica en aquel tiempo. ' (ch. 220) 55 

They were never treated with disdain and the chronicler shows 

enthusiasm in praise of the valour and loyalty of the Infante 

'Alicantar', nephew of 'Alboagen': 

'... se deffendia tan maravillosamente, qua todos 

agaellos que lo veian se hazfan maravillados. ' (ch. 264) 56 

The King of Granada in bcemplum XXVIII is an almost equally 

sympathetic character, he shows great respect for the Christian 

Don Loren? o Sugrez Gallinato. Here his subjects, the Moors, 

are portrayed as bad characters in their treatment'of the Host: 

'con grant quexa e braveza', but Don Juan Manuel does not insist 

upon this, but rather upon the justice and friendship of the King 

of Granada. A serious religious quarrel is thus averted in the 

exemplum, and Moors and Christians are very rarely seen actually 

at war in El Conde Lucanor, apart from in the odd skirmish 

(Exemplum XV), which does not have important repercussions. 

Similarly, Don Juan Manuel changes condemnation and ridicule 

to approbation and admiration in the story of Al-Hakam II. He calls 

him 'muy buen rey', and although Al-Hakam completes the mosque in the 

interests of promoting Islam, Patronio praises it as the 'mas noble 

mezquita que los moros avian en Espana' 57 (though it had since 

been exorcised and made into a Christian church. ) Thus good 

deeds are the same for Moors as for Christians; the promotion of 

their religion and the attainment of honour 58 
are considered to 

be equally praiseworthy in a Muslim, according to Don Juan Manuel's 
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opinion. For he takes an impartial view in his book and judges 

them as men and not as enemies of religion. From the detached 

range of the writer, he could put forward a rather idealised 

and tolerant attitude. So Don Juan Manuel also reflects the 

popular tendency, detected in Alphonso'X's work, to view the 

Muslims as 'good Moors' and 'bad Moors', but he does so to a 

lesser extent and with greater emphasis on the favourable view. 

In spite of this literary idealisation and the admiration he 

shows in his other works 
59 for Muslim military. talents, 

Don Juan Manuel brings up in El Conde Lucanor the_theoreticRl 

problem of the Reconquest, and in the conclusions of Exempla III 

and XXXIII he encourages the continuance of the war against the 

Moors. Patronio says in the first: 

'... pues Dios vos pob16 en tierra quell podades 

servir contra los moros, tan bien por mar commo 

por tierra... tengo que Asta es la mejor manera que 

vos podedes tomar para salvar el alma, guardando 

vuestro estado et vuestra onra... Et si muri6redes 

en serviJio de Dios ... seredes märtir et muy 

hienaventurado. ' 
60 

Don Juan Manuel's use of the word 'martyr' here is largely 

emotive, as in his Libro de los Estados, he denies the idea that 

the Christians had accepted the Islamic idea of jihäd in its 

entirety, stating that not all those fallen in battle would be 

received as martyrs: 

'non debes creer que todos los que mueren en la 

guerra de los moros son märtires nin sanctos; 

ca los que a11ä van robando et forzando mujeres 

et faciendo muchos pecados et muy malos et mueren 

en aquella tierra nin aun los que van solamente 

por ganar algo de los moros, o por dinero que 
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les dan, o por ganar fama en el mundo, et 

non por entencion derecha et defendimiento de 

la ley et de la tierra de los cristianos, estos, 

aunque mueren, Dios, que sabe las cosas escondidas, 

sabe lo que ha de seer de estos tales. ' 
61 

This passage is quoted by Diego Catalän 
62 

as a refutation of 

Am6rico Castro's assertion that the Christians did adopt the 

'jih-ad'. In a reply at the end of the article, 
63 

Castro maintains 

that he is not interested in the totality of Don Juan Manuel's 

thought, but in the presence of the Holy War as an Islamic--Christian 

institution; he is interested in the historic reality, not comments 

on it, and for him, this reference in itself proves the existence 

of the institution among the Christians. 

The logical conclusion to this controversy is that Don Juan Manuel 

understood the Islamic concept of salvation for death in battle, and 

was aware that some Christians were in favour of applying it to 

themselves, but he, like most pious Christians, could not accept it, 

as the thought of basically evil men becoming saints injured his 

goligious sensibilities. 

But Don Juan Manuel did hold that the war against the Muslim was 

just, because of its combined crusading and reconquest nature. He 

saw it as a restitution of the true religion and at the same time 

a redressal of wrongs. Therefore, Patronio repeats his advice 

in Exemplum XXXIII: 'que ayades guerra con los moros', 
64 

and if 

the intention is just and morally upright, the Count will gain 

salvation and great honour, and save both body and soul. 
65 

The 

Count accepts this advice, but only in theory; he is not seen to 

go out into battle against the Moors, and the same is true of his 

author; Don Juan Manuel may have held it to be his duty to promote 

the Reconquest, but at the same time he made many pacts with the 

Moors of Granada against the Castilian King. 
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It is difficult to harmonize, on the one hand, Don Juan Manuel's 

literary benevolence towards the Moors and his conduct as a statesman 

dealing with them, with the theoretical conclusion of El Conde Lucanor, 

which seems to be that in order to 'guarda(r) entramos las carreras, 

que son lo de Dios et del mundo' (Patronio Ex. L), 
66 

a statesman must 

involve himself in the active life of the crusade against the infidel. 

His ideas on the justice of war and thoughts on military art are set 

out in chapters LXX-LXXIX of the Libro de los Estados; his conclusion, 

as Manuel Torres67 puts it, is that war is evil, but can be just and 

necessary. 

It seems that Don Juan Manuel, in his person and in the essence 

of his book El Conde Lucanor, was inclined to show tolerance towards 

the Muslims. He was no fanatic for the religious cause, but he 

inherited a tradition of intolerance which could not be disregarded 

and therefore he says that the war must continue until the usurped 

lands have been regained and the true religion restored to Spain. In 

his active life, events urged him to vie with the Moor as a political 

rival or side with him äs an ally, rather than to immediately exterminate 

him as a religious enemy.; This is reflected in El Conde Lucanor where 

the acquired tolerance of day-to-day living is in evidence; not once 

is there a condemnation of Islam (unlike in the PCG) -- quite the reverse 

-- he considers each man on his merits, irrespective of his religion. 

Thus a double standard is revealed in Don Juan Manuel's attitude, the 

result of the conflict between his background tradition and the exigences 

and experience of his own life. 

Don Juan Manuel believed in the providence of God in war--God 

gave the victory, either to the Christians or to the Muslims 

. ccording to His will and their merits: 
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'oa debe creer verdaderamente que entre todas 

las cosas del mundo que Dios tiene en su poder, 

de las mäs senaladas es las guerras y las lides, 

ca esto, sin dubda ninguna, todo se face segund 

la voluntad de Dios. Et pues Dios es derechurero, 

forzadamientre conviene que se tenga con el que 

tiene derecho, et que le ayuda. ' 
68 

So God's will and man's morality and desire to follow God's law 

override the two religions. This already gives Don Juan Manuel an 

affinity with the Muslims and he shows a tolerance for their beliefs and 

practices and an admiration for their reverence of knowledge and wisdom. 

Indeed, practical wisdom is the whole inspiration of El Conde Lucanor. 

'Don Johan' makes a personal appearance at the end of every 

exemplum to express his approval of both tale and moral. This personal 

element and references to his own experiences and his own works, is 

unfamiliar in Western literature, where at this time most works were 

anonymous or collective. But it is very common in Arabic literature, and 

Don Juan Manuel may have ga hed the idea through his contacts with euth. ^ 

literature. 

Conclusion 

It is evident that from Arabic literature--either written or oral-- 

Don Juan Manuel has taken various tales. Where the tales were widely known, 

he conserved them in their original atmosphere, which he usually idealised, 

but if it suited his purposes, he would project his own personality into 

a tale and distort the source. A very real Arabic influence on Don Juan 

Manuel, more important perhaps than the sources themselves, was the influence 

upon his attitudes to morality and literature; the fact that he exalted the 

Islamic virtues of a moral wisdom which has practical and political as well 

as religious ends. Islam is on the whole a more worldly religion than 

Christianity, and Don Juan Manuel sympathised with it -. t®: some extent and 
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shared its practical wisdom, its spirit of tolerance and 

profound religiosity seen in the common man. This balanced 

stance, because it does not go to the extremes of asceticism as 

seen in certain sects of Buddhism, Islam and Christianity, is 

quite compatible with a code of worldly principles for practical 

and public life. Thus Don Juan Manuel's whole mentality and work 

are infused with an Arabic spirit. He was influenced greatly by 

the Arabic mentality, but not so much by Arabic expression. 

In his contacts with Arabic literature he most probably picked 

up certain Oriental stylistic elements for his book, such as the 

insertion of tales into a general frame story of a statesman and 

a wise man, the illustration of moral rules by means of pleasant 

and popular fables, the use of proverbial and wise sayings, and the 

autobiographical element. But he rejected the informal construction 

of Arabic literature, with its florid rhetoric and imaginative 

flights between reality and fantasy and haphazard interchange of 

poetry and prose. He substituted this for a sober sense of 

structural form, perhaps coming from his Western sense of 

architecture and balanced organization in literature, and an 

ability to develop a primitive realistic psychology in a short space. 

Don Juan Manuel's combination of Oriental and Occidental literary 

techniques and themes in El Conde Lucanor has a harmonious result. 

It does not produce the incongruous effect one finds in the PCG, 

where Islamic and Christian material are more sharply conflicting 

on account of the clerical background of religious polemic. 

Don Juan Manuel's book can be said to have been one of the vehicles 

by which the Oriental literary technique of the apologue reached 

the West. Through it, some details of Oriental background and 

way of life were incidentally made available to the Christians. of 

Spain and Europe. Since Don Juan Manuel wrote in Romance, the 
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information most probably managed to reach a wider audience than that of 

Disciplina Clericalis had done in its original Latin form. 

Perhaps Don Juan Manuel's greater contribution to cultural 

transmission was that by his favourable portraits of 

Hispano-Arabic life, he must have stimulated in his Christian 

readers a sympathetic interest in the Muslims and their culture. 
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CHAPTER 6 Literary transmission in action: a comparison between 

three tales from El Conde Lucanor and their Arabic 

counterparts 

Since it is generally believed that the medieval Spanish prose 

tale is a literary medium abounding in Oriental influences, it 

should be interesting to investigate this belief in a case where 

we have definite Arabic sources or parallels for Castilian texts. 

One such case is El Conde Lucanor, where in spite of Don Juan Manuel's 

reluctance to quote sources, one can be sure that at least to of his 

tales come from the Castilian translatioxi, probably ordered by his 

uncle Alphonso X eighty years earlier, of the Arabic Kalilah wa 

Dimnaý, and for another of the tales, there is an Arabic parallel 

recorded later in Nafh at-Tib by Ahmäd ibn Muhammad al-Magqari. 

In making a comparative study of these three chapters, the 

endeavour is to ascertain how far Don Juan Manuel incorporated, 

assimilated, and if necessary, reinterpreted, these potentially 

alien concepts and thetezminology used to express them. Secondly, 

it will be interesting to discover whether he was affected by 

the narrative techniques of his models, or whether he just used the 

material and created his own narrative style. 

i) The Lion and the Bull. E1 Conde Lucanor ex XXII, ed. Blecua, 

pp. 131-135, Calila e Dimna, ed. Keller and Linker, pp. 41-128. 

In the tale 'De lo que contesc16 al leon et al toro', taken by 

Don Juan Manuel either directly or indirectly from Calila e Dimna, 

the thematic terminology concerns kingship, social structure and 

moral values. A study of the social structure as presented in these 

two versions shows the essential differences between the Hindu, the 

Muslim and the Western European Christian orders. Since the tale 

was originally composed for use in Brahmanic teaching, the social 

order implied in it was based upon the Hindu caste system. This 
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system comprises a hierarchy of four levels or castes fixed unchangeably 

in a vertical plane--the Brahmin, the princely caste, the fighters, 

and the workers; finally came all the rest, the unclean. Virtuous 

life could bring ascent to a higher caste in another life. As 

the tale passed into Arabic literature, the characters and events 

passed into a social setting of a different ordering. The Islamic 

system lies not on a vertical plane, but on a horizontal one, as 

suggested by the following metaphorical description: 

'El mundo es huerto, e el su valladar es regnado, 

e el regnado mantidnese por las leyes, e las leyes 

establ&elas el rey, e el rey es pastor, e mantid'nese 

por is caballerfa, e is caballerfa manti4nese por el 

haver, el haver ayifntase del pueblo, e el pueblo as 

siervo de la justicia, e por la justicia ender4 ase el 

mundo. ' 
1 

Analogeous texts can be found in Castilian works imbued with 

Arab elements, such as Poridat de Poridades and Las Siete Partidas: 

'El regno es como huerta, et el rey Como senor delle, 

et los oficiales del rey que han de judgar et de 

seer ayudadores a complir la justicia, son como 

labradores; et los ricoshomes et los caballeros son 

como valladar-que la cercan, et los jueces et las 

justicias son como paredes et setos, porque"amparan 

que non entren hi a facer dano. ' 2 

The reason for the foundation of Islamic society on a 

horizontal plane can be found in the declarations of the Prophet, 

stating that all men are equal before Allah. Clearly, in practice 

and for the sake of administration, all cannot be truly equal, so 

at the centre, rather than at the head, is the Caliph. He is 

surrounded by his advisers, then his noble warriors, then the people; 

all are mutually dependent upon each other for the maintenance and 
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defence of the state. The images of the leader as shepherd and the 

laws as pillars, walls and hedges, emphasise the concept of a united 

defence of the Islamic community. 

The social order obtaining in medieval Western Europe was in most 

places again vertical: the feudal pyramid. It has been asserted, 

by Americo Castro and C. Sänchez-Albornoz 3 
ainong'bthers, that the 

feudal system did not hold sway in Spain, owing to the presence 

in Hispanic society of alien elements, the Jews and the Muslims. 

These minority groups prevented the categorisation of the population 

of the Peninsula into a hierarchy ordered along feudal lines. 

Let us now examine the social structure in the tale of the 

Lion and the Bull, remembering that it was once Hindu, and has been 

reworked by-a Muslim and by a Christian. Of course, this tale deals 

with animals, not people, but to the Hindus, animals are all part 

of the world order; the acceptance of animals embodying human 

characteristics and morals for didactic purposes does not appear 

to have been difficult for the Muslims. 

In the Calila version, the vision of the Islamic writer is 

similar to that expressed in the above-quoted metaphorical 

descriptions. 

At the centre of the social group is the person of, the King, 

'el rrey'. His duties, 'officio de rrey', are to administer 

'la ley'. The place of power in the land, therefore, -is the 

'casa del rrey' and its 'fazienda'; so anyone 'al is puerta de 

nuestro rrey' is, as Dimna says of himself, on the threshold of 

this power. The King's 'costumbres', 'voluntad' and 'merced' must 

all be observed by his subjects, and they must be upheld personally 

by the King with the 'honrra' and 'noble cora? 6n' necessarily 

attached to responsibility. He is responsible for the welfare of 

his subjects, they are, as the King Lion states: 'en my fe, e en 
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my guards'. After the King in social rank, and surrounding him, 

is the 'corte'; this includes the Opryvadosl--Senceba the bull-was 

made 'el m6s pryvado de su compana'--and the 'mayores', whose 

duty it is to advise the King: 'el pryvado del rrey deve consejarle 

lo mas lealmente que pudiere'. The highest honour that can be 

obtained in the 'rreyno' is to be selected by the King to share his 

secrets and his private affairs and to be consulted for advice: 

'el leon apryv6lo e alleg6le a sy e tom6 consejo del e met16le 

en sus poridades e en sus cosas'. Next in social importance are 

the religious and military leaders, the 'thedlogos e los divinos', 

'los cabdillos de (tus) vasallos' and 'los cavalleros'. Just as 

the 'pryvados' serve the King with their wisdom and advice, and the 

'cavalleros' by their arms, so the 'vasallos' have a duty to serve 

their King and state. They have to 'servir rrey' and 'dar trybuto' 

and upon their conduct depends the 'pro o dano de los senores. ' 

Dimna speaks of the kind of mutual dependence between King and 

vassal that is suggested in the above quotation from the Libro de los 

Buenos Proverbios. There, the King is described as a 'pastor'; he 

is responsible for the protection of the flock and the finding of 

pasture, while the flock must show him obedience, and uphold his 

honour by its good conduct. Equally in Calila e Dimna, the King 

must protect his subjects: 'las nuestras almas de todas las bestias 

son colgadas de la vuestra', and provide food for them: 'ca7ar pars 

el e para sus vasallos', and they in return must serve him: 'Dimna: 

"las bestias salvajes todas non bevimos synon en tu guarda ea tu 

merced... te devo naturalmente, asy commo vasallo deve fazer a su 

senor. "' The concept of 'guarda' extends both ways, it is the 

King's protection of his vassals and their protection of him, in 

both a physical and a moral context. 

The social structure just described is essentially horizontal 
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and rigid, but Dimna the jackal speaks of social climbing, -. and 

in a vertical sense. He expresses a desire for 'mayor dinidat' 

and 'mayor estado' within the community. His ambitious spirit is 

not content with*the social level which is his lit: 'au medida 

e su prez', and he tells Calila that he wishes to 'mejorar la mi 

fazienda e la tuya'. He describes his ambition as an urge to 

push upwards: 'pujar a la nobleza es muy noble coca e grave', 

but to do so a man requires 'grant corapän', otherwise, he will 

fall down the social ladder: 'el omne de grant cora? än puja de la 

vil. fedida a la noble... el omne de vil corai6n gbaxa del alta 

medida a la vil. ' It is ironic that Dimna claims with all 

sincerity that 'grant corafdn' will aid him to rise to 'dinidat' 

and'nobleza', while his motives and methods are really 'vil corap6n'. 

In this version of the tale, one can see in the role of Dimna and 

his ideas on man's place in society, the surviving remains of the 

Hindu caste system of the original version. The vertical structure 

and the mobility upwards or downwards according to an individual's 

merit does not harmonize with the sort of horizontally-based 

society suggested in the rest of the tale in its arabized form. 

Thus in the society of Calila e Dimna one can make out a generally 

Islamic structure, with Spanish Christian terms, 'Trey' and 'vasallo', 

and remnants from the original Hindu. 

In El Conde Lucanor, the part on the social ambition of Dimna and 

its consequences is omitted entirely, for Don Juan Manuel's is a 

much simpler and barer narration of the events. Because of this 

conciseness, Don Juan Manuel only gives a vague idea of a social 

structure, and it is basically that of the animal kingdom. The 

Muslim author Ihir al Mugaffa' had easily adopted the Brahminic use 

of animals with human attributes for the purposes of pleasant , 

didacticism, but possibly Don Juan Manuel could not conceive of the 

animals as people quite so easily. Compared to the Calila version, 
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the animals in El Conde Lucanor are considerably de-humanized. 

There is no mention of 'King' and no words of legal established 

kingship. The social arrangement is primitive and tribal, the lion 

and the bull achieving a supremacy over the other animals by their 

combined strength and power: 'poder', 'poderoso', ! apoderfibanse', 

'apremiaba', 'ensenoreaban!. Yet the lion and the bull do have a 

sort of court; Patronio refers to 'au compana', 'sus privados', 

'allegados a la privanpa' and 'aquellos aus mayorales'--all words 

used in Calila e Dimna. 

There is no reference to vassals or duties and services of 

vassaldom. One sentence: I ... olvidando la lealtad que habian de 

tener a sus senores', which contains words which appear in Calila 

and which refer to loyalty to an overlord, is the nearest 

Don Juan Manuel draws to the idea of vassaldöm. His version of 

the tale tends to be restricted to the small circle of the lion and 

the bull and their immediate advisers, the other subjects being 

mentioned briefly as 'todas las otras animalias'. He neither 

adds nor inserts any other concept or new verbal expression of a 

concept; 

Thus the only words referring to statesmanship and society that 

Don Juan Manuel has in common with Calila e Dimna are: 

honra, honrado 

consejero (Patronio) 

compana 

privados, allegados a la privanc1a 

mayprales 

lealtad a sus senores, 

words which are in fact the most important and most common. They 

may seem very few compared to the lengthy terminology of Calila, 

but that is because Don Juan Manuel's is such a brief version. 

He does have the idea of a central power which ought to be 
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maintained by honour, surrounded by a small group of 'privedos' 

qnd followed by the other animals. No suggestion of a religious 

authority or body within the society is at all developed. All 

this is essentially similar to the basic structure in Calila e Dimna, 

but on a more reduced and primitive scale. 

Similar results were produced by the study of moral values 

in the two compared versions, both in their conception and in the 

verbal expression of this conception. The general theme is of love 

and friendship being destroyed by a malicious slanderer, so one 

finds the common ideas cover the following expressions: 

Love: amor 

friendship: amistan9a, amigo 

loyalty: lealtad, leal consejo 

honour: honrado, onrrado (Calila) 

trust: grant fianca, a, fiar, fiarme 

mutual aid: ayuda 

goodness and uprightness: bueno, buen fijo, 

buen talante, de buena natura 

good deeds: buenas obras. 

All this is destroyed by the opposing qualities: 

slander: mezcla (Calila), desavenencia 

(El Conde Lucanor) 

deceit: maestria enganosa, enganaronles 

falsehood: falsedat, falso 

lying: homne mintroso, el mentyroso 

evil intentions: las malas voluntades, 

mala voluntad 

disloyalty: deslealtad, olvidando la lealtad 

oppression: premia, apremiaba 

wrongful deeds: yerros 

trouble and harm: dano, danpo, grant premia 

e grant dano. 
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So it is seen that Don Juan Manuel uses the most important 

thematic words to be found in Calila e Dimna. However Calila 

has a much richer and fuller 'ooabulary due to its greater scope 

and length, ' and this can be shown by comparing the expressions 

used in the two versions to convey the central idea of slander: 

Calila e Dimna Ei Conde Lucanor 

el mesturero desavenir 

mezcla meter desavenencia entre 

mezcladores 

maltechor 

malicioso 

mezclados a tuerto 

terreros 

mezquino 

torticieros de los derecheros 

departe 

malo etc. 

In the Calila version, the main thematic words recur again 

and again: 

mezcla 

tuerto 

miedo 

flaco 

verguenja 

malo 

mezquino. 

The Conde Lucanor version, because of its brevity, obviously 

cannot compare with lists like these, but it does develop a central 

idea, and this idea, that of trust being destroyed by suspicion, 

is more developed than in Calila e Dimna: the value of 'grant fiana' 
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is highly esteemed, even if the lion and the bull are exploiting 

it to dominate and menace the other animals, and these other 

animals unite to sow the seeds of 'sospecha' between the two 

powers: 'me he recelo', 'se recelaba', 'se mueve male sospecha', 

thus bringing about their downfall. This is not a new projection 

of Don Juan Manuel's into the story, it is just a case of his 

catching on to the main theme, which often gets lost in the 

labyrinthine style of the Oriental tale, and verbalising it more 

directly. 

This labyrinthine nature of the style of Calila a Dimna with 

its frame-story interwoven with not only subsidiary tales but also 

manifold brief illustrations from everyday life, makes for an only 

too apparent difference from the simpler, more straightforward 

version of the tale in El Conde Lucanor. In Calila e Dimna, the 

narrative technique used is that which goes back to the Panchatantra, 

that of the general framework of a King consulting his philosopher 

who tells a tale to illustrate his advice. Don Juan Manuel adopts 

this technique and in El Conde Lucanor one finds the same general 

framework of the Count appealing to Patronio his 'consejero' for 

advice, and the latter replying with a tale. The differences are, 

however, that Calila e Dimna is märe dramatic and uses direct 

speech introduced by the Arabic wa-gäla style from the ha i: 

' Dyxo Diinna: 11... '1 ' 

'Dyxo el rrey... ' etc. 

Also at the end of a tale, there often appears the formula: 

'... e yo non to di este enxemplo synon por que sepas que... ', or some 

duch similar advice to the reader to take note of the moral wisdom 

of the tale. In El Conde Lucanor, the narrative is all indirect; 

there is no: 'Dixo fulano: "... "' (quoting his direct speech), but 

a past recording of what he said, for example: 
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'Et el raposo... dixo al oso, qua... ' 

'Et eilos dixeronles que... ' 

The result is that Don Juan Manuel's version is not so 

immediately dramatic, nor can it use speeches to build up the subtle 

aspects of character such as one finds in Dimna, but because it is more 

concise, it has greater unity. 

In the Calila e Dimna version there are three narrative units: 

1) The rise of Dimna to 'dignidad' with King Lion; 

2) Sencebats arrival and introduction to King Lion; 

3) Dimna's treachery which leads to the death of Senceba. 

There is also a myriad of tales and illustrations in between. 

In El Conde Lucanor the character of Dimna is omitted, as are 

the illustrations, and the events are telescoped into one 

incident--the treachery of the fox and lamb which brings about 

the end of the lion and bull's supremacy. Here then it emerged 

that Don Juan Manuel, although he has taken over the oriental 

technique of the frame-story for his entire collection of tales, has, 

in the individual tale, adapted the material of the story to his own 

intentions, scope and artistic style. 

ii) The Owls and the Crows. El Conde Lucanor, ed XIX, ed. Blecua, 

pp. 119-122. Calila e Dimna, ch. IV, ed. Keller and Linker, pp. 197-238. 

The second tale Don Juan Manuel has taken from Calila e Dimns is 

that concerning the owls and the crows: 'De lo que contesc16 a los 

cuervos con los buhos', and again he has used the same principal 

theme words as in his model. In the tale of the Lion and the Bull, these 

were concerned with the state or the kingdom, how it is governed and 

how its members should behave in order to maintain it honourably. In 

the story of the Owls and the Crows, the story deals with war, attack 

and revenge, thus it is-only natural that the thematic terminology 

should be related to military hostility. 
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Calila e Dimna again has a rich vocabulary here. The tale sets 

out with a similarly arranged society as in the tale of the Lion and 

the Bull, and although it is no longer the story of the two jackals 

Calila and Dimna, and the scene is now in the kingdom of the birds, 

the social structure is essentially the same: 'el rrey' with his 

'seneredat' over the 'pueblos', his 'corte', his 'pryvados' and 

finally his'vasallos'. Here the word and the idea of 'cavallero' 

do not occur, but such persons as 'mandaderos', 'mensajeros' and the 

'alcalde' are to be found, along with 'enviado', 'rrebtado', 

'mandaderia' and 'conpliendo mandado de su senor'. 

The vocabulary conveying the concept of physical hostility is 

extensive: 

lidiar, lidiemos, lyd/lyt 

peleemos 

se apodera del 

fue a dar sobre 

ferieron 

corr16los atanto 

llag6 muchos dellos 

se atreveen contra 

sofrir 

trybulaciones 

cuytas 

fuer? a 

nos salteasen 

poder 

peligro 

espada 

llaga 

picar 

banar todo en sangre 
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atorment6do 

esfor? ados 

premia 

gran perdida 

majamiento 

discordia 

traydor 

nuzir 

yngenio 

yra 

danposos etc. 

Such a list demonstrates the great wealth of vocabulary used 

in this work. 

Calila e Dimna also shows a very detailed picture of the 

technicalities of warfare. This emerges when the King of the 

crows consults his advisers, after the attack by the owls, on 

the various alternatives open to them: 

1) fuyr; 

2) someternos, somet4rsele an tus mesnadas, tregua, acometer 

parias, paz; 

3) guard6monos dellos, aparejemosnos contra (with) guardas, 

atalayas, escuchas; 

their decision is guided by a consideration for their honour and 

the honour of their lineage; they do not want to 'abyltar 

nuestro lynaje', so one adviser encourages them to be: 

4) 'valientes' and to show 'osad{a' and tvalentia' and earn 

glory by 'moriendo honrrado'; 

the final decision, however, in view of their military 

inferiority beside the owls, is: 

5) engano, arte; by being 'agudo' and 'artero', they will 

overcome their enemies. 
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Don Juan Manuel borrows from Calila e Dimna his basic terms; he 

writes of the tcompanat of the birds and the menace that faces it: 

enemigo 

guerra 

veneer 

fazer, mäl, mal 

dano, recibir dano 

messar 

estroir 

passar 

mater 

maltrecho 

enganar 

quexa 

desonras 

He also uses certain key words such as: 

fazienda 

poridat 

albergue 

The only extra words Don Juan Manuel uses that one does not 

find in Calila e Dimna are: 

contienda 

vengar(se) 

se dolia mucho 

empescen 

mancellamientos. 

But none of these constitute an original contribution. The idea 

of 'contienda' is understood in the Calila version, which expresses 

it in words like 'discordia' and 'lyd'. Vengeance is also understood 

in Calila, even if the actual word is not used. The idea of 
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'se dolia mucho' is adequately contained in the Calila version's 

'trybulaci6n', 'later{a' and 'sofrir'; for 'empescen' it has 

'nuzir' or 'lo peor', and for 'mancellamientos', Calila has 

'tachas'. 

Thus Don Juan Manuel has the essential ideas and key-words of 

Calila e Dimna, but none of the matices, and seems to show no 

interest in developing the theme of military strategy. This, no 

doubt, is due to the constricting brevity of the tales's limits 

as Don Juan Manuel adapted and moulded it for his El Conde Lucanor. 

In El Conde Lucanor, Don Juan Manuel again associates himself 

personally with the tale by making the problem the Count's own. 

In the introduction to the tale, the Count speaks of 'aquel mho 

enemigo', with whom, he says, the contienda'. He applies to his 

'consejero' Patronio for advice on what to do with a 'pariente' 

of his enemy who has come to him offering support and help against 

this enemy. The Count almost falls dupe to his ruse, saying: 

'Yo tengo qua es muy grand mi pro', for he sees it as a good 

and necessary thing to 'fazer dano' to his enemy, and this seems 

the perfect opportunity. Patronin sees through the deceit 

immediately and as usual says it would 'plazerme hia' to give his 

master an illustration of such tactics so that he can be on his 

guard. 

The background to the tale is related briefly, merely saying 

that there was 'contienda' between the owls and the crows, but 

that the crows were really the injured party: 'pero los cuervos 

eran en mayor quexa'. The reason for the original quarrel, 

explained in Calila e Dimna as being the incident of the election 

of the King of the Birds, is absent here, and no other reason is 

given except their differences of habit. So for no political 

or moral cause, the owls took advantage of their night-flying to 

attack the crows by night under cover of darkness, when they 
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were perching and undefended. 

The Calila version closely follows the Arabic, relating how 

next morning the King of the Crows (absent in El Conde Lucanor) 

calls together the remains of his subjects and asks his five wise 

crows for their advice on what to do, finally accepting the ruse 

of the fifth and wisest crow. Don Juan Manuel omits the setting 

of the King and his advisers and the different tactics, offensive 

or defensive, which they discuss. There is no military terminology 

such as 'atalayas'. He just speaks of 'un cuervo que habia entre 

ellos muy sabidor', whose immediate reaction is for vengeance, 

and who draws up a plan to achieve it: 

'fabl6 con los cuervos sus parientes et 

cat6 esta manera para se poder vengar. ' 

The narrative continues to the point: 

'Et la manera fue ests... ' 

The crow, badly injured by his companions as part of the plan, 

manages to fly to the owls' hide-out, just as the 'pariente' or 

'criado' of the Count's enemy has come to the count. The Calila 

version has the owls returning on another hostile mission and 

finding the wounded crow left behind there by the others in their 

flight. In this way, Don Juan Manuel simplifies the tale, and he 

also does so by omitting secondary details such as the suggestion 

by the treacherous crow that he throw himself into the fire to 

be changed sacrificially by God into an owl. Perhaps Don Juan 

Manuel found this idea of Hindu transmigration of souls, a 

remnant from the Sanskrit, too alien, or just unneccessary in 

his short version of the tale, since it is not an organic 

incident. 

The characteristic tendency of Don Juan Manuel, as pointed 

out before, is to simplify and unify the material, and he does 
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this by making no attempt to imitate the Arabic style in all its 

complexity; instead, he projects onto the material his own 

simple patterns. He repeats phrases in his narration which 

represent the key ideas; one concerns finding a, means of 

vengeance and he uses it three times with slight variations: 

'catar manera c6mo se vengasse' 

'cat6 esta manera para se poder vengar' 

'maneras c6mo se podr{an vengar'. 

Another is the expression: 'He only came to deceive': 

'este homne non vino a vos ninon para vos enganar' 

'aquel cuervo non viniera a ellos sinon para su dano' 

'ca cierto sed que non vino a vos sinon por von 

enganar et por vos fazer algun dano'. 

This phrasing calls to mind the common expression in Calila: 

'E yo non to di este enxemplo synon por que 

sepas que... ' 

Don Juan Manuel modifies the means of vengeance too; the crow 

in calls e Dimna has the ingenuity to get his fellow crows'to 

gather wood in order to burn and smoke the owls out of their cave 

by day when they are sleeping. Don Juan Manuel, however, 

Eiges not specify the method used, he just states: 

'mataron et destruyeron dellos tantos por que 

fincaron vencedores los cuervos de toda su guerra. ' 

He summarises the moral: 'Et todo este mal vino a los buhos 

porque fiaron en el cuervo que naturalmente era su enemigo. ' The 

reason for this enmity by nature seems to be difference of race, 

or with reference to birds, species and customs. The habits of 

the two different birds, especially the owls' flying by night, 

seems to be the cause of the enmity, and the quarrel is not due 

to any political act. (There is a similarity here to the idea 

I 
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expressed by Senceba the Bull, whereby he doubts whether he should 

be friends with the Lion, who is one of the 'bestirs que comen 

carne', while he is one of the 'bestias que pascen hierba'. ) 

In the final verse, Don Juan Manuel again refers to this idea: 

'el que tu enemigo suel seer'. This is perhaps a reflection of 

the divisive caste system underlying the original version. 

The tale ends in the usual way of the Count being pleased 

with Patronio's account and ordering it to be written down. 

With these two tales then, it is shown how Don Juan Manuel, 

being attracted by a source, takes it over, making it his own. 

He simplifies and unifies the material to his own requirements, 

while conserving the basic ideas and words on a small scale, 

and the result, though different, is artistically pleasing: 

iii) The tale of King Abenabet of Seville and his wife Queen Ramayquia. 

El Conde Lucanor, ex. XXX, ed. Blecua, pp. 174-176 and Ahmed ibn 

Muhammad al-Magqari, Nafki at-Tib, ed. Muhammad Muhl ad-Din 

°Abd al-Hamid, Cairo, 1367/1949. vol. I p. 415. 

With this tale, 'De lo que acontesci6 al Rey Abenabet de 

Sevilla con Ramayquia su muger', the ground for comparisons is less 

firm for whereas it is almost certain that Don Juan Manuel became 

acquainted with the stories of the Lion and the Bull and the Owls and 

the Crows through Calila e Dimna, there is no definite original 

model for the story about King Abenabet. However, a later 

recording of the same tale appears in the Arabic compilation 

1fafli at-Tib by Ahmäd ibn Muhammad al Magqari. This text is not 

identical, but parallel, to the Don Juan Manuel version, and one 

can only assume that both are later written recordings of the same 

original, probably oral, source. In this case Don Juan Manuel's 

treatment of his source cannot be investigated, since the source 

is lacking, but one can form an approximate idea of his objectives 

I_. ': 
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and methods by comparing the differences between him and 

al-Maqqari in their treatment of the material. 

In this there are three main areas of difference: 

1) The reason for the anecdote and its context; 

2) The content, especially with regard to the characters of 

the King and Queen and the extra episode of the almond- 

trees in Cordoba; 

3) The narrative style. 

1) The reason for the anecdote and its context. 

Al Magqarl's purpose is mainly biographical and tends towards 

the historical and political. He writes about al-Mu'tamid ibn 'Abbäd, 

the great king of Andalusia (1040-1095), his battles, his being 

taken prisoner, dismissed from office and sent to Marrakesh to 

spend his last days in captivity. There is little elaboration 

of character, and the Queen, 'I'timäd or-Rumaygiya is merely 

described as 'The wife, and mother of his children, Ramayquia was 

her nick-name. ' 

The anecdote has been stripped to the bare essentials--essentials 

which are common to both al-Magqar3's and Don Juan Manuel's versions: 

King - wife - she sees women making bricks in Seville 4- 
wants to 

do it herself - King orders artificial mud to be made in the palace 

from amber, musk, rose-water etc. - later she complains and he 

retorts with the famous line which silences her. Perhaps 

al Maqqari avoids too much description and novelistic style 

because his purpose is to record the historical events. The very 

fact that he includes the anecdote, however, shows how Arabic 

historiography concerns itself with character and intrigue as 

much as with accounts of political events. In spite of the 

bareness of the version, there is one reference which may be a 

hint at a tradition or just the comical tradition of husband 

I 
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and wife tussles, when he says there occurred between them 

something which occurs between husbands and their wives-- 

the domestic quarrel. Ramayquia reproached her husband once 

he had lost all his wealth and power, for not giving her the 

riches she expected of him, but when Abenabet mentioned 'the 

day of the mud', Ramayquia, as al-Maqqarl briefly states 

'felt ashamed and was silent. ' 

Don Juan Manuel uses a different frame-work for the anecdote. 

The ironic exchange is not part of a biography or a history, but 

stands in its own right as a dramatic and literary narration, 

and is fitted into the general framework of the book by the usual 

device of the Count Lucanor having a problem and turning to 

Patronio for advice. Thus the introduction and conclusion to the 

tale are in the usual style and vocabularly of all the tales, yet 

the style and terminology used in the main body of the tale is 

quite different. The Count and his 'consejero' Patronio use the 

familiar terms: 

'vuestra fazienda'; 

'grant dano'; 

'grand provecho'; 

'consejovos'; 

'que vos cumpla'; 

'el conde tovo este por buen consejo et 

fizolo asst et fallose ende bien. ' etc. 

But these ideas and words do not occur in the tale itself, 

the tone there being far fresher and richer in descriptive 

elements. This may be because the subject-matter of the tale 

does not call for their use, or it may be that Don Juan Manuel 

is influenced by his source to the extent of taking over its 

vocabulary. 
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2) The content. 

Compared to the bare narration of al-Magqar3, Don Juan Manuel's 

version appears to develop and elaborate the characters of the 

King and his wife. Abenabet, from the pen of Don Juan Manuel, 

emerges as a weak husband who always gives in to his wife's whims 

and caprices, until he is pushed to his limit. That he dearly 

loved his wife and wished to please her, is insisted upon: 

'Amäbela ins qua cosa del mundo'. 

The phrases 'por le fazer glazer' and 'complir su talante' 

occur again and again and thus form the leit-motiv of the piece. 

The character of Ramayquia is even more developed, and one can 

discern in the references a tradition of her popularity: 

, 'muy buena mujer' 

'et los moros hen delle muchos buenos exienplos. ' 

There must have been in the oral tradition many anecdotes 

concerning Ramayquia. She must have been singularly notorious 

for her capriciousness: 

'pero habia una manera que non era muy buena, esto 

era que a las vezes tomara algunos antojos a su 

voluntad. ' 

'por otra cosa que se le antojö. ' 

Not only the figure of Ramayquia, but also the Cordoban episode 

of the almond-trees planted to resemble snow, is a pointer in the 

direction of an extensive popular tradition around Ramayquia and 

Abenabet. This episode is completely lacking in al-Maqqarl's 

version; this shows that Don Juan Manuel had access to a fuller 

account of the tradition. It is a very attractive little tale 

in itself and on the same theme of Ramayquia's capricious character. 

It refers to a time when Abenabet was still in power; in fact, 

his. dismissal and banishment are not brought into Don Juan Manuel's 
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version at all, the writer here not being concerned with the 

historical and political aspects of his biography, but with 

the purely novelistic, those of popular appeal. 

It is most likely that Don Juan Manuel's version, being 

nearer in time to the events of the story is also nearer in 

content to them than the al-MaqqarT version, apart from the 

mistake over location. The elaboration of the characters and the 

exi a episode of the almond-trees were surely already there, 

crystallized into a tradition around the historical figures and 

two episodes of historical fact. 

3) The narrative style. 

The version of al-Maqqarl is so short and concise that the 

only style one can'discern in it is the narrative style of a 

historian or chronicler with the witnessing technique of Arabic 

literature. This comes from the ha Tt and is used to distinguish 

historical and authoritative literature from the anonymous non- 

erudite fictitious story. (Though the latter often adopted the 

device to give 'authenticity'. ) The anecdote is told by the 

vizir Ibn a1-Khatib, and he says that the information has 

been transmitted by tradition--oral tradition one assumes--as he 

begins: 

'And it has been related that... ' 

The narrative style is that of bare narration of events 

interrupted by the direct conversation of the protagonists, in the 

Arabic wa-gäla style: 

'And she said to him: "... " 

... and he says: "... " 

... and she said to him: "My lord... " 

... and he said to her: 11 ... "' 

Their speech is in the normal Arabic style with references 

to Allah. The ending is dramatically effective in its conciseness: 
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'And she was ashamed and was silent. ' 

Don Juan Manuel puts his own narrative pattern on to the 

tale. He uses a variety of narrative elements for introducing 

events and developments; he has the stock expressions: 

contesc16; 

et acaesciö que; 

E btro dIa; 

E otra vez; 

which continually recur. 

But the following are patterns peculiar to this tale and 

to this version of it: 

1) a) 'Et cuando Ramayquf'a la v16, comeng6 i llorar. 

Et pregunt6le e1 rey por qu6 lloraba. Et ella 

dixol: "que porque nunca... "'; 

b) 'Et cuando Ramayquia lo v16, comenp6 a llorar, 

et el rey preguntol' por qud lloraba. Et ella 

dixol': "porque nunca... "'; 

c) 'E otro dia, por otra cosa que se le antoj6, comen? o 

a llorar. Et el rey preguntol' por quu< lo fazia. 

Et ella dixol' que como non llorar{a, que nunca 

fiziera el rey Cosa por le fazer plazer. ' 

This repetition. of the elements (not present in al-Magqari's 

account) of Ramayquia weeping, the King asking her why, followed 

by her complaint, suggests her repeated and constant 

capriciousness and gives unity to her character and to the 

two episodes. 

The King also has a recurring phrase: 

2) a) 'Et el rey, por le fazer plazer... '; 

b) 'E entonces, por le fazer plazer... ' 

It is impossible to tell whether these patterns Don Juan Manuel 

imposes upon his material are his own work or whether the 
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recurring phrases are a remnant of the narrative technique of 

a story-teller or minstrel who used repetition to build 

character and aid the memory. It is most likely that 

Don Juan Manuel originally heard the tale told by some such 

entertainer. Whatever the solution, these phrases certainly 

point to a novelistic re-working of the material not to be 

found in al Magqari. 

Don Juan Manuel and al-Magqari do not appear to have made 

use of the same source, because in the culmination of the story, 

in the focal phrase: 'and not the day of the mud? ', they use 

different words for day: 

al-Magqari uses ro ,, rawm; 

Don Juan Manuel uses , 
IV 

nahar. 

Yawm is the word to be expected in the context, meaning a special 

day, and not naharg which means day as opposed to night; this 

suggests that Don Juan Manuel may have reconstructed his 

quotation by asking someone the Arabic for LX. If so, he 

received a version which, without his being aware of it, was 

in the circumstances inaccurate. 

The wa-gäla style of the Arabic, the authentication by 

witnessing, is avoided by Don Juan Manuel, who probably did not 

understand its significance; he prefers to vary his introductions 

more, but he does have the Arabic: 

'wa... a... wa.. A». (et... et ... et..: te. SpanA does not w kajt to cwcvtý 
i%tflt 

. 1Q 0% I'C O}'Mvc 
in the list of ingredients for his mud. This, incidentally, is 

apparently more 'Arabic' than the Arabic, for the list is 

considerably longer than in al Magqari's version, and it seems 

that Don Juan Manuel has deliberately attempted to enhance 

the pseudo-Arabic atmosphere: 
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... mandd el rey fenchir de ague rosada aquella 

gran albuhera de Cordoba en logar de agua, et 

en logar de lodo fizoia fechir de aidcar, et de 

cpnela, et de espic, et clavos, et musgo, et ambra, 

et algalina, et de todas buenas especies, et 

buenos olores que pudien seer: et en lugar de 

paja fizo poner can"as de aýücar. ' 

The essence of this passage does, occur, however, in al-Magqarl, 

and Daniel Devoto 5 
goes too farlin claiming that it is pure 

invention on the part of Don Juan Manuel. Being an essential 

element of the tale, it must have already existed in the original 

version. In general though, Don Juan Manuel's style seems to be 

his own; he picks up the basic themes of the tale and gives them 

his own artistic expression and literary unity. 

Conclusion 

The conclusions to be drawn, therefore, from these three studies, 

are that where the source is very long and intricate, as in the 

case of the two chapters from Calila e Dimna, Don Juan Manuel 

has taken just the bare outline for his collection of tales, 

conserving the essential ideas and the same verbal expression of 

them. His peculiar imagination and different circumstances 

stimulated him in no way to radically change or add to the model. 

His only-contribution to the material is the artistic unity 

he has given it in his own way through simplification. This 

simplification solved two problems for him: firstly he could 

cut down the model to his own requirements and thus retain the 

culturally neutral elements, omitting any element or detail 

not easy to assimilate, and secondly, he could do away with the 

Arabic style and replace it with his own. 
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If Don Juan Manuel wrote his tales as he remembered them 

when told to him, and not with a written model in front of him, 

this simplification would have come inadvertently as he 

recalled the stories in his own words. 

Where the source is presumably shorter, as in the tale of 

King Ab, enabet'and his wife Ramayquia, which comprises just 

two brief anecdotes, Don Juan Manuel could either allow himself 

to be affected by already existing narrative techniques, or 

invent his own narrative patterns. He delighted in artistic 

embellishment, particularly in the passages of Arabic scenic 

description, and could give a tale dramatic impact and unity 

by cleverly picking upon its salient features and expressing 

them in such a way as to heighten the effect, be it ironic, 

humorous, lyrical, dramatic or purely didactic. 

' In all three cases, the main deduction is the same, that is, 

that the essential elements of the sources, the basic ideas and 

the expression of these ideas, have been carefully conserved, 

and also by deliberately putting his own personal stamp upon 

the stories without mutilating them, Don Juan Manuel has shown 

great deference for his material, and at the same time made it 

acceptable to fourteenth-century Castilians, however alien in 

character and concept. 

Of the three tales studied, the last, about King Abenabet 

and Ramayquia, is strongly Arabic, while the other two are 

culturally neutral or universal in context. This confirms once 

again the discovery that it is the human tales rather than the 

animal fables which conveyed to the Christian West the most 

information about Oriental and Islamic life. 
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Study of the chosen texts has revealed sporadic situations of contact 

between the Christian and Muslim communities in Spain in circumstances of 

both peace and war. Examination of these situations has shown that certain 

cultural elements were transmitted from one sector., to the other, mostly 

from the Muslim to the Christian, during the contact. The material was 

transmitted by both a formal process such as authoritative study of Islam, 

and an informal process such as arbitrary oral reports about the Muslims 

and their way of life, and the random gaining possession of examples of 

Islamic material culture. 

Firstly, the results from these studies show that thirteenth century 

Christian scholars such as the compilers of the PCG were working upon a 

well-established, if rather narrow, basis of Christian research into the 

culture of the Hispano-Muslims. They had available to them the statements 

of this research in the chronicles of Rodrigo of Toledo, Lucas of Tuy and 

Sigibert{t, but: perhaps not the writings of the Cordoban Martyrs or the 

Cluniac scholars. It also seems they collected some information about 

the Muslims coming from Muslim sources. Parts of the chronicle seem to 

be based on Arabic information, and some of this is discredited because of 

partisan bias on both sides, but most of it is accepted and revered, thus 

giving an Arabic slant or emphasis to certain areas of history. The 

compilers themselves made little alteration to the Arabic informatiön, and 

apart from an encyclopaedist's enjoyment of explanation of strange words, 

they were not usually affected by it in their own writing. The compilers 

incorporated this varied material into the PCG without making any 

significant contribution of their own from personal experience. The PCG 

thus gives an account of what Christians at the end of the thirteenth 

century should know about the Muslims, which is relatively inadequate 

because of its lack of inside information, and tends to be rather confusing 

as a result of its conflicting sources. Alphonso X as a historian had 

great respect for the written records of history that came down to him, 

but it seems he had little or no initiative in the verification of data 
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by consultation with Muslim authorities or empirical evidence. It appears 

that G. T. Northupts6 statement about the PCG was true: 'As with all such 

works of the period, the critical spirit is lacking. The compilers 

accepted with naive faith myth and fable. They failed to distinguish between 

poetic fancy and sober fact. ' 

Any endeavour to reach a fair picture of Islam was thwarted by the 

less enlightened crusading pressure of the Roman Catholic Church; Alphonso 

X must have been influenced by it, consciously or not, to use his 

chronicle as a polemical propaganda for Christianity. Accompanying this 

was a reluctance on the part of the Muslims to allow Christians access 

to their religious writings for fear that they would distort, discredit 

oven generally profane them. 

This barrier and breakdown of contact meant that the description of 

Islam put forward in the PCG was necessarily as seen through Christian 

eyes, with an unjust perpetuation of ignorant myth (though not as 

outrageous and acrimonious as in some Western Christian accounts), and 

a general lack of sympathy for the Muslims, Evidence of the polemical 

propaganda spread by the spiritual leaders on both sides is to be 

detected in the PCG. The exhortation of the Church to condemn Islam and 

encourage a hostile attitude towards it among the Christians, resulted 

in a ban on cultural interchange in the field of religious ideology. 

Patriotism was stimulated in northern Spain by the Church, and it was 

essentially religious in nature, the peep's- Qf �^ M� lim "rain boing 

kknown not ac ýi ° ono : 't Q L' ^ri tar^e. This was due partly to the 

fact that patriotism was linked with the religious tradition of thelater 

Visigoths -- Christianity -- and with the inspiring story of St. James 

in Spain. The Christian war of religion therefore, whether basically 

Islamic in origin or not, was attributed by the Castilians exclusively 

to Christian religious and royal instigation. Moreover, the PCG shows 

that the Christian concept of it was not identical to the Islamic jihad 

(which the Spanish Christians understood), and although there may have 
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been a subconscious stimulation to match the crusading zeal of the 

Almoravids and Almohads, officially the Christians refused to be 

affected by any part of the enemy religion. 

The contact between Islam and Christianity on Spanish soil did not 

produce therefore an undermining or destructive effect on either of the 

two religions, but effects were none-the-less profound and far-reaching. 

The central element of the culture of the conquering people -- their 

religion -- was not passed to the conquered for two reasons, firstly because 

it was not Islamic policy to impose the religion by force, and secondly, 

the Christians, once they had organized themselves, made a militant stand 

to protect their own religion which apart from territory, was the only 

cultural element which united the inhabitants of the Peninsula. So 

almost immediately, boundary-maintaining mechanisms were erected by the 

Christians and by the Muslims, who protected their religion by placing a 

ban on access to Islamic books by non-Muslims and a ban on discourse 

between themselves and members of another faith. 

The information about Islam which first reached the Christians 

therefore did so by an informal process, and it was mostly unofficial 

oral reports which managed to filter through the mechanisms. Thus much 

unsubstantiated material made its way to the Christian West. It was 

only later when certain Christian scholars decided that it would be 

beneficial to the evangelizing interests of the Church to get to know 

more about Islam, that a fuller, but by no means complete, picture of it 

was compiled by a more formal process of enquiry into the alien culture 

using authoritative books in defiance of the Muslim ban. The success of 

this initiative was marred to a certain extent by the inability of such 

scholars to throw off the influence of inaccurate reports which time 

seemed to have validated. There was always a tendency to make comparisons 

with Christianity, thus the result of the contact with Islam and with militant 

Muslims meant that the Christians consolidated their own tr. ditions as 

Christians and emphasised their religious character as their identity. 

Thus a Spanish national culture grew up to counteract the menace from 
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outside. The eventual effect of contact was therefore creative in 

that neither Christianity nor Islam was mutilated, but each side became 

more strongly aware of its own religion as a characteristic of its 

nationhood. This characteristic was a unifying factor within the 

group, but a dividing factor in relation to other cultural groups. Such 
r.. 3eý ion 

a"^natie of things Islamic by the Christians is shown in their view 

of many Arabic words and customs; they were acquainted with them to a 

certain degree, but at the-time of the PCG, did not appear to identify 

them with themselves. The Christians defined themselves by judging 

themselves different from the Muslims. 

This conclusion'suggests that religion was not an area in which 

much interchange took place between the two peoples, there was only 

confrontation and insularity. But in other aspects of the culture, 

Islamic material came over more readily'to Christian Spain. The second 

objective of this study was to examine which categories of cultural 

material were the most susceptible to transmission to other peoples. As 

T. F. Glick and 0. Pi-Sunyer state in their article 'Acculturation as 

an explanatory concept in Spanish history', 7 tangible and material things 

are much more manoeuvrable commodities in the transmission of culture 

than abstract concepts or ideologies. This is borne out by the evidence 

of the PCG, and it implies that culture was not transmitted in this case 

by discussion. 

The Christians made no secret of their admiration for Islamic material 

culture. The PCG shows that they attempted to obtain examples of Islamic 

art and craft, battle equipment and technique, whenever possible, but 

they may not have acquired the skills behind them. Islamic weights, 

measures and coins, based on the old Roman system, were known to the 

Christians and probably used by them. These material items were safe to 

admit because they offered no serious danger to Christianity. Adoption 

of them brought along too the assimilation of systems connected with them, 

as long as they did not impinge too far upon the sensitive area of 

religious beliefs. So some aspects of Muslim warfare, ' science, civil 
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administration, with their terminology, passed to Christian Spain. 

The cultural interchange in administration seems to have taken 

place on each side at different times during the contact. The conquerors, 

the Muslims, took over systems of the conquered, the Romano-Visigothic 

peoples in Spain, and renamed them. Later during the period of Muslim 

presence in the Peninsula, the descendants of the conquerors who were 

now on the defensive, gave back to the descendants of the original 

conquered inhabitants, now the reconquerors, these systems which had- 

become arabized in terminology and often in character. 

The transmission of material goods was mostly one-sided, from the 

Muslim conquerors to the Christian conquered, but usually not at the 

moment of first contact, but later, at a stage where the conquered became 

the conquerors; and the field of transmission was the battlefield. Much 

of the booty captured from the reluctant' Muslims was highly esteemed by 

the Christians, and the subjugated Muslims, the Mudejars, were obliged 

to-accomplish their arts and carry out their skills for the appreciation' 

of their new Christian masters. It has been remarked that 'The Christian 

states, on the eve of the Reconquista, were composed overwhelmingly of 

those who fought, those who prayed and those who tilled the soil, '8 and 

the evidence of the PCG would seem to back up the statement. 

Close personal contact with Muslims was frequent but irregular, and 

the PCG shows that at most times of the Muslim occupation, and especially 

more so from the twelfth century (though this may seem so as it is better 

documented), alliances and allegiances were made between military leaders 

of the two sides with the motive of territorial and material gain or necessity. 

Toleration from Muslims was bought, by Christian tributes, and later, during 

the Christian Reconquest, the Muslims in turn bought peace by themselves 

paying the Christians similar tributes. But such arrangements were only 

made in the short-term, for in the long run it was religion and race that 

counted in the struggle for survival or supremacy. The older territorial 

claim was, along with a certainty that they possessed the absolute truth, 
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the driving force of the Christians, and they would not be content until 

they had forced the usurpers to either withdraw completely or acknowledge 

the exclusive authority of Christianity by conversion. So convivencia 

was not a mutual understanding and, cooperation between two different 

peoples, but an uneasy state of mutually hostile attitudes only prevented 

from breaking out into war by economic factors. 

The third question under discussion here is that of literature as 

a channel for cultural transmission. What emerges is in line with the 

pattern so far set, that cultural elements related to ideology and religion 

are diffused with difficulty, while those which are not subversive or 

dangerous to one's identity as ,a Christian or Muslim or whatever, pass 

with much more facility into another culture. 

Because of the PCG compilers' recourse to poetic versions for writing 

up their accounts of history, ýthe overall picture of-the Muslim in the 

chronicle is filled out by details from the popular Christian view. These 

details contribute to making the view of the Muslim rather unreal, for 

the Christians of Spain of this period had a taste for exoticism. They 

often saw the Muslim as a mysterious figure, no doubt lack of regular and 

penetrating contact with him gave rise to superstitious reports. It was 

widely reported that the Muslim was associated with'magic and therefore 

was not to be trusted. This is reflected in the literature of the Middle 

Ages. But Spanish rationalism, probably linked with some intelligently 

interpreted contact with Muslims, showed that they were not all bad. 

`therefore the dual concept of the 'good Moor and the bad Moor' arose in 

the popular mind. The ? bad Moorb; debauched and wicked, were blackened 

by Christian clerical propaganda; the tgood Moors' with their love of 

refinement and their high morality were idealised and introduced into 

relationships with Christians in the popular literature. There was also 

a tendency to attempt to authenticate popular myths by bringing the 

protagonists to Spain into contact with Christians. Scientific precision 

often gave way to exotic interest in the erudite tradition at well as in 

the popular mind. 
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9 

In the popular literature of medieval Spain, the moral apologue 

flourished, and this study shows that it came to be an important carrier 

of cultural material. The material conveyed was individually Spanish in 

the tales of Spanish invention, but also there was much alien material 

as the apologue was a borrowed medium. Apart from accretions from 

Greek and Biblical sources, often difficult to distinguish precisely 

from the Indian, the genre goes back to the didactic tales used in 

Buddhist preaching. The popular mind of the medieval West responded 

favourably to these pleasant stories and memorable sayings taken from 

everyday life, and the clergy seized upon this opportunity for the 

instruction and moral improvement of the common people. 

It is shown beyond doubt how the Arabs, in particular Ibn al-Mugaffa', 

and convert Jews, notably Petrus Alphonsi, were instrumental in the trans- 

mission of this literary technique to Western Europe. Petrus Alphonsi 

and Alphonso X made the moral tale compiled in collections known in Spain, 

and Spanish writers adopted its various elements: the animal fable, the 

use of proverbial and wise sayings, the validation of information by 

witnessing (though this Islamic technique was used sparingly by Western 

writers), the personal appearance of the author and the unifying device 

of the frame-story, which often served a didactic purpose in addition, by 

taking the form of dialogue between adviser and advised. Most of these 

techniques are present in Petrus Alphonsi's Disciplina Clericalis, and 

Don Juan Manuel applies all of them in El Conde Lucanor in a quite natural 

manner; Calila e Dimna was no doubt one of the carriers of the techniques. 

As the Indian stories were retold in Arabian lands, they became 

recast in the Arabic literary style. But when they reached Western Europe, 

they were usually stripped down to their kernel, and the lengthy exotic 

descriptions and manifold metaphors were excised. The essential ideas 

and their verbal expression were conserved, but Arabic literary 

embellishments were generally avoided and have left little mark. Western 

versions of the tales thus tend to be concise, though this may be an 

inevitable result of retension in the memory and transmission and 
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propagation by word of mouth. The tales are usually conserved in their 

original setting and with the original protagonists and motives. The 

cutting down of the material therefore leads, as in the case of Don 

Juan Manuel, to greater artistic unity and dramatic effect. 

As well as the technique, Indian sources gave much to the content 

of the collections in the West. Specific narrative themes and patterns 

made their way through Buddhist sermons through the Panchatantra, through 

Kalila wa-Dimna and Calila e Dimna, and were adopted by medieval Spanish 

writers. In this way, such stories as those of the Lion and the Bull 

and the Owls and the Crows were preserved and survived the centuries, 

to be later popularised in Spain and from there, the rest of Europe. The 

wisdom of the East the ascetic ideal of Buddhism and the more worldly 

reasoning of Islam -- is inherent in these tales, and is therefore 

conveyed to Western Christian ears. 

The animal tales are not on the whole loaded with religious 

associations (though one can detect some traces of Indian mythological 

beliefs that have been vaguely Christianised to a more or less successful 

degree) and that is perhaps why they have not been barred from transmission. 

The human tales, especially those to do with kings and their courts, 

preserve more Arabian accretions (many of such tales are of Arabic 

invention) but not much that is Islamic. They reflect at times the 

Arabic literary tradition with its typical delight in descriptions of 

luxurious, sensual and exotic scenes. Such Arabic details have often 

been conserved in Western Christian accounts for the sake of 'authentic 

atmosphere' and local colour, which is ideologically harmless. Disciplina 

Clericalis and the Hispano-Arabic tales of El Conde Lucanor are 

particularly strong in this, Petrus Alphonsi with his descriptions of 

commercial life in Egypt and other Islamic countries, and Don Juan Manuel 

with his descriptions of Hispano-Arabic family life. Don Juan Manual 

especially, picks up the diverse Arabic sources and portrays Muslim life 

with tolerance and sympathy, and often with open admiration for Muslim . 

secular leaders. The picture of the Muslim conveyed to medieval Christians 
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in Spain by these works was therefore quite favourable. Muslims were 

particularly associated on the general plane with commerce and high 

culture, the accumulation of riches and learning. They were portrayed 

as upright, courageous men believing in loyalty and friendship. Don 

Juan Manuel presented Muslims as individual people endowed with feelings 

and emotions much the same as any Christian. El Conde Lucanor thus serves 

as propaganda in favour of the Muslims as people. It is evident that in the 

popular literature of Spain there was considerable sympathy for the Muslims, 

for they were regarded on their own merits and not in terms of any religion, 

but clerically-influenced literature usually protrayed a hostile attitude. 

Alphonso X therefore, with his official anti-Muslim attitude, presents 

a marked contrast to his nephew Don Juan Manuel and his sympathetic 

view of the Muslims. 

In transmission, certain tales lost their original setting, whether 

it was Buddhist or Arabic, and often in a quite arbitrary manner it seems; 

hence they have often lost their raison d'etre. Some of Don Juan Manuel 's 

Islamic tales have lost in religious import, and therefore in full 

justification, others are radically altered from the original, but are 

fully justified and artistically acceptable in their new setting. Elements 

that became eliminated often had connections with religious peculiarities. 

From Spain, moral tales were diffused throughout Europe and there is on 

the whole little variation on a tale from version to version in the 

different collections of Western Europe, though some of the animal fables 

have become mixed with Aesopian and French Roman de Renart material, 

and some human stories have been confused with classical motifs. Once 

in Christendom, there was not much cultural change in the tales. 

The early Spanish prose writers took up the literary medium of the 

collection of moral fables, and while conserving the style and also the 

basic content of the original models, they adapted it to their own 

purposes. So in the medieval exempla alongside eternal motifs of pre- 

Christian date, one finds episodes-from Spanish history and anecdotes from 

the writers' own day and environment. In this way, the Spanish writers 
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took over an old and alien genre and by injecting a novel element into 

it they made it more acceptable to people of a new culture, and thus 

helped to give it a new lease of life in the medieval Christian West. 

Spanish literature was therefore a channel for Oriental literary 

techniques being transmitted to Western Europe. So the contact with 

the Arabs was definitely constructive for Spain. For just as the 

Spanish authors such as Petrus Alphonsi and Don Juan Manuel perpetuated 

the old medium of the apologue, so did the striking narratives conveyed 

by it to Spain stimulate them to become great writers. The popular prose 

tale had not much to say about the religions and ideologies of the 

cultures it passed through, that is probably why it was able to penetrate 

them readily, but it did convey many details about practical life in these 

cultures and stimulated a sympathetic interest in them among the 

Christians of the West. 

Since the informative and didactic works of Alphonso X and Don Juan 
In Omni arts OF 

Manuel were read and heard by people threat Europe, one can say that 

Castilian became through their research and writings the vehicle for a 

high intellectual culture drawing on the heritages of Buddhism, Hinduism, 

Judaism, Christianity, Islam and Romano-Germanic Europe, reaching the larger 

part of Western Christendom. Alphonso X had his private reasons for 

carrying this out: 

'King Alphonso was much interested in astronomy, 

and applied science and in history, in so far as 

it might contribute to the glory of Castile and 

to his hopes of becoming Holy Roman Emperor. ' 9 

Although he did not achieve his ambition, the effects of his 

endeavours were still very constructive for Europe, for his learned 

translations from the Arabic encouraged scientific research in other 

European countries. Yet his contribution towards furthering Christian 

knowledge of Islam was not as significant as it might have been in his 

circumstances. Christian initiative in research and study had begun 

before the thirteenth century, with the twelfth century Latin scholars 

in Spain. Alphonso X worked on this tradition, perpetuating its faults, 
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hardly attempting to check up on assertions or correct them, and adding 

little information that was new. His innovation was the use of Castilian 

as a medium through which to divulge the information he had gathered 

together, an endeavour which was successfully continued by writers of the 

fourteenth century. So early Castilian literature made current in Spain 

and other European countries information about Islam and the Muslims 

which contained"°both truth and error, both hostile and sympathetic attitudes. 

As a result of this information, views of this alien culture in the eyes of 

the people must have been much fuller and more colourful, but perhaps 

not very clear. 
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NOTES TO CHAPTER 6 AND CONCLUSIONS 

1 Libro de los buenos proverbios, ed. H. Knust. Madrid, 1878 

(Sociedad de Bibli6filos Espanoles), ch. XIII, p. 276. 

2 Las Siete Partidas, Ed. Real Academia de la Historia, Madrid, 1807, 

vol. II, X, 3. 

3 C. Sänchez-Albornoz, Espana y el Islam. Buenos Aires, raitor; ^l 

cudamorioan , 1943, PP. 157-179, for an explanation of why feudalism 

did not develop in Spain. 

4 Don Juan Manuel has Cordoba, which is wrong. The fact that 

Al-Magqari has the correct location indicates that the source he 

found for his story was probably earlier than that of Don Juan 

Manuel. The latter possibly had a source which mistakenly set the 

action in Cordoba on account of its fame as the great Muslim city 

with the Islamic monuments. Alternatively, the mistake may have 

arisen under the influence of the. other anecdote which is also 

set in Cordoba. 

5 See p. 250 

6 G. T. Northup, An Introduction to Spanish Literature. Chicago, 

3rd revised ed. 1960, p. 75. 

7 Comparative Studies in Society and History, vol. II, no. 2, April 1969. 

8 G. Jackson, The Making of Medieval Spain, p. 90. 

9 Op. cit., p. 108. 
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